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ABSTRACT

This thesis deals with the patterns of land tenure and kinship

in a Jamaican village, where field work was carried out for approximately

one year from 1968-1969? these patterns being discussed in the light

of previous contributions in the relevant fields.

After a general introduction to Jamaican society, outlining some

of the main features of the contemporary social structure and the

historical influences which have shaped this structure, some of the

relevant contributions in the field of West Indian, and more specifically

Jamaican, lower class family structure are considered. This provides

both an ethnographic background to, and a theoretical starting point

for, the study of family structure in the village.

The third chapter is an introduction to the village itself, outlining

some of the main characteristics of its social organisation, and also

of its inter-relationship with the wider society, specifically that

of the parish in which it is situated.

The fourth chapter is devoted to the discussion of the general

economy of the sample households with reference to the variables of

house type and tenure? tenure of yard and ground: influence of land

tenure on house type and land use; production goals and distribution

of produce cultivated? employment opportunities? and savings.

The fifth chapter deals with the family structure of the sample

households, viz.: the consideration of conjugal status and conjugal

histories of the household heads and their spouses; and household

composition. The features of household composition are then considered

in the light of the conjugal status of the household heads, and the
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phenomenon of fostering is also discussed. The ♦explanation' of the

data on family structure is then considered in the light of the

•economic determinist' hypothesis prevalent in current West Indian

kinship studies, and it is concluded that economic variables are an

insufficient explanation of the variations of family structure within

the sample. The inadequacy of an economic explanation of kinship

is further illustrated in the subsequent chapter in a consideration

of the complementary roles of kinship and the burial society in mortuary

ritual.

Chapters 7 and 8 deal with inheritance and descent among the

sample households, and the conclusions drawn are considered in the light

of recent contributions both in the field of West Indian, and specifically

Jamaican, land tenure, and also in that of oogiatic kinship systems

in general.

Chapter 9 is simply a concluding note - 'rounding off' the study

as it were by taking a brief look backwards at the various aspects

of village life referred to in the previous chapters and attempting

to draw them together to present a unified picture of village life

in toto and of the relationship between the village and the wider

society.
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1.

CHAPTER Ii INTRODUCTION

This thesis deals with the patterns of land tenure and kinship in a

Jamaican village, where field work was carried out for approximately one

year from 1968-1969; these patterns being dfecussed in the light of previous

contributions in the relevant fields.

After a general introduction to Jamaican sooiety, outlining some of

the main features of the contemporary social structure and the historical

influences which have shaped this structure, some of the relevant contribut¬

ions in the field of Vest Indian, and more specifically Jamaican, lower

class family structure axe considered. This provides both an ethnographic

background to, and a theoretical starting point for, the study of family

structure in the village.

The third chapter is an introduction to the village itself, outlining

some of the main characteristics of its social organisation, and also of its

inter-relationship with the wider society, specifically that of the parish

in which it is situated.

The fourth chapter is devoted to the discussion of the general economy

of the sample households with reference to the variables of house type and

tenure; tenure of yard and ground; influence of land tenure on house type

and land use; production goals and distribution of produce cultivated;

employment opportunities; and savings.

The fifth chapter deals with the family structure of the sample house¬

holds, viz.: the consideration of oonjugal status and conjugal histories

of the household heads and their spouses ;and household composition. The

features of household composition are then considered in the light of the

conjugal status of the household heads, and the phenomenon of fostering
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ie also discussed. The 'explanation' of the data on family structure is then

considered in the light of the 'eoonomio determinist' hypothesis prevalent

in current est Indian kinship studies, and it is oonoluded that economic

variables are an insufficient explanation of the variations of family

structure vithin the sample. The inadequacy of an economic explanation of

kinship is further illustrated in the subsequent chapter in a consideration of

the complementary roles of kinship and the burial society in mortuary ritual.

Chapters 7 and 8 deal with inheritance and descent among the sample

households, and the conclusions drawn are considered in the light of recent

contributions both in the field of Vest Indian, and specifically Jamaican,

land tenure, and also in that of oognatic kinship systems in general.

Chapter 9 is simply a concluding note - 'rounding off "file study as it

were by taking a brief look backwards at the various aspects of village life

referred to in the previous chapters and attempting to draw them together to

present a unified picture of village life in toto and of the relationship

between the village and the wider society.

After a brief outline of the main geographical features of the island,

the rest of this chapter will be devoted to the consideration of the island's

contemporary social structure, and the main historio&l influences which have

moulded this structure.

Jamaica is the third largest of the Greater Antillean group of West

Indian islands. Surrounded by the Caribbean Sea, it is situated at Longitude

77° - 78° West and Latitude 18° North, lying between the Equator and the

Tropic of Canoer. (See Map l). The island is approximately 144 miles from

west to east, and 92 miles from north to south at its widest point, with an

area of approximately 4*400 square miles and a population of l,86l,?00persons.^

l) Census of Jamaica. 1970, Department of Statistics, Kingston,
Jamaica.
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The island has a mountainous interior, consisting of the

volcanic mass of the Blue Mountains in the east (rising to 7,402 ft.

at Blue Mountain Peak), the central and western mountains being

composed of a limestone plateau which covers half of the island's

land surface and rises to its greatest height (3,000 ft.) in the

unpopulated Cockpit Country of the parishes of St. James and Trelawny.

Tliis area takes its name from the numerous hilis and hollows which

give it the appearance of cock-fighting pits; other features of this

typical karst topography being caves and underground streams. The

mountainous interior is surrounded by a coasta* plain, built up by

the a luvium of the island's numerous rivers. (See Map 2). The

mountains are forested, especially in the east; the coastal plains

being covered in savannah grassland.

Temperatures are tropical rather than equatorial, varying little

throughout the year due to the modifying influence of the sea.

Lying in the Convection Rain Belt, the island has two rainy seasons

(May and September/October), separated by two dry seasons which often

turn to drought. This rainfall pattern is, however, modified by local

topography and the influence of the North-East Trade Winds. In

addition to the latter there are also local winds; the inward-blowing

"seaz-breese" or "Doctor's Breeze" by day as the land becomes hot;

and the outward-b owing "land-breeze" or "Undertaker's Breeze" by
1)

night as the land cools. The island sometimes suffers from

hurricanes, the "hurricane season" being from August to October.

1) These names originate from the days when Yellow Fever was prevalent
in the island and the "land-breeze" was accompanied by the disease-
bearing mosquitoes, while the "sea-breeze" drove the latter away.
Regarding background information in general, my own knowledge of
the island is supplemented by Cargill, M. (Ed.): Ian Flamming
Introduces Jamaica (London; Andre Deutsch, 1965) and The West
Indian and Caribbean Yearbook 1970
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The social structure of the island will now be considered, this

being done under three headings; Economy; Ethnic Composition and

Social Stratification; and Political and Adminstrative Structure.

In each case the historical factors which have moulded the contemporary

structure will be outlined, followed by a discussion of the contemporary

structure itself.

Economy
4

Jamaica was discovered by Christopher Columbus in 1494» and there

followed a brief era of colonisation by the Spanish, the chief features

of which were the lack of agricultural development and the eradication

of the native Arawak population. The island was subsequently captured

by the British in 1655 and it was under the latter that both the

peasantry - in its various forms - and the plantation developed.

Despite the fact that Lewis states that "Modem West Indian

history begins without a peasantry ..." and Marshall, that the West

Indian peasantry starts at emancipation, 1^ there were in fact three

types of peasantry which developed in Jamaica prior to emancipation,

viz.; the "yeoman cultivators" of the early colonisation period; the

"proto-pea-aritry","which evolved under slavery, because of the particular

circumstances whioh permitted or compelled the slaves to grow much of

their own food, to produce many of their own necessities and, very

importantly, to se 1 their surpluses and dispose more or less freely

of their profits"; and the Maroons and other runaway slaves who
2)

established settlements in the mountainous interior. '. Each of these

will now be considered in more detail.

1) Lewis, W.A.; "The Evolution of the Peasantry in the British West
Indies" Colonial Office Pamphlet 656, 1936; I; Marshall, W.K.;
"Botes on Peasant Development in the West Indies Since 1038" in
Social Economic Studies 1T(3)» 1968; 252.

2) Mints, S.t "The Question of Caribbean Peasantries; A Comment"
in Caribbean Studies I, 1961a: 34.
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(i) The Development of the Peasantry and Plantation in the
Pre-Emanelpation Era

Subsequent to Cromwell's Proclamation of 1655 authorising the

peoples of the Commonwealth and Dominions to plant in Jamaica, a

homogeneous class of yeomen farmers came into being.1^ This stage of

peasant development was short-lived, however, due to the innovation

and growth of the plantation system and accompanying slave trade.

Apart from an initial but abortive attempt on the part of the

Spanish to introduce the plantation system into their colonies, the

first colonising power to develop the sugar industry and the concomitant

plantation system in the Caribbean were the Dutch, and in 1640 the

first British sugar works were introduced in Barbados, influenced and

financed by the Dutch in Brasil. The other British islands soon

followed suit; - in the second half of the seventeenth century the

industry developed in the Leeward Islands, and during the eighteenth

century in Jamaica. By the Treaty of Paris (1763) certain of the

Windward Islands passed from the French to the British, who subsequently

developed the industry there also. There were various reasons for the

rapid growth of the sugar industry in these islands. In addition to the

suitability of climatic conditions (both for growing sugar and rearing

1) In addition to Mintz ibid, see also Leake, M.: "Studies in
Tropical Land Tenure" in Tropical Agq?!culture 9(8)» 1932;
Lord Olivier« Jamaica? The Blessed Island (London: Faber & Faber,
1936)? Henriques, F.s Family and Colour in Jamaica.(2nd Edition:
London: MacGibbon & Kee. 1968): Patterson. 0.: The Sociology of
Slavery (London: MacGibbon & Kee, 19^7). A similar development
took place at this time in many other areas of the Caribbean, see
Guerra, E.: Sugar and Society in the Caribbean (19275 English
Edition: Lew Haven: Yale, 1964); Shepherd, C.Y.: "Peasant
Agriculture in the Leeward and Windward Islands. Part I: The
Development of Peasant Agriculture" in Tropical Agriculture 24(4-6),
1947; Augelli, J.P.: "Patterns and Problems of Land Tenure in the
Lesser Antilles: Antigua, British West Indies" in Economic Geography
29, 1953; Greenfield, S.: English Rustics in Black Skin (Mew Haven:
College and University Press, 1966)»
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the cattle needed for the mills), the British West Indian colonies

were given the virtual monopoly on the English sugar market (by the

passing of the Navigation Act (1660)5 the Staple Act (1663); and

the Plantation Act (1673); ) the reason for this being, as Shephard

points out, that "The old empire was overweighted on the temperate

side, and the West Indies remained the 'pampered pets' of the British

Empire throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries." In
2)

addition, there was an almost insatiable market for sugar in England. '

Seasons for the spread of the plantation which accompanied the

development of the sugar industry in these islands were the complexity

and subsequent cost of processing the sugar, and the fact that large

units were required for raising the cattle for the mills (resulting

in the pen system in Jamaica).^ However, Mintz notes that the

development of the plantation system with its reliance on slave labour

was not in fact inevitable in the circumstances, and suggests that it

was the nature of settlement in the Caribbean - one of "open resources",
\

a condition which occurs when there are sparse areas of settlement and

free men settle unoccupied and unappropriated land and avoid working

for others, thus creating a scarcity of labour - which was largely

responsible for this development.^

1) Shephard op cits 61.

2) Parry, J.H. & Sherlock, P.M.s A Short History of the West Indies
(London: MacMi1lan, 1957).

3) Leake 00 olt.

4) Mintz, S.; "Jbieward" in Guerra op cit; of Parley, R.: "The
P.ise of Village Settlements in British Guiana" in Caribbean
Quarterly 3(2), 1953, reprinted in vol. 10(1), 1964.
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Wherever the plantation developed it resulted in the squeezing

out of the sniai -holder;1'' despite this, however, two other types of

peasantry emerged in Jamaica during the period of slavery, the first

of these being the proto—peasantry; a development, which, as will be

seen below, was (as in other parts of the Caribbean) closely

inter-related with the variable of topography, The masters were

responsible for feeding the slaves and had two alternatives for doing

so; either to grow or import food. The former was cheaper, but was

only expedient when the land used was unsuitable for sugar. Thus, "where

land was flat and fertile the oane was planted; where it was not, food
2)

was grown for the slaves ' Thus food was grown in the mountainous

islands (and British Guiana) and imported in the flatter ones, Jamaica

combining both methods; the coastal plantations importing, and the

inland ones growing food. ' Wherever food was locally grown it was

done so by the provision ground system, whereby each slave household

was given a plot or ground to cultivate in the hilly backhands of the

estate (the method of cultivation used being an intensive four-tiered

1) Mintz, S. & Hall, D.: "The Origins of the Jamaican Internal
Marketing System" in Papers in Caribbean Anthropology (Ed. Mintz),
Y.U.P.A. nos. 57-64, 1960a; and despite Hoetink's argument to the
contrary (Hoetink, H.: "Review" of Mintz & Hall ibid in Caribbean
Studies 1(2), 1961) this contention is widely supported in the
literature on the Caribbean, see Guerra op cit; Leake or cit; Olivier op cit
Augeili op cit: Greenfield op cit; Patterson 00 cit; Marshall
op cit. See also Mintz 1961 op cit for a further discussion of
this point.

2) Mintz & Hall 00 cit: 4*

5) On these variations in the Caribbean see Ibid; Shephard op cit;
Parry, J.: "Plantation and Provision Ground" in Revista Historla.
59} 1955; Parley op cit. and "The Rise of the Peasantry in British
Guiam" in Socia & Economic Studies 2(4), 1954; Patterson op cit.
There is however evidence of a limited development of the proto-
peasantry even where mountainous land was scarce as in Antigua,

Auge.Lli op pit; Barbados, Greenfield op oit; cf. Prazier
on the American South, Prazier, P.: The Negro Family In the United
States (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1966 Edition) and
The Negro in the United States (New York: MacMillan, 1965 Reprint of
1957 Edition).
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one of root crops, short and tall shrubs, and trees). Each household

was also given a house-spot or yard in the flatter area of fee estate

on which sma 1 livestock was sometimes raised and additional cultivation

undertaken. Although such produce and livestock were primarily for

domestic use, the slaves soon began to produce and sell surpluses at

Sunday markets (market-day later being changed to Saturday due to the

protests of missionaries and shop-keepers). Even a division of labour

in production emerged; some slaves rearing livestock, others growing

food, some specialising in crafts, with yet others becoming middlemen.

And by 1774 "the slaves were not only central to the economy as the

producers of the cash export commodities, principally sugar, but had

also become the most important suppliers of food-stuffs and utilitarian
1)

craft items to all Jamaicans." The profits made from such sales

could be kept by the slaves, and in this way many of them accumulated

savings.^
The second type of peasantry which emerged in Jamaica during slavery

were the Maroons and other runaway slaves. ' The earliest references

to the Jamaican Maroons were in faot before the plantation was fully

established by the British; Olivier refers to an unsuccessful attempt

by the Spanish to recapture the island in 1658, noting that "... in

1660 the invading force, accompanied by the residue of the earlier

1) Mints & Hall op pit: 16; cf Mintz, S.s "The Jamaican Internal
Marketing Patterns Some Notes and Hypotheses" in Social & Economic
Studies 4(1). 1955.

2) Mintz & Hall op oit: there is however some disagreement on this
point, Patterson being of the opinion that very few of the slaves
managed to save, op cit.

3) Mints (1961 op cit) mentions similar- peasantries in Brasil, the
Guianas, and Cuba; cf. Frazier 1965 op oit on the Palmares Republic
of Brasil, and Farley 1954 and 1964 op oit on the Bush Negroes of
British Guiana. The slaves who escaped from certain of the Lesser
Antilles, particularly Barbados, and joined the settlements of
Island Carib in St. Vincent, St. Lucia and Dominica could also be
included here, see Taylor, D.: The Black Carib of British Honduras
(New York; Viking Publications, 1951)•
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Spanish settlers, evacuated the island ..." and that "Their escaped

slaves established themselves in the central wilds of the Island, ...

and became known as Maroons". Patterson also refers to these early

Maroons and states that although "A section of them ... was eventually

induced to surrender under the condition of pardon ..." the rest (about

forty) continued to harass the British settlers until about 1670 "when

they retreated to the north-eastern section of the island and for the
2)

next thirty years remained relative y secluded", this being the origin

of the Windward band of Maroons.

The first rebellion of the 3iaves of the Ihglish occurred in 1673,

three hundred slaves subsequently fleeing "to the interior, different

sections of them settling in various parishes to the south-centre of the

island, ... These rebels ... [forming] the nucleus of what later became

known as the Leeward band of Maroons". '' Slave rebellions oontinued

periodically, some of the rebels swelling the Leeward band, and during

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries two wars took place between

the British settlers and the Maroons, the first being from 1725-1740*

As a result of treaties signed in 1739 and 1740 the rebels gained their

freedom and several thousand acres of land where they settled in villages,

(such as in the Cockpit Country of Tre awny and St. Jaraes), with the

right to their own administration. A condition of the treaty was that

the Maroon- should return any future runaway siaves. Despite these

treaties, however, there was a second Maroon War in 1312. which resulted

in many of the Maroons being deported. Despite the treaties, too,

1) Olivier on c t: 13.

2) Patterson op eitt 267.

3) Ibid.
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"many [more] slaves did succeed in running away ..1^ and

establishing mountain villages.

(ii) The leyclopment of the Post-Ecaanc 1 oation Peasantry

Parley'e observation in his discussion of the British Guianese

peasantry - that the rise of village settlements, rather than being a

post-emanc nation phenomenon, had their roots "in the days of slavery"

and that»

"The forces which were fundamental to the establishment
of these settlements were, for the most part, the same
economic and social forces which led to the end of slavery
... The most decisive and continuous of these forces ...

[being] the desire, on the part of the slaves, for personal
liberty and for land of their own." '

- s©ear; ©qua Ly applicable to the establishment of the free villages in

Jamaica. For just as the settlements of the Maroons and other runaway

slaves had been a negative reaction to the plantat on, so too were the
x)

free village settlements. The free peasantry also had its roots in

the proto-peasantry, for the skills of cultivation acquired by trie

slaves on t. Lr provision grounds were invaluable in the post-emancipation

era, ^ and the money saved through the marketing of surpluses from

these grounds enabled many ex-slaves to purchase land.

In his discussion of peasant development in the West Indies 3ince

1830, Marshal has summarised the basic features of the West Indian

peasantry a-, beings its recent origin (a point which, it has been eeen,

needs eom qua ification); the fact that "its growth - in numbers and in

acreage control Led - was coneistent dur ing the first fifty or sixty years

of its existence"; and that "it exists alongside and in conflict with

1) Ibid; 264.

2) Farley 1y&4 oc cit 3 52.

3) Mints in Guerra op cit.

4) Mints, "Historical Sociology of the Jamaican Church-Founded
Free VI liana System"in Be West Indische Gide. 39* 1958 a ^Marshall
on cit; Mints & Hail op cit. Cf. Farley 1964 op cit: 60, who notes
that "even during slavery the slave labourer on [British Guianese]
plantations was practically a peasant farmer, though not a peasant
proprietor."
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the plantation; and it did not depend exclusively on cultivation

of the soil for its income and subsistence." And he suggests

a threefold breakdown of the stages in its development, viz.s

the "^-•ari.od of establishment" from 1BJ8 to 1850/60; the "period

of consolidation" which "lasted to about 1900"; and -foe "period
2)

of saturation ... from 1900 to the present, ..." This schema

can be adopted as a suitable frame of reference for the discussion

of the development of the post-emancipation peasantry in Jamaica

specifically.

(a) The Period of Establishment

Opportunities for the acquisition of land for peasant development

at this time varied throughout the Caribbean. Land was particularly

scarce in the flat Leeward Islands and Barbados where almost all the

land was appropriated by estates? but in the larger islands of

Trinidad and Jamaica, and the smaller but mountainous Windward Islands,

as well as in British Guiana, there was land availabe for rental or

purchase. (There was also limited acquisition of land by ex-slaves

in the American South after the Civil War, many however having to become

tenants). In Jamaica some of this land consisted of abandoned

plantations, and some was Crown land; squatting also occurring on

both these categories of land. In addition, grants of land were made

by some planters to their ex-slaves, "Such grants ... [being] the origin

of the category of 'family land*

1) Marshall op cit: 255.

2) Ibid8 253-4.

3) Clarke, E. 8 My ?lother Who Fathered Me (Londons Allen & Unwin,
2nd Edition, 1966) p.36. Regarding opportunities for land
acquisition in Jamaica and elsewhere in the Caribbean see also
Leake on clti Shephard on cit: Clarke, E.: "Land Tenure and
The Family in Four Selected Communities in Jamaica" in Social &
Economic Studies I (4), 1953; Farley 1954 and 1964 Qp cit;
Smith, E.T, t "Land Tenure in Three Negro Villages in British Guiana"
in Social & Economic Studies 4 (1), 1955; Parry & Sherlock op cit:
Marshall op oit: Frazier 1965 and 1966 00 cit.
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In his discussion of the growth of the post-emancipation

peasantry in the Caribbean, Wolf states that where plantations have not been

replaced by factories in the field, "we find today peasant holdings

as 'residua,;, bits' of former large-scale organizations which have

disintegrated, as in Haiti or Jamaica." However, Mintz has pointed

out that "The creation of villages or communities of new peasants,

rather than the random growth of scattered peasant homesteads" in

Jamaica as elsewhere modifies "... Wolf's statement on 'residual bits',"

and suggests "a more ordered and determinate process of economic and
2)

social change"; ' and from Paget's study of the growth of the
•k)

Jamaican free villages during this period, this does seem to be the case. '

Paget reports that by 1839 - only one year- after the end of

Apprenticeship - ex-slaves in Jamaica, who had saved sufficient money,

were buying the hilly land that had previously been the grounds of the

proto-peasantry, which was now being sold off by planters; and that

wherever they could, these ex-slaves established villages. The increase

in the number of freeholders during this period illustrates both the

extent of this development, and the concomitant sub-division of land

which took place in the island; - in 1838 there were 2,014 freeholders in

Jamaica, and due to the establishment of the peasantry in the interim,

this had risen to 7*849 by 1840. And by 1860 the number of holdings

1) Wolf, E.j "Types of Latin American Peasantrys A Preliminary
Discussion" in American Anthropologist 57, 1955* reprinted in Dal ton,G.
(Ed.)j Tribal and Peasant Economies (New Yorks Natural History
Press, 1967) p» 522.

2) Mintz 1952 op oit» 66, Footnote (16)•

3) Paget, H.J "The Free Village System in Jamaica" in Jamaican
Historica Review I (1), 1945* reprinted in Caribbean Quarterly 10(1),
1964.
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1)
of under fifty acres each was 50»000. ' In general, however, the

freehold plots purchased by the peasantry were only big enough for house-

spots, and many of these proprietors had to depend on wage labour on the
2)

estates to supplement their income. '

Several authors have noted the significant role played by the

Baptist Church in the development of these villages, and Paget and

Mintz both state that the Baptist Minister Fhillippo was the originator

of the free village system. William Khibb was the second most important

figure in this movement, these two men being followed by others such

as the Reverends Burcheli Abbott and John Clarke. Mintz notes that

the Methodist Church was also important in the development of these

villages, and that other villages grew up without church sponsorship. ^
In 1846 the West Indian sugar industry lost its monopoly of the

English sugar market through the Equalisation Act, and although there

was a slight recovery of the industry, beet sugar was soon introduced

and by 1896 the West Indian sugar industry was on the verge of collapse.

This exacerbated the sale of marginal estates as many planters went

bankrupt, and many labourers had by now acquired sufficient capital

to buy small-holdings. ^
(b) The Period of Consolidation

Marshall outlines three main characteristics of this phase of

development: the continued increase in the number of small-holdings

(they more than doubled in Jamaica); the increase "in the number of

substantial peasants or small farmers"; and, most important, "the

1) Ibid; Marshall 00 cit.

2) Lowenthal, D.: "Caribbean Views of Caribbean Land" in The
Canadian Geographer 5(2), 1961; Paget op oit: Mintz in Guerra
op cit; Marshall op cit.

3) Mints 195G op cit; Paget op cit: Marshall op oit; Henriques op cit.

4) Shephard op oit; cf. Augeili op cit.
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emergence of ... a new peasantry"; - the latter emerging through the

increase in the number of holdings over five acres, and the change from

the a'most pure cultivation of provisions to that of mixed provision

and export crop production. 1^ In Jamaica the estimated value of

export crops in 1850 was £1,089,500 "of which 'small settlers'

contributed £113,500 or just over 10 per cent." By 1890 this figure

had risen to £2,028,300 with the small settlers contributing £798,800,

about 39 per cent. There had also been an accompanying increase in the

2)
diversification of export crops. 7 In this period the peasants' ratio

of crops produced for domestic use and internal sale as opposed to

export crops had changed from 83$ s 11$ in 1850 to 74$ 5 23$ in

1890, and Marshall states that the "national income estimates for Jamaica

for the years 1850 and 1890 reveal a shift from mainly provision

production to a mixed provision and export crop production by the peasants

(c) The Period of Saturation

Marshall depicts the third phase of development of the post-

emancipation peasantry as one in which there has been a lack of

expansion due to land shortage, ^ and where in fact the peasantry

may even be declining. Although the pattern of peasant development

varied according to the different islands, Jamaica, Trinidad, Barbados

and the Leeward Islands have, according to Marshall, all experienced

1) Marshall op cit; 256-7; of Mintz 1958 op cit.

2) Marshall op cit; 257.

3) Ibid. Marshal] notes a similar trend in the Windward Islands
after 1850; Shephard's data qualifies this somewhat, however (op cit)

4) Marshall op clt; of Otterbein, K.; "A Comparison of the Land
Tenure Systems of the Bahamas, Jamaica, and Barbados" in
International Archives of Ethnography 50(1)» 1966.
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saturation of their peasantry; and the figures for Jamaica show a

decline in the number of smaller holdings between 1950 and 1961. ^
With reference to the saturation in the above islands Marshall notes that

"Thia suggests that the peasants' shift to cash crop
production has operated in conjunction with other factors
to exhaust the opportunities for peasant landholding in
the larger territories of Jamaica and Trinidad as well as x,
in the longer settled islands of Barbados and the Leewards."

In the case of Jamaica, these "other factors" include the post-

emancipation expansion and consolidation of the estate; competition

from industry "both for land and labour" ^ and increased population

pressure.

(iii) The Contemporary Economy

I will now consider briefly the main characteristics of both the

contemporary economy in general, and the contemporary peasantry in

particular; and finally, since much of this thesis is concerned with

the subject of land tenure, the main forms of such tenure characteristic

of the Jamaican peasantry will also be outlined, briefly.

The most important features of the Jamaican econoay are agriculture;

the bauxite industry, which has been developed during the past three

decades by North American Companies, the limestone plateau being rich

with bauxite ore; the tourist industry, which thrives on the natural

attractions of climate, scenery and good beaches; and more recently,

various manufacturing and processing industries. These industries and

agriculture being the main source of employment; the tourist and sugar

1) Marshall contrasts this with the position of the peasantry in the
Windwards Islands where there has been "a continuing and substantial
increase in the number of smaller holdings especially" (on cit: 258).
However see Shephard on cit: Finkel, H.: "Patterns of Land Tenure
in the Leeward and Windward Islands and Their Relevance to Problems
of Agricultural Development in the West Indies" in Economic Geogranhy
40(2), 1964; Horowitz, M. s Mome-Paysan: A Peasant Village in
Martinique (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1967a); for
qualifications of this.

2) Marshall on cits 258.

5) Ibid: 259.
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industries, however providing mainly seasonal employment. ^
The main agricultural products are sugar-cans (an important

by-product of the sugar industry being the distillation of rum) and
bananas. Despite the vicissitudes of the sugar industry, it has made
a considerable recovery in the island during the present century
due to both technical and reorganisationai improvements, and the

2)
improvement of the world market subsequent to 1914* Fegarding
the reorganisation of the industry, two main trends can be noted. One
is the retention of many smaller estates or properties. with a

concomitant centralisation of factory processes; supplies for the
3)

latter also being drawn from "small'1 or peasant farms. ' The other
is the aggregation of estates and processing in the hands of large

companies. Bananas, previously grown on large company-owned estates,
are now grown mainly on both properties and small farms. Other

important components of the agricultural sector are crops such as

pimento, citrus and coffee (the latter grown in the Blue Mountains),
and cattle-rearing.

Following the traditional pattern of land use, the flatter coastal
areas of the island are devoted to large sugar estates and also to

properties growing cane or bananas, or rearing cattle; while the

peasantry is settled primarily in the hilly interior. ^' (Some properties,

however, do extend into the interior). (See Appendix I, Table 1 for the
number of farms and area in farms by size groups in Jamaica in 1968).

Two furtiter sources of income are also important to the economy;

migrant contract labour to the U.S.A. and Canada, and remittances from
5)

kin who have emigrated to North America and the United Kingdom.

1) For example the sugar industry employed 23,085 persons during crop
in 1970, but this figure was reduced to 14,091 out of crop, giving a
seasonal difference of 8,994; 1970 Year Book op oit.

2) Leake op cit; Cumper, G.s "Labour Demand and Supply in the Jamaican
Sugar Industry, 1830-1950" in Social & Economic Studies 2 (4), 1954.

3) The 1970 Year Book gives the total of Bmall cane farmers in 1970
as 18,000; a "small cane farmer" being defined as "one who delivers
less than 100 tons of cane to the factory during a crop, and
probably farms less than 5 acres of sugar-cane." fOp clti 116).

4) See eg. Smith, M.G. s "Community Organization in Rural Jamaica" in
Social & "Economic Studies 5 (3)» 1956 (b); Cumper, G.s "The Jamaican
Familys Village and Estate" in Social & Economic Studies 7 0)» 1958;
Smith, M.G.s West Indian Family Structure (Seattle: University of
Washington, 1962a).

5) 1970 Year Book op oit: regarding remittances from kin in the U.K.
see also Patterson, S.: Dark Strangers (Penguin Edition, 1965).
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(See Appendix I, Tables 2 and 3). Although these patterns indicate
the placement of Jamaican migrants overseas,, it must be noted that while
the first source mirrors the current short-term migratory pattern to
Horth Americas that the migratory pattern responsible for the second

source of income has now been considerably curtailed by the 1952
McCarran-V/alter Act in the United States of America, and the recent

Immigration Acts in the United Kingdom.
The main features of the contemporary peasantry include the

combination of wage-labour with cultivation - a pattern established
from early post-emancipation times (this in turn being similar to the
combination of labouring and cultivation among the proto-peassatry,
with the exception that labour was now free rather than slave), and
consolidated by increasing population pressure on the land.

The di tinetion between yard and ground still persists among the

peasantry, with cultivation sometimes being carried out on both; and
the four-tiered pattern of intensive cultivation noted for the proto-

peasantry also remains a feature of much peasant cultivation. The

inter-r9lat'onship between small-scale agriculture and the internal
marketing sys tern which emerged in the organisation of the proto-

peasantry aim persists, with the specialised role of the middlemen
or higgler being one of its main characteristics. And in cases where
sale is not made through a higgler, the traditional division of labour

2)
whereby the man cultivates and the woman sells, also remains. ' In
addition to production for domestic use and the internal market (the peasant
still being the main supplier for the latter), the peasant now produoes
for a third goal - the export market, a pattern which developed during
the Period of Consolidation. Crops grown for this purpose include

sugar cane and bananas. More recently, however, food provisions are

1) Padilla, E.: "Contemporary Social-Rural Types in the Caribbean Region"
in Rubin, V. (Ed.): Caribbean Studies: A Symposium (Seattle:
University of Washington, 2nd Edition 19o0); Lowenthai. op cit:
Comitas, L.i Fishermen and Co-operation in Rural Jamaica fTftmuhl jghad
Ph.D. Thesis, Columbia University, 1962); Mints in Guerra op cit:
Marsha 1 op olt.

2) Mints 1935 op Pit: Mints, S.* "The Role of the Middleman in the
Interna Distribution System of a. Caribbean Peasant Economy" in
Human 0xy.cnize.tion 15 (?)» 1956; Smith, M.G. 1956b op cit: Katzin, M.:
"The Business of Higglering in Jamaica" in Social & Economic Studies
9 (j), 1960; Mints and Hall op oit.
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also being cultivated for export due to toe growing demand for such

produce frcaa './est Indian immigrant communities overseas. 1 ^
The main forms of tenure characteristic of toe peasantry are:

cash tenancy; labour tenancy; share-cropping; free tenure; and
freehold tenure*

Cash Tena^y
This type of tenure has been common among the Jamaican peasantry

since the early post-emancipation era, when toe ex-slaves began to rent

marginal land from toe estates, and Davenport notes that toe category
"rented land" is so prevalent in the island that it should be accorded

equal weight with Clarke's threefold classification of tenures existent

among the peasantry (viz.: "bought", "inherited" and "family11 land). ^
And in her first report on Jamaican land tenure Clarke did in fact
consider thic type of tenure when she included & fourth community,

Fatentviile, in her discussion. She outlines the effects of "short terra

leases" in tola community as follows:
"The erection of permanent houses on the holdings is
prohibited by terms of toe lease; homes are usually one-room
grass huts, sometimes divided by a bamboo screen. Cultivation
is largely of local foodstuffs and there is no animal
husbandry nor are permanent crops grown on rented lands," '

Coaltan also notes this type of tenure in Jamaioa, and correlates
the presence of "make-shift housing" and the planting of short-term

crops with rented land. ^ Edwards, too, in his extensive study of
small farming in Jamaica notes toe presence of this form of tenure,
which he sub-divides into "renting" and "leasing"»

1) "Of toe 1970 root crops production, over seven million pounds (mainly
yams and dasheen) with an estimated value of $ 662,000 were exported.
... The volume of exports of these products is expected to increase
substantially during 1971." 1970 Year Book op clt»

(* One J&maican dollar » 50 pence, following currency change in Sept. 1969.
2) Davenport, W.: "The Family System of Jamaica" in Social & Economic

Studies 10 (4), 1961; Clarke 1966 on cit. This type of tenure is
common in other parts of toe Vest Indies, see Leake on cit (who notes
toe importance of this type of tenure in association with cane farming);
Shepherd on cit: Augelll 00 cit: Greenfield, S.: "Land Tenure and
Transmission in Sural Barbados" in Anthropological Quarterly 55 (4),
1960; Horowitz 00 cit: Marshall op cit. And although Smith reports
that "The renting of land between villagers is not common, since ...

there is no real land shortage" (R.T. Smith op cit: 74), nevertheless
this foria of tenure is present to some extent in British Guiana (ibid).

5) Clarke 1953 op cit: 81

4) Comitas o»; oit.
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"Leasing involves a definite agreement for a period of three
years or more (up to eleven), which is nearly always recorded
and signed. Renting covers shorter periods, from as little
as three months up to two years, with a year to year agreement

And he notes that while both types of tenure preclude the long-term

investment of planting trees, that semi-permanent crops such as bananas

or sugar-cane may be planted on leased land, while only short-term

crops are generally planted on rented land.

Labour Tenancy

Edwards notes two variants of labour tenancy in his study? "rent
2)

on the half" and "grass ground". ' In the former arrangement,

"The owners of the land agree 'to go on the half with the
tenants, for a period which normally covers two years. In
September the tenant clears the land by cutting down the
undergrowth and by hoeing the grass. This area is then
divided into two equal parts, one of which is planted by the
owner and the other by the tenant. They both cultivate and
reap their crops independently. When the crops are reaped
the land is allowed to return to grass. A few months later,
at the beginning of the second year, the whole process is
: *" * ' r the second crop has been reaped the

In the latter arrangement,

"The tenant of a piece of 'grass ground' clears the land
and cultivates it as he wishes. At the end of two years
he has to.return it to the owner, established in guinea
grass."

1) Edwards, D.: An Economic Study of Small Farming in Jamaica
(Glasgow University Press, 1961: 100.)

2) Shephard op cit and Frucht op cit both note labour' tenancy as a
form of tenure in Montserrat and Nevis.

3) Edwards op citi 100

being most common." 1)

4) Ibid: 102.
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Since these forms of tenure are insecure, only short-term

crops are generally planted on such land. The tenant however has

more freedom regarding the choice of crop than in the share-cropping

arrangements referred to below.

Share-Cropping

This i a form of tenure by which rental is paid in kind rather

than cash, 'and from Edwards' report this seems to be a more common

form of tenure than the labour tenancy referred to above. Two variants

of share-cropping are found; one whereby the owner receives half the

crop, the other where he receives a third. Again, tenure is insecure

and short-term crops are therefore generally grown; there being the

added disadvantage of the restriction of choice as to the type of crop

cultivated.

Free Tenure

Two types of free tenure (that is, where the tenant pays no rent)

are present in the island; that where the owner and tenant are relatives,

2)
and that where they are not. With reference to the latter, Clarke

notes its origin in the pre-emancipation era; "the practice, begun in

slavery, of granting back lands on the estates either free, or at

peppercorn rental, for subsistence farming to employees, continues to the

present day."

1) Davenport states that in Black Point and Megril (Jamaica) "Rents are
many times calculated not in cash, but in percentages of the yield,
and these seem to be highest between one small holder and another man
of the some social and economic stratum, not between the larger,
upper-class property owners and their tenants ..." (op clt; 450).
See also Augelli op cit, who notes share-cropping arrangements in
Antigua, and Horowitz op pit who notes the share-cropping system of
coLonare in Martinique, including the two variants of moiti.e-moitie
and tiers.

2) Edwards o,. cit; 99; 101.

5) Clarke 1^66 op cit: 36. Cf. Augelli op cit.
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Edwards notes that "the influence of the free land arrangement

on land use depended very much on the particular circumstance?
1)

obtaining#" For example, where the owner and tenant were related,

"The arrangement was extremely informal involving no written
agreement or any definite verbal one; even the period involved
waE not usually specified initially, though it was understood
that the land would be given up when the owner required it.
Trees of economic importance were not to be damaged."

And he remarks that "This form of tenure often represented a step
2)

towards leaving land to an heir." ' On the other hand, especially when

non-relatives were involved, such tenure might be extremely insecure,

resulting in the planting of short term crops.

Freehold Torture

Two types of freehold tenure are common in Jamaica: individually

owned land (held in fee simple) which may be acquired through purchase
3)

or inheritance - it being seen above that the purchasing of land by

the peasantry began as early as 1839} and family land.^ rights to

which are inherited jointly by a group of heirs who are descended f; or,

a common ancestor. Since this latter type of tenure is discussed at some

length in subsequent chapters, little else need be said about it at this

1) Edwards op cit: 112.

2) Ibid: 100

3) Clarke 1953 and 1966 op pit; Davenport op pits Edwards op cit;
Comitas op cit. Cf. Greenfield 1960 op ext.

4) Clarke 1953 and 1966 op cit: Davenport op cit: Edwards 00 cit:
Lowenthal op cit: Comitas op oit. Similar forms of tenure are noted
elsewhere in the Caribbean, see Smith, M.G.: "The Transformation of
Land Rights by Transmission in Carriacou" in Social & Economic Studies 5
(2), 1956 (a); Solien, N.: "The flonunilineal Descent Group in the
Caribbean and Central America" in American. Anthroeo1ogist 61 (4), 1959;
Greenfield 1960 op oit: Otterbein op cit: Finkel op cit (on the
"Community Property System" of St. Lucia); Horowitz op cit. And
although Smith states that "There is no conception of a collection of
parcels of land being passed intact from one generation to another
except at the level of the village itself (Smith, R.T. op oit: 74)»
nevertheless a system similar in many ways is in fact seen to exist
there (ibid).
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stage exoept to reiterate the point that it has its origin in the

grants of land made by some planters to their ex-slaves at emancipation.

Freehold tenure is the most secure type of tenure, and that which

is held in fee simple is the least restricting of all tenures with regard

to land use. While great value is placed on freehold tenure - both
1 )

economically and socially - by the peasantry ' (as indeed by peasantry

throughout the world), numerous drawbacks have nevertheless been

associated with this type of tenure in Jamaica as in the Caribbean in

general. For example, due to historical reasons, the land available for

purchase was, and may still be, of inferior quality? competition for

land has led to high prices with the result that freehold plots may

be extremely small; and in addition, rights to such plots may become

increasingly fragmented due to the customary system of inheritance

associated with family land. Further, lack of management, agricultural

knowledge and capital for investment on small freehold plots are also

major problems in peasant agriculture. ' (Thus it has been suggested

that when, freehold is accompanied by such problems, this type of tenure
* \

may in fact be more restricting to land use than secure leasehold). '

Ethnic Composition and Social Stratification

The ethnic composition and stratification system of pre-

emancipation society can be considered together as they are closely inter¬

related.

1) Clarke 1953 and 1966 op cit: Edwards op pit: Greenfield i960 op oit:
Otterbein op cit.

2) Leake op cit: Shephard op cit; Clarke 1955 and 1966 op oit:
Augelli op cit: Comitas op cit; Finkel op cit; Horowitz op oit:
Marshall op cit.

?) Thelwell, A. j "Comparison of Leasehold and Freehold Systems of Land
Tenure" in Caribbean Land Tenure Symposium. Caribbean Commission

(Washington, D.C., 1946); de K. Frampton, A.s "Land Tenure in
Relation to the British West Indies" in Caribbean Economic Review 4
(1-2), 1952.
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As Mason points out, everyone in the West Indies comes from

somewhere else ^ ^ and Jamaica is no exception to this. The first

imported inhabitants were Spaniards, and as mentioned previously, the

native Arawaics were completely eradicated under Spanish rule. With

British capture in 1655* the Spaniards were driven out; early British

colonisation resulting, as indicated above, in a classless society of

yeomen farmers, this non-stratified society however, being short-lived,

due to the introduction and growth of the plantation system and

accompanying' slave trade. The importation of slave labour from West

Africa formed the "Middle Passage" of the triangular trade route between

Britain, West Africa and the West Indies, and the majority of slaves

imported to the island were of Akan-Ashanti origin.

Plantation society was initially based on a two-tiered hierarchy

of slave and free, which coincided almost completely with the dichotomy

of black and white (the exception being white indentured labour), each

tier, however, being internally stratified. However, by the time of

emancipation, a third intermediary class of "free coloured" had emerged
2)

due to miscegenation between white men and African slave women.

(The movement of women during the slave era - as concubines, not wives -

being in one direction only, the lower-status group giving women to the

higher status-group. ^ ) The offspring of such unions were legally free,

but were socially second-class citizens until the Act affecting free

1) Masor , P.: Patterns of Dominance (London? Oxford University Press,
1970).

2) Patterson op cit; Henriques op cit: Henriques, P.: "West Indian
Family Organization" in American Journal of Sociology 55 0)» 1949.

3) This can be contrasted, for example, with the situation among the
Kachin of Highland Burma, where it is the women-receiving group that
is of lower status, Leach, E.: Political Systems of Highland Burma
(London: Bell & Sons, reprinted 19&4).
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coloured persons was passed in 1830. (According to Mason, this class

of free coloured was a more outstanding feature of West Indian society

than in the American South, and does not appear to have been resented

as much in the former as in the latter.)1^ Despite this three-tiered

pyramidal structure of later plantation society, a more complex system

of stratification also grew up, based on subtle gradations of colour,

giving rise to the classificatory model of "black", "sambo", "mulatto",
2)

"quadroon", "mustee" and "musteffino". '

The movement of ex-slaves from the plantations after emancipation

resulted in further importations of labour; this being indentured

East Indian and Chinese labour (in 1845; 1860; 1869; and 1854; 1884

respectively). After serving their indenture, the Indians tended to

remain on the plantations, whereas the Chinese turned to retail trading.

In addition to these ethnic groups, there were small numbers of

Portuguese and German Jews in the island who had sought asylum there

in the sixteenth century, and also a Syrian minority resulting from

visitors to the Jamaica exhibition in 1891

These patterns of immigration are reflected in the racial

breakdown of the present population (See Appendix I, Table 4)• It can

be seen that the Africans and Afro-Europeans are the largest categories

in the population (together comprising 1,472,200 persons of a total

of 1,609,814 in i960) the other minorities being relatively

insignificant (unlike the situation in Trinidad and Guyana where the
c) v

East Indians form a substantial minority and a majority respectively J').

1) See Mason op cit for a discussion of the reasons for this.

2) Henriques 1968 op cit: 46

3) Henriques 1968 op cit; Peach, C.» West Indian Migration to Britain
(London: Oxford University Press, 1968).

4) 1960 Census of Jamaica, (Department of Statistics, Kingston, Jamaica).

5) Peach op cit.
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The contemporary Jamaican stratification system is centered on

the African, Afro-European and European elements of the population

(1,484*628 persons of the total population ), and Mason has
2)

referred to this as the "standard Creole structure" '. Before

describing fee nature of stratification within this structure* it can

be noted that while the minority groups do not figure prominently in the

latter, that the Indians are in general considered as being below it

(being still primarily associated with estate labour, which due to its
x)s

association with slavery 3till carries a social stigma ')\ the other

ethnic minorities (who are primarily merchants) being regarded as

having a similar status to the middle and upper classes in the standard
A

structure. '

Stratification within the "standard Creole structure" is essentially

similar to that of the later pre-emancipation period in that it consists

of a three-tiered pyramidal structure of lower/middle/upper classes

which coincides roughly with the black/brown/white sections of the

population, there being a positive evaluation of "whiteness" or

"Europeanness" and a negative evaluation of "blackness" or

1) 1960 Census or cit.

2) Mason on ci.t; 274

3) Collins, S.: "Social Mobility in Jamaica, wife Reference to Rural
Communities and the Teaching Profession" in Transactions of the
Third World Congress of Sociology. III-IY, 1956; Smith, M.G.s
"Education and Occupational Choice in Rural Jamaica" in Sooial &
Economic Studies. 9 (3)» 1960. Cf Finkel op cit; Graham, S. &
Beckies, jD.j "The Prestige Ranking of Occupations" in Social &
Economic studies 17 (4)» 1968.

4) Mason oa cit.
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"AfriCannes;:;". ^
Certain qualifications of this simplified threefold model must

however he made. Firstly, that (as in the later pre-emancipation

period) each tier is internally differentiated by subtle gradations of

colour, so that the stratification system can also be seen as a

continuum of colour, (Ellis* seven-point scale of colour gradation,

however, vig.s "white", "fair", "light", "light-brown", "brown",
2)

"dark-brown" and "black", ' though as he admits still a amplification,

approximating more closely to the classificatory model current in the

society than the more technical one reported for the pre-emancipation

era, referred to above). Secondly, "colour" is itself a composite

value comprised of the variables of skin shade, skin texture, and
%)

features and hair type . Thirdly, the system of stratification based

on colour is not rigid, but is cross-cut by other variables such as wealth

and occupational status ^, being further complicated by racial intermarriage.

Finally, as Mason has suggested, the two top tiers of the pyramid are,

for various reasons (such as upper class absenteeism and the resultant

1) See e.g. Simey, T.S.: Welfare and Planning .in the Vest Indies (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1946); Henriques 1968 op cit: Ellis, R.x "Color
and Class in a Jamaican Market Town"in Sociology and Social Research 41>
1957? Smith, M.G.: "The Plural Framework of Jamaican Society"
reprinted in The Plural Society in the .British West Indies (Berkely:
University of California, 1965): Mason op cit.

2) Ellis op cit: 556

3) Cf Henriques 1968 on cit: Ellis op cit: Mason op cit.

4) Ellis has in fact suggested that Henriques over-emphasises the role
of colour in the ascription of social status in Jamaica, and in his
own study of a Jamaican market town, argues that while colour is
important in the ascription of social status, that it is neither the
major determinant, nor the major oorrelate of social status, but
simply "one of several traits" used in such ascription, others being
house-type, occupation, level of income and education top cit). It
must be noted, however, that Henriques does in fact qualify his colour-
class model in a somewhat similar way (1968 op cit).
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promotion for members of the middle class) becoming more closely

unified, so that this structure is gradually being reduced from a

threefold to a twofold one. Looked at from a diachronic point of view,

then, the class structure has moved from a two-tiered one based on the

dichotomy of black and white in the early pre-eraancipation period

to a three-tiered one of black/brown/white in the later pre-emancipation,

and earlier post-emancipation eras; back to a two-tiered structure

at the present time, this however now being based on a dichotomy of

white and "brown vis-a-vis the predominantly black section of the

population. ^ ^
Although there are some sociological differences between the middle

2)
and upper classes, they can, then, for purposes of simplification

be regarded as one main sub-culture as distinct from that of the lower

class; and ip can be noted that there are significant variations in

social organisation and culture associated with these two main sub¬

cultures, for example in the spheres of family organisation, land tenure,
3)

belief systems and language. Only a brief indication of these

differences will be given here, although it will be the concern of this

study at a later point to consider the nature of the inter-relationship

of the organisation of lower class kinship and land tenure with that of

the middle and upper classes.

1) Mason op cit.

2) See e.g. Henriques 1968 op cit.

3) Cf. Clarke 1953 and 1966 op citt Smith, M.G.j 1956 (a) op cit.
1962 op cit. 1965 op cit; Ellis op cit and "Social Status and
Social Distance" in Sociology and Social Besearch 40 (4), 1956;
Davenport op cit; Lowenthal op cit; Comitas op oit; Henriques
1968 op cit: Mason op cit.
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The family organisation of the middle and upper classes closely

resembles that o.f British and American society# - with domestic

organisation based on legal marriage and the nuclear family? while

that of the lower class, though includ ng these features, also includes

alternate forms of mating arid domestic organisation.

f The lend tenure system of the middle and upper classes is based

on the legal code, waile that of the lower class, although including

aspects of this code, also includes those of a customary system of tenure.

The belief system of the middle and upper class sub-culture is f

based on Christianity (primarily Anglican and Roman Catholic denominations);

while that of the lower class, although including Christianity (though

primarily Baptist, Methodist and Presbyterian, denominations, since the

missionary work among the slaves was carried out by these non-conformist

churches) also includes various cults. And while making use of the

facilities of western medicine used by the middle and upper classes, the

lower class also holds •non-scientific• beliefs regarding causation

and curing.

/ The language spoken by the middle and upper classes is English;

and while that of the lower class is also English, it is an English

peculiar to Jamaica (or to the British Caribbean), being a dialect

that is based ou seventeenth century English, modified by African words

(mainly from the Akan language); its greatest contrast with its English
1)

origins being the disappearance of inflections. This dialect

becoming 'diluted*, as it were, as one ascends the class ladder, so that

in the middle and upper classes it becomes simply a 'Jamaican accent*. /

1) Jacobs, H.s "Dialect, Magic and Religion" in Cargill (Ed.) op cit.
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Finally, it can be noted that, as Mason's designation "standard

Creole structure" suggests, there is - despite important regional

variations - a basic pattern of social organisation throughout the
1)

Caribbean, ' of which Jamaican social organisation in general can

be seen to be a part.

Political and Administrative Structure

2)
Jamaica's political development starts in 1661 ' with the

establishment of the island's first civil government under Cromwell,

consisting of a Governor and an appointed advisory Council (this

government having been preoeeded by military rule from 1655-1661).

From 1664-1865» there was, in addition to the Governor and his

Council - who acted as an Upper House - an elected legislatures the

Jamaica Assembly, based on the structure of the British House of

Commons. Elections were based on a property franchise, and in 1864

only 1,903 persons were entitled to vote out of a total population

of 450,000 (the franchise having been extended to the "free coloured"

in 1830).

In 1865 the Assembly voted itself out of existence as a result

of the rebellion at Morant Bay by a group of former slaves, surrendering

its authority to the direct rule of the British Crown. The period

1865-1938 has been described as Jamaica's "long twilight of pure

colonialism" with the island a Crown colony and the Governor a

1) Mason on cits see also Howes, H.W.: Fundamental. Adult. Literacy
and Community Eduoation in the West Indies (UNESCO, 1955)?
Spindler, G. & L.s "Foreword" in Horowitz op cit: Hoetink, H.s
Caribbean Bace Relations (English Edition, New York: Oxford
University Press, 1971).

2) Historical sources for this section ares Simey op olt: Sires, R.s
"The Experience of Jamaica with Modified Crown Colony Government"
in Social & Economic Studies 4 (2), 1955; Hill, F.: "Political
Development" in Cargill (Ed.) op cit: Patterson op cit: Henriques
1968 op cit. See also Ruddock, L.: Civics for Young Jamaicans
(Glasgow: Collins, 196?) on contemporary situation.

3) Hill op cit: 75
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British Civil Servant. In addition to the Governor's Privy Council,

however, a Legislative Council was subsequently formed in 1884, which

was to consist of nine elected members in addition to four ex officio.

and five nominated ones. The Governor, however, still retained powers

of veto.

In 1938 there was rioting due to discontent over wages and

insecurity of employment. Two great Jamaican leaders emerged during

this year - Alexander Bustamante, who formed the Bustamante Trade Union

and later the Jamaica Labour Party; and his cousin, Norman Manley who

formed the People's National Party, and later in 1949, the National

Workers* Union.

In 1944 a new Constitution provided for universal suffrage,

and the new government consisted of the Governor as Chairman of the

Executive Council, a nominated Legislative Council, and an elected

House of Representatives. In 1953 & Ministerial system was introduced,

and in 1955 the Cabinet (as the Executive Council was re-named) became

a completely elected body. In 1957 Jamaica was granted full self-

government. The Governor still remained in the island, however, as the

representative of British rule.

In 1950 the first Federal Elections were held; at first both

parties supported the plan of the West Indian Federation put forward

by the Colonial Office, and led by Grant!ey Adams, Prime Minister of

Barbados, and by 1959 the Governor's powers in Jamaica had been restricted

to foreign policy and defence. In 1960, however, the Jamaica Labour Party

withdrew from the Federal Elections due to a disagreement with the

Federal Government and Trinidad over taxation. In 1961 a Referendum

was held, with the Jamaica Labour Party advocating secession from the

Federation and the People's National Party supporting the Federation.

The majority vote of 35,000 in favour of secession meant that inevitably

the Jamaica Labour Party were elected in the 1962 Elections. Alexander

Bustamante therefore became Jamaica's first Prime Minister when the island
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gained Independence on 6th August 1962; Jamaica also being granted

Dominion status in the Commonwealth in that same year, at this time

also being admitted to the United Nations.

Jamaica is therefore now an independent nation with Dominion

status in the Commonwealth, the present form of government being1 a

democracy with a constitutional monarchy. Based on a two-party system,

which is closely inter-related with the trade union movement, the

political system is one of the primary bases for the integration of

all sections of Jamaican society (through both consensus and conflict),
since politics i. awareness in ail classes is high, and since, furthermore,

the variable of political allegiance cross-cuts that of social class.

The legislative processes of the present government are carried out

by the Senate (the nominated Upper House) and the House of Representatives

(the elected Lower House), Named after the United States governmental

bodies, the Jamaican Parliament is nevertheless based on the British House

of Lords and House of Commons respectively.

The executive processes of government are carried oat by the

Cabinet, the Ministries and the various Departments within the latter,

and various quasi-governmental bodies such as statutory bodies and

voluntary organisations.

The Judiciary, the third facet of government, holds Courts at

three levels: the Petty Sessions; the Resident Magistrate's Court;

and the Supreme Court; each level being sub-divided into criminal and

civil cases. In addition to this three-tiered structure there are two

specialist Courts: the Traffic Court (in Kingston, the capital of the

island) and the Coroner's Court, (it can be noted here that Jamaican

Law is based on English Common Law and additional local statutes).

The island is divided into three counties Cornwall, Middlesex

and Surrey; and into fourteen parishes for the purposes of administration
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and the collection of taxes. Twelve of these are 'rural1 parishes,

the remaining two being the capital city of Kingston and its

residential hinterland, St. Andrew. (See Map 3).

Each parish is represented in the legislative sphere of the

Central Government through the election of Members of Parliament,

one from each constituency of the parish (the number of constituencies

in a parish being dependent on the size of the population).

The executive sphere of the Central Government is represented

at the parish level by local branches of the Ministry of Communications

and Works; these branches being known as Public Works Departments

(P.W.D.). In addition to the P.W.D., other Ministries may also be

represented locally in each parish, depending on the importance of the

parish with reference to the work of particular Ministries.
1)

Each parish is locally governed by its own Parish Council ';

Kingston and St. Andrew being treated as one parish for the purposes

of local government, and being governed by the Kingston and St. Andrew

Corporation. These Parish Councils are under the authority of the

Ministry of Local Government, although they do have certain powers of

their own; the broad outlines of policy and the allocation of finances

being under the authority of the Ministry, but within these spheres each

Council having discretionary power.

Regarding judicial processes, Petty Sessions and the Resident

Magistrate's Court are held in each parish, and a judge of the Supreme

Court travels around the parishes to try criminal cases coming before

the Supreme Court (this being the Circuit Court); each parish also

having a Coroner's Court.

1) The r,£sne of these local Councils being changed in 1956 from
•Parochial Board'; they are governed by Chapter 271 of the
Revised iiaws of Jamaica. 1953*
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At the time of field work the J.L.P. were the current

Government; at the time of writing however, the P.N.P. are

power subsequent to the General Elections held in 1972.



CHAPTER 2 s WEST INDIAN FAMILY STRUCTURE
THE HISTORY OF A CONTROVERSY

"Perhaps there are few other tropical areas in which family
organization presents as many academic and practical problems
and opportunities as the West Indian area; and perhaps in no
other comparable region has the family been studied so
extensively over the past decade." 1)

This chapter does not attempt a comprehensive survey of the vast

body of literature on West Indian or Caribbean family structure, but

seeks rather to isolate certain basic trends in the literature which

axe of relevance to this study.

Five such trends emerge. Firstly, that the discussion of West

Indian or Caribbean family structure has, with little exception, been

focused on the lower class Negro family; (exceptions including the

small number of studies of the East Indian family in Trinidad and

British Guiana - now Guyana; Frazier's inclusive study of the American

Negro family at all socio-economic levels of the society; and

Henriques* study of the Jamaican family in terms of social class).

The second is that a basic pattern of family organisation has been

identified throughout the West Indian or Caribbean Negro lower class -

although there are variations within this broader pattern. Thirdly,

that there has been a profusion of hypotheses put forward to •explain'

either this basic pattern or the variations within it, with a resultant

proliferation of cross-criticism (symptiomatic, it may be pointed out,

of a dynamic and progressive approach to the problem.) Fourthly, that

despite this profusion of explanatory hypotheses, that with few

1) Smith, M.G.: "Introduction" in Clarke 1966 on cit: xxxvii.

2) Frazier 1965 and 1966 op cit; Henriques 1968 op cit. See Smith, M.G.
1966 op cit; xxxviii Footnote (i) for references to the few studies
of the East Indian family.
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exceptions there is a basic trend common to these. And fifthly,

the fact that the conclusions of some of these studies have varying

and sometimes contradictory implications for the interpretation of

the nature of integration between lower class Kegro subcultures and

the wider societies of which they are a part.

All but the first of these trends requires further discussion.

The Basic Pattern of Caribbean Negro Family Organisation

The first two features of this pattern on which attention will

be focused are the nature of domestic and mating forms} inseparable

from a discussion of these being the earlier trend - following Malinowski,

Murdock and Lowie's arguments for the universality of the nuclear
1)

family ' - of confusing the concepts of •household* and 'family';
2)

and the later counter-trend - following Linton, Gough, Fortes and Goody -

1) See Malinowski, B.: The Dynamics of Culture Change (Hew Havens Yale
University Press, 1945) p. 50, who argues that the nuclear family,
based on marriage and co-residence, is the universal unit for the
functions of procreation and socialisation of children, and joint
production and consumption. Also Murdock, G.s Social Structure
(Hew York: MacMillan, 1949)» p.1» who states that "the family is a
social group characterised by common residence, economic co-operation
and reproduction", and after going on to isolate three types of
family organisation (the nuclear, polygamous and extended family)
postulates that "the nuclear family is a universal human social
grouping ... it exists as a distinct and strongly functional group
in every known society" (ibid: 2). Lowie also supports this view,
Lowie, R.H.: Primitive Society (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1921).

2) Linton, R.: The Study of Man (Hew York: Apple ton-Century Crofts, 1936)
p. 153 (see however Solien's qualification of this, Solien, H.:

"Household and Family in the Caribbean" in Social & Economic Studies.
9(1), 1960: 102} Gough, £.: "A Comparison of Incest Prohibitions and
Rules of Exogany in Three Matrilineal Groups of the Malabar Coast" in
International Archives of Ethnography, ZLYI(1), 1952} Fortes, M.:
"Introduction" in Goody, J. (Ed.,): Ihe Developmental Cycle in
Domestic Groups (London: Cambridge University Press, 1971 reprint);
Goody, J.: "The Fission of Domestic Groups among the Lodagaba" in
Goody ibid. It can also be noted that while .Morgan's evolutionary
theory of the family ia untenable, that he also opposed the notion
of the universality of the nuclear family, Morgan, L.: Systems of
Consanguinity and Affinity (Washington: Smithsonian Institution, 18?1).
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of emphasising the distinction between these. The former trend resulted

not only in some cases in the pitfall of equating the non-legal union

based on cohabitation with marriage, but also of ignoring the extra-

residential mating relationship which is of such importance in this

region. The qualification must be made that the dichotomy of earlier/later

trends is only a rough guide to the analysis of the literature, since

Herskovits, one of the earliest writers on the Caribbean family, does -

despite H.T. Smith's valid criticism regarding his scanty treatment

of household analysis - make the distinction between the two concepts!

"ties of kinship and residence do not necessarily coincide." ^
In his study of the New World Negro family Herskovits emphasises

the mother-child unit as the functional one in family structure, also

identifying a variety of mating formss marriage; non-legal cohabitation

("keeping" and "piacage" in Trinidad and Haiti respectively); and also

non-residentiax mating. And while he does make some mention of plural

(that is concurrent) mating, he notes that poiygynous households do
2)

not form,

Frazier notes the predominance of the matriarchal variant of

family or animation in the American South under slavery (he refers to

both the maternal family and household, thus using the concepts of

household and family to some extent interchangeably) with the mother-

child being the functional unit of family structure (mating being

non-legal and often unstable), emphasising also the role of the

grandmother in the extended family. He does also cite limited evidence

of the existence of a patriarchal variant among the slaves, this variant

1) Herskovits, M.J. & F.S.s Trinidad Village (New York! Knopf, 1947)
p. 110. For K.T. Smith's criticism see The Negro Family in British
Guiana (London! Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1956) p. 230.

2) See e.g. Herskovits op cit. and Herskovits, M.J.! Life in a
Haitian Valley (New Yorks Knopf, 1937).
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however becoming more firmly established among the Free Negroes

(mulattoes; black ex-slaves; and hybrid communities of mixed Negro-

white-Indian ancestry). Subsequent to emancipation Frazier identifies

a number of variants of family organisation among the American Negroes -

both unstable and stable matriarchal variants (in the rural and urban

contexts respectively), and in some cases the continuation of, in

others the development of the stable patriarchal variant. ^
Simey, in his classification of "the Jamaican family" - based

on data collected by Mr. Lewis Davidson "in seven widely separated rural

districts" of the island - puts forward the following fourfold

classification in which he confuses household types with family types:

"(a) The Christian Family, based on marriage and a patriarchal
order approximating to that of Christian families in
other parts of the world;

(b) Faithful Concubinage, again based on a patriarchal order,
possessing no legal status, but well established and
enduring for at least three years;

(c) The Companionate Family, in which the members live
together for pleasure and convenience, and for less than
three years; and

(4) The Disintegrate Family, consisting of women and children
only, in which men merely visit the women from time to
time, no pattern of conduct being established." 2)

In conjunction with this classification, while Simey recognises three

mating forms: legal marriage, non-legal cohabitation and •visiting',

he not only identifies the conjugal relationship which forms the basis

of his type (b) "family" as the sociological equivalent of marriage

("this may in fact denote a stable relationship whioh amounts to an

3)
extra-legal form of marriage" ' ), but in dismissing the type of mating

1)

2)

3)

Frazier, 1965 and 1966 op cit.

Simey op cit: 82-3.

Ibid; 82.
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associated with his type (d) "family" as having no "established"

"pattern of conduct", he overlooks the institutionalised

extra-residential mating relationship.

Henriques, writing a few years later, while making the important

points that in the Jamaican lower class "The domestic group may, but

does not always, consist of the elementary biological family; ... "and

that in this class "A domestic group ... coincides with the legal

family only in a minority of cases", nevertheless follows Simey closely

in his fourfold classification of "family groupings" by using the

"domestic group as the unit of family structure ...":

"A: Christian Family Cs Maternal, or Grandmother Family.
B: Faithful Concubinage. 2): Keeper Family"

And furthermore argues that the "distinction between Christian marriage
1)

and common law marriage is quite useless sociologically." His

confusion of -fee concepts of household and family also leading him to

ignore the -extra-residential mating form.

Cohen, too, in his discussion of the family in the Jama,loan

community of Rocky Roads, uses Simey and Henriques* classifications

of "families" as his reference point, noting however that only two of

these four variants are found in this community-, viz.: "the 'Christian
2)

family' and the 'disintegrate* or 'keeper' family ..." * which he

relabels fee "patripotestal" and "matripotestal" "family" respectively,

(these being cross-cut by the variable of generational depth (two and

three generations) to give four variants). In addition to

perpetuating fee confusion between the concepts of household and family

Cohen also muddles the meanings of the above classifications, since

1) Hersriques 1968 op cits 109-110; see also Henriques 1949 ox> cit.

2) Cohen, Y.s "Structure and Function: Family Organization and
Socialization in a Jamaican Community" in American Anthropologist,
58(4), 1956: 667.
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Henriques' "Keeper Family" is not synonymous with Simey's "Disintegrate

Family", the former being the equivalent of Simey's "Companionate

Family", and the latter of Henriques* "Maternal, or Grandmother

Family"; (from Cohen's ethnographic material it seems that he is

referring to the Disintegrate/Grandmother variant). Further evidence

of Cohan's confusion of the concepts of household and family is his

strange definition of the nuclear family implicit in the following

statement:

"In Rocky Roads, the [incest] taboo includes cousins, uncles,
and aunts, since they are often members of the same [i.e.
ego's] nuclear family because of the structural responses to
illegitimacy." '

Here he is referring to the three-generational household.

In addition, although perhaps implicit in his statement that:

"In Rocky Roads, an illegitimate child is one born to an
unmarried woman, regardless of the marital status of the
father, and who is not a sociological member of his mother's
family of procreation. Thus, children of 'concubinage'
marriage ... for example, would not be considered illegitimate
by the culture." w

is the important distinction made by Clarke between children of a

current union and "outside" children, yet he is in fact making this

distinction simply with regard to the variable of the parents'

residence, rather than to whether or not the child is a product of

a current union, and further, is treating concubinage and marriage

as sociologically equivalent as against non-residentiai unions. This

is further illustrated by the fact that although he refers to the

institution of concubinage as present in the community, with

reference to the two variants of "families" present in the

1) Ibid: 675.

2) Ibid: 668.
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community, he notes feat all thirty-seven "patripotesta!" "families"

are based on marriage* For since his definition of the matripotestal

variant is one which consists of "an unmarried woman, her illegitimate

children, and her daughters1 illegitimate children. The most

striking characteristic of fee matripotestal family ... [being] fee
1)

absence of fee husband-father", ' couples living in concubinage

must of necessity therefore be included in his "patripotestal"

(Christian Family) household. His confusing and inaccurate terminology,

then, may be concealing important differences in household variation

as well as in mating forms.

Collins, in his study of a Jamaican village community, also

confuses fee household wife fee family in his classification of

domestic forms:

"Three types of families are to be found. The first is fee
paternal, in which fee couple are legally married. The
second is called •common law* family, in which the man and
wife do not go through a legal form of marriage. In fee
feird, fee maternal family, a woman is head of the household
and is usually related to the children under her
guardianship as grandmother, mother, aunt or sister."

Although Collins gives no extended discussion of these variants, he does,

in this classification, indicate by his terminology "man and wife"

with reference to fee "common law" couple a certain sociological

equivalence between this type of union and legal marriage, also

ignoring fee extra-residential mating form.

R.T, Smith puts forward an elaborate classification of domestio

groups based on the relationship of members to the household head, and

the conjugal status of the latter. Household heads may be male or

1) Ibid: 679-680.

2) Collins ov cit: 268-9.
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female; their conjugal statuses includes "Married"; "Common-law

married"; "Single mother or single father"; "Single"; "Widower";

"Widow"; "Common-law widower"; "Common-law widow"; "Separated";

"Common-law separated"; and "Divorced"; while categories of kin

in male- arid female-headed households respectively includes "Spouses";

"Children"; "Grandchildren"; "Children's spouses"; "Kin of Head";

"Kin of Head's spouse"; "Adopted and non-kin"; and "Children";

"Grandchildren"; "Siblings and Siblings' children"; "Affines";

"Other miscellaneous". An even more extensive breakdown being

subsequently given. However, in his analysis of these variations

with reference to the concept of the developmental cycle of domestio

groups (see below) he takes the household as the unit of analysis in

family structure, assuming that "Most or possibly all households

begin as domestic nuclear families and all share a common cyclical

pattern of growth, expansion and decay which varies in its phases

within fixed limits, He not only confuses household and family,

but also deals only with those conjugal unions based on cohabitation,

thus ignoring the extra-residential mating relationship; and further

treats marriage and the "common-law" union as sociologically

equivalent. 1 ^
In her study of the Jamaican family, Clarke makes the important

distinction between household and family, distinguishing between

"Groupings based on kinship" (sub-dividing these into the "simple

family, consisting of parents and children, and the extended family.

which includes, in addition, kin of a higher or lower generation") and

"residential groupings, or household types", distinguishing sub-types

1) Smith, B..T, 1956 on cit.
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within iheoe according to the relative importance of the conjugal

or ccnsaaguiaeal bond as the basis of the household. The farmer

category including "simple family type households" and "extended

family households", these being further sub-divided according to

whether the conjugal pair are married or living in concubinage, and

with relation to the "simple family household", whether or not

children are present, and if they are, whether they belong to both

spouses or are "outside" children of one spouse, and if so, which

spouse. Households based on the conoanguineal bond, include "denuded

family hou :.holds, containing either a mother, or a father, living alone with

his or her children. Those might be either of the simple or extended

type", and "sibling households". "Single person households" provide
1)

a residual category.

She also makes several important distinctions between mating formss

marriage, concubinage, casual mating, promiscuity and prostitution,

criticising both Henriques' treatment of "common-law marriage" as

sociologies L iy equivalent to legal marriage, since there are

important social as well as legal differences between the two types of

union; and concomitantly, his use of the term "coramonr-law marriage"

to refer to concubinage, because of theee differences. However although

she makes this valid distinction, and despite her distinction between

household mid family, Clarke nevertheless fails to deal satisfactorily

with the eo wa-residmtial mating relationship, since she simply defines

"casual stating* as "a sexual congress without cohabitation or any

2)
intention to form a permanent relationship." 4

1) Clarke 1^66 op citi 30-51J see also ibid. Chapter 5»

2) Ibid; JO. For a similar criticism of Clarke's inadequate
treatment of the extra-residential relationship see Stycos, J.M.i
"Kevissr in Social & Economic Studies 8(2). 1959* and Smith, M.G.
19^2 (a) cd olt» 222.
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Solien also points to the necessity of distinguishing between

the concepts of family and household, discussing the importance of

this distinction for the study of the family in the Caribbean in a

wider theoretical framework, and illustrating her point with

reference to her work among the Black Carib of Guatemala, where

"The nuclear family unit ... may be bob tiered in several different
1)households1

Greenfield, too, in his analysis of family organisation in the

Barbadian village of Enterprise Hall, not only makes the important

distinction between household and family, but also between marriage and

the family, pointing out that the latter can and does exist in the

absence of the former. He distinguishes two basic types of family

and three* types of household in the villages families may be "complete"

or "incomplete"; whereas households may be "nuclear", "Joint", or

"sub-nuclear"• The majority of families in Enterprise Hall are

"complete", end, for the most pert, based on marriage; and the main

categories of kin in the sample households are spouses, children and

grandchildren of the household head, this providing evidence of both

"nuclear" and "Joint" households. Nevertheless "incomplete" families,

contained in both "Joint" cr "sub-nuclear" households, form a

substantial minority, and "raatrifocality" is an important associated

feature of such families. '

1) Sollaa, 1960 op cit: 104.

2) Greenfield, 1966 op cits also Greenfield, S.j "Socio-Eoonoaic
Factor:; end Family Form" In Social & Economic Studies, 10(1),
1961, ana "Households, Families and kinship Systems in the Vest
Indiev. "in Anthropological Quarterly 55(3), 1962, ho which he
seeks to further Soliea's "heuristic" discussion of the concepts
of household and family (Solien i960 or cit) by linking these -

as concepts at the empirical level - to model building in
kinship ,ys terns at the theoretical level.
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Ill hiu study of the two Jamaican communities of Mangrove Beach

and Black Point, Davenport notes the following bases of household

recruitments

" 1) by the birth of children to the nuclear couple}
2) by the inclusion of children by previous marital
unions; 3) by bringing in and supporting dependent
children of close, but poorer, relatives; and 4) by
incorporating cider, dependent relatives of ascending
generations'

Noting that "''kin of ascending generations tend to be those of the

husband, while kin of descending generations are either children of
2}

both spouses or kin of the wife alone." ' In addition to

variations in household composition resultant from the above bases of

recruitment, Davenport also notes a variety of mating forms1

"All polygamous forme of marriage are prohibited by law,
but between this specific limitation and the regular,
approved forms of Christian marriage, there is a
permissible range of conjugal relationships which is
neither illegal nor recognized by law. These variations
will be called common-law and non-legal marriage." 3)

Despite tho fact that he does initially refer to such non-legal

unions as "variations in marriage", which leads one to expect a

repetition of Siiaey, Henriques, Cohen and R.T. Smith's pitfall

of regarding non-legal co-residential unions as the functional

equivalent of marriage, Davenport does not in fact make this mistake;

for he notoe that non-legal unions,

"with end without the common co-residence of the partners,
... axe not the functional or the subcultural equivalent of

on, the people do not even

1) Daven; 0: t on cit: 442.

2) Ibid: 444.

3) Ibid; 425.

4) Ibid: 426.
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In addition, by recognising the institutionalised extra-residential

mating form ("in some quite stable common-law unions, to which

several children have been bom, the spouses do not share a common

1 )
residence at all" 1 ) he makes the important distinction between

family and household, (it can be noted, however, that the use

of "common-law" union to refer to an extra-residential mating

relationship is most unusual in the literature).

In his comparative study of family structure in five negro

lower-class sample populations drawn from various parts of the West

Indies (Cairiacou; Latante and Grenville - peasant and urban

communities in Grenada respectively; and rural Jamaica and Kingston,

Jamaica's capital city;) N.G. Smith finds that there is a basic

similarity between them all, and concludes that they form a common

system - they all "have a formal commitment to monogamy, a ban on

poiygany, a plurality of mating forms and of elementary and domestic
2)

family organisation alike."

Briefly, the main differences in the family structure of the five

samples is that that of Latante and rural Jamaica is stable as compared

to that of Grenville and Kingston; and that that of Carriacou is

anomaious virj-4-vis the other four in several respects, viz.: while

the latter include three mating forma - extra-residential mating,

consensual cohabitation and marriage, - there is a proscription against

consensual cohabitation (except in "women's houses") in Garriaoou;

males must marry in the latter, and while they may mate extra-

residentialiy concurrently with marriage, these two mating statuses

1) Ibid; 427.

2) Smith, M.G. 1962 (a) op cit; 255.
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are alternatives to females; this patrifocal domestic organisation

"being ramified at the extra-domestic level "by the presence of "bloods"

or patrilineages - which differ from the "bilateral kinship systems

of the other four samples - and are themselves supported by "an
1)

elaborate ancestor cult". '

In his consideration of mating forms Smith not only makes the

important sociological distinction between consensual cohabitation and

marriage; but Ms emphasis on the importance of the extra-residential

mating form, leads him to stress the distinction between the concepts

of household and family, and the necessity of treating the entire

sample population - rather than the household - as the unit of analysis

in the study of family structure.

In Ms study of the family structure of the Andros Islanders,

Bahamas, Qttarbein isolates two mating formss extra-residential mating

and marriage; while a married man may have an extra-residential

relationship, a woman may not. This mating system is somewhat

anomalous to that generally reported for the Caribbean area in general

in the absence (or extremely low incidence) of consensual cohabitation,

being in this respect similar to the dual mating system reported

by M.G. Smith for Carriacou. Otterbein isolates four main household

types in Androsj "A. Nuclear Family"; "B. Grandparent";

"C. Denuded Nuclear" Family" and "D. Single Ferson"; "these being

further sub-divided: in the case of "type A, according to the

presence/absence of children; in the case of type B to the presence

of both or one grandparent; and in the latter variant of type B

1) Ibid: 247? for an extensive discussion of kinship in Carriacou
see also Smith, M.G.: Kinship and Community in Carriacou
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1962 (b)).
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and in type® C and D, according to the sex of the household head. ^
la his analysis of family structure in the peasant village of

Morne-Paysaa, I4artinique, Horowits distinguishes "the family, which

is based upon kinship, from the domestic group or household, based
2)

on coresi.dsM*# and food-sharing" the necessity of this distinction

being reflected for exaatpla by the presence of the extra-residential

mating fors, and the fact that twenty-ei^it of the children in hia

saarple reside with neither parent.

Horowits identifies "Three types of household ... in the village:

households of single persona; households headed by a single adult;
x)

and households which contain a conjugal pair"; '' there being few

single person households, the majority of households headed by a single

adult feeing female-headed, and 61$ of his sample households including

"a conjugal or sexually cohabiting pair ..." And while aeny of the

latter household® include "members of three or more generations, they

are not structurally 'extended' or 'Joint* families, for they do not

contain & nuclear family of orientation and a nuclear family of

procreation", ^ this being due to the proscription against more than

one conjugal couple living in the sane household.

Horowltss identifies three mating forms in the village « consensual

cohabitation, (en menage) and marriage, in addition to the extra-

1) Otterbfe a, K.F.: "The Household Composition of the Andros Islanders"
in Socle1 & Economic Studies. 12 (l), 1965 and "The Courtship and
Hating' System of the Andres Islandera" in Social & Economic Studies.
15 (2), 1964.

2) Horowits 196? (a) ot> citt 59

5) ibid.s 45.

4) Ibid: 45.
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residential Bating' relationship referred to above. These iisating

relationships are - as those reported for K.G. Smith for rural

Jamaica - arranged serially, with consensual cohabitation following

on from extra-residential mating and proceeding marriage.

The precee&iag discussion of some of the studies of Negro family

organ!lotion in •fete Caribbean - although by no means all-inclusive -

ie sufficient to make the point that a plurality of domestic and

mating forzisc typifies such organisation. Other features closely

associated with the above two which are mentioned throughout the

literature are the phenomenon of fostering; the high illegitimacy

rate; household heads of either sex; and late marriage - when it

does occur at all; and a high incidence of half-siblingahip with

the concomitant distinction of children of a current union and

"outside" children. The presence of a basic pattern of family

organisation throughout the Caribbean negro population has also
1)

been noted by a number of authors. '

While from the above discussion a number of domestic and mating

forms have been identified, however, the feature which has received

most prominence in the literature in conjunction with the basic

Caribbean pattern is the matrifocal/mteivu5l/gx:-findmother/!se.triarcdial/

mstricentric/matripotestal/coneanguine/dlRintegrate household/'faiaily1,

and the associated features of non-leg®.! unions, - particularly that

1) See e.g. Herskovits, M.J.t The Myth of the Negro Fast (New York:
Harp•?-- f< T'roe., 1941); Prassicr, P.s "Introduction" in Rubin
oo cuts vili; Wagiey, C.t "Plantation-America; A Culture Sphere"
in Rubin Ibid; 9; Hubin, V.s "Cultural Perspectives' in Caribbean
Research" in Rubin ibid; 117} Solien 1960 op oitt 101;
Otter!'''n, K.F.: "Caribbean Family Orgaaisat'-' on; A Comparative
Analysis" in American Anthropologist. 67 (1), 1969, p. 66;
Smith, l.G. 1962 (a) op oii: 244 and 1966 00 cl U 1; viiit
Henri^ues 1966 op clt; 108; Comitas op citt 70,
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based on cohabitation, known variously as 'common-law marriage',

•concubinage' and 'consensual cohabitation' - and the high .illegitimacy

rate, and in some oases the presumed '.instability* of family organisation.

For example Simey refers to the high illegitimacy rate and the

"prevalence of the maternal family in the Vest Indies"; ^ and

concludes that "in the majority of cases the relationships between the

sexes which lead to the procreation of children are temporary, and
2)

the institution of marriage is unstable." ' And in his reference to

the historical influence of slavery on the contemporary family organisation,

states that "The contemporary looseness of family structure in the

British West Indies requires no further explanation than this." ^
(My emphasis).

Eenriques also notes the high illegitimacy rate in Jamaica, a

concomitant of the fact that the incidence of his types B, C and D

•families' outmimber the type 1 (Christian Family) by approximately

755^ to 2*??.;, and that types C and I) (Maternal and Keeper Families)

outnumber t,vpe B (Faithful Concubinage) by 50to 25/£. ^ Collins

too notes that "Common-law and maternal types of families predominate
5)

in the lower social strata ..." '

Cohen refers to "The statistical dominance of mother-centered

families in the West Indies in general an.d Jamaica in particular

1) Simey op elt; 87.

2) Ibid: 84.

3) Ibid: 51.

4) Henriques 1949 and 1968 op cit.

5) Collins op cit: 269.
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[which] indicates toe extreme degree to which the mother*is centr&Iity

in the family is entrenched in toe culture." Noting also female

dominance and male m&rginaiity even in toe "patripotestal" variant

in Rooky Bonds, And while he notes that only toe Christian and

Disintegrate variants are found in toe latter (see above) and that

the former predominate by thirty-seven to five *familiesnot

only is there much evidence from his account of extra-residential

mating, since he states that "Illegitimacy ie toe mainspring of the
2)

three-generation family", ' and that thirty-one of the forty-two

•families* are three-generational; and because he defines illegitimacy

solely with reference to non-residential unions; but also of

concubinage, - for while one is unable to tell how many "patripotestal

families" are based on concubinage, some must be because of reasons

given above regarding his definition of both "marriage" (which

includes concubinage) and toe matripotestal 'family* (which excludes

a residential male spouse).

Clarke, while giving an extensive morphoiogioal classification of

households nevertheless stresses that it is "the kindred, toe blood

relatives and in particular toe maternal kin, as distinct from the

conjugal or the household group, [that] is to© xaost important

institution in our communities and often toe only vital one."

And concubinage and unstable 'housekeeper' unions are seen to

predominate in Moeoa and Sugartown respectively.

And Kerr, who worked alongside Clarke in to© Jamaican communities,

defines toe lower class Jamaican family as matrifocal, noting toe

contribution of this type of family structure in conjunction with

1) Cohen o citt 66j.

2) ibid; 668.

3) Clarice 1?53 op oit; 83.
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other factors (such as the conflict of this actual model of family-

structure with the patriarchal model of family structure in the

wider society) in producing; role deprivation and non-integrated

personality structures; (at a later stage comparing these conclusions

with those drawn from a study of a Liverpool slum where a similar type

of family structure and confliot of values is found). 1^
R.T. Smith's hypothesis is that the typical lower class Guianese

household becomes matrifocal in the latter stages of its developmental

cycle, and Greenfield notes the prevalence of "incomplete" families

in Barbados as a whole vis-&-vis the United Kingdom and United States,

and while "complete" families do predominate in Enterprise Hall

(because it is a middle class community), nevertheless "incomplete"

families form a substantial minority.

Throughout her study Blake emphasises the "disorganization" and

instability of lower olass Jamaican family organisation, concluding

that non-1egal unions are unstable: "Hondomiciliary unions are seen

to endure for an average of 1.6 years, and common-law unions ... only

last an average of two years longer"; and in addition, concluding that

common-law associations do not generally lead to marriage: "About

sixty per cent of all associations that ever attained common-law status
2)

simply dissolved; they did not move on to marriage."

Otterbein states that "Caribbean family organization is characterized

by a domestic system in which women play a dominant role", and Rubin

remarks in her discussion of the Caribbean family that "one of the

regularities of social organization, which has appeared in the literature

from Herskovits to Henriques, is the ooncept of the 'matrifocal' family."

1) Kerr, M. s Personality and Confliot in Jamaica (Liverpool: University
Press, 1952"]! see also The People of Ship Street (London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul, 1958).

2) Blake, J.: Family Structure in Jamaica (Hew York: Glencoe, 1961), p.178.
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And as will fee seem below, Solian and Kunstadter are primarily

concerned with the explanation of the 'matrifocal' variant of

Caribbean fastily organisation* ^
And H.G. Smith, in his discussion of the Herskovits-Frazier

debate, remarks that

"Both *.. agreed that the Negro family in the U.S.A. and
Carlfefe—ai was especially distinctive in its high rates of
illegitimacy, marital instability and 'maternal1
households consisting of a woman and her children, with
or without her grandchildren." 2)

Two qualifications of this emphasis on 'matrifooality' and

instability in the literature ast however be noted. Firstly- that

while some writers - particularly Blake - emphasise the "disorganization"

of such family structure, that others - for example Henriques and
3)

Roberts " - are concerned to show that the high rates of

illegitimacy and associated family forms are not symptiomatle of family

disorganisation, (and several other authors note that illegitimacy is

not a social stigma in the lower class). Roberts' argument is based

on the premise that merit lower class Jamaicans have one conjugal

union which though non-legal in the earlier stages, eventually

culminates in marriage; Benriques* argument being that while lower

class Jamaican family structure is symptiomatic of "disnomia" in the

wider society, that this family structure itself is internally

1) Otterbeia 1965 op oit: 66; Rubin in Rubin (Ed.) ov oit: 117;
Sollo% eta Gonzalez,!, t "Family Organisation in five types of
migratory labor" in Aaterioan Anthrtmoiogi^t 65 (6), 1961;
Kunstadter, P. 1 "A survey of the consanguine or sj&trifocal family" in
American Anthropologist, 65 (1), 1963.

2) Smith, H.G. 1966 op oit 1 viii.

3) flenriquas 1968 op oit; Roberts, G.W.s "Some Aspects of Mating
and Fertility in the Vest Indies" in Population Studies, 8, 1955.
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organised, illegitimacy carrying no social stigma and "common-law

marriage" being the social as opposed to the legal norm of the lower

class. Even Simey, despite his above mentioned remarks on familial

instability, does note that the high illegitimacy rate throughout

the West Indies

"is, of course, by no means as alarming a fact as might
appear at first sight because many of the partners to the
common-law marriage live in what is termed locally
•faithful concubinage*, and this may in fact denote a
stable relationship which amounts to an extra-legal
form of marriage." "*)

An important related point is the nature of stability/instability
of the non-legal union based on cohabitation as portrayed in the

literature. For while it was noted above that writers such as Simey,

Henriques, Cohen, Collins, and R.T. Smith - because of their identification

of the concepts of household and family - regard such unions as the

functional or sociological equivalent of marriage, while others such

as Clarke and M.G. Smith who distinguish between the household and family

critioise this functional equivalence hypothesis, the situation is not

in fact as clear-cut as this. For example while Henriques emphasises

the stability of such unions he also recognises unstable aspects in such

a mating status? and Simey - despite his confusion of the concepts of

household and family - in fact emphasises the instability of suoh

unions, although qualifying his position by recognising a stable

variant also. In the case of these two authors these respective

qualifications lead to their dual classification of "Faithful

Concubinage" and "Companionate"/"Keeper" 'Family* respectively.

Further, while Clarke and M.G. Smith are opposed to the functional

equivalence hypothesis, they too recognise both stable and -unstable

1) Simey on oit: 82.
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variants in such unions, this being reflected in Clarice's distinction

between "Housekeeper" unions and "Purposive Concubinage",

M.G. Smith's interpretation being based on the structural position

of this anting form via-A-vis others (see below). Herskovits also

distinguishes between stable and unstable variants of suchmione.

On the other hand, there is a clear-cut dichotomy of opinion between

Blake an the one hand who emphasises the instability of this mating

form, and Roberts on the other who emphasises its stability. The

crux of these disagreements regarding the nature of such a mating

status being illustrated in Blake'a critiques of Hanriquee and

Roberts, which will be referred to again in Chapter 5.

Th? flaftm 9f ISsBlaa*umw
The earliest hypotheses put forward to explain tine form of the

Hew World Negro family are concerned with the historical origins of

the latter, the first systematic study in this field being made by

Eerskovite, 1J who argues that Hew World Negro family organisation -

among other aspects of social organisation - retained much of the

'African cultural heritage1. Serskovits' thesis is aimed at

dispelling the popular ayth current at the time that the Negro retained

none of his African past, except perhaps a few 'savage* survivals. A

myth, Whiefe in a society sudd as the United States, which placed

great emphasis on the legacy of the past, was the foundation of

prejudice against the Negro.

This myth was based on four main premises, vis. t that the Negro's

adaptat on to slavery (as opposed to the Indian's lack of adaptation)

was due to his childlike character; that only the less intelligent

negroes had been enslaved; that the African slaves oould not retain

1) See e.g. Eerskovits 1937t 1941 and 1947 on cit.
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a unified African cuLturai heritage because not only were they of

diverse tribal origins, but also because those who came from similar

origins were separated under slavery\ and that in any case the

slaves* culture would be lost in the face of the 'superior'

European coltoe of the masters,

Herskovita bases his own hypothesis on the rejection of these

premises, vis,J that the Negro slave's adaptation to slavery was due

both to hie neater physical resistance to the European diseases which

wiped out the Indians, and to the fact that the Negro "came from a

social order whose economy was sufficiently complex to permit him

to meet the disciplinary demands of the plantation system without any

1)
great violation of earlier habit patterns ..." 7 Secondly, that the

methods of enslavement did not allow for selectivity regarding those

enslaved, and that in fact the younger slaves, and priests and rulers,

were the once most likely to be sold into captivity. Thirdly,

he argued that the slaves in fact came from a specific part of

Africa - Vest Africa and the Congo - an area which had basic cultural

and linguistic similarities, and that a general culture could be

maintained in the New World situation not only through the merging

of the "least common denominators" of the specific tribal cultures,

but also through the provision of a common mode of communication by

the learning Of the masters' language. And finally, with regard to

the fourth premise, Herskovits points out that this is an ethnocentric

argument, end that not only did the slaves come from cultures with

complex social organisations, but that the presence of priests and

rulers among the slaves "made it possible for -fee cultural lifeblood

1) Herskovits 1941 op cit; 293
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to coagulate through reinterpretation instead of ebbing away into

the pool of European culture", 1^ also pointing to the characteristic

adaptability of the African, which enabled him, in the context of

slavery, to maintain the "inner values" of an institution while

adjusting its "outer form", as, for example, in the "adaptation of

African patterns of mutual self-help in matters pertaining to death
2)

to outward. Euro-American conventions of lodges and funerals ..." '

Within the broader context of this hypothesis Berskovits does,

however, recognise variations not only in the retention of African

culture within different parts of the Mew World (due to variations in

the slaves* natural and social environment), but also with regard to

different aspects of culture and social organisation. The reason

for the latter being that under culture contact the dominated culture

borrows selectively from the dominant culture, there being most

resistance to influence in the areas of "cultural foci" - that is,

areas where the norms of the old culture are strongest; thus, for

example, he postulates greater change in the sphere of the slaves*

technology than in their religion.

Thus Hew World social organisation comprises not only retentions

of African culture but also 'reinterprstations * and * syncretisms*,

and with regard to the specific consideration of family organisation,

Herskovits says, for example of the Negroes in the Trinidadian

village of Toco, that:

1) Ibid; 297.

2) Ibid: 298.
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"in considering the form® taken by the family and the
behaviour associated with it, we are faced with a
retention of African custom that has been reinterpreted
so drastically as to make the resulting institutions
not only susceptible of description as pathological
manifestations of the European family but ones which,
in fact, have been frequently so described. Nevertheless,
as we have seal, these forms of the family are not
pathological at all, but rather demonstrate how tenaciously
a tradition can be held to, and how the process of
reinierpretation oan give to custom a resilience and
malleability in the face of new circumstances." 1)

And specifically, he regards Toco family organisation as "a translation,

in terms of the monogamic pattern of European mating, of basic West

African forms that operate within a polygynous frame"% ' the

feature of the man's marginal role in the family, for example, being

related to the fact that the matri-segment was the functional unit in

Vest African polygynous families.

Regarding the distinction between legal marriage and "keeping"

or "placage" Herekovits puts forward a largely economic interpretation

based on the economic prerequisites for marriage and the man's

inability to fulfil these. ^
Frazier on the other hand * in his study of the United States

Negro - argues •feat fee slave had been stripped of his African

cultural heritage by fee traumas of enslavement, and more importantly

by fee socio-economic organisation of plantation society. Thus, he

suggests - in contrast to Herskovits - there is little or no evidence

to be found of African "survivals" or influence in fee social

organisation in general or family organisation in particular of fee

1) Herskovite 1947 op cits 296.

2) Ibid: 293.

3) Ibid: 83, 96-7; and Herskovits 1937 op cits 107.
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1)
American Negro. '

More specifically, Frazier bases his hypothesis on the arguments

that although the slaves came from a fairly uniform cultural area in

West Africa, this cultural homogeneity was destroyed by factors such

as the capture of slaves in inter-tribal wars; the selection of

young men - who, he argues, are "poor bearers of the cultural
2)

heritage of a people" « for the slave markets; and the

dehumanising effects of the baracoons or slave camps and the

subsequent "Middle Passage". Important factors in the socio-economic

organisation of plantation society which served to destroy the

African heritage including the allocation of most of the slaves in

very small numbers on small farms and plantations, resulting in the

separation of kin; the socialisation of the new slaves not only by

their masters, but by the older slaves who treated the newcomers with

disdain; the frequent interaction with the white masters and the

subsequent acquisition of their culture resultant from the close

supervision enabled by the small numbers of slaves on each

plantation; the policy of separating those slaves who spoke the same

1) Frazier 1966 or oit. particularly Chapter One where he discusses
the generally scanty recollections - where they existed at all -

by the American Negro of his African past, and concludes that
"These scraps of memories, which form only an insignificant part
of the growing body of the traditions in Negro families, are what
remains of the African heritage." (15)5 and Chapters II and XXII;
also 1965 ox> clt. particularly Chapter One; and The Negro Church
in America (New York; Schocken Books, 196?), Chapter One. Frazier
and Herslcovits also differed in their explanatory hypotheses
regarding negro churches and lodges.

Otn the question of the African cultural homogeneity of New
World slaves see also Smith, M.G. s "The African Heritage in the
Caribbean" in Hubin op cit. and Simpson, G. & Hammond, P.:
"Discussion" in Rubin ibid.

2) Frazier 1963 op oit: 1.
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language? the fact that under the economic system of slavery the

slaves were chatties, which resulted in their sale whenever expedient,

as well as their separation in the settlement of inheritances? the

fact that the slaves were chatties also resulting in the prohibition

against legal marriage among them and the regulation of their mating

by their masters. The new organisation of labour was also a further

point acting against the retention of cultural homogeneity. ^
Under slavery, as mentioned above, both unstable and stable variants

of family organisation emerged. Factors affecting the first were the

initial lacl: of social control due to the destruction of the African

heritage, as well as the initial excess of males? the disregard for

the slaves1 private life and kinship ties which resulted from their

legal status as chatties? - concomitants of the latter being the

disregard of both the conjugal and father-child bond; the control

exerted over mating; the destruction of the husband-father role; -

and finally, miscegenation between the masters and slave women which

resulted, when based on an unstable union, in unacknowledged mulatto

offspring.

The mother-child unit was the basis of this variant, and the role

of the mother and grandmother as matriarch developed in this context,

the basis of such authority being the necessary child-rearing

activities; these being consolidated in the case of the grandmother

by her age and experience (as witnessed by her role of midwife among

her own people as well as "mammy" (nanny or foster-mother) to white

children.)

1) On this point cf Smith, M.G. 1^60 (b) o» cits 42.
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A3.though marriage among the slaves was prohibited, nevertheless

several factors contributed - under ♦favourable* conditions - to

produce a second variant, the stable family. These factors were

the allowance by some masters of permanent conjugal unions which

developed between the slaves on the basis of sentiment rather than

impulse; the moral supervision of the slaves, resulting from the

paternalist of plantation society, and the associated influence of

white culture (these influences being strongest in the case of the

house slaves and artisans); and where the family was allowed to

become an economic unit to some extent, as, for example, through the

cultivation of allocated land). The influence of the Baptist and

Methodist Churches was also instrumental in this context, although

Frazier notes that despite the undoubted influence on their sexual

behaviour, "these churches did not develop moral conceptions and

restraints" among the slaves "identical to those of the masters". ^
Such various factor® interacted, then, to produce a new form of

social control, and it is to be noted, therefore, that non-legal

conjugal unions and illegitimacy were not always, in the context of

the plantation, symptiomatic of total disorganisation; but rather,

represented the development of new folkways.

A final factor mentioned in relation to the development of the

stable family during slavery was miscegenation, resulting in the growth

of stable (though non-legalised.) conjugal relationships between white

masters and slave women; or even where these did not develop, the

acknowledgement of the mulatto offspring by the father. Concomitant

with this was the increased opportunity for the adoption of ♦white*

culture by the slaves, and also the growth of the class of Free

1; Frazier 1966 on oiti 24; Of Henriques 1968 on citi 93 for an
account of a similar situation in contemporary Jamaica.
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Negroes through manumission.

Among the free mulattoes Fraaier explains the stable patriarchal

variant as being a result of both economic security and their identification

with white culture; among the black ex-slaves with reference to

comparative economic security, these being slaves who had purchased

their freedom (primarily artisans) and sometimes that of their

families; among the hybrid communities this variant being- explained

with reference to the influence of the deep-rooted pioneering tradition

and the institutionalisation of community life.

The primary effect of Emancipation on -the family life of the

American Negro was the development of promiscuous and unstable

relationships due to the disruption of the master's authority over

the many potentially unstable family ties of the slaves; and also

to the ensuing mobility of the latter resultant from "the changing

economic and sooial conditions in the South". 1^
This situation was somewhat modified, however, by a certain

degree of continuity where stable patriarchal or matriarchal structures

had previously existed under slavery:

"Among the demoralized elements in the newly emancipated
Negroes promiscuous sexual relationships and frequent
changing of spouses became the rule ... On the other hand,
the disorders arising from the Civil War and Emancipation
often provided a proof of the strengh of marital [i.e. «\

conjugal] and family ties that had developed during slavery." '

In addition, new order emerged from the initial disorganisation

and resulted in the development of stable variants of both types.

With regard to the patriarchal variant, not only was the influence

of the pre-Civil War Free Negroes (including the hybrid communities)

1) Frazier 1966 op cit: 209; see ibid. Chapter XIII for a detailed
account of this trend.

2) Frasior 1965 op olt: 31 J; see also Fxazier 1966 op cit.
Chapter ?.
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important, but also the (admittedly limited) development of the

'husband'-father role which was sometimes permitted under slavery} -

mentioned above as being based on the organisation of the family as

a bemi-economic unit (sometimes resulting in the purchase by the

father of the family's freedom)# and also influenced by the norms

of the white culture.

Among such sections of the emancipated population there was often

a rush to acquire land and where this was possible this consolidated

patriarchal authority; and Frazier in fact notes that even farm-

tenancy had this effect. Such factors resulted in the "economic

subordination of the woman"# 1 ^ these bases of authority being

further' reinforced by the influence of the Church, whose organisation

and doctrine sanctioned patriarchal authority.

Such families, then# formed an ever-increasing upper-class

minority, differentiated from those still incorporated in the

plantation system, or in camps and city slums, by "their higher

economic status and their deeply rooted patriarchal family traditions";

this class being characterised by their "puritanical outlook". The

proportions and growth of these "Black Puritans" were indicated by the

statistics for home ownership. Frazier notes that such a development

was made possible "because economic conditions have permitted the

genus of culture, which have been picked up by Negro families, to
x)

take root and grow."

1) Frazier 1966 ibid; 140.

2) Ibid; 200.

5) Ibid; see also ibid Chapters IX and XII for detailed analysis of
these developments, and Frazier 1965 op cit; 314-15.
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The second stable variant which emerged - the matriarchal

(/mateirnal/natricentric) family-characterised the plantation area of the

Couth, and again there were obvious influences carried over from

slavery in the sanctioned authority of the mother and also the

grandmother, in her role as "guardian of the generations" in the

extended family. Subsequently, the norms of maternal authority,

"common-law marriage" and illegitimacy, rather than being symptiomatic

of disorganisation among these Southern Negroes, were in fact

"supported by the folk ways and mores of the rural communities." ^
The next stage in the development of the American Negro family

was the disorganisation which resulted from the mass migrations to

the cities, which "became a great folk movement during and following
2)

the first World War ..." ' For this urbanisation of the Negro

resulted in the disruption of the folk mores and a lack of social

control which vras portrayed by the large amount of desertion and

delinquency: the hi$i percentage of female household heads and

of dependent families "under care"; and in these cities female

headship and illegitimacy were symp txomatic of family disorganisation,

contrary to the situation described above for the plantation South,

Consistent with his methodological approach, Frazier emphasises that,

"The poverty and disorganization of Negro family life in
the urban environment only becomes intelligible when they
are studied in relation to the organisation of Negro
communities and the social and economic forces which
determine their development", 3)

1) Frasier 1965 ibid: 520; see also Frazier 1966 00 cit
Chapters VI - VIII for detailed analysis.

2) Frazier 1966 ibid: 225; also ibid Chapters XIV - XVIII.

5) Frazier 1966 ibid: 245-4.
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and these he relates to the socio-economic organisation of the

wider American society.

So, far example, the symptoms of disorganisation referred to

above are correlated with variables such as occupation and household

tenure, sad all tt ese are significantly related to the socio-economic

environment as witnessed for example by the zonal structure of some

cities, such as Chicago and Harlem, Hew York, where the traits of

disorganisation were seen to decrease from the central to the more

peripheral semes.

A later development resultant from this urbanization (end which

still characterised the period at which Frazier was writing) was

the growth of occupational differentiation among the Negro population

(itself influenced by national socio-economic trends) and the

increasing adoption in the higher occupational ranks of the national

cultural no ras, and the resultant development of new socio-economic
*

classes, 'fhese replaced the old, broadly dichotomous, division

between the small Negro "aristocracy" and the rest of the population. 1^
The new socio-economic structure had obvious effects on the family

organ!sation of the Negro: for example in fee hi$i@r echelons fee

stable family emerged with the role of the husband-father being based

on economic security: and even within these broad categories there

were mib-mrlants which could be related to more detailed socioeconomic

variables. Female household headship and illegitimacy thus remained

primarily as a correlate of the economic insecurity of fee lower class,

although 'Shi* was somewhat modified by fee influence of fee Church.

1) Ibid: Chapters XTX-XXI; and Fraaier 1965 on cits 328-352.
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Much reference has been made in the literature to the

Herskovits-Frazier debate and this debate has generally been presented

in such accounts as a clear-cut opposition of views regarding the

origins of Mew World social organisation in general and family

organisation in particular.^'While this representation of the case

is basically correct the qualification can be made that these

authors* hypotheses are not completely irreconcilable in every respeot.

For example, while Herskovite developed much of his argument

with reference to the Negro in the West Indies and parts of South

America, Fraaier was primarily concerned with the American Negro, and

in Frazier's discussion of the destruction of the African cultural

heritage among the American Negro slave he in fact contrasts the

lack of African influence there with the situation in the West Indies:

"In contrast to the situation in the West Indies, African traditions
2)

and practices did not take root and survive in the United States.";

noting that there was less opportunity in the latter than in the former

"for a slave to meet one of his own people, because the
plantations were considerably smaller, more widely scattered
and, especially, because as soon as they were landed in
this country, slaves were immediately divided and shipped
in small numbers, frequently no more than one or two at a
time, to different plantations." ?/

The scattering of the slaves in the United States not only operating

against the retention of the African heritage but also accelerating

the learning of the white culture. At another point Frazier echoes

the above contrast comparing the American situation to that in the

1) See e.g. Smith, R.T. 1956 on oit: 228; 235; Greenfield 1966 on citt
22; Smith, M.G. 1966 on cit: viii.

2) Frazisr 1966 op cit: 5-6.

3) Ibid: 6.
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West Indies and Brazil, where "large numbers of African slaves were

concentrated on vast plantations for the production of sugar",

pointing out that "Under such conditions it was possible for the

slaves to re-establish their African ways of life and keep alive

their traditions"; whereas "in the United States the slaves were

scattered in relatively small numbers on plantations and farms

over a large area." ^
And with specific reference to family organisation, Frazier

contrasts the American situation where there is virtually no evidence

of Afrioan influence, with that of the West Indies, where "even

today it appears that the African pattern of family life is
2)

perpetuated in the patriarchal family organisation «.' adding

in a footnote that

"In the following observations of a visitor to the
French West Indies about the year 1700 we have,
doubtless, an example of this patriarchal authority
which had its roots in Africa ..." 3)

1) Prazier 1965 op oitt 6-7.

2) Ibidt 13? cf Prazier 1966 op cit: 5» 8«

3) Frazier 1965 op cit; 13, Footnote (32)• See also p. 306 for
further reference to African influence on family structure in
parts of the West Indies. Frazier also notes the presence of
African influence on other aspects of New World Negro social
organisation and culture, e.g. on the political organisation of
the slaves in the West Indies and Brazil, ibid; 10, Footnote (22)
and p. 92, Footnote (22); on language in the West Indies, Surinam
and Brazil, ibid» 10, Footnote (21) and 1966 op oit: 5» also
stating that "There is also impressive evidence of the fact that
in the West Indies and in parts of South America, African culture
still survives in the religious practices, funeral festivals,
folklore, and danoes of the transplanted Negroes." 1966 ibid.
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And although at one point Frazier opposes his hypothesis of

African influence on male dominance in the West Indies to that of

Herskovits regarding female dominance, nevertheless in some ways

even this opposition may be reconciled in that each appears to be

referring to different aspects of West African polygancua family

organisation; - Herskovits to the matri-eegment, Frazier to the

patriarchal status of the father-husband who has many wives.

The obverse of this qualification of Frasier's position is the

fact that Herskovits allows that the intensity of West African

survivals in the New World varied from maximum retention in Surinam

1)
to minimum retention in the United States. J

Despite this, however, and despite the fact that Herskovits

admits the destructive influence of the Southern plantation on the

African heritage of the slave, Eerskovits nevertheless advocates

Nthat a diluted form of the African family continued to exist"

there, and could be "recognized ... in the ao-called common-law

marriages among Negroes." "Likewise", Frazier continues,

"he sees in the so-called 'matriarchal' or 'maternal'
family among [United States] Negroes, in which the
mother and grandmother play important r8les, evidence
of the continuation in a diluted form of African traditions"; '

and in addition attempts "to show that African survivals can be

discovered in practically every phase of Negro life in the United

States." ^
And although, in fact, Frazier does admit the presence of a small

number of African survivals in the United States, he argues that:

1) See e.g. 19&5 op cit: 6, Footnotes (9) and (10); and Frazier
1963 on oit: 1, Footnote (1).

2) Frazier 1965 op cit: 12.

3) Ibid: 4, Footnote (3).
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"These rare and isolated instances of survivals associated
with the Negro family only indicate how completely the . \
African social organization was wiped out hy slavery," '

The basic opposition between these two protagonists therefore

remains.

Some qualification can also be made regarding the portrayal in

the literature of the place of Frazier's work in the development of

the explanation of New World Negro family forms? for his work is
2)

often dismissed as purely "historical". While as seen above that

he is concerned with the origins of the American Negro family, his

work is not confined to the consideration of origins. For using the

two main factors in his methodological approach to the study of the

slave family, viz.! the influence of white American culture and the

socio-economic organisation of the community, which in turn was

.influenced by that of the wider society, Frazier analyses the

development of variants in the American Negro family right up until

the time at which he was writing.

Simey and Henriques both combine the consideration of the

historical influence of slavery with that of contemporary economic

factors - themselves rooted in slavery - as the determining' variables

in West Indian and Jamaican family structure.

Simey, in rejecting Herskovits' hypothesis of African cultural

continuity as the moulding' influence on West Indian family forms, apart

from criticising his methodology for its failure to study the -process

of selection of culture-traits, notes that while

1) IbicLt 11.

2) See e.g. Smith, M.G. 1962 (a) op citt 6j Greenfield 1966,
op clt: 20.
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"West Indian society may be in some respects matriarchal
so far as the functions and responsibilities of women in
the community are concerned, ... it is patriarchal in so
far as the status of the woman in society is not specially
protected in any way. In public the man reikis supreme." '

Apart from this important difference with regard to the respective

statuses of the sexes regarding any supposed West African •matrilineal*

influence, Simey also notes an important difference between the West

African polygamous family and the West Indian family;

"it is a far cry from the state of affairs in Africa,
where the children of any mother are usually by one man,
to the West Indies, where the children in any West Indian
family group may be by several fathers, and even if the
West Indian family is matrilocal, it i3 nevertheless
patrilineal. Moreover, the characteristic feature of the
West Indian family is that in one of its prevailing types
no man stands in the relation of a father to the children?
in this case the sole bond which keeps the family together
is the mother." 2)

He concludes that it is slavery, then, with its absence of marriage,

encouragement of promiscuity! and bolstering of the maternal role and

complementary undermining of the paternal role among -the slaves, as

well as the establishment of the female slave's economic independence

from the male that has moulded the basic structure of the West Indian

family, and he argues that the post-emancipation period simply

consolidated the main trends in family organisation which existed

prior to emancipation. He also notes that in the early post-

emancipation era a second variant of family structure emerged

centred around the father wherever the latter could consolidate his

economic foundations, his fourfold classification of "family types"

mentioned above being simply a further breakdown of these two main

1) Simey op pit; 44•
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variants in family structure. Thus he argues that the distinction

"between. Faithful Concubinage and Marriage is economic, due to the

economic prerequisites of the latter, and also explains the

prevalence of the "maternal family" on economic grounds, since

"There can be no doubt that when a Vest Indian prospers he tends

to marry and live a 'respectable* life ..." ''
Henriques likewise notes the influence of slavery on the

instability of contemporary Jamaican family structure, noting that

while "The possibility of African influence on the pattern of sexual

promiscuity cannot altogether be ignored*', that "The evidence seems

to suggest that the direct encouragement of promiscuity by the planters

was sufficient to establish a cultural pattern which has persisted to

the present day." Other factors of plantation society influencing

the slaves' family organisation being the masters' discouragement of

Christianity among the slaves, "which might have led to monogamous

marriage," tod also the masters' practice of taking concubines from
2)

among the slaves. '

Despite his emphasis on the historical influences on lower class

family structure, Henriques also relates such patterns to the

contemporary socio-economic structure of the wider society, particularly

its stratification system, which he shows is itself rooted in

pre-emancipation society; the general contention which runs through

his book being that although specific aspects of lower class Jamaican

social organisation such as family structure are internally organised,

that they are symptoms of structural aspects in the wider society

1) Ibid: 87.

2) Henriques 1368 on oit: 34"5»
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that are essentially "disnomie".

His economic interpretation of family organisation with reference

to the ccaitesiiporary society is presented in two ways. The first is

an economic interpretation of the variants within his fourfold

classification of domestic groups referred to above, whereby he

postulates "a scale of poverty ... made on the level of income" ^
concomitant with the decreased incidence of -types A to D. His

interpretation with specific reference to the presence or absenoe

of Type A, based on legal marriage, likewise being primarily economic.

In addition to this structural-functional hypothesis, Kenriqu.es

also puts forward a functional hypothesis whereby he interprets

the variants of lower class family structure, with their prime

emphasis on censanguines.! rather than conjugal bonds, as a

'functional response' to class-engendered socio-economic anxiety

and insecurity, these latter being due to the frustrations of

poverty and colour, the extended kinship group functioning in this

context to provide mutual socio-economic aid. This is contrasted

with the situation in the middle and upper classes where the

prevalent form of the domestic group is the "Christian Family",

and where "There is no necessity- ... for a family structure which

caters for the majority of the social needs of the individual, as

satisfaction for those needs is supplied from outside the family." '

Thus, he argues, "The different response of the society, according to

the class in question, is determined in part by the difference in

economic level." ^

1) Henriques 1949 op cit; 36.

2) Kenriques 1968 op clt; 162.

3) Ibid.
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We are therefore provided with a functional hypothesis

regarding the variations in the functions of, and the concomitant

stress on, kinship - reflected in the forms of kinship groupings -

in the respective subcultures of the society. It can be noted that

while at one point Henriques couches this hypothesis in terms of a

simple correlation between decreased socio-economic insecurity and
1)

diminished stress on kinship up the class ladder, ' at another point

he postulates a mere complex model, with the variable of economic

insecurity diminishing steadily up the class ladder, but with social

insecurity (resultant from concern with colour) being greater in
2)

the middle and upper classes than in the lower olass, so that

there is a shift of cultural focus from the extended family in the

lower class to "colour" in the middle and upper classes; obsession

with colour, and conoomitant anxiety, being greatest in the middle
3)

class. y/ ©lis difference in cultural foci he illustrates with

regard to mortuary ritual, arguing that whereas a funeral in the

middle and upper classes in the concern primarily of the elementary

family, with wide public attendance - which he interprets in terms

of social prestige - that the funeral and wake in the lower class

emphasises the solidarity of the extended kinship group. A hypothesis

which will be examined in detail in Chapter 6, "This economic

interpretation of kinship", notes Henriques, "does not discount

the historical factor, but that which may have had an historical

1) Ibid; 140.

2) Ibid; I67-8.

3) Ibid; 162.
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causation is now supported and controlled by the economic fabric

of the society." 1 ^
The most important determining variable in Clarke's explanation

of Jamaioan family structure is that of land tenure. Thus In her

first field report on four Jamaican communities, her aim is to show

that there is a customary system of land tenure in the villages which

differs considerably from the legal system of tenure and

inheritance in the island; and that this system, through its

influence on residence (and even through the conflict often

associated with it) is functional in maintaining the solidarity

of the kinship group - the "kindred" or <consanguineal "family" as

opposed to the conjugal or nuclear family:

"Our evidence goes to show that the kindred, the blood
relatives and in particular the maternal kin, as distinct
from the conjugal or the household group, is the most
important institution in our communities and often the
only vital one." 2)

In her later report - which deals with only three of these

communities: Mocca, Sugartovn and Orange Grove - Clarke develops

her explanatory hypothesis of the Jamaican family more fully, arguing

that the variations in family structure are determined by the

variable of socio-economic community ethos, the main factor of which

is land tenure; - there being a greater prevalence of bomdat land

and individual ownership associated with a higher socio-economic

ethos, than of family land and customary tenure. She illustrates

her hypothesis with the comparative analysis of the three

communities, showing that the incidence of oonsanguineal (matrifocal

and sibling) as opposed to oonjugal and nuclear households varies

1) Ibid: 141.

2) Clarke 1955 ou Pit: 83.
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according to the type of tenure predominant in each community, and

taking the incidence of marriage in each as indicative of the

influence of socio-economic variables on family structure. 1^
For example, Orange Grove, with the highest incidence of bought

land and the hi$iest percentage of small farmers, is in fact "the

only one of our Centres where the majority of the population had
2)

the necessary social and economic security to satisfy" the

prerequisites for marriage, and accordingly has the highest

incidence of marriage for the three communities (75$)» marriage

being the rule rather than the exception - contrary to the other

two Centres - marriage also occuring at an earlier age than in the

latter.

In Sugartown, due to the combination of the fact that there is

only a core of family land, which, in addition, has become

increasingly fragmented and infertile due to customary transmission,

with the fact that there are opportunities only for seasonal

employment in the area due to the latter*s ecology, results in the

seasonal emigration of the Sugartown males in search of work, much

of the family land subsequently being left in the hands of the women.

These women, who are the core of the descendants of the old families

of the community, are related to each other through cognatic kin

ties, and so the phenomenon of matrifocal extended families which

grow up on family land (sometimes contained in separate households)

are the predominant feature of family structure here. Due also to

the seasonal immigration of outsiders in "crop-time", there is also

1) Clarke 1966 op cit.

2) Ibid? 79.
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a prevalence of unstable "house-keeper" unions between these

immigrant men and the Sugartown women, such unions being generally

roatrilocal due to the male's dearth of land, the latter factor also

resulting in his marginal role in the family. Marriage here

accounts for only 26$ of conjugal unions, this being the lowest

incidence of all three Centres.

In Mocoa the results of the land tenure system are that most

villagers are related to each other through cognatic kin ties, and

that there is less migration than in Sugartown. The latter faotor

means that the man therefore plays a greater part in domestic

organisation in Mocoa than in Sugartown, and conjugal unions can

therefore be expected to be more stable, which they areJ compared

to Sugartown's 26$, 35$ of unions in Mocca are based on marriage.

This is still a low incidence, however, when compared to that in

Orange Grove, and this Clarke explains with reference to the poverty

of the villagers of Moooa - family land having become increasingly

fragmented and infertile, and being used primarily for house-spots,

small farming therefore being very restricted. She points out,

however, that the "family" is nevertheless the most important social

institution in Mocoa, using the term in this context to denote not

only the consanguineal kin, but also the stable concubinage on

which many households are based.

Comitas supports Clarke's hypothesis in his study of five

Jamaican communities; with reference to Long Hill, he notes that

"I found here the highest rate of legal marriage of the
five settlements whioh, following Clarke ... would indicate
•the hi#iest level of social and economic security of the
five." 1)

1) Comitas op cit: 140.
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Nearly every household owns or holds on a rent-free basis the

house-spot it occupies.

Kerr explains the matrifocal nature of Jamaican lower class

family structure with reference both to the historical influence

of slavery, where "the woman and children were of necessity the

family unit", and the persistence of this pattern due to the

continuation of depressed economic conditions among this class -

for example the man may have to leave the village to seek employment;

and also to the economic prerequisites of marriage that few can

fulfill.

While Collins gives no explicit explanatory hypothesis regarding

the form of the lower olass family in Jamaica, his statement that

"Common-law and maternal types of families predominate in the

lower social strata of the society and decrease in the upper strata
2)

where paternal families predominate" ' implies that he regards

income level as an important causal factor in family form.

Cohen explains the variants in Rooky Roads "family" types with

reference to economio variables and the nature of socialisation.

With reference to economic variables, he explains the matripotestal

variant as being in part due to "a recurring core of economically
5)

insecure mm who must defer marriage, ..." ' this phenomenon being

due to the illegitimate status of such men, such status restricting

their rights of inheritance. Illegitimacy itself being a result

of the "peripheral role of the father", and in turn also strengthening

1) Kerr 1952 on oit: 93.

2) Collins or oit: 269.

3) Cohen op oit: 670.
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the dominant role of the mother. The predominance of the

patripotestal variant in the community being in part related to

the relatively secure economic foundation of the male in the

community - one of independent farmers.

Cohen interprets the nature of socialisation found in Rocky Roads

as "a pattern of training which is a function of the historically

determined structural centrality of the mother describing the

main features of such socialisation as the confinement of the child

within the nuclear family until the age of seven years, and the

socialisation of children of both sexes by their mother rather than

father until the age of ten years. This type of socialisation "can be

carried out equally well in both the patripotestal and matripotestal
1)

families" ' and it reinforces the structural importance of the

mother, this having further ramifications in the continuation of this

type of family organisation. For it results in the establishment of

early socio-economic independence of the male from his father; a

prolonged dependent relationship on the part of the male with his

mother, which in turn contributes to the deferment of marriage on

the part of the male; and the splitting up of the male members of

the patripotestal family at the time of inheritance through the lack

of an "emotionally charged internalised authority" associated with

the father. ^
In his study of British Guiana, Raymond Smith analyses the

interrelation between family structure and social status in three

negro villages. Smith takes the household as the sociological unit

1) Ibid? 682

2) Ibid8 6?8
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of analysis in the family structure, explaining the variations in

household, structures with reference to the developmental cycle of

the domestic group and the male's socio-economic status in the

wider society. ^
Smith's argument is that the adult male links the sub-system

of the family to the national oocupational/stratifioation system,

and that since the lower olass male occupies a marginal position in

the latter, this results in the failure to provide economic support

and the concomitant social prestige for the family. The male

therefore becomes marginal to the family, particularly after the

reproductive stage, tending to depart towards the later stages of

the developmental cycle. "Matrifocality" is therefore a suboultural

norm functionally related to the wider socio-economic system.

He suggests that there is a similar structural interrelationship

"between low social status in a stratified society, and
a -type of family system in which men seem to lack
importance as authoritarian figures in domestic relations.
These are faots of social structure, and the arrangement
of these structural elements is basically similar
despite marked variations in their corresponding cultural
complexes in different societies. We are really dealing
with sub-systems of the several societies, although certain.s
aspects of the total societies are basically oomparable."

This hypothesis he suggests being applicable to sub-systems not only

in other parts of the Caribbean, but also in Latin America and Britain

as well.

1) Smith, R.T. 1956 on oit: Smith's developmental cycle methodology
being based on that developed by Fortes in his analysis of
Ashanti social structure, Fortes, M.t "Time and Social Structure:
An Ashanti Case Study" in Social Structure? Studies Presented to
A,ii. Radollffe-Brown (Ed.) Fortes, M. (Oxford! Clarendon Press,
19495.

2) Smith, R.T. 1956 on oit8 255. See also Smith, R.T.i "The Family
in the Caribbean" in Rubin op oit.
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Greenfield conceptualises his own approach to the study of the

Barbadian, family as nearer to Raymond Smith1s structural-functional

analysis of Guianese family structure than to the methodology of

any of the other students of New World Negro family structure.

Greenfield's approach is not, however, completely synonymous with

Smith's, for he criticises the letter's analysis for being purely

synchronic, quoting Radoliffs-Brown to support his contention that

a diachrunic analysis of structure end function is also necessary.

His own methodology, therefore, combines a structural-funotional

approach with a historical-cultural one. His further oritioisms

of Smith's analysis are that he equates the family with the household;

and attempts to explain the variation in household (supposedly

synonymous with family) types with reference to the concept of the

Developmental Cycle, which, Greenfield argues, is an attempt to

explain specific forms by an abstract ideal type.

Greenfield sees the alternate forms of the family in Enterprise

Hall as being directly related to the variable of socio-economic

resources; for he not only argues that marriage "is the ideal

and norm for the community" and that "Families based on all other

forms of union are modelled on the organisational norms for the

legally based union", but that there are certain "economic

prerequisites" necessary for marriage. These are the attainment

by the adult male of the "minimal economic success" necessary to

support a family, and, as this increases, the concomitant status

to give the family prestige. Since suoh prerequisites are "beyond

1) Greenfield 1961 op olt; 85.
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the reach of many individuals" marriage is "restricted to the

fortunate few."

Greenfield therefore conceptualises the typical conjugal

career as a striving towards marriage, on the part of the woman;

and. on the part of the man, towards the economic success necessary

for marriage. Families not based on marriage are therefore symptiomatic

of the low socio-economic status of the husband-father.

This low status results in the necessity for the mother and

possibly children to work for wages, and therefore destroys the

familial division of labour, weakening the "conjugal bond" and

resulting in the matrifocal family. Not only may the adult male

become marginal to the family in this respect, but he may also

leave the family completely. Thus matrifooality is symptiomatie

not only of the male's low socio-economic status, but also of

familial instability.

The fact that most of the families in Enterprise Hall are based

on marriage is therefore related to the fact that most of the

population there are "middle class".

Greenfield compares the articulation of the nuclear family in

Barbados with the wider national oocupatianal/stratifioation system,

to the similar structural interrelationship existent in modern

American society, and traces the introduction of this form of the

family in both societies back to the cultural influence of seventeenth

century industrial England.

1) Ibid
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In the case of the United States this type of family was

introduced during the earliest colonising period prior to the

development of the farm family; the subsequent reversion to the

nuclear family in modern times being due to its compatibility with

the urbanisation and industrialisation of the society.

In the case of Barbados, the nuclear family was also introduced

by the early English colonisers in the seventeenth oentuzy; and

although during slavery this form of the family was not adapted

by the African population (due to the denial to the slave of the

husband-father role) nevertheless at Emancipation the English model

of the nuclear family was the only available model for the

emancipated slavea to adopt, their traditional norma of social

organisation having been destroyed during slavery, and being in any

case too diverse to have been maintained in any kind of unified form.

Hot only is the Barbadian nuclear family similar to that found

in America and England, but the alternate form of the Barbadian

family - the matrifocal family - is also present in these other

societies. In these latter, this type of family oan also, as in

Barbados, be accounted for by the low socio-economic status end

resultant marginality of the adult male, this interrelationship

again being traceable to seventeenth century English industrial

society.

To further support this cultural-historical hypothesis,

Greenfield draws attention to the correlation - similar to that

existent in Barbados - between property - specifically land - and

marriage, which also existed in seventeenth century England,

stating that "Thus in both sooletiee, 'no property, no marriage1

beoaae the rule" . 1 ^

1) Greenfield 1966 on oiti 165.
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He likewise notes the similarity of the Barbadian custom of

receiving "permission to 'be friendly' with a woman" 1' to the

early English trothplight oeremony, noting that in both instances

cohabitation outside of marriage was subsequently sanctioned, and

that in the latter as in the former case the culmination of the

union in marriage did not necessarily occur.

The difference between the statistical distribution of the two

forms of the family in Barbados - where the matrifocal type

predominates - and the other two countries is explained with reference

to the relative wealth of these nations.

In combining the structural-functional and the cultural-

historical approaches in the study of the Barbadian family, then,

Greenfield aims to supplement R.T. Smith's hypothesis regarding the
2)

"significant relationship between social structure and family form",

by showing that the variants in Barbadian family structure are

directly related to the variable of socio-economic resources

rather than to the ideal type ooncept of the Developmental Cyole

of the household; and that both variants are completely understandable

within the context of the English cultural influence. In addition,

the latter is related to the African heritage and the institution

of the plantation.

Nevertheless, Greenfield does not claim to put forward a

genera], explanation of West Indian matrifooality, for he points out

that in each society a similar structural feature - in this case

'matrifocality' - may have a different "raison d'§tre".

Davenport's analysis of Jamaican family structure is aimed at

reducing "the number of household variables which have already

been studied in detail ... to what seems to be the most salient

1) Ibid: 164.

2) Greenfield 1961 op cit: 72.
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few." 1^ He relates the variables of household size and

composition to economic factors - the "expansional tendencies"

of the household being directly related to "the ability to support

and maintain a number of persons collectively in a single household
2)

unit" ' - and concomitantly, to the variable of conjugal status

which forms the basis of the household, since this variable is

itself related to economic factors: "Only socio-economic security

enables a man to head his own household group and to achieve a

stable marriage", ^ However, the presence of family land may also

enable matrlcentric households to develop.

In his discussion of the eoonomic influence on the expansional

tendencies of the domestic group Davenport places a great deal of

emphasis on the importance of the variable of land tenure; and

although he uses Fortes1 concept of the developmental oycle in

analysing -this interrelationship, he suggests that there are two

"separate but complementary cycles" applicable to the lower olass:

the cycle of the household group "with its capacity for household

expansion and absorption of less stable households ..." adding

that the phase of expansion in such households is not, as Fortes1

model suggests, limited by the duration of tie woman's fertility;

(the bases of recruitment, where economic variables permit

expansion having been referred to above; the akewedness of such

extended households being due - in the case of kin of ascending

1) Davenport ot> cits 441.

2) Ibid: 442.

3) Ibid; 432.

4) Ibid: 454.
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generations - to the man's obligation to support his mother; and -

in the case of descending generations - to the prescription that

"there mist be a responsible woman present to care for ... [the

children] and this woman must be consanguineaily close to them and

cannot be a stepmother ..." ). And secondly, the cycle of the

"bilocal" extended group, which is contained in separate households

on family land, such groups having a patriloo&l bias with

"virilocal residence ... the preferred rule," ' although

uxorilocal residence may also occur.

Davenport further qualifies Fortes' model by continuing his

biological analogy and adding the Darwinian concept of natural

selection, pointing out that in both oyoles "only those units

reproduce themselves which achieve the necessary foundations for
x)

maintaining their members." '

Blake's thesis is that marriage is the ideal norm in lover class

Jamaican mating relations (for following Malinowski she argues in

favour of the importance of legal marriage as the basis of the

nuclear family), but that the majority of this class are prevented

from attaining this ideal - at least not until late in life - by

a variety of factors. These latter include the fact that parents

do not encourage their daughters to marry early because they feel

that a young girl cannot oope with the demands of home-making which

are concomitant with the prerequisite of neolocal residence in

marriage; and also because they are reluctant to lose her domestic

1) Ibid? 445.

2) Ibid: 451.

5) Ibid: 454.
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assistance in their own household. Added to this is the fact that

in this interim prior to the desirable age for marriage, the

young girl, due to the nature of socialisation in this class,

remains ignorant of the facts of life, an ignorance which leads

to the birth of an illegitimate ohild at an early age. This in

turn lowers the woman's 'bargaining position* in the 'marriage

market' since a man does not want to support another man's child. 1^
This pattern becomes self-perpetuating through socialisation.

These factors are exacerbated by the man's 'wariness* of

marriage, Blake's interpretation being that it is the woman in

general who wants marriage, and the man who resists it j and that

even where the desire to marry is mutual, marriage is often

prevented because of the man's low socio-economic status in the

society and his resultant inability to meet the elaborate economic

prerequisites for marriage as it is defined in the lower class, viz.;

an elaborate wedding; neolooal residence in one's own home;

Improvement of housing and furnishings; with the man as the main

bread-winner supporting his wife and family at a higher level than ^

in non-legal unions. Seen in this light, then, the "common-law"

union is interpreted by Blake as a 'second best' to marriage in the face of the

failure to achieve the latter; and as such has "little
2)

institutional support or form", and therefore represents an

1) See Clarke 1966 on clt: 95 for a diametrically opposed opinion
on this point; "it is unnatural not to have had a child and no
woman who has not proved that she can bear one is likely to find
a man to be responsible for her since 'no man is going to
propose marriage to such a woman'."

2) Blake op pit; 168.
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actual or statistical norm only. And with regard to the reason

why she argues that 'common-lav' unions do not generally lead to

marriage, she states that this type of union, for a variety of

reasons, does not make a good "trial marriage")

"It has low status in the eyes of both men and women
and entails few mutual obligations. ... Although eager
to marry somebody* [then] the common-lav partners may
nonetheless be unwilling to marry each other. They may
even become so embittered and varied as to be overtly
cautious about marrying anyone."

In addition* title type of union performs neither the function of

insulating the couple from each other's faults* mnr from environment¬

al interference* functions performed in most other societies either

by romantic love or the role of the match-maker. And she concludes

that nondoaiciliary unions are therefore just as likely to result

in marriage as common-law ones. "Marriage is thus not in most

cases a product of ooomon-lav unions," she states* "and most ooss&on-

2)
law unions do not result in marriage." '

As a result of her interpretation of common-lav unions* she

concludes that illegitimacy is not eooially sanctioned in the lover

class and is an index of the letter's disorganisation.

In his comparative study of the five West Indian sample

populations referred to above M.G. Smith locates the most important

variation in the family structure of the samples in "their organisation

of mating and parenthood", ' and the crucial variable in his

explanation of these variations is the mating form of consensual

cohabitation - its presence or absence, and when present its

structural relationship with regard to the other two mating forms.

1) Ibid: 147.

2) Ibid: 178.

3) Smith, M.G. 1962 (a) on citi 245.
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To begin with, the absence of consensual cohabitation In

Carriaoou means that there are only four parenthood roles - "married

and eoctraresidential fathers and married and single mothers" 1 ^ -

as opposed to six such roles in the other four samples - those of

confieneualiy cohabiting couples in addition to the four outlined

for Carriaoou.

Smith describes consensual o©habitation as an "ambiguous"

and "inherently dynamic" status, a fact which is reflected both

in the proliferation of terminology used to refer to it in the

literature, and in the actual relationship between the oouple. It

is because of this oharaoteristio that "Hating systems which include

consensual cohabitation will waxy ... according to its structural

position within then"; and it is just this whioh differentiates

the mating systems of Lataate-rural Jamaica from those of Granville

and Kingston. For in the former, consensual cohabitation has a

fixed structural position intermediate to the other two statuses!

"it can neither follow marriage nor preoede cxtraresidential

relations", the three statuses therefore having a "serial arrange¬

ment", while consensual cohabitation has no such fixed position in

the latter two samples. Accordingly, mating patterns in the former

samples are stable, while in the latter they are unstable. '

Smith considers the relevance of the hypotheses put forward

in the literature on Vest Indian family structure to the explanation

of the variations of family structure in his samples, distinguishing

between the earlier "diaohronio speculations" and the later

1)

2) Ibid* 248-9.
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"synchronic analyses", 1 ^ but finding even the hypotheses put

forward in the latter either irrelevant or insufficient to explain

these* His alternative hypothesis is that it is the above-mentioned

variations in sating organisation and parenthood which axe responsible

for these* And to support his hypothesis he demonstrates that the

variations in dosestio organisation are positively correlated with

those in mating organisation and parenthood. For example, the

domestic organisation of Carriaeou is simpler than that of the other

four samples, and this accords with its simpler mating organisation.

Similarly, the uniformly higher ratio of households "containing

members of three lineally suooessive generations" based on mater-

terine kinship to those "having a similar depth without the inter-

mediate generation" ' is greatest in Carriacou due to the fact

that extra-residential mating, which is responsible for this

phenomenon, is most prevalent in Carriaeou* This factor in turn

being related to the absence of consensual cohabitation there. And

the instability of consensual unions in the two urban samples oan be

seen to be responsible for the similarity of their ratios to that

of Carriaoou* Likewise the per oentage of elementary families con¬

tained in the same household is highest in the two rural samples as

a result - vis-A-vis the two urban samples - of the greater stability

of mating relations in the former samplesj and - vie-A-vis Carriaoou -

of the higher incidence of consensual cohabitation in the two rural

samples*

1) Ibidi 6.

2> JM*
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Horowite explains the variations in household composition in

Mome-raysaa with referenoe to land tenure (as in his case study

of the K&varre family, where

"while most of the households [on the Havarre land] are
nuclear, joint and extended household settlements are found,
the result of fraotionalieation of holdings and the
construction of a new house on family land when a boy starts

aBjuUf,*

And where division of family land has resulted in a quartier

comprised of "a number of related households in close proximity" 1 ^ );

the sex of the household head (for example there is a greater incidence
2)

of "collateral kin, particularly siblings and their descendants ..."

la female-headed households, also a much greater incidence of grand-

childrea and great grandchildren in the latter than in male-headed

households| and by conjugal status of the couple ("The households

of married persons tend to have a simpler structure than do those of
x\ .

oonsensually wed oouples." ' )

In his explanation of variations in mating, land tenure is the

crucial variable. For he argues that in a peasant economy there are

two factors which lead to a greater per oentage of legalised unions

than in an agricultural proletariat. One is that a woman is an

economic neoessity for the peasant farmer - to market the surplus

crops; this encourages stability in the union and thus there is a

greater chance of marriage in later life than among the agricultural

proletariat who have little to gain from marriage. The other is

that the peasant often marries to ensure his childrens* inheritance

of his land, as at marriage he can legitimise his children. A

1) Uorowita 1967 (a) ou oltt 46.

2> M&1 44.

5) im.* 55.
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member of the agricultural proletariat hae no land to pass on to

his children. And he concludes thatt

"If peasantry loses out in Kome-l'ayBan there will he a
corresponding decline in marriage and legitimacy, 1«nd an
increasing fragility to conjugal relationships." '

And regarding the differenoe between consensual cohabitation and

marriage, he also notes that "Inability to afford the wedding
2)

reception is the most frequently cited reason for not marrying." '

Thus while he &ooepta • in aocordanoe with K.G. Smith's study of

Vest Indian mating patterns - the association between mating

patterns and the developmental cycle in Morne-Paysan, he argues that

Smith's hypothesis that mating patterns determine family structure

is an insufflcimat explanation of the latterf - it is a circular

explanation! because the mating patterns exist they axe normative,

and they are normative because they exist. And he notes that

although there is a sequential pattern of these mating forms in

rural Jamaiea and Latante, there is no such sequential pattern in

the urban areas of Kingston and Granville. He argues that as Smith

himself points out for these latter areas, the mating pattern is not

haphazard, but rather each form has equal validity for en individual

at all stages of the developmental cycle. Thus there is in fact

no normative place for a particular mating form in the developmental

oyole. % using Smith's ooncept of normative mating patterns to

explain family structure, he conoludes that only those patterns which

conform to the norms are explained.

Horowitz points out that there must be some factor to explain

both the "normal" and random patterns. Using Berth's concept of

1) Ibid; 57.

2) Ibid; 54.
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the Utility Model in Game Theory, Horowitz argues that it is the

distribution of resources that determines mating patterns* At a

given tine there ie a limited ohoioe of mating forms to be made)

this ohoioe is determined by the distribution of resources, and the

choice node aims to maximise the values of the society* If there ie

unequal distribution of resources, then a range of behaviour can be

expected. This concept, then,he argues, explains both "normal"

and random patterns. If there is in fact a normative sequence, as

in Morne—Paynan, then this can be related to a regular distribution

of resources at various stages in the life cycle, so that at an early

stage all members of the society can be expected to make * certain

choice; this ohoioe vill change at a later stage, and so on, as

the distribution of resources themselves ohsnge at a later stage.

If, however, there is no regular distribution of resources at given

stages of the developmental cycle (as in Kingston and Granville)

there vill be free ohoioe, and this accounts for the random pattern. 1 ^
Otterbein initially attempts to explain the variations in

Andros Island household composition by combining Clarke's taxonomio

approach with R.T. Smith's developmental oyole methodology, for he

argues that Clarke "neglects to show the development of one type

[of household] into another" and that Smith's use of one ideal

type developmental oyole results in over-Biaplifio&tion. Accordingly,

Otterbein suggests that Andros household variation can be explained

with reference to five developmental cycles, the most common of which

1) Horowitz, M. t "A Decision Model of Conjugal Patterns in
Martinique" inKa&(N.S.), 2(3), ^61 (b).

2) Otterbein 1963 op oiti 81.
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is that of the household which

""begins as a nuclear family household without children ...

becomes a nuclear family household with children ... then
becomes a grandparent household in which both grandparents
are living ... eventually becomes a grandparent household
headed by a grandmother ... and finally apis as a aingle-
peraon household headed by a female ..."

On the basis of census data collected in Andros seven years

later, however, Otterbein rejects the above explanatory hypothesis,

noting that not only does this material fail "to confirm the typical

Andros developmental cycle", but that there may in fact be "perhaps

as many as forty different possible household oyolea that households

go through." ' He therefore rejects his previous concern with the

typical developmental oyole(e) turning his attention for future

research to "an analysis of the sooial and economic factors in-
x)

fluencing the domestic system of the Andros Islanders." ' And for

example he notea that the increased emigration of young people to

Nassau has resulted in "a decrease in nuclear family households and

an increase in grandparent households ..." since young adults fail

to return "to establish households on southern Andros, while at the

same time the children of these young adults are reared by the older
A)

generations."

His explanation of mating patterns can be found in an article

with a wider focus than the Andros Islanders - one which seeks to

explain the variations in Caribbean family organisation as a whole

(but which in faot only deals with the ratio of consensual to

marital unions, and the inoidenoe of female household heads - this

latter in turn influencing the incidence of extra-residential mating).

1) Ottebein, K.F.t "The Developmental Cyole of the Andros
Household: A Diaohronio Analysis" in American Anthropologist
72 (6), 1970: 1413.

2) Ibid: 1418.

3) Ibid.

4) IMA: 1413.
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His i cplanation of the first phenomenon is that "the greater

the number of men who earn and save money to build a home, the

lower tli© percentage of consensual unions" 1 ^ in view of the

prevalence of the "housebuilding requirement" for marriage; (the

opportunity to save being related to the phenomenon of migrant wage

labour). And of the second, "the greater the surplus of females,
2)

the higher the percentage of female-headed households" in a

society hioh does not provide for the support of surplus females

either through polygyny or their incorporation in extended family

households.

Furthermore, Otterbein finds a significant relationship between

the association of "a high percentage of female-headed households

••• with a low percentage of consensual unions, and ... a low per¬

centage of female-headed households ... with a high percentage of
x)

consensual unions." For opportunities for migrant wage labour

are likely to cause both "low frequencies of consensual unions for

the young men who return, ... [and] also ... a shortage of men" £,J
due to the fact that some migrants may never return at all] the

prevalence of marital rather than consensual unions reinforces a high

percentage of female household heads since extra-residential mating

is more likely to exist concurrently with marital rather than con¬

sensual unions, due to the fact that it is less likely to disrupt

the former than the latter type of union. "Thus poor opportunities

to earn and save money result in both high frequencies of consensual

unions and low percentages of female-headed households."

1) Otterbein 1965 op oiti 73,

2) Ibida 75.

3) Ibid; 77.

4) ML* 78.

5) Ibid.
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Otterbein regards this hypothesis as a reformulation of the

functional approach existant in the literature on the Caribbean

family through the combination of R.T. Smith's and Clarke's "low

economic status" hypothesis with Solien and Kunstadter's "male

absenteeism" hypothesis to produoe an economio-demographio explanation

("opportunities to earn and save money and the sex ratio" 1^ ).

Mention has already been made of Clarke and Smith's hypotheses,

and brief reference can here be made to those of Solien and

Kunstadter who are both concerned with the explanation of matri-

focality - Solien with regard to the "oonsanguineal household" whioh

she notes exists "most commonly, although not exclusively, in the
2)

Caribbean and circum-Caribbean regions"; ' and Kunstadter with

regard to the "consanguine or matrifocal family", of whioh he

cites the Caribbean as an example.

Solien, in a paper whioh aims "to reduce the apparent diversity

in ... [descriptions of migrant wage labour] to manageable categories,

and to assess the effects whioh eaoh type of migranoy appears to

have upon the institution of the family", ^ relates the consanguineal
of

household to the specifio phenomenon/ Recurrent Migration. In this

type of migration, "men make irregular journeys, of varying lengths
5)

of time, to obtain wage labor throughout their productive years", '

and as a result "are absent not only during their youth but for

periods of varying lengths after they have reached maturity." ^
1) Ibid: 77.

2) Solien de Gonzalez, 1961 on olt: 1273.

3) Kunotadter on oit: 56.

4) Solien 1961 op cit: 1278.

5) Ibid: 1268.

6) Ibid: 1269.
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Although mch migrants "retain ties with their hone villages"

their " ocial identity can no longer he separated completely from

••• [their] work identity." 1^
Con ^xguineal households, through the socialisation of the

children rha remin with the mother, and the incorporation of the
2)

woman "into a cooperative group larger than ... the nuclear family" '

provide neourity for the migrant*s mate and offspring) and the

migrant himself, in a situation which in addition to recurrent

absences from the village "provides little job security and a low
x)

economic return for ... labor", ' tends to be given a home by his

own concaaguinss rather than those of his mate if he returns "to the

village j xTo.iless, having lost his job". ^ Hence the formation of

oonrsn uiasal rather than matrilooally extended family households.

Kunst,-idt ?r*e hypothesis is an expansion of the functional hypothesis

of "the relationship between economic structure and family structure"

put forward with reference to the Caribbean variant, which he con¬

siderr "to be partially true, but too specific in the form in which
b)

it has been stated by students of the Caribbean family." He

concludes that the matrifocal family is directly related to the

separation of spouses which results from the division of labour in

a oooplox economy, and not, for example as Solien suggests, from the

influence of a money economy; - for "The traditional Hayare", for

example, - the archetype of the matrifooal family - "were only

1) Ibid; 1273.

2) Ibid.

3) Ibid* 1274.

4) Ibid: 1273.

5) Kun; tadter op citt 60.
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marginally involved in a money economy while living in their villages,
Bnri the traditional family system actually broke down at the time a

money economy was introduced at the village level." ^ Rather,

"The importance of a money economy for the matrifocal
family seems to be that money is associated with complex
economies, and complex economies are necessary for the
type of division of labor which separates moat adult
males from adult females within the local oosmunity.

To summarize, the proportion of matrifocal families
in the community appears to be a function (in the
mathematical and social sense) of the degree of physioal
separation of adult males and adult females involved in
the division of labor. In order for this physical
separation to take place, the group in question must be a
part of a larger economic system, and that system, as a
conceal tent of its complexity, usually will use money as
a medium of exchange." '

Kunstadter states that the wider implications of his hypothesis

are, firstly, that the matrifooal family, far from being a 'primitive1

variant of family organisation, is associated with complex societies;

and secondly, that the nuclear family la not universal.

This profusion of explanatory hypotheses has, as mentioned

above, led to a great deal of cross-criticism in the literature.

Tet despite this, there is - with a few exceptions, notably K.G. Smith

- a basic trend common to these hypotheses, viz.t that of 'economic

determinism'; either in the explanation of lower class New World

Hegro family structure in general (or in a particular area of the Mew

World) or of the variations within this structure. The most common

specific determinants in this general explanatory trend being, as

seen from the proceeding discussion: variations in income level

(Simey; Henriques; Collins; R.T. Smith; Greenfield;) "economic

prerequisites" for marriage (Simey; Henriquee; Clarke; Kerr;

Coaitas; Cohen; Davenport; Greenfield; Otterbein; and even

1) Ibid: 62

2) Ibid.
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Herskovits, despite his emphasis cm African cultural continuity

supports this point) low sooio-eoonomic status of the sale in the

wider society (R.T. Smith5 Greenfield)) the specifio variable of

land tenure (Clarke; Comitas; Cohen; Davenport; Horowitz)) a

*functional response' to anxieties engendered by socio-economic

insecurity (Henriques). Frazier's explanation including among other

things, the economic basis of the family and the economic conditions

of the wider eooiety.

Tills basic trend in current studies of family structure has

also been noted by Benedict in a Review of one of the most recent

studies on the subject, that of Horowitz's study of Morne-Paysan,

Martiniquet

"As in many Vest Indian studies there ie an assumption
of Economic determinism behind the material on domestic
groups." '

And yet, despite this emphasis in the literature on the economic

'explanation' of Caribbean family structure, there is found in

several of these same studies an admission at one point of the

failure or inadequacy of such an explanation to account satis¬

factorily for the data.

Simey, for example, having differentiated between Faithful

Concubinage and Marriage on economic grounds (the economic pre¬

requisites for marriage), and also accounted for the "prevalence of

the maternal family in the Vest Indies ... on economio grounds"

since "There can he no doubt that when a Vest Indian prospers he tends

to marry •••", and noting that "It has been observed that it is usual

for peasants owning more than twenty acres of land to be married,

and that it is unusual for peasants owning less than ten sores to be

1) Benedict, B. "Review" in Man (N.S.) J (1) 1966* 156.
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married." { 1 ^ nevertheless notes that marriage does not always

occur when the neeessaxy economic foundation la present: "though

the paternal family is most frequent amongst the landowning peasantry

and the upper olasses generally, 1faithful concubinage• is also an

accepted practice among these classes • ••"• And he goes even

further than this in remarking that:

"there is but little identification to be observed between,
on the one hand, social standards in general and the
prevalence of marriage in particular, and on the other,
the fertility or economic prosperity of any area. In the
towns, where wages and standards of living are highest,
the instability of the family is most obvious."

And in view of these contradictions he conoludes that "The problem is

a complicated one, and deserves patient investigation." '

Henricmeo, too, having explained the variations in lower olase

domestic groups according to "a scale of poverty ... made on the

level of income" ^ and accounted for the presence or absence of

marriage on economic grounds, nevertheless notes that there are in

faot "jsony instances of better-off couples in the lower class who

are not isarried" ^ as there are also "examples of Christian families

in as great poverty as keeper families ...", ^ finally concluding

that "It is ... impossible to say what are the preoise motivations

which cause one section of the lover olase to adopt the manners and

moral® of the middle class as opposed to the majority of its own

7)
class." '

1) Siiaey op pit: 87.

2) Ibid: 80.

3) ibid: 87-8.

4) Henriques 1949 op olt: 36.

5) Henriques 1968 op clti 112.

6) Henriques 1949 op oiti 36.

7) Henriquae 1968 op olt: 112.
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Clark*, also, despite her emphasis on the economic prerequisites

for marriage and the faot that her entire thesis is aimed at the

correlation of sooio-economic variables with variations in family-

structure, remarks at one point that "In Sugartown and Mecca there

is, In fact, no apparent real association of marriage and concubinage

with economic status or class structure." 1^ And Kerr notes,

despite her emphasis on the economic prerequisites of marriage, that

"Men and women, however, are both reluctant to marry at once even

2)
if the economic circumstances permit." '

And R.T. Smith, although he explains the "matrifocality" of

Guianese family structure with reference to the socio-economic in¬

security of the male in the wider society, notes that with reference

to the distinction between "common law" unions and marriage, that:

"Wealth in itself is not a determining factor, for one
finds oases where the wealthiest villagers may be living
in a common law union ... Within the village the question
of choice between marriage and common-law marriage is
entirely a matter for fee couple involved ..." 57

Cohen, who emphasises fee importance of the "economic insecurity"

of fee male in the "deferment of marriage", notes at one point that

in fact even when men have a sufficiently secure economic basis for

marriage they still defer the latter; and at another point even

refers to his informants' statements regarding the need for economic

security for marriage as "rationalisations", subsequently resorting

to a psychological explanation for the deferment of marriage:

"marriage arouses anxieties about his [the man's] ability
to succeed economically. The avoidance of marriage,
generally until his late twenties or early thirties, is
in part an avoidance of these anxieties."

1) Clarke 1966 op oit.

2) K«rr 1952 op oltt 86.

5) Smith, R.T. 1956 op olt: 180.
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And he goes on to illustrate hie argument with reference to

"a man's behavior - hie extreme tension, nervousness, and
generalized anxiety - two or three days before his wedding
• •• The symptoms ... treated ... were severe and chronic
hea&aofaes and sleeplessness. These are acoompanled by &
remarkable rise in pulse rate, generalised irritability,
and an incapacity to work. These symptoms seem to disappear
within a few days after the wedding." '

And. despite her emphasis on the prevention of marriage among

the Jamaican lower class by the man's low socio-economic statue in

the society and his resultant inability to meet the economic pre¬

requisites for marriage, Blake notes however that "We cannot assume

that economic inaccessibility is the sole explanation of either non-

marriage- or late marriage". "Bather", she continues, "we must ask

why there is no Intense pressure on the part of discontented males

to alter the elaborate definition of getting end being married."

She find .a the answer to this "in the man's non-marital situation",

where, because of a double standard governing sexual relations, this

situation is so attractive that there is no pressure on him to many,

unlike the situation in many other societies where an unmarried
2)

male suffers various deprivations. '

And while Horowitz, who not only explains the greater incidenoe

of marriage in Korne-Paysan vis-fe-vls other Kkrtiniquan communes

with reference to eoonomio factors, and states that in Morne-Paysan

"Inability to afford the wedding reception is the most frequently

cited reason for not marrying", in faot indicates by his comment

that other informants "claim that women who are doolie and self-effacing

while become arrogant and demanding when married", that
5)

this econosaio explanation of marriage may not in fact be the valid one. '

1) Cohen op citt 676.

2) Blake op oiti 142.

3) Horowitz 1967 (a) op oitt 54-5.



In same of these studies which first emphasise the importance

of an economic explanation of lower olass family structure and then

realize the inadequacy of such an explanation, an alternative ex¬

planation is sometimes offered regarding religious influence as the

factor responsible for marriage, (for example Simey; Eenriques;

Clarke; Cohen.) Nevertheless Eenriques notes the contradiction

inherent in such an explanation, for while he suggests - because of

the failure of economic faotors to account for the presenoe of

marriage among some of the poorer sections of the lower claes -

that:

"It is possible that the section of the lower class
which comes in category A [Christian Family] may
have preserved some of the traditions of the groups
of peasant people which after emancipation were
filled with religious enthusiasm."

he also makes the very valid point elsewhere in his book that among

the lower olass:

"There is no moral sanction against concubinage. Church
congregations addressed by a priest on their sexual immorality
will appear shamed, but it is a momentary feeling and
their behaviour will continue as before. ... the black
people have an entirely different conception of sexual
morality from the coloured and white sections,

To the average black man the fact that he lives
contentedly with his woman without the benefit of Church
or Law cannot conceivably be immoral. He may be an
assiduous churchgoer and he seeSpUothing contradictory
in the two types of behaviour." '

And he notes the influence of the Old Testament - with its references

to concubinage and its "many injunctions to 'go forth and multiply*
x)

..." - "which support the attitude of the people." '

1) Eenriques 1968 op cit: 112

2) Ibid: 93,

3) Ibid.
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While 'economic determinism' has been isolated ae the pre-

dominant trend in the 'explanation' of Caribbean family structure,

two other points of importance can be noted with reference to the

problesa of explanation. The first is that despite the movement

away from the emphasis of historical tradition in the influencing

of conte&jorary family structure in the more recent studies, and

the concordtant criticism levelled by these later authors on the

earlier studies, that in fact many of these later writer? have

used the influence of slavery on the 'matrif©caHty* or 'instability1

of Caribbean family structure as a reference point for its origin, 1 ^
The second point is the place of the concept of the develop¬

mental cycle of domestic groups in the analysis of Caribbean family

structure. It was seen that the first anthropologist to develop

this methodological approaoh fully with reference to the Caribbean

was R.T. Smith, although the latter in fact does note that while

Henriquen, like Simey, put forward a purely synchronic classification

of household types, that the former was nevertheless "fully aware

that there categories are not rigid, and mentions, without much

further demonstration of the point, that any given household could

experience all four categorical states during its existence through
2)

time." ' Smith's methodology of the developmental cycle of domestic

groupo hr.R been criticised for the rigidity which it imposes on the

interpretation of family structure, and it was seen that both

Davenport and Otterbein attempted modifications and extensions of

this approach, although the latter finally abandoned the concept as

being of any real relevance.

1) See e.g. Clarke 1966 on oiti 19? Horowits 196? (a) oa oitt 57-8.

2) Smith., B.T. 1956 op oiti 239.

3) See Smith, M.G. 1962 (a) and 1966 op cltt Greenfield 1966 op olt.
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K.G, Smith uses the concept of the developmental cycle In

relation to the ordering of mating patterns rather than with

reference to the domestic groupj and while Horowitz agrees with

this association between the developmental cycle end mating

pattern , he regards both as dependant variables on that of economic

resources.

The gj^bea of foe Hepro, subculture and th?
v-^dfcv

The last point arising from the literature to be discussed is

the implications of some of the analyses of family structure for the

interpretation of the nature of integration between the lower class

Negro ouboulture'e social organisation and concomitant value system

with the t of -the wider society. On the one hand are the analyses of

Blake and. Greenfield, who argue that marriage is the ideal norm in

lower class mating organisation, the actual organisation of mating

being gimply a statistical norm whioh deviates from the ideal due to

the failure to achieve marriage. This view is also expressed to

some extent by R.T. Smith:

have mentioned the ideal pattern of domestic
or; ;naistation, and there is no doubt that the nor®
in this sense is that which is common to the total
Guiaaeee structure. It is a feature of the primary
value system of Guianese society that the ideal
family type is that consisting of a man and woman,
unrelated by kinship, and married according to the
rites of the Christian Church, who share one dwelling
with their own offspring. Ho one would dispute this as
■fee ideal pattern ..." '

Cohen also argues that this is the ideal type of domestic

organisation in Rooky Roads.

1) Smith, R.T. 1956 op cit: 149i see also K.G, Smith's criticism
of iaith on this point, 1966 on clt: xv.
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On the other hand is the view, expressed most explicitly in

M.G. Smith*s 'plural society theory*, subsequently adopted by

Gomitfin, but also implicit to some extent in the analyses of

Henriques, Clarke, Horowitz, Collins and Kerr, that the Negro

subculture has a different ideal norm governing mating and domestic

organisation (as well as other aspects of social organisation) 1^
from that of the wider society.

9oqcJ.u- :

While, ae noted at the beginning of this chapter, a comprehensive

survey of the literature on Caribbean family organisation has not

been attempted, attention has been focused on certain basic trends

which ty ify the literature on the subject. First it was seen that

such studies have focused almost exclusively on lower class Negro

family organisation} secondly, that a basic pattern of family

organ! ; tion has been identified among such populations; thirdly

that there has been a proliferation of hypotheses put forward to

explain either this basio pattern or the variations within itf

fourthly, that despite this, there is a basic trend common to the

majority of these hypotheses - that of economic determinism. It

finally being noted that the various explanatory hypotheses have

vary in • md sometimes contradictory implications for the interpretation

of the nature of integration between lower olass Negro subculture

and th< wider societies of whioh they are a part.

1) For example Henriques postulates this with regard to the belief
ayr:ten, 1968 op cit: and Clarke with regard to land tenure,
1953 & 1966 op olt. For a similar conclusion regarding the
work of acme of the above-mentioned authors see also Braithwaite, L.t
"The resent Status of the Social Sciences in the British
Caribbean" in Rubin op citt 101; Smith, M.G. 1966 on cit:
xxx - xxxi.
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This analysis of the literature raises certain empirical and

methodological questions of relevance to the study of family

structure in the village studied - the latter (as will be seen

from the next chapter) being a predominantly Negro lower class village,

viz.s does the picture of family structure within the village

approximate to the basic pattern described for the area as a whole?

Closely related to this question being that of whether the family

coincides with the household, and the nature of consensual co¬

habitation. Is the concept of the Developmental Cycle of relevance

to understanding family structure there? Is an economic explanation

of family structure or its variants in the village valid? For its

inadequacy has already been indicated to some extent by some of

those very authors who put forward such an explanation. If not, is

M.G. Smith's explanatory hypothesis of family structure with relation

to the variable of mating patterns sufficient? Does the historical

influence of the instability of family structure during slavery

have a place in the explanation of family structure? And finally,

what relevance, if any, do my conclusions regarding the nature of

family structure in the village have to the interpretation of the

nature of integration between the social organisation and value

system of the villagers with that of the wider society?

Before proceeding to the examination of family structure in the

village, the village itself and the general economy of the villagers

will first be discussed.
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CHAPTER 3 s UTRODUCTICM TO TIE VILLAGE

The village where field work was carried out will "be referred

to by the fictitious name of "River Village". It is situated in a

rural parish, two miles inland from the north coast town of "Kaintown",

the capital of the parish. The actual site of the village is on the

west bank of a river, at a point where the latter is bridged; the

village being bounded on its western edge by the main road running from

Maintown into the interior.

River Village, although now a predominantly negro village, did not

in fact originate as a post-emancipation "free" village of the kind

described in Chapter 1 (although other villages in the parish did

originate in this way). Rather, it was founded in the pre-emancipation

era by planters as a convenient storage point for supplies transported

on the river for their estates further inland, the site being the furthest

unloading point up the river. However when Maintown was built some few

years afterwards as a sugar port many planters who had bought lots in

the village sold out, buying lots in the former instead with the result

that the village soon fell into decline.

Although the actual details of the subsequent transformation of

the village into a negro village are not known, it seems likely 'that

ex-slaves from nearby estates settled there in the early post-emancipation

era, and the length of the genealogies of some of the older informants

traced in connection with their inheritance of land in the village

indicates that this is probably the case; one informant actually

tracing the origin of his family land in the village back to an ancestor

who was an ex-slave and purchased land after emancipation.

The population of the village and the number of households in it

changes constantly due to the high incidence of both in- and out-

migration (discussed more fully below), this movement of persons sometimes
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being accompanied, by the actual movement of houses both to and

from the village (see below). It is therefore difficult to give

an exact estimate of the population, but a rough estimate is in the

region of 400 persons contained in approximately ninety households.

Before going on to discuss the social organisation of the village

and its inter-relationship with the parish, it is necessary to give

some indication of the methods used for the collection of the data

on which this study is based, and my role of field worker. It should

be mentioned from the outset that I am syself a participant of the

wider community of which the village is a part (as described below

in this chapter and discussed in Chapter 9 ) being a member of the local

middle/upper class, having lived just outside the village since I was

a child (although with long absences due to my schooling elsewhere in

the island and my subsequent emigration to the United Kingdom to study

at University). This resulted in both disadvantages and advantages

for the study.

The obvious disadvantage was that I was known to the villagers as

belonging to the middle/upper class subculture and this would have

posed many problems if I were to have attempted to re-define my role

to that of participant in the village, that is to that of lower class

villager. (However this problem would have arisen in any Jamaican

village which I chose to study since by virtue of the national colour-

class stratification system I would immediately be placed as a member

of the middle/upper classes, being fair-skinned). However this

situation had the advantage of dispensing with the search for an

appropriate field work role which generally typifies the anthropologist's

entry into the field, since ay role was defined for me by the villagers

in accordance with my status in the community - that of 'interested

middle/upper class observer of lower class life'. A further concomitant

of my status in the community - many of the older villagers having
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known the older members of my family for very many years - was that

ay anthropological investigations were not regarded with suspicion

or apprehension (as again is frequently the lot of the anthropologist

when he first eaters the field) and I was in fact made to feel very

welcome by ey informants whenever I visited them, some villagers simply

being surprised that I was not doing a "bigger Job" as they regarded

field work as a rather menial occupation!

The nature of the study required the collection of factual information

in depth on the subjects of kinship and land tenure, particularly on the

details of the developmental cycle in relation to conjugal histories,

and on inheritance, ana therefore called for some kind of interview

situation5 this was compatible with rty assigned role of 'interested

observer*. Fy intention was first to take a census of the village

covering basic factual information and then to select a smaller random

sample, and with this in mind I began to collect information with the

use of a structured questionnaire. However after completing a small

number of interviews in this way 1 decided to experiment with a

tape-recorder as a method of data collection, although 1 was not certain

whether or not this would be a success. However it soon became

apparent that this method did in fact have several advantages.

Contrary to my expections, the recorder did not make informants

self-conscious - partly because it looked very like the kind of

transistor radio owned by many of the villagers and therefore its

appearance aroused little curiosity? and partly because of the more

informal ateosphere which developed as a result of my dispensing with

the need for note-taking (which of necessity had to be fairly

extensive due to the factual nature of the data being collected). In

such an atmosphere Jamaicans make excellent informants because they

really enjoy being interviewed; - as Henriquea has remarked,
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"There is always time for the Jamaican to enjoy conversation no

matter what hour of the day or night it might be. He has learned

through experience that the greatest amusement comes from the discussion

of everything under the sun". Rapport became markedly improved,

then, with the use of this new technique and because of this

opportunities arose in interviews to collect information in depth.

It seemed pointless to miss such opportunities simply to hurry through

a census, and so I changed the form of the interview from a structured

questionnaire to a "focused" interview and began collecting information

in depth almost from the beginning of field work.

The "focused" interview is one of four types of interview which

Moser classifies along a continuum of increasing formality: the

"non-directive" interview, the "conversational" or "casual" interview,

the "guided" or "focused" interview and finally the most formal of
2)

all - tiie "structured questionnaire". ' Moser defines the focused

interview as a "situation in which tie interviewer, whilst allowing

the respondent a good deal of freedom, aims to cover a given set of

topics in a more or less systematic way. ... there is no set

questionnaire and most of the questions are open ones, designed to
3) An

encourage the respondent to talk freely around each topic." '

"open question" being defined as one in which "the interviewer's job is

to record the answer as completely as possible, and in the respondent's,

not her own, words." ^ The tape-recorder was therefore ideal for this.

1) Henriques 1968 op cit: 86.

2) Moser, C.A.s Survey Methods in Social Investigation (London:
Heinemann, 1958)•

3) Ibid: 205-6.

4) Ibid: 191.



The focused interview particularly suited my purpose as although

I wanted full information on, for example, the details of inheritance,

which was best provided by allowing the informant to talk at length

on the subject, guided by probes or questions when necessary, I also

wanted to cover a set number of topics such as land tenure, family

structure and kinship, marketing patterns, migration, etc. Ana while

the focused interview "gets away from the inflexibility of formal

methods, ... [it] gives the interview a set forte and ensures that
1)

all relevant topics are discussed". The use of the focused

interview also resulted in informants volunteering certain information,

and introducing coneopts with which I was not familiar into the

discussion which I was then able to follow up. For example I learned

of the institution of "p&rdner" (see below) in this way.

As a result of the improvement in rapport and change of interview

technique so early in the field work, I was not able - though still

intending to - to collect information on all the households in the

village due to the limited time available. Uowevex* information was

collected from the vast majority of households - seventy-eight households

comprising three hundred and sixty-five persons. One hundred and

seventy-six of these individuals are male and one hundred and eighty-nine

female; seventy-two of the former and eighty of the latter being twenty

years of age or older, with one hundred and four males and one hundred

and nine females being under that age, totalling one hundred and fifty-two

persons aged twenty years and over and two hundred and thirteen under

that age. All figures given below refer to these seventy-eight households

unless otherwise stated.

Information was collected on all three hundred and sixty-five persons
interviews

in these households and/were conducted with one or more of the adult

members of each household, such interviews taking place either inside

1) Ib:d; 206*
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the informant18 house or outside in the yard, I continued to live

just outside the village but used the premises of two villagers as

a "base" from which to work. These villagers (both women) are both

well-known in the village, and have kin ties with other households

there; both have lived in the village for very many years, one

having been born there and lived there all her life. Both are shop¬

keepers, and as such have a central role in the village; (the shop¬

keepers in River Village being, like those described by M.G. Smith

for the rural Jamaican communities which he studied, "creole rather

than Chinese".

Henriques has discussed the problems inherent in cross-cultural
2

interviewing among West Indians due to the "acute colour consciousness"

of the latter, suggesting that the European (and by inference the

fair-coloured middle/upper class West Indian) investigator is at a

disadvantage in studying the lower class West Indian subculture.

While this is a valid observation, two qualifications of his argument

of relevance to my own field work situation can be made.

Firstly, that due to the very nature of the national colour-

class stratification system described by Henriques himself, colour

is not the only index in the ascription of social status; therefore

a middle/upper class West Indian investigator of dark colouring is

also likely to be at a similar disadvantage (this point being taken up

again in Chapter 5 with reference to the implications of the social status

of the interviewers used for Blake's study ^ on the latter's

1) Smith, M.G., 1956(b) op cit: 307.

2) Henriques 1968 op cit: 53»

3) Blake op cit.
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interpretation of her material). Further, any anthropologist

who attempts to study the lower class West Indian subculture is in

fact going to be faced with this problem whether local or foreign-born,

since by virtue of his education he will automatically be identified

with the "white" subculture.

Secondly, because I was a participant in the wider community to

which the village belongs, my informants were well aware that although

not a member of their subculture I was familiar with their way of life,

and therefore the problems envisaged by Henriques as occurring in the

cross-cultural situation (and which appear to have occurred in Blake's

study) did not arise.

The household interviews were supplemented by observation and some

degree of participation, thus my role as field worker can be placed

somewhere in the middle of Junker's continuum of the four theoretical

2)
roles of the field worker. ' In addition interviews for the purpose

of collecting background information on certain aspects of the social

organisation of the parish were undertaken with officials from the

Parish Council, the Ministry of Agriculture and Lands, and the Sugar

Industry Labour Welfare Board. The Member of Parliament for the

constituency to which the village belongs was also interviewed. A pilot

study of the Maintown market was also undertaken to supplement

information on marketing given by the villagers, and the Market Clerk

was also interviewed. In addition, documentary information on certain

1) Cf Mason op cit on this point.

2) Junker, B.H.s Field Work (Chicagos University of Chicago, 1962).
Junker deals with the role of the field worker in some detail in this
book, suggesting that the ideal role of participant-observer may in
fact be unattainable, suggesting a continuum of theoretical roles
between complete participant and complete observer, outlining the
advantages and disadvantages of each, and suggesting that ±n practice
the field worker may shift from one position to another, or in fact
along tiie whole continuum, in different stages of field work.
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points was collected.

Although the majority of the material on which this study is

based was collected, as mentioned above, during a period of

approximately one year from 1960-1969, I returned to Jamaica

for a short (three-week) holiday in the summer of 1972 during which

time I re-visited as many informants as I could. While life in the

village had remained basically the same, a few informants had emigrated

from the village, either to elsewhere in the parish or abroad, and a

number of older villagers had died; the accounts given by villagers

of the raortuary ritual surrounding these deaths providing further

confirmation of the hypothesis regarding mortuary ritual, kinship

and community which I had initially formulated from the discussion of

the subject with informants during the first field trip (see Chapter 6).

River Village is a picturesque little settlement with its

diminuitive houses set among the trees in the little fenced yards.

Several roads run through "the village and these are named after various

prominent persons or families of local importance, such as the M.P.

for the constituency to which the village belongs and some of the

"old families" of the village. Two buildings stand out as being larger

and more durable than the rests The Community Centre and the Hall

of the Burial Society, the former being situated in the centre of the

village, the latter at the edge of the village near the river. The

size of these buildings in contrast to the rest of the houses in the

village indicating their importance in village life (these voluntary

associations being discussed in more detail below).

The village has six small shops, a Basic School and a recently

established Postal Agency (prior to this the villagers collecting their

mail from the Maintown Post Office). Recently, a fee-paying school

which prepares pupils for the Jamaica School Certificate examinations



has been established just outside the village.

Ironically, though situated on the bank of a river, the village -

like the rest of the surrounding area - suffers from water shortage,

the water supply being available only for a few hours each morning

and evening. Water must therefore be caught in containers for the

rest of the day's supply.

The population of the village can be divided into two main

categories! "born ya" and "strangers". The former are those born

in the village, often being members of the core of "old families"

who have been resident in the village for several generations.

"Strangers" are immigrants to the village - from other parts of the

parish or elsewhere in the island. Many of those bom in the village

have rights of ownership to land there, in the ease of the "old families"

such rights being inherited. Some of the immigrants have been settled

in the village for several years and have therefore "come like 'bom

ya' ", and in many such cases have purchased a house-spot there.

Others, particularly those who have come to live in the village more

recently, rent a house-spot on which to put their house, or alternatively

rent a house or room.

Table 1 shows that the majority of the principal adults were bom

outside of the village, the largest single category being bom

elsewhere in the parish: fifty-eight persons, thirteen of which were

bom in one of the two nearest settlements - Maintown and "Friendship",

the latter being a small village one mile further inland. The next

largest category are those bom in one of the four neighbouring parishes!

thirty-two persons. Those bom in the village itself form the third

largest category! twenty-four persons; followed by those bom in

any other than the above-mentioned rural parishes. Only one person was

bom in Kingston; three persons being bom elsewhere in the Caribbean.
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Table 1 shows the birth-place of the principal adults, that is

household heads and their resident spouses,(see Chapter 5),

Table 1; "B.uth-olace of Principal Adults

Place
Males Females Total

River Village 11 13 24

Maintown 3 5 8

Friendship (one mile
away)

4 1 5

Elsewhere in Parish 1? 28 45
*

neighbouring parishes 13 19 52

Other rural parishes 9 2 11

Kingston 0 1 1

** *»*

Elsewhere in Caribbean 1 2 3

|
Total 53 71 129

* of which there are four

** Barbados (of a Jamaican mother and Barbadian father)
*** Cuba (of Jamaican parents)? and Costa Rica (of Jamaican parents).

Regarding the simple dichotomy of those born within the village

("born yaM) end immigrants, only twenty-four fall into the former

category as opposed to one hundred and five persons in the latter.

The sex ratio regarding the various birth-places is relatively

even; for example the majority of both males and females were bora

elsewhere in the parish, with the second and third greatest numbers
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in each case coming from the neighbouring parishes and. the

village itself respectively. The most outstanding difference is

between the numbers of the respective sexes coming from elsewhere

in the parish; - twenty-eight females as opposed to seventeen males.

This contrast can be explained with reference to two points. Firstly,

there are more women than men in the sample concerned (seventy-one

female principal, adults as opposed to fifty-eight males). Secondly,

since the majority of migrants come from elsewhere in the parish, it

can be expected that this excess of females over males in the sample

might make itself shown in this category.

Two main points are indicated by these figures on birth-place*

The first is the extent of immigration to the village from other rural

areas, particularly from elsewhere in the parish. The main reason for

this being that due to the historical circumstances surrounding the

origin of the village, the latter is, unlike most ether peasant villages,

situated in the coastal plain rather than the mountainous interior.

Thus although,as will be seen below, employment opportunities for the

villagers are limited, the area around the village does nevertheless

provide more opportunities for employment due to its proximity to

properties and to Maintown than the more isolated inland areas from

which many of the migrants come. In addition to this, River Village

has better amenities (such as electricity and a water supply) than some

of the more isolated inland villages.

Further, while attracting migrants from more isolated rural areas,

River Village, despite its land shortage (see below), is not as

overcrowded as Maintown, and is therefore not only a pleasanter place

to live than the latter (while still being in easy reach of it) but

migrants can obtain accommodation and lstnd for cultivation more easily
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.in and near the village than in the town. Yet another reason for

immigration to the village simply being that individuals may come there

to co-reside with a mate who is a resident of the village.

The second point indicated by the figures is the almost complete

absence of immigration from Kingston, the island's capital city. The

pattern of immigration to the village, then, mirrors on a small scale

that for the island as a whole, which tends to be inter-rural or rural-
1)

urban rather than urban-rural. 7

The pattern of international migration affecting the island earlier

in the century (discussed more fully below in Chapter 4) - from the

island to other parts of the Caribbean - is also reflected in the

figures to a very slight extent by the birth of a few informants to

Jamaican parents in other Caribbean territories.

The high, incidence of in-migration to the village results in a

wide network, of kin ties extending beyond the village to other parts

of the parish and elsewhere in the island, and migrants may have few or

no relatives in the village. On the other hand several adult members

of the same family have in some cases migrated to the village setting

up separate households there. "Born ya" villagers have extensive

kinship ties in the village, and this is also the case with some long-

term residents there who were not born in the village. Some "born ya"

villagers also have extensive kin networks beyond the village resultant

from the emigration of relatives to other parts of the island such as

Kingston. And both categories of villagers have kin abroad, such kin

having emigrated from the village or elsewhere in the island; almost

1) See Ebariks, G.E.s "Differential Internal Migration in Jamaica,
1943-^960" in Social & Economic Studies 17(2), 1968 for a detailed
discussion of migration patterns within the island.
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90$ of households having relatives abroad, many households having

several relatives overseas. (The emigration patterns affecting the

village sore discussed more fully in Chapter 4).

Although there is a certain degree of racial and socio-economic

differentiation within the village, the majority of villagers nevertheless

fall into the lowest category of the national colour-class stratification

system. Racially, the majority are of negro desoent, although there

are finer differentiations within this category regarding the component

variables which make up the composite variable of 'colour1, such as

skin shade, features, hair type etc., as well as there being a few

villagers who are either East Indian or Chinese. Also, while there are

variation;; in occupational status, the majority of villagers have

manual occupations, many also carrying out own-account cultivation

on a small scale. Again, while titer© are differences in house-type

and size, and house and land tenure, the villagers nevertheless form

a fairly homogeneous category in this respect vis-A-vis the middle/upper

class. However, there is a small elite in the village who,with respect

to occupational status, control of resources, end style of life, can

be classified as middle class.

Since empirically the village is, in many respects, a part of a

wider local social system, and since various aspects of its economy

and social organisation are affected by, and integrated with, that of

the surrounding region, some background information will now be given
1)

on this local area of which the village is a part. While the

pariah wil. be taken as the basic unit for the context of this discussion -

1) Although Manners questions the validity of the community study in
Caribbean societies due to the importance of extraneous influences on
community life, Arensberg points out that the community study is a
method of data collection, and while the importance of extraneous
forces in the life of the ooamunity cannot be ignored, thsy may be
regarded as background information to the study of a particular
coram* ty and do not invalidate the community study method.
Manners, S. j "Methods of Community Analysis in the Caribbean" in Rubin
00 oit; Arensberg, C.t "Discussion" in Rubin ibid.



as it is an important political and administrative sub-unit in the

national society - it can be borne in mind that the village is more

closely integrated with its more immediately surrounding locality

(which includes neighbouring villages, the nearest of which is Friendship;

Haintown; and the middle/upper classes resident in the rural areas

in the immediate vicinity?) than with the rest of the parish. The

following discussion will be organised under three main headings!

social stratification; political and administrative organisation -

this leading to a consideration of political organisation and leadership

roles within the village itself; and ecology and economy.

Social Stratification in the Parish

With regard to its position in the national colour-class

stratification system River Village is one of several similar villages

in the parish, which - although there is reason to conclude that certain

variations in social organisation do exist among them 1^ - nevertheless

share a roughly similar subculture, also shared in many respects by

the lower class segment of population in the towns ^ (see Chapter 1),

it having been seen that many of the River Villagers are in fact migrants

from such areas.

Intra-class interaction takes place between the inhabitants of

River Village and those of neighbouring villages and of Maintown on a

variety of bases, such as common membership of voluntary associations;

attendance at mortuary ritual; common schooling in the case of the

children (children from River Village generally attending the primary

schools in either Maintown or Friendship); and on market days in

1) See for example M.G. Smith's distinction between the rural hill
communities and those situated in the plains near sugar estates,
1956(b) opcit; and Mintz suggests that the Church-Founded free
villages (of which there are several in the parish) are likely to
have certain peculiar aspects of community organisation, 1958 op cit.

2) Cf Rogers, E.: Modernisation Among Peasants (New York:
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., 1969) who notes that the sub-culture of
Tradition may cross-cut the rural-urban dichotomy.
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Maintown | kinship also being another important basis for interaction

between such persons.

The mi.dd.ie and upper classes in the pariah tend to live - as

elsewhere in the island - either in the towns or on properties dispersed

throughout the countryside. 1'' These properties do not fit either
2)

model in Mints and Wolfe dichotomy of Plantations and Haciendas, '

and although these authors mention this in passing they do not elaborate

the point. The difference is that the property falls between this

dichotomy ia that while unlike the Plantation in that it is not a

large-scale corporately owned institution, it is unlike the Hacienda

in that it is run as a business with re-investment. Further, although

labour relations are more personal istic on the property than the

plantation, the owner of the former does not seek to incorporate

all potential labour on the fringes of the property in a relationship

of paternalism as in the case of the Hacienda.

Some of the professional persons who work in the towns also live in

the rural areas of the parish.

While it is beyond the scope of this study to consider the

differences between the middle and upper classes in the parish, it can

be noted that such differences do exist. For the purpose of the study-

however they are treated as a homogeneous subculture vis-&-vis

the lower class (as in Chapter 1).

A certain amount of inter-class interaction takes place between

River Villagers and the middle/upper class individuals in the surrounding

rural areas and in Maintown; for example on the bases of employer-employee

end landlord-tenant relationships (see Chapter 4); as customers in the

Maintown shops where most of the shop-keepers belong to the middle/upper

classes; and in other interpersonal relationships discussed more

fully in Chapter 9.

1) Cf Smith, M.G.s 1956(b) op cit; Collins oa cit; Cosaitas on cit.

2) Mints, 3. & Wolf, E.: "Haciendas and Plantations in Middle America and
the Antilles" in Social & Economic Studies 6(5), 1957*
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Political and Administrative Organisation of the Pariah

As the capital of the parish Maintowa is its administrative

and political centre, being a town of approximately 4»000 persons.

Each political party has a branch office in the town and branch offices

of the Central Government (P.W.D.) and certain other Ministries

represented in the parish are also situated there, as is the office

of the Parish Council 5 various voluntary and quasi-governmental

organisations such as the Sugar Industry Labour Welfare Board, Chamber

of Commerce and the Jaycees also having their headquarters there.

The town has a Court House; market; Post Office; Hospital (which

serves the whole parish); Public Health Office; Police Station, Poor

House; a few large groceries (all owned and managed by Chinese) and

some smaller shops; three schools (two primary - one a Government School

and the other a Baptist School - and an Infant school); and several

churches of various denominations including the Parish Church which is

Anglican, (others being Soman Catholic, Methodist, Baptist and

Presbyterian) which draw attendants from the surrounding regions.

Some of the work of the Government Ministries and associated

quasi-governmental and voluntary organisations of particular importance

in the parish will now be outlined briefly.

There are various schools in the parish under the Ministry of

Education, the majority of these being non-secondary, although Junior

Secondary schools are now being introduced. Various housing developments

are being undertaken in the parish under the Ministry of Housing. The

Ministry of Youth and Community Development organises Adult Literacy

programmes and teaches sport throughout the parish, and cases concerning

legal adoption and fostering come under its jurisdiction, adoption cases
i

being held in a special court in the Maintovn court house and cases of
I

1\
fostering coming under the Children's Officer for the parish. In

conjunction with the Social Development Commission, a statutory body, the
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Ministry has also set up Community Centres in various villages tl roughout

the parish.

The Sooial Development Commission, which is responsible for the

establishment of co-operatives, has also set up local branches of the

Peoples1 Co-operative Bank at various points in the parish; these banks

are credit banks providing loans for farming and house-building, and are

an extension service of the Ministry of Agriculture. Other co-operatives

set up by the Commission in the parish include savings societies in

various villages. The Jamaica Agricultural Society is another

extension service of the Ministry of Agriculture and has several local

branches throughout the parish including one in River Village. Local

officers representing the service travel around the parish visiting

these branches, but the main organisation ox these branches rests with

the small farmers themselves; the vigour of such branches therefore varies.

Associated with the Ministry of Rural Land Development is the parish

Land Authority established in July 1969. ^ae Authority is responsible

for the development of small farms ' in the area under its jurisdiction

and farm development is to take place under the newly established
2)

Farmers' Development Program ' whereby new cropping patterns are to

be implemented on small farms with the help of subsidies and loans;

land for development also being purchased under this program, the aim

of which is to increase agricultural production and to produce certain

crops which at present have to be imported.

1) Although the Authority does deal with farms up to 100 acres in size,
it is primarily concerned with five acre units, the aim being to build them
up to viable xin.its producing an income of £500 per annum. Farms below
this size are not considered viable units from the economist's point
of view, but certain aid can also be received by such units.

2) This Program replaces the Farmers' Production Program introduced in
1963.
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The Agricultural Marketing Corporation is a statutory body whose

function is to provide a guaranteed market for farmers producing cash

crops such as pumpkins and corn in amounts too large to be disposed

of by the family or through a higgler (see below). Such farmers are

able to contact the Corporation before they reap their crops and the

A.M.C. then sends a truck to collect the produce.

The work of the Sugar Industry Labour Welfare Board, a statutory

body linked with the Sugar Manufacturers' Association, is very

important in the parish as the latter is a 'sugar parish* (see below),

there being two large sugar estate/factory complexes situated there.

The aim of the Board is to help community development in the sugar

areas, and to this end several Community Centres (in addition to those

set up by the Ministry of Youth and Community Development) have been

set up in various villages throughout the parish including River Village.

The Senior Community Development Officer for the parish supervises these

Centres, holding annual meetings with the various Village Councils which

form the executive committees for the Community Centres. Each of the

two estate/factory complexes also has a Community Development Officer

who supervises the Centres in the vicinity of the respective estates,

visiting the Centres regularly and attending meetings of the various clubs

that use them. In addition to the Senior C.D.O. and the two C.D.O.s

the parish also has a Junior C.D.O. Other facilities in the parish set

up by the Board are clinics at both sugar estates, each with a trained

nurse.

The Chamber of Commerce and Jaycees are voluntary associations

whose aims are to further the welfare of the parish. The Chamber of

Commerce looks after the general welfare of the parish, concerning itself

with such, matters as water supply, roads, trade, housing and tourism

(some aspects of these matters also coming under the various Government
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Ministries). The Jaycees* main concern is collecting money for local

charities, this being done mainly through the annual island-wide

"Suggets for the Reedy" campaign; they also help with the organisation

of various public events such as the Agricultural Show.

For the purpose of representation in the Central Government the

parish is divided into two constituencies, there being a further sub¬

division into Electoral Divisions for the purpose of representation

in the Parish Council. Each constituency is also divided into several

Polling Districts for the actual process of voting.

Politioal Organisation and Leadership Roles in River Village

River Tillage cuts across the boundaries of two Electoral Divisions

and three Palling Districts. This means that during an Elect;-on -

General or Parish Council - -the River Villagers vote at three different

Polling- Stations along with persons of the middle/upper classes who

live outside the village but are included in the same Polling Districts.

Two of the three Polling Stations at which the villagers vote are

actually in the village, the third station being some three miles from

the village.

In this way, then, River Village - like villages throughout the

island - is .integrated into the national political system. Mor is this

simply a formal or superficial integration; for politioal awareness

is high in the village (as it is throughout the island an a whole).

This is shown for example by the high per centage poll (over 70^)

in the three Polling Districts to which the villagers belong- in the

Parish Council Elections held in 1969 (the figures for votes cast

in the Polling District to which the majority of villagers belong

showing an almost even balance of political opinion). During these

election; t,..e village was a hive of activity as people turned out to

vote, and for weeks beforehand cars with loud-speakers representing



both political parties drove through the village canvassing votes.

Political participation on the part of the villagers is further

illustrated by recent incidents involving the mobilisation of the

political channels of communication, one such being a report by

villagers to their M.P. that the bridge at the edge of the village

was thought to be cracking; another being a Petition to the Government

from squatters cultivating on Government owned land (see below) for

permission to purchase the land; "Plenty of us write up to the

Government already and ask them to see if they could sell us; we

send up names to them about it. Each person would go and purchase

a piece". Yet another example is of a woman who has received a house

free from the Government due to the fact that she is incapacitated.

Before she received this house, which is built on her sister's land in

the village, she was living in a rented house in Haintown. She explains

the processes involved in her application for the house as follows

she first applied to the Parish Council, which deals with Poor Relief,

to obtain a house on the Pauper Role, but since she did not .in fact

qualify to be a pauper, was unable to get one in this way. She then

contacted her M.P. who recommended her to the Parish Council for Poor

Relief although she was not in fact a pauper. The Council then sent an

official to see her, who told her that the Inspector of Poor would

subsequently come to visit her. When the latter came, the applicant

sent her to see her sister, who lives in River Tillage, in order that

the question of the ownership of the land on which the house was to be

built could be established. This being done, the house was then built.

While the above discussion has shown that integration into the

national political system is an aspect of the aotual social organisation

of the village as well as of its social structure, there are nevertheless

voluntary associations within the village which provide opportunities

for leadership and decision-making within the sphere of the village
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itself. I will now turn to consider some of these associations

and some of the aspects of village leadership.

Such voluntary associations within the village include the Community

Council and the associations which use the Community Centre; the local

branch of the Jamaica Agricultural Society; and the Burial Society -

a savings society. The functions and organisation of the latter will

be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6, but certain aspects of

leadership in this association can be- considered below in conjunction

with that of these other associations. First, however, the basic

organisation of the latter will be outlined.

As mentioned previously, the Community Centre is organised under

the auspices of the Sugar Industry Labour Welfare Board, the Board

being represented by the C.D.O. for the area, who makes periodical visits

to meetings held at the Centre.

The Centre - which was built (as a job) by one of the villagers

is, as mentioned above, a large building which stands in the central

area of the village. It consists of a large hall, furnished with

benches and a T.V.; a kitchen; two lavatories; and a dressing room.

The kitchen, though small, is well equipped with a modern kerosene-gas

stove, a sink, working surfaces, cupboards, and various utensils.

There is running water inside, the building, and the latter is being

wired for electric light.

The Centre is run by the Community Council, an elected committee

consisting of a President, Secretary, Treasurer, and also a "Syndicate"

or group oi' Committee members. Apart from this council, which meets there

periodically, the Centre is also used by two voluntary associations:

the Women's Group and the Boys' Youth Club, as well as by the village's

basic school previously held under an aokee tree. An Adult Literacy

class was also held there at one time, but this eventually dissolved

due to the fact that those attending were embarrassed by the ridicule

of some nan-attendera. The Boys' Youth Club is sponsored by the
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Ministry of Youth and Community Development, the leader of the Club

being a man from the village.

The Women's Group, which meets regularly at the Centre every

Wednesday afternoon, consists primarily of adolescent girls, although

this in fact is not intentional, being due to the fact that the adult

women cannot spare the necessary time from their own domestic chores. ^
There are, however, a few adult women who are very active in the Group,

one being President and another Treasurer. Even the latter, however,

finds it difficult to attend all the meetings because she is busy with

her own domestic chores and has no-one to relieve her. The Secretary

is one of the teenage girls. Neither the membership nor attendance of

the Group is in fact very large (nine or ten maybe attending a meeting; -

one member estimating the membership at twelve persons, another at

twenty-one). There is no standard subscription to the Group: "Children

to give a threepence or so; adults give what their conscience [dictates]

every week." One member says that adults pay sixpence a week. In

addition, however, the members contribute towards whatever materials

or ingredients are required for the particular project chosen for the

meeting.

The C.D.O. for the area plays an important part in the organisation

of the Women's Group: "She come around and teach us things." However

she does not attend all of the meetings, coming to every third one,

and her role is intended to be essentially supplementary to that of local
2)

self-help, rather than paternalistic or authoritarian.' In her absence,

the President guides the meeting. The Group is taught how to make wines

1) Cf Katzin 1959 op cit and Davenport op cit who note the restricting
effect of the Jamaican village woman's domestic chores on her social
life.

2) Cf Smith, M.G. 1956(b) op cit who states that in the rural communities
which he studied the role of extension officers was "conceived as

catalysis rather than direction." (505).
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and preserves from local products (such as pimento and orange wine;

Guava jelly and paw-paw jam ); how to hake, cook and sew; and to make

articles such as hats and bags out of straw, and then to embroider these

with brightly coloured raffia - a traditional Jamaican craft. The

C.D.O. or President gives out notes and recipes so that the members

can also try out these projects at home after the demonstration at the

meeting. It can therefore be seen that not only does the Group provide

informal education to the women and young girls who attend, the

influence of which extends beyond the actual meetings into the sphere of

the home (for example at the homes of two of the members I was offered

a recipe which the informant had obtained from the meeting in one case,

and in another was given a present of a bottle of home-made wine), but

is also trying to perpetuate crafts which are traditional to Jamaican

culture and in tune with the local environment. The importance of this

can be appreciated when the criticisms of formal education in the past

are noted, such education having been criticised as unrealistic as it

is related to the metropolitan rather than the local culture.

At the present time, the River Village branch of the J.A.S. is

virtually defunct. It did however function in the past, originally

meeting in the Baptist Class House in the village, and efforts are being

made by the J.A.S. official for the area to revive the association.

Through the branch, villagers were able to get officials to instruct

them on agricultural matters, and to obtain certain plants such as

coffee, cocoa and mango, the rearing of white pigs also having been

introduced. One of the members - a small farmer who in fact lives

outside the village - winning the Prize for the best small farmer in

the parish at the Agricultural Show held in the vicinity, while belonging

to this branch. The past President and Secretary of the branch are

1) See Kerr 1952 op cit; Smith, M. G. 1960 op cit.
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still referred to as office-holders in the association.

Certain aspects of village leadership will now be considered

in the Light of M.G. Smith's hypothesis - subsequently also adopted

by Comitas in his study of Jamaican fishing co-operatives - that

leadership roles in voluntary associations in the Jamaican lower class
1)

are filled by "marginal individuals". This hypothesis is a

concomitant of Smith's 'plural society* interpretation of Jaiaaican

society - also adopted by Comitas in which he suggests that the

society can be divided into "three distinctive institutional systems
2)

which can be differentiated into three social sections" between

which there is little integration; the exception to this being the

few "marginal individuals" who integrate the sections at tine level of

inter-perooaal relations. Such individuals are defined by Smith as

"person: who habitually associate with others who carry a different

cultural t edition more regularly than with those of their own

cultural, community ..." And elsewhere, in his analysis of rural

community organisation, Smith makes a distinction between iiiformai

leadership find formal leadership in voluntary associations, noting that

the latter tends to be taken on by prominent persons who are strangers

or outsiders to the community, such as teachers. ^
Coifiit&s found Smith's model of the "marginal individual" to be

applicable to the Whit©house fishing co-operative. The co-operative

itself war composed of persona from the lower class, but since the

1) Smith, 11.G. 1965 op cit; Comitas op ext.

2) Comitae Ibid? 119.

3) Smith, JUG. 1965 op oit^ also quoted in Comit&s op cits 120.
4) Smith, ."UG. 1956(b) op cit.
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association

"is tied to a variety of national organizations, all
staffed primarily by individuals from the brown intermediate
section, it needs for its effective functioning, these
•marginal individuals* who can straddle two sections. For
most fishermen, the prospect of representing the co-operative
in the outside world is a frightening one. Consequently,
the co-operative, with its lower section membership, is
receptive to such •marginal individuals'." 1'

While there are one or two examples of such persons in leadership
roles in the River Village voluntary associations, the majority of

office-bearers in these associations cannot be described as "marginal

individuals" since while being well-known and respected in the village,

they are of average social status in the latter. 'Two concomitants of

the criteria for choosing such leaders - that the villager is well-known

and liked - are firstly, that leadership is often assooiated with

maturity - middle or advanced age5 and secondly, with long-term

residence in the village. For example, the man who is Secretary of both

the J.A.S. and the Community Council is in his; sixties and a member of one

of the old families of the village; the President of the Burial Society

is likewise a man in his sixties who was bom in the village. The Leader

of the Boys1 Group is in his late forties, also having been bom in the

village, both his parents belonging to old families in the village.

The woman who is both Secretary of the Burial Society and Treasurer of

the Women's Group and of the Community Council is in her fifties and is

a member of another old family - the latter having belonged to the

village for at least four generations. And the Chaplain (an important

ritual role, see Chapter 6) of the Burial Society, though an immigrant

to the village, is married to a woman who belongs to an old land-owning

village family, he himself being "a ripe man" in his seventies.

1) Comitas op pit: 120.
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Associated with these bases of leadership are two further trends.

Firstly, that persons chosen to be leaders generally remain in office

for an extended period of time, sometimes for very many years. For

example the President of the Burial Society has been President for the

past fifteen years, and although the Society has been functioning for

twenty years, it has only had two Presidents to date, the first having

been the founder of the Society, the current President having taken over

after the former's death. Likewise, the current Treasurer of the Society

has been in office since the Society's inception, and its Secretary

has been in office for the past three years having previously been

Assistant Secretary for a year and Acting Secretary for six months

prior to that. On my return in 1972 the current President of the Burial

Society was still in office, having then been in office for nineteen

years, certain other office-bearers also still being in office.

Secondly, leadership roles tend to form clusters around certain
1)

individuals or even families. For example one villager is Secretary

to three local associations; another is Secretary to one and

Treasurer to another two, her husband being on the Community Council;

yet another was Secretary to the Burial Society in the past and is now

Leader of the Boys' Group. The President of the Burial Society and

the latter'a Presiding Laughter (another important ritual role) are

brother and sister (the latter also being on the Community Council)

being members of an old village family. This man's daughter and his

sister's husband also holding important offices in the Society. In

addition his sister's teenage daughter is Secretary to the Woman's

Group (leadership at such a young age being unusual and being

influenced by the fact that, as seen above, there are few adult women

in this association).

1) Smith also found this to be the case in the rural communities which
he studied; however such persons he found to be outsiders to the community,
Smith, M.G. 1956(b) op cit.
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Such leaders, then, in no way seem marginal to the village,

typifying rather the concept of well-known and respected citizen of

the village, long involved in village affairs. The opposition

postulated by Smith, then, between formal and informal leadership,

and his concomitant suggestion that the formalization of informal

leadership stifles the latter, is not supported by the River Village

data, and in Chapter 9 it will be seen that this difference can be

related, at least to some extent, to the difference in community

organisation between River Village and the communities studied by Smith.

While the leadership roles discussed above are an important element

of village social organisation, the maintenance of egalitarianism

(rather than authoritarianism) in the context of leadership is an

important factor in such roles. This is reflected for example by the

use of tiie prefixes "Brother" Mid "Sister" to refer to the President

and other office-bearers in the Burial Society as to the other members

of the Society, 1^ such kin terms denoting equality; and the

incumbent of one of the most prominent ritual roles in the Society is

referred to as the "Presiding Daughter", the use of fictive kinship

terminology again denoting familiarity and equality.

Further indication of this concern with the maintenance of

egalitariaaism is seen from various incidents which occurred in the

village during field work. One of these was when the President of the

Burial Society was approached by a stranger regarding the entry of a

float by the Society in the national Festival celebrations to be held

in Maintown. In reply the President stressed that he could make no

decision on this matter without first consulting the Society's committee

as "the Society is an organisation". And at a meeting of the Women's

1) Ofthe use of such terms in wakes and revivalist meetings reported
by Clarke 1966 op cit.



Group which I attended, during the demonstration of a recipe by the

Presidents one of the members suggested that everyone should crowd

around the President as though she were a teacher; in reply to which the

President pointed out that "There is no teacher here." The latter1s

desire for egalitarianism being further demonstrated by her wish to

be referred to as "Leader" of the Group rather than by the more

official-sounding title of "President". A further example is the Secretary

of the J.A.S. branch who suggested to the official trying to revive

the association that the election of officers should be postponed until

a larger meeting could be convened in order to see who the people in

the "community" wished to choose.

Another of Smith's hypotheses regarding voluntary associations

in the Jamaican lower class seems inapplicable to the River Village

data, viz.;

"... as long as poverty is widespread or intense, utilitarian
groupings (i.e. formal associations) will not, as a rule,
function satisfactorily. For this reason, most of the energy
devoted to organising the farmers into voluntary groups is
lost energy."

This hypothesis seems to be invalidated, for example, not only

by the successful functioning of the River Village Burial Society which

has been functioning for twenty years, with a growing membership; but

also with reference to similar benefit societies in other nearby villages,

one of two such societies in the neighbouring village of Friendship for

example having been functioning for twenty-two years. On the other hand

it is possible that this hypothesis could account for the failure of the

local J.A.B. branch, and also of the local branch of the Woman's

Federation, which ceased to function some time ago; although if this

1) Smith, M.G. & Kruijer, G.J.s A Sociological Manual for Extension
Workers in the Caribbean (Kingston, University College of the West
Indies, 1957)J also quoted in Comitas op oiti 309.
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were the case, such an explanation would be seen to have no

consistency in view of the above-mentioned success of other associations.

And the hypothesis put forward by Comitas as an alternative explanation

for the failure of some such voluntary associations seems to provide

a more plausible and consistent explanation of this apparent

contradiction in the River Village data.

In his study of Jamaican fishing co-operatives, Comitas suggests

that "it is the rare person who joins a fisherman's co-operative feeling

that co-operation per se will bring self-betterment", and that the

variable of successful co-operation is directly dependent on the variable

of the fulfillment of the needs of the members of such associations.

He goes on to suggest that the reason for the failure of many voluntary

associations in the Jamaican lower class is that

"In most cases, these voluntary groups do not provide adequate
vehicles for co-operation in Jamaica. The co-operative idea,
therefore, has yet to be completely translated into Jamaican
terms."

For example, with specific reference to the fishing co-operative

movement which he studied, Comitas notes that all eighty-seven of these

co-operative groups, which were widely scattered throughout the island,

were all "based on the same plan regardless of the type or extent of
3)

fishing practiced by each group." ' The significance of this point

can be more fully understood in the wider context of his study as a whole,

which demonstrates that the variables of fishing patterns and

dependency on fishing as an occupation, were directly related to

1) Comitas ibid.

2) Ibid.

3) Ibid; 306.
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"local land resources and looal land-based employment opportunities"

rather than on "local sea conditions". ^ Jamaican fishermen may

therefore be full-time or part-time fishermen, and the latter may, for
2)

example, be "fishermen-cultivators" or "fishermen-sugar workers". '

Consistent with his hypothesis was the fact that the co-operatives at

Whitehouse end Rocky Point - which served full-time fishermen -

functioned more effectively than those at Lances Bay and Duncans, where

the fishermen were only part-time fishers, being "fishermen-cultivators"

and "fishermen-sugar workers" respectively; and even at Rocky Point,

where the co-operative's relative success could be attributed to the need

for rope and wire for the fish pots used in "outside" fishing, these

being obtainable through the association, the latter was conceived of

by its members "as a primary form of disaster insurance rather than as a

x)
focus of innovation and change." ' Comitas' conclusion then is that

"The diversity of occupational combinations almost obviates the need of

fishermen's co-operatives", and he suggests that "What seems to be

required is a co-operative form which will encompass the variety of

economic activities of the participants." ^
Despite the above-mentioned conclusion drawn by Smith and Kruijer

that voluntary associations in the Jamaican lower class are doomed to
5)

failure because of poverty, in another paper ' Smith in fact draws

a somewhat similar conclusion to Comitas, suggesting that in Jamaican

1) Ibid: 282.

2) Ibid: 306.

3) Ibid; 214.

4) Ibid: 306.

5) Smith, M.G. 1956(b) op cit.
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rural communities - where he attributes the failure of voluntary

associations to the fact that the village is used by officials as the

basis for such associations, when in fact the village does not coincide

with the coHEunitar - "multi-functional" associations should be allowed

to develop on a community basis, rather than clubs designed formally

for specific purposes.

As mentioned above, the River Village branch of the J.A.S. is

virtually defunct. The Secretary of the branch thinks the reason for

this decline is that the association was only of any real importance

to farmers who were fairly well established, with sufficient land to

invest improvements in. As will be seen from Chapter 4» the majority

of villagers do not fit into this category, for while some villagers

do own land in the village, many are migrants who own no land there;

i and among the former category, most of this land is used for house-spots,

few owning any land for cultivation in the general vicinity of the

village. And while it will be seen that some cultivation is carried

on on house-spots, nevertheless such plots are generally too small to

permit households to earn a living through cultivation alone. In

addition, all these factors are exacerbated by the low level of soil

fertility and frequent draught in the area (see below). Thus not only

is farming not a flourishing occupation in the area, but villagers tend

to be only part-time cultivators, supplementing cultivation with one

or more other occupations, or vice versa. Thus the J.A.S. is of

limited value in this context as compared for example with some of

the small-farming communities further inland where soil and climate

are more conducive to successful farming (see below), and where there

are fewer landless migrants. ^

1) Ibid; cf "Orange Grove" in Clarke 1953 and 1966 op cit.



The Secretary of the association is not very optimistic

regarding the attempts to revive the association, since these are being

made from the official level, and has conveyed this sentiment to the

visiting 3«A*8* official, telling the latter that the branch has

"gone to sleep" and that "Time will take care of it; because the chief

thing is ih&t necessity is the mother' of invention. - When you really need

fe the thing, then you start to use your talent." This echoes Comites'

hypothesis * And in fact when the J.A.S. officer attended the first

meeting held to revive the branch, only about a dozen people attended,

this being reminiscent of Comitas' account of the successive attempts

and failures to revive some of the fishing co-operatives. 1'
Seen In the light of Comiias* hypothesis, the failure of the local

branch of the Women's Federation could also possibly be attributed to

the same reason for the low attendance of adult women at the Women's

Group, via. i that these women cannot find the necessary time to attend

since they have no-one to relieve them of their domestic chores at home.

The failure of the J.A.S. branch and the Women's Federation can, as

mentioned above, be contrasted with the success of the Burial Society.

It will be seen from Chapter 6 that this association not only provides

a practical economic function in providing funds for crisis spending,

but also serves an important social function by ensuring that members

receive a "proper" funeral - a consideration of great importance among

Caribbean peasantries. Kot only lias this Society been fuaot oning for

twenty years (and was still functioning in 1972 with an increase in

membership from lesa than fifty in its early years to over one hundred),

but in addition the initiative for starting the Society came from

1) Cf Smith, M.G. 1956(b) ov cit.
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within the village, the Society being founded by & villager (this also

being the case with at least one of the Burial Societies in the

neighbouring village of Friendship where some persons "had same idle

hours and they suggest" that the Society should be started). Likewise,

the Community Centre (which can be conceived of as an association

in itself apart from the various clubs that use it) although associated

with a national organisation (the S.I.L.W.B.) was also initiated from

within the village. Discussing the innovation of the Community Centre

1 was told by an informant that;

"It takes a lot of your own self [own effort] to bring
something to yourself. Because you see the Community Centre
there - we get it of our own [effort], it's not a Government
Centre. Me had a Jamaica Agricultural meeting over the
Prayer House there, and one man move that the Prayer House
is not the place for social activity; we should have a
Gomtaxnity Centre - why not write to the Parish Council and
get that piece of land."

The Parish Council subsequently gave the land on which the Centre

was to be built as their contribution to the project. The history of

the financing of the Centre also shows the involvement of the villagers

in the rais. ng of funds; two informants describe this process as follows;

"We was fortunate enough at the Centre, now, that we raise
a 1.02m [grant] from the Sugar Industry Labour- Welfare Board;
They gave us £600. They grant it to us to carry it on,
because they help all the Societies around here [in the
vicinity], and as we fl?t to ^ mk*
rmixcsientation and they come to our rescue. The last half
now, Kr. X'[a politician in the Government], he belong to
the district here, a native, so well he throws in his lot
with us and we have it completed." (iiy emphasis).

And;

"The community collect from many, many gentlemen around here;
write and beg local gentlemen, and raise four hundred and odd
pounds to put it to a stand before the Sugar Welfare gave us
thai [£600J. We build foundation and the big hall, two sower,
a dress room and kitchen. Then now, who; we bring it up to
build it up, the Sugar Welfare came in and give us that to help.
But it couldn't finish, so [the above mentioned politician] was
bora -it River Village here and he gave us the balance of money -
over POO - to close it. He gave the windows and he gave the
Other money. So that's the way the Community Centre etce up."
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In addition to collecting donations, the villagers also

organised fund-raising entertainments and fairs, with even the

children joining in these efforts, such as the 'surprise concerts'.

One of the above informants, who is now Secretary of the Community

Council, describes his own efforts in the project as followst

"I go all. to the Sugar Board Conference in Kingston, up
at U.C. campus; - well the Welfare lady down here carry
me up. And Miss'X.'[another middle/upper class lady from
the area] take me up another time, I went all to [to other
places] when they have conference there, because we was trying
to plunge to see what we could get to make the Centre. Well
it so happen now that we are fortunate that we get the Centre
complete," (My emphasis).

And another villager, now a member of the Council's Committee, also

played an important part in the organisation of the project and has

continued to do so:

"Since we fixing up this Community Centre, me do everything,
in the find towards making the building, I buy these things,
go do the business for them; I buy all the things and look
after everything! "

The photographs of the opening of the Centre (which took place

prior to field work) - which the Prime Minister; the Chairman of the

Sugar Board; and some of the ladies from the local middle/upper class

(referred to as the "organisere") attended, and at which "local

gentlemen" giving donations laid foundation stones - also show the

villagers who had been the main "work group" for organising the opening

function; and the floral decorations for the function were made by

"the citizens".

Those associations which function successfully, then, are those

which fulfill the needs of the villagers - this being underlined by the

fact that the latter initiate them - while those which oollanse are

1) That is, University College (of the West Indies), now University
of the West Indies.
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those which fall to fulfill these needs,.

To summarize then, the fact that the incentive for voluntary

associations which are felt to serve the needs of the villagers comes

from within the village, combined, with the fact that in most cases

leadership roles reflect the identification of their incumbents with

village life, rather than their marginalI ty, shows that formal

associations among the lower class in rural Jamaica may not only be
and values

successful, but may also reflect community involvement/rather than being

simply "artificial groupings". ^
To conclude this discussion of leadership roles in the village, such

roles will be examined briefly in the lig^it of the concept of
2)

entrepreneurship as applied to political leadership. The essential

elements inherent in entrepreneurial activity are outlined by Barth ass

the creation of felt needs, which the innovation can be shown to satisfy;

the element of risk; the concepts of "social assets" and "social costs";

and the making of profit, which in turn can be liquified and transferred

from one sphere of exchange to another, or stored in terms of social

assets. - ' Each of these aspects can now be considered in relation

to above-mentioned aspects of leadership in Eiver Village.

While in the preceeding analysis of village associations, certain

of the latter - such as the Burial Society and Community Centre (which

can be conceived of as an association in its own right apart from the

constellation of associations or institutions which use it for more

specific purposes) - were seen to reflect village values and

involvement, nevertheless in at least some cases such involvement

1) Smith, M.G. 1956(b) op cit; 304.

2) See Barth, F. (Ed.)j The Role of the Entrepreneur in Social Change
in northern Eorway (Bergen? Universitetsforlaget, 19^3), particularly
Eidheim, H.s "Entrepreneurship in Politics".

3) BarthF.2 "Introduction" in Barth op cit.
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was the second stage in the innovation; this stage being proceeded
a

by the suggestion from/particular individual (s) that the village

needed the innovation to satisfy some need, as in the case of the

Community Centre where "One man move that the Prayer House is not a

place for social aotivity; we should have a Community Centre";

this also being followed by particular effort on the part of certain

individual© who are members of the Community Council. The Burial Society

was likewise started by ® particular villager. Other sentiments

expressed to me by persons holding leadership roles also indicate that

particular individuals may be responsible for making needs felt to fellow

villagers. For example the villager who is Secretary to three local

associations told me that:

"Ten get out from the Government what you put in. If you
com together co-operatively, and you file a petition to
the Government for certain tilings, fifty, sixty of us, then
the Government come to you* rescue ..."

And the President of another association told me that: "The first thing

you need in the village is co-operation; people united together, you

know."

Social assets are also involved in the Leadership of such associations.

This is suggested by the constellation of leadership roles around

certain persona. And even where this is not the case, the persons

chosen as loaders are seen to be those well-known and respected in the

village. The assets of such individuals are utilized, and in turn more

assets are produced as the individuals are seen to handle their

responsibilities efficiently; this therefore snowballs, and profit is

accumulated in the form of confidence and respect. This can be

liquidated end transferred to another sphere of circulation if necessary,

such as leadership in another association. Social costs can also be

seen to be involved, for egalitarianibe must b® maintained and the
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equality of villagers reasserted even within the context of leadership. ^
2)

It is rather more difficult to identify the element of risk.

Perhaps the above-mentioned case of the office-bearer who suggested

that the election of officers be postponed until a larger meeting could

be convened can be interpreted in this light in that he possibly stood

less chance of being re-elected due to greater competition. (This can

also be seen in terms of social costs). It might also be suggested that

In any society where egalitarianism and individualism are important

social norms, any leader runs the risk of being accused of being too

authoritarian.

In conclusion, however, it can be noted that while certain of the

concepts associated with entrepreneurial activity can be seen to be

of possible relevance to leadership in River Village, that caution must

be exercised here - as in all analyses which attempt to explain social

factors by resorting to the consideration of the individual's

motivation for action - for while important points regarding the

dynamic aspects of inter-personal relations may be brought out in this

way, such analyses may come too close to subjective value-judgement or

1) The maintenance of egalitarianism is a social cost widely cited in
the literature on entrepreneurial activity, see e.g. Paine, R.:
"Entrepreneurial Activity without its Profits" in Berth ibid:
Eidheim op pit; Nash, M.: "The Social Context of Economic Choice
in a Small Society" reprinted in Dalton op oit. Egalitarianism
is, in addition, an intrinsic element in the aooial organisation of
many societies even outside the context of entrepreneurship, see e.g.
Wolf op cit: Howes op cits Pitt-Rivers, J.t The People of the
Sierra (London: Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 1954)•

2) In Eidheim's account (op cit) risk was in fact absent in one case.

3) For example J. Boissevaine's analysis of the "broker's" role in terms
of self-interest: "Patronage in Sicily" in Man (N.S.) 1(1), 1966, and
"The Place of Non-Groups in the Social Sciences" in Man (n.S.) 3(4)»
1968; and R. Paine's analysis of gossip as information-management:
"What is Gossip about: an alternative hypothesis" in Man (N.S.) 2(2),
1967.
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psychological explanation, - levels of analysis to which the

anthropologist should not resort.

Ecology and Economy of the Parish

The mainstay of the parish's economy • as in most areas of the island -

is agriculture. Sinoe the variations in the latter are closely assooiated

with the ecology of the parish, these two aspects will be considered together.

For purposes of simplification, the parish can be roughly divided

into three main ecological areas, viz.? the infertile coastal plain,

in which River Village is situated; the fertile inland region; and the

limestone plateau in the interior of the parish.

Table 2 shows the pattern of land use for the area as a whole. ^
Table 2: Pattern of Land Use *

I

Land Use Acreage

Urban Land 479

Marsh and Swamp 2,596
Mixed Farms 3.594
Grassland 7,188
Banana 4,792
Sugar Cane 31,148
Scrub Woodland 64,692
Forest 88,173

Total 202,462
* "Acreages do not represent the area planted to the

particular crop: instead they show how many acres of
the Land Authority lie within an area in whioh any
particular crop is dominant ..." 2)

1) This Table is taken from the Government Pamphlet on "Land Authority
Background Information",(July 1969) prepared by the Agricultural
Planning Unit for the Ministry of Rural Land Development; (This Table
was in turn based on "Maps prepared from aereal photographs by Town
Planning Department." Ibid.) The Parish Land Authority coincides
approximately with the parish boundaries.

2) Ibid.
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Table 3 shows the number and acreage of farms for the pariah. 1 ^
2)

Table 31 limber and Acreage of Farms ' for the Parish

Acreage
Sise of Farm Humber of Farms of Farms

Less than 1 acre 3,868 1,588

1 « under 5 acres 5,145 10,910

3 - under 10 acres 1,150 7,575

10 - under 25 acres 450 6,392
25 - under 50 acres 67 2,147
50 - under 100 acres 37 2,547
100 - under 200 acres 19 2,584
200 - under 500 acres 29 8,537
500 acres and over 23 61,245

All Faros 10,829 103,525

The above table shows that farms of under ten acres account for

the majority of farms in the parish, the largest single category being

those between one and under five acres, this being followed by those of

less than an acre. It can also b© noted that concomitant with a

movement from the smaller to larger farms, there is, in general, a

decrease in the number of farms. Finally, it can be seen that the

1) This Table is compiled from Tables 17-26 (pp. 27-36) of the Jamaica
Agricultural Census for 1968. (The figures refer to the parish rather

, than the area under a Land Authority).

2) "Land rented out or let free is not included in the area defined as
the Farm" (Agricultural Censrus ibid: 9)» The minimum defining criteria
for a farm used in the Census were: "(a) One square of cultivation
(b) Twelve economic trees (o) One head of cattle (d) Two heads of
pigs, goats or sheep (e) One do7,en poultry (f) Six bee hives". It can
therefor® be seen that "A Farm Operator may own little or no land, but,
under criteria (c), (d), (e), or (f), above is considered to operate
a Faro. Such Farms are defined as Landless Farms. Operators of these
Landless Farms may graze their animals along the sides of the road, or
on other people's land. Rearers of poultry may also be included in this
category" (ibid). This phenomenon of the Landless Farm, then, can be
seen to account for the discrepancy between the actual sum of the faros
listed by acreage in the above Table - which is only 10,788 - and the
total number of All Farms actually given in the Table (10,829).
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largest farms (500 aores and over) account for the greatest per centage

of total acreage - there being two sugar estate/factory complexes

included in these figures.

The comparative rainfall figures 1^ for three of the parish's

towns, as well as for the parish as a whole, are given in Table 4. The

figures for Location (o), a town on the coast, can be taken as roughly-

representative of rainfall in the coastal plain, although there is some

increase in rainfall as one moves further south. The figures for

Locations (b) and (a) can be taken as representative of the fertile

inland region, specifically of the eastern foothills and western valley

(see below) respectively. Rainfall is heaviest in the mountainous

interior*

The influence of the Convection Rairibelt pattern can be distinguished

by the two peak rainy seasons in May and October/November, this pattern

being less marked as one moves further south due to the influence of

topography.

The Infertile Coastal Plain. This plain stretches westwards, eastwards,

and a few miles inland from Maintown. Not only does this area of the

parish have a low level of soil fertility - a shallow layer of sand

and loam covering the underlying marl, the top-soil often stony in

places - but it also has a low average rainfall, frequently suffering

from drought.

Part of the more coastal regions of this area consist of marsh

and swamp.

Agriculture in this area of the parish consists primarily of

cattle-raising and sugar-cane farming, the latter being a crop suited

to sandy soil. Cattle-raising is confined primarily to the larger

1) This Table is taken from the Government Pamphlet ibid.



Table4:Ra.iyiiv-.11FortheParish(inches), Location

Jan.

Feb.

March

April

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

r—-p Lee.

Total

(&)

2.60

2.18

2.16

4.77

9.56

6.68

5.10

5.25

6.25

8.59

7.53

3.70

64.64

(b)

3.34

2.44

2.18

3.87

7.02

4.85

3.89

5.15

4.52

8.31

9.70

4.85

60,12

(c)

3.22

1.97

1.72

2.16

4.35

2.59

1.50

2.63

3.46

5.57

5.46

4.10

38.73

Normal Parish Eain

2.76

2.80

2.68

4.87

8.53

5.49

3.61

6.01

7.24

9.39

6.34

4.15

63.87



properties, and .includes both beef and dairy cattle. Pasturage

consists mainly of 'Guinea* grass, and the guango trees which grow

prolifieally in the area serve as both shade and fodder (the pods) for

the cattle. Cane is grown by both the larger property owners and the

peasant farmer, but eince irrigation is needed to produce two annual

crops, the peasant can only produce one crop each year. Coconuts

used to be an important orop in the area, but have been badly affected

by coconut disease. Peasant farmers also carry out mixed farming,

planting small and diversified quantities of subsistence crops such as

yams, cocos, dasheen, as well as plantains and bananas, peas, beans,

corn and vegetables. Pumpkins and com are also sometimes grown as a

cash orop, the former primarily by the small farmer, and the latter by

both types of farmer. Due to the above-mentioned factors of low soil

fertility and rainfall, however, farming is not a flourishing

occupation in this area, and for the peasant is generally supplemented

by, or supplementary to, some other occupation(s).

The newly established Land Authority for the parish is planning to

introduce hybrid corn in the vicinity of River Village, as well as

onions - a crop suited to the stony soil. The Authority is also of

the opinion that with fertiliser and irrigation, the area would be

suitable for high yield crops such as vegetables and tomatoes, and a

feasabiliiy study had been carried out regarding a scheme to irrigate

the area from the river.

Other aspects of the economy of this area include fishing

(undertaken from several of the beaches along the coast); the quarrying

of marl; and tourism - this industry however still being in the

early stages of development.
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The Fertile Inland Region. This region includes the western valley

(which merges with the foothills of the limestone plateau to the south)

and the eastern hills. The former is the most fertile agricultural

region in the parish and is primarily a cane farming area with one of the

parish's two sugar estate/factory complexes being situated here

(this estate using Maintown as its port), the second being situated on

the lower slopes of the eastern hill region. Both estates grind cane

grown by local property owners and small farmers in addition to their

own, bote estates exporting sugar and one exporting rum. In addition

to oane, property owners in these areas raise cattle and grow corn

(and occasionally bananas). Small (mixed) farming is also a flourishing

occupation in these areas (in contrast to the coastal plain) and there

are many peasant settlements in the hills, the names of many of the

latter bearing the suffix "Mountain" which indicates that they were once

1)
the backlands of estates in the pre-emancipation era. ' Small farmers

in this region provide the majority of the parish's foodstuffs:

plantain, yarns, dasheen, oooos, vegetables and red peas. Irish potatoes

(which are not grown on the ooastal plain) also being grown in this

region.

The Limestone Plateau. This region is heavily wooded, its main

importance being for timber, the topography making it unsuitable for

farming.

The Disposal of Agricultural Produce in the Parish. Three main patterns

of crop disposal can be identified, within the parish - as in the

island as a whole - viz.: through the world export market; the

Agricultural Marketing Corporation; and the internal marketing system.

1) Paget op cit; Cumper, G-. "A Modern Jamaican Sugar Estate" in
Social & Economic Studies 3(2), 1954(b).
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With reference to the first of these, it was seas from the

preceeding discussion and the figures on land use for the parish, that

sugar cane is the most widely produced crop there, and that this is

grown at three levels; by the peasant farmer; large-scale property-

owner; and the estate/faotory complexes; cane from all three sources

being ground at the latter, sugar and rum then being exported for the

world market.

The role of the A.M.C. in providing a guaranteed market for large

quantities of cash crops such as com ana pumpkins has also been

outlined above. There are six A.M.C. collection points in the parish

and the produee collected by this body is subsequently sold either in the

domestic market (for example supplying hotels or hospitals where there

is a fixed demand) or in the export market, there being (as mentioned

in Chapter 1) a growing demand for produce such as root crops from

West Indian immigrant communities overseas, the A.M.C. being the main

exporter in this trade. ^
Much of the food crops produced in the parish for the domestic

market are, however, produced in quantities too ssaall to merit the use

of the A.M.C. as a source of disposal, such quantities being traditionally

disposed of in the looal market places - of which there are five in the

parish, all but one of whioh are in the fertile inland region, the

exception being the Maintown market - either by a member of the producer*s

household, or through an intermediary. The latter is referred to as a

"higgler", the looal definition of this being a person who "buys and sells",

that is re-sells. Since the Maintown market is the leading market of

the parish, and since it is the market used by the River Villagers, a

brief outline of its organisation will now be given.

1) 1970 Year Book ot? olt
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Like all the Markets In the parish, this market is under the

jurisdiction of the Parish Council, the day to day administration

being the concern of the Market Clerk* The market (which was built

at the end of the nineteenth century) is situated to one side of the

central square. The market opens every day except Sundays, and stays

open all Friday night for the mastering of sellers from various parte

of the parish and of the island, (some of whom sleep overnight in

the market) in preparation for the main market day on Saturday. Apart

from Saturdays, Wednesdays and Fridays are also important market days

in the town.

The market is a large covered building divided into two main

sections which are on different levels. On Fridays and Saturdays the

main goods sold are foodstuffs, and such produce fills both sections

of the market. On Wednesdays, however, such produce is confined to the

upper section, while the lower one is devoted to the sale of cloth.

A wide variety produce is sold in the market - bananas,

plantains, root crops of all kinds, vegetables and fruit. Meat and

fish are also sold, as well as spices and an assortment of dry goods

such as crockery ware, haberdashery, hats and shoes.

The Market Clerk is in charge of assessing each seller's goods

for the levying of an entrance fee, and of allocating each seller a

stall or place to sit, regular sellers being given regular stalls or

spots. In practice the sellers are generally allowed to enter the

market and Make a sale before the entrance fee is in fact collected;

and many sellers in fact remain outside of the market to sell, spreading

their wares in the adjacent corner of the square.

Although it will be seen from the subsequent discussion of the

villagers' land use and marketing patterns (Chapter 4) that some of them

do make atjail sales of surplus crops in the Maintown market, nevertheless

the infertile coastal region of the parish in which both River Village
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and Maintown axe situated does not provide much of the foodstuffs sold

in the market. Maintown sellers, for example, therefore tend to be

higglers who buy produce from elsewhere, rather than producer-distributors;

many of the other sellers in the market in general also being higglers

rather than producer-distributors.

The market serves a wide hinterland - the fact that it is situated

in an infertile area providing a good market for the crops grown in the

more fertile interior of the parish, as well as being a general centre

where persons from one area may obtain produce not grown in his own

area, but grown in another part of the parish or in another parish.

Persons who live near enough may walk to market, those who live

further away coming by bus, van or truck. River Villagers generally

either walk or take the bus.

Agricultural produce comes from the parishes to the east, west and

south as well as from the fertile inland region of the parish itself.

Most of the root crops come from the latter and the parishes to the

east and west, and such produce may be sold by the cultivator or a

member of his family, much of it however being sold by higglers. The

parish to the south provides mainly vegetables, fruit and thyme; such

produce being brought to the market by higglers.

Cloth and dry goods come from Kingston, and to a lesser extent

from the other cities. The cloth trade has been built up to its

present volume in the fairly recent past - since about 196% It is

carried on primarily by "outsiders" - mainly higglers from the cities.

A few local higglers do however take part in such trade. The cloth is

generally purchased in Kingston on a Monday, the higglers coming to

re-sell in the Maintown market on a Wednesday ^(this involving a long

and tedious journey), often having been to another market on a Tuesday.

They may then go on to markets elsewhere in the island during the

remainder of the week. This pattern of cloth higgling brings out

1) Cf Comitas op cit who states that "cloth pedlara" come to the Whitehouse
AVI Ua/Im A *«riff<
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two important points regarding the internal marketing system in general.

Firstly, the distance which higglers are prepared to travel both to

amass their goods, and then to re-sell them, food higglers probably

having to make even more tedious journeys to amass their load. ^
2)

And secondly, the staggering of market days thrcaighout the island ' -

other than Saturday, whioh is the main market day throughout the island.

The individual seller fixes her own margin of profit. However,

prices are influenced by competition with other sellers, by variations

in supply and demand - in turn influenced by the seasonal variations

in the case of crops - and by the type of seller; higglers tending to

sell at a slightly higher price than producer-distributors. Food prices

tend to be more uniform than those of dry goods. Credit is not generally

given; and where it is, is generally for small amounts only, and is

dependent on the establishment of a stable relationship between higgler
3)

and customer. ■"

1) Cf Mints: 1955 ot? cit; Katzin, M. s "The Jamaican Country Higgler"
in Social & Economic Studies 8(4), 1959? Satsin i960 op cit.

2) Cf Comhairo-Sylvain, S. & J.s "A Statistical Note on the Kenscoff
Market System, Haiti" in Social & Economic Studies 13(3)® 1964J Belshaw,C.:
Traditional Exchange and Modem Markets (Hew Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

3) This material is based primarily on an interview with the Market Clerk,
who has worked in the Maintown market since 1 >*63 (prior to this working
in one of the bigger markets elsewhere in the island), this also
however being supplemented by data collected in River Village. While
no generalisations are based on the pilot study oonducted in the market
(this being very small, only covering eighteen sellers), nevertheless
the results of this study support some of the above generalisations.
For example, of the eighteen sellers ten are higglers, five are producer-
distributors with three combining both roles. The higglers fall into
two categoriess those coining from Maintown or the infertile region
round about, illustrating by the absence of the sale of their own produce,
that small farming is not vary prosperous in this area; and those
coming from a great distance (from 35 to 100 miles away), illustrating
that it is the higgler rather than the producer-distributor (see below)
who travels furthest to distribute goods. The five producer-distributors
all come from fertile farming regions which though some distance away
are not excessively far (7-16 miles), some from the fertile inland
region of the parish, others from a neighbouring parish. Two of the
three oases of sellers who combine both types of role come, like the
producer-distributors, from fertile farming regions which are not
excessively far away, being however sufficiently far to encourage
higgling (12 and 14 miles).
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an important market centre for the surrounding region, of which

River Yillag© is a part. The resultant contrast between the slow,

quiet pace of life in the town on non-market days, with the noise

and bustle of the three main market days, can be compared with that

noted by Coraitas for the south ooast market town of Whitehouse, which

serves a similar role with regard to the regions surrounding it:

"Wfaiidhouse is a market town. During much of the week it
is quiet ... However, on market days ~ Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Saturdays - the town is transformed into a vibrant
center of commerce and social activity, drawing to it like
a magnet rural folk from nearby hamlets and properties as
well as tradespeople from the more distant reaches of Jamaica ...

To the outsider, than, Whitehouse can present two
diametrically opposed aspects depending on the day and even
the hour of the week - one of an existence which is quiet
and i,van-paced, the other pulsating and high-pitched. It
is this latter aapeot which differentiates Whitehouse from
hundreds of physically similar settlements in Jamaica.
Even though the Whitehouse market is not large when compared
wife those in many other towns, or in Kingston, its importance
regionally is substantial ... '

The organisation of the Maintown market described above can be seen

to fit the basic organisational pattern of Caribbean internal marketing

described by the many anthropologists who have written on the subject;

the main features of which can be summarised as follows (an indication

of the historical influences on this pattern having been given in

Chapter 1).

1) Comitas on cits 53-4; 57. Cf Henriques on the market town of
Port Antonio, 1968 op ext.

2) See Hints 1955 and 1956 op pit; Mints, S.s "Peasant Markets" in
Scientific American 203(2). 1960 (b); Mints. S.i "Pratik; Haitian
Personal Economic Relationships" in Proceedings of the Annual Sprint
Meetings, American Ethnological Society. 1961(b); Mints. S.;
"The Employment of Capital by Market Women in Haiti" in Firth, R. &
Yamey, D.S.s Capital. Saving and Credit in Peasant Societies
(London; Allen & Pnwin. 1964 (b)): Katzin 1959 and 1960 opoit;
Underwood, F.: "The Marketing System in Peasant Haiti" in Mintz
1960 (a) op pit; Comhaire-Sylvain op oit; Horowitz 1967 (b) op oit.
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The internal marketing pattern is closely interrelated, to the

system of small soale agrioulture, and while trading may be carried out

by producer-distributors (the traditional division of labour between

the man as cultivator and woman as distributor still persisting),

the greater proportion of trading takes plaoe through a large number

of intermediaries or higglers, who are generally women. While there

are a number of variants of this latter role (Mintz identifies three

and Katzin eight, the latter also showing that there may in fact be

several transactions involved before the goods are distributed from
1 ) «

the producer to the ultimate consumer '), nevertheless there is one

basic model relevant to the activities of the higgler, viz.: a

dyadic transactional model. This has two variants! that between the

producer .and higgler, and that between the latter and the consumer.

A more complex model of a triadic relationship can therefore be
2)

constructed from these two dyads, the higgler being the person

common to both. The higgler works on a very email scale; handling-

small but diversified loads; working with a small amount of capital;

paying a high cost for services (such as transport); making

enormous investments of labour; operating with a low margin of

profit; the main function of the higgler being to bulk and break bulk.

The processes of buying and selling thus take place through a series of

small discrete transactions, which are based on the use of a

3)
"standardized medium of exohange - money ..."

1) Mintz 1956 op cit; Katsin 1960 op pit.

2) See Foster, : "The Dyadic Contract: A Model for the Social Structure
of a Mexican Peasant Village" in American Anthropologist 63(6), 1961.

3) Mintz 1955 op cit: 97.
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This basic organisational pattern, typical throughout the

Caribbean, can be seen to fit Wolf's model of the "network market".

This model is based on Barnes' concept of the network which Wolf

adapts to the market setting, viz. s

"In oar use of the image, the points in the network are
economic agents, and the lines whioh join them are ties
of economic exchange ..."

qualifying his us® of the ooncept by stating that in contrast with

the enduring nature of "kinship, friendship, and neighbourhood •••

ties, ••• the economic ties we speak of may be purely temporary". 1 ^
While, relatively speaking, this may be a valid qualification, the

analyses of Caribbean marketing networks have shown that rather than

the shifting, unstable ties which Wolf suggests, each dyadic

relationship in the network is generally built up into an enduring

relationship over time, baaed on the strategy of creating stable channels

of supply and demand through the consolidation of "customer" or

"pratik" relationships. This is effected tl rough buying consistently

from the same persons) reserving supplies for regular customers

even if a quicker or more profitable sale could bo made to someone

else; and by giving concessions - in quantity ("a little extra" -

"brawta", "degi", "pratik") - rather than in price.

The organisation of auoh internal marketing has been criticised
x)

as "uneconomic". ' The analyses of Hints and K&tzin have, however,

1) Wolf, E,i Peasants (New Jerseyi Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966) p. 41;
see also Barnes, J.A. s "Class and Communities in a Norwegian
Island Parish" in Human Relations. 7(1)• 1954.

2) Katsin 1959 and i960 op oitt Mints 1961(b) op oit: Belshaw op oit.

3) See Mints 1955 op oit on this point.
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been oaacemed to show that this organisation - centred around the

role of the middleman * is both rational and economic when

considered in the context of the socio-economic organisation of the

wider society# For example, the features of snail and diversified

loads which typify the higgler cater exactly to the organisation of

saall-soale agriculture* far the peasant farmer produces email

quantities due to the diversification of production, which in turn

is a rational strategy in response to a situation of unstable demand

and possible glut of particular items. Regarding the higgler's

investment of labour, this too is economic, for the higgler both

saves the tine and energy of the peasant farmer, and with regard to

the customer both oolleots and distributes goods more efficiently

than truckers, bearing in mind the small quantities Involved and

the perishable nature of much of the produce. The staggering of

market days ties in with this as it enables maximum circulation of

higglers and goods. Neither can suoh an enormous investment of

labour in relationship to the size of the profit margin be considered

uneconomic in the oontext of the national economy, since labour is

cheap and unemployment and underemployment high. In addition, the

higgler's costs are rs-invested in the economy.

This interpretation of Caribbean marketing organisation can be

seen to coincide with the Formalists' view that - in contrast to the

Substantiviats' argument that formal economic theory is rooted in

the emergence of nineteenth-oentuxy markets, and la therefore not

applicable to small-scale primitive or peasant 'non-market' economies -

economising is related to scarcity, which is a universal phenomenon,

and therefore that • economising' and 'rationality' are applicable
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concepts to the analysis of small-sole economies. 1 ^ And while

"customer'-' relationships could be interpreted in the light of Hash's

argument for the greater constraints provided by the consideration of
2)

social ooata in peasant societies, ' it could in fact be argued

that such strategies are in fact purely economic since the considerations

of social costs involved in the maintenance of such relationships are

secondary, or possibly evan largely incidental to the rational goal

or guaranteeing stable supply and demand channels in a situation of

unstable supply and demand.

Finally, it can be noted in relation to Caribbean marketing

organisation? that Mints has suggested that the "group approach" used

in the analysis of primitive societies is not as effective a tool in

the study of peasant societies, pointing rather to the role that the

analysis of markets assy pley in the understanding of the latter? for

1) See Cook, S.t "She Obsolete Anti-Market 'Mentality" in American
Antfcrq^loaiat 6s(2), 1966 for a discussion of this point, Bohannan
and Saltan have also suggested that the relative importance of the
market -...lace is inversely related to the degree of integration to the
market r_rinoi£le, Bahsxman, P. * Saltan, G.i Markets in Afrloa
(Svunntont northwestern Cnivarsity Press, 1962) referred to in
Ortiz, "Columbian Rural Market Organisation" in (U.S.)
2(j), 1 ySf « The universality of this hypothesised inverse relationship
has, however, been rejected by Ortia in his analysis of Columbian
rural lacuekst organisation, whore he shows that the market place Is
more iarortant for the larger-coale middleraea than for the peasants
themselves, Ortiz ibid. While his rejection of this hypothesis can
be accented in the light of the analyses of Caribbean marketing,
the Coli-sbian situation can be contrasted with the position in the
Caribbean, where the market place oan in fact be seen to be of
immense Laportaiaoo to the peasants themselves in their various roles
of producer-distributor or middleman.

2) Hash sngge*ts that peasants do act on a 'rational' basis, but with
a greater awareness of 'social 00sts' than in large-scale societies,
demonstrating this with reference to a Gu&taaalan oemmmity, op olt.
A similar point is also brought cut by Ortiz with reference to his
Columbian material, op fitf.
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markets provide the arena for the articulation of the various segments

of the society, and provide informal channels of communication.

(This may nevertheless be qualified to some extent by the fact that

middle/upper class households may send their domestics to market

rather than going themselves).

1) Mintz 1960(b) on clt: 112. Cf. Henriques 1968 op citi end see
latzin 1959 on clt for a detailed illustration of this point.
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CHAPTER 4s ECONOMY

Houses

Houses in the village are made out of wood or stone (concrete

or daub). Sane stone houses have wooden floors, houses of both types

generally having zinc roofs. Many houses are built on stilts. In

fifty one cases (65.4$) houses are made of wood, the remainder being

made of stone (in most cases concrete). A few stone houses are made

from both concrete and daub, this mixture being due to the fact that

part of the house has been added at a later date.

The size of the households' accommodation varies from one to

nine rooms, (the average being 2.7 rooms ). Many of the larger

houses have verandahs.

Table 1 shows the correlation between the type and size (in rooms)

of the households' accommodation. While larger houses tend to be made

of stone, smaller ones are generally made of wood.

Table 1; Type and Size of Households1 Accommodation

Size in rooms Type

Stone Wood Total

1 room 5 22 27
2 rooms 3 9 12

3 rooms 9 12 21

4 rooms 3 5 8

5 rooms 2 3 5

6 rooms 1 0 1

7 rooms 1 0 1

8 rooms 2 0 2

9 rooms 1 0 1

Total 27 51 78

1) In three cases where the household has 1-roomed accommodation in
a large house this is in fact a room in the house of another
household in the sample.
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Some of the houses have been built in conjunction with the

Government's "Farm House" Scheme. In this Scheme application is made

to the Government for a house (it being necessary to own the land on

which such a house is built) and if the application is successful the

Government provides the materials for the basic structure of the house,

such as the supporting posts and roof; the applicant paying a certain

sum depending on the standard of the house being built (sums of £10,

£20 and £J0 being mentioned). The basic structure is erected by the

Government, and the applicant is then responsible for building around

this framework. Loans may be obtained for this purpose from a branch

of the Peoples' Co-operative Bank at a nearby village; a Title for

the land being required for such a loan.

The labour for house-building (apart from the erection of the

foundation of the above type of house) may be secured by hiring a
the

carpenter or mason; or if a man in the household requiring / house is

competent to do so, he may do some or all of the building himself. A

kinsman might also help, especially if he has one of the above skills. 1 ^
The building of a house may take place in stages over an extended

2)
period of time, ' the occupants sometimes living in it before it is

finally completed. Additional rooms are sometimes built at a later date.

Houses are sometimes transported from one house-spot to another

by truck.

The furnishing of houses varies to some extent according to the

resources of the household, but certain basic trends are noticeable.

1) There was no mention of co-operative labour groups for the purpose
of house-building, although such a phenomenon is sometimes described
for other parts of the Caribbean. It is possible that such groups
may have been prevalent in the past, now being replaced by wage-labour,
as is tending to happen with regard to agricultural labour (see below).

2) A phenomenon reported for other parts of the Caribbean due to the
shortage of savings; see e.g. Smith, R.T., 1956 op cit.
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For example, there is generally a glass-fronted cabinet in which items

1)
of crockery and glass-ware are displayed. Photographs - generally

of relatives (who are often abroad), but sometimes of political

figures - and religious pictures adorn the walls of most houses. In

some of the poorer wooden houses magazine pages are pasted all over

the inside of the walls, serving the dual purpose of decoration and of

sealing the cracks between the boards against mosquitoes and wind.

The presence or absence of six attributes regarding facilities

in the households were taken as indices of their relative standard

of living, viz.: a water supply inside the house; electric light;

a gas or electric stove; a kitchen inside the house; sanitary

convenience inside the house; and the possession of a radio. Table 2

shows the number of households possessing each facility.

Table 2: Presence or absence of Various Facilities in Sample Households

Facility Present Absent •Ho
Information

Running Water in House 8 70 •

Electric Light 38 39 1

Gas/Electric Stove 2 76 mm

Kitchen Inside House 7 64 7

Sanitary Convenience Inside House 6 72 -

padio 57 20 1

Only eight households have a water supply inside the house, seventy

(89.7$) being without this faoility. The vast majority of households,

then, have to catch and carry water from the nearest standpipe which might

be in the yard or on the road. In some of the tenant "compounds"

(see below) several households sometimes share one standpipe.

1) Smith notes a similar style of furnishing in Guianese Kegro villages;
ibid.
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Thirty-nine households are without, and thirty-eight with,

electric light; the presence and absence of this facility, then,

being approximately 50$ each way. Kerosene lamps are used in

households with no electricity.

Only two households have a gas stove (none having an electric stove),

the other households using either a kerosene-oil burner stove, a

"coal pot", or a fire-place. Charcoal is used as fuel in the coal pot,

and either this or wood in the fire-place. Some households possess more

than one type of cooking facility# such as both a ooal pot (which may

also be used for heating irons) and a fire-place; or one of these

along with an oil stove.

At least sixty-four (82.1$) of the sample households have no inside

kitchen, the majority having sn outside kitchen shack built of one or

more of the following materialsi bamboo, wattle, wood, stone, sine, (and

frequently with just a dirt floor). (See plates 1 and 2). In some

of the tenant compounds such shacks may be shared by more than one household,

but this is not always the case. Of the remaining fourteen households,

seven have an inside kitchen, there being no information on this point

for the other seven households. However on the basis of other data for

these seven, it seems extremely unlikely that more than two of these

households would have the resources for an inside kitchen.

Seventy-two (92.3$) of the households are without sanitary

conveniences inside the house (having only outside "pit" latrine huts,

frequently shared by more than one household in the tenant compounds)

only six households having such inside conveniences.

Fifty-seven (73«1$) of the households possess a radio and twenty

(25.6$) do not. The percentage of households owning a radio is high

when the general level of income for the village is considered, and is

indicative of the urban influence of Main town which characterises many

aspeots of village life.
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Plate 2: Outside Kitchen: Stone



House- and Honr~e-Scot Tenure

Table 3 shows the variations in house tenure.

Table 5» hottce Tenure

Tenure Number of
V Households

Owned 54

Rented 23

Seated Bouse 11
Bentod. Boom 12

Other 1

Total 70

Fifty-four households live in their own house (that is, owned
1 )

by one or both of -fee principal adults ' in the household); twenty-

three live in a rented room or house; and one lives in a house owned by

the (fanale) household head's ^ adult daughter (the latter being absent,

living in another parish).

Of fee twenty-three households that live in rented premises,

twelve live in a rented room and eleven in a rented house, The

difference between these two types of rented accommodation, being

sometimes simply one of definition (that is, a house stands separate

from other ftoaomaodation) as in many cases such houses in fact only

consist of one room, as in seven of the eleven cases. And. in an

additional case, although a two-roomed house is rented, one room ie in

such bad. condition that the informant told me to "call it one room".

Of the twelve households which live in a rented room, seven live

1) Princi. adults are defined as household heads and their resident
spouses, see Chapter 5.

2) A household ie only defined as fesi&l©-headed if the woman lias no
resident spouse; see Chapter 5»
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in houses let entirely to tenants, four in houses in which the

landlord also resides, the remaining household living in a room in

a shop.

House-spots in the village tend to be extremely small, being

frequently less than an acre in size, and often only a few "squares"
1 )(that is, square chains. ). Table 4 shows the variations in the

combination of House and House-Spot tenure.

Table Ax j.ouse/tlouse-Spot Tenure

Tenure lumber of Households

Own House/Own Land 38

/Bought Land
/inherited Land

22
16

Own House/Lent Land 6

Own House/Land held under cash
tenancy 10

Rented Bouse/No Land 11

Rented Room/lio Land 12

Other 1

Total 78

Of the fifty-four households who live in their own house, in

thirty-eight cases the house-spot is also owned by one or both principal

adults. In twenty-two of these cases the land was purchased by

the present owner, and in sixteen cases it was inherited. In the

latter category the land was inherited by the male principal adult in

eight cases, and by the female also in eight cases. Of the cases where

inheritance was by the male, seven of the households can be classified

1) Ten square chains « one acre.
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as male-headed and one as female-headed (the man's widow having

remained m. fee land after his death). Of the cases where inheritance

was by the- woman, six of the households can be classified as male-

headed and two as female-headed.

In all feres cases of female-headed households on. inherited land,

the house was also in fact inherited by the respective heir; and in

one additlost.'.! case of & male-headed household on land inherited by a

male, this is also the case.

In an additional eix oases fee household lives rent-free on land

belonging to a relative, and in five of fees© oases fee said relative

also lives in a separate house on fee same land, in fee sixth case

living elsewhere in fee village. In two of these six oases this

tenure of fee 'free tenant* is cm a secure basis due to fee fact feat

either the tenant or his children have been designated heirs to fee

Land by fee owner, and in both cases fee latter states feat fee tenant

can live there permanently. Both these cases are of sons living cm

their mother's land. In one of these cases fee land was purchased by

the son's father, who subsequently made out a Title in his concubine's

name, also adding fee names of certain of their children including feat

of the son residing there. The father has since died, and fee mother

has added more of their children's names to the Title. Bone of these

children will, however, actually inherit the land until fee death of

the mother, who considers herself fee sole owner at present. Regarding

fee position of fee land and of fee son living there, she told me:

"It be ong to me. But him can live there till him dead.
But hint can't do nothing to it. Him can't sell it, and him
can't borrow nothing 'pon it."

In the second case the son's children have been designated

co-heirs a -on.;.- with the rest of fee owner's grandchildren (thirty in

all): "Aii of them [to] go over and pick". In this case another of fee
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owner1s sons (whose household is not in the sample) also lives on this

land in another house. Regarding the rights of these two children

(who are maternal half-brothers) with regard to the land, their mother

states that they can continue to live there but cannot exclude the

future heirs from "partaking" of the land. In both these cases the

tax on the land is paid in the mother*s name.

In the other four cases of households who live rent-free on a

relative's land, the tenure is insecure in that neither the tenant

nor his or her children have been, nor can expect to be, designated

heir to the land. And in fact on my return visit in 1972 I found that

two of "these households had removed their houses from such land.

In three of these four cases the owner of the land is half-sister

to a member of the tenant-household, (the related tenant being a woman

in two cases - in one, the household head, in the other the wife in a

male-headed household - and a man in the third case). Of these tenants,

two (the man, and the woman who is a household head) are also in fact

half-siblings to each other, both having been allowed to put their

houses on the same piece of land. These two and the owner are all

maternal half-siblings, each having a different father. Although the

two half-siblings have been permitted certain rights of use to the land

in addition to living there, such as permission to pick from the fruit

trees or to plant a few crops, they have no rights of inheritance to

the land. For their sister inherited it from her paternal uncle,

the latter being no relation to the tenants. The owner herself also

lives on thin land in a third house with her husband and 3ome of her

grandchildren; and there is a fourth house, which is rented to a

tenant. This land is one of three plots owned by this woman in the
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village, (one of these being the land referred to above where her

two sons now live).

The third case involves a plot of purchased land, where the

owner, who also lives there in a separate house with two of her children

(a third child living with her husband in yet another house on the same

land, this latter household not being in the sample) has permitted

her half-sister's household to put their house on the land. (This

case and Hie one cited below being the two who had moved their houses

by 1972).

In the fourth case the tenant (the wife in a made-headed household)

and the owner (male) - who had purchased the land - are described as

"cousins". There is some contradiction in their respective accounts

of the exact relationship, but both agree on the point that it is a

51atrilateral one on both sides (the owner's mother and either the tenant's

mother or maternal grandmother being matrilaterai parallel cousins).

The tenant and her husband had asked the owner if they could rent

the land, an arrangement he refused because "we is family". Instead,

he has allowed them to live there rent-free, and in return they acted

as care-takers for the land while he lived elsewhere, also paying

the tax. They are allowed to pick from the trees on the land, and also

to plant there. Later, the owner returned to live on his land but

the arrangement continued. In five of the six cases where households

live in their own house on land belonging to a relative, then, the

owner of Hie land is a woman; being in at least five cases either the

mother or a matrilateral relative of the tenant, (it not being known in

the sixth case whether the owner and tenant are maternal or paternal

half-sisters). Both these factors point to the importance of kinship ties

either between, or traced through, women.
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In all the remaining ten cases where households live in their

own house, the house-spot is held under some form of cash tenancy,

there being; variations in the actual terms of arrangement between

landlord and tenant. In some cases the arrangement is for no definite

period, rental being paid half-yearly, although in at least some of

these cases the landlord states that the tenant may remain on the land

indefinitely. In other cases the landlord has leased the land for &

stated period of three or five years, and in some of these arrangements

there is the further condition that the tenant may either renew the

lease at the end of this period, or have the option to purchase the

land. In three such cases the tenant is in fact purchasing land in

this way.

In the one case where the household lives in the head's daughter's

house, idle house-spot likewise belongs to the daughter.

In none of the twenty-three cases where the household rents

accommodation is the house-spot also rented.

The combination of long-term residents in the village (some of

whom are in the "born ya" category, others being settled Emigrants)
who own land there, and more recent migrants, many of whom do not own

any land in the village, results in the presence of landlord/tenant

ties among the villagers themselves. These may be the result of a

variety ox arrangements, vis.: the renting out of rooms in the

landlord's own house; the renting out of houses (by the room or the

whole house) either on the landlord's own house-spot or on another

plot willell he owns elsewhere in the village; or the leasing of land for

house-spots. Several cases of such ties are found among the sample itself.

For example, one married couple who are landlords to three other

households in the sample originally came to the village as Immigrants

from other parts of the parish. After living' as tenants elsewhere in
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the villages they moved to their present house-spot in 1921,also

as tenants, renting the house only. About a year and a half later they

purchased both the house and the surrounding land (about one acre).

In the two years proceeding field work the husband had had two

one-roomed cottages built on the land for rental. In addition, the

couple rent out a room in their own house. Hone of the tenants rent

any of the land, but if they wish to pick from the trees on the land

they are generally permitted to do so, I was told by the landlords

that the tenants would be allowed to plant a few crops on the land if

there were sufficient space, but that it is only a yard, and the

children (thirteen between the various households) would destroy any

attempt at cultivation. All four households have separate outside

kitchens, all provided by the landlords. All the principal adults

in the three tenant households are immigrants to the village. While

this couple are landlords in their own right, they are themselves also

tenants with regard to another piece of land at the edge of the village

which they cultivate rent-free.

A duster of households similar to that just described has also

grown up around the household of another married couple. The latter,

both immigrants to the village several years ago, purchased two

adjoining holdings of land in the village some years ago. They

themselves live on the larger of the two plots Qs acre) renting five

additional houses to tenants (three on the plot where they live, and

two on the adjoining plot, which is smaller). Some of these houses

are rented in toto. others being rented by the room. Outside kitchens

are provided for the tenants on the smaller plot, but not on the

larger. In 1972, however, one of these tenants was building his own.

lone of the land, is rented to the tenantB, and the latter are not
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allowed to pick from the few trees on the land, neither are they

allowed to plant anything there as "there is not enough space".

In a third case a man who was born in the village and inherited his

-|-aore house-spot from his father, rents house-spots on it to other

villagers on which to erect their own houses. He rents these spots

on a six-monthly basis, each party having to give six months notice,

the rental also being- paid every six months. He says his tenants

can stay there as long as they want to so long as they live in a

"peaceful manner". He has several fruit trees on the land, but the

terms of the rental do not permit the tenants to pick from these

because the sale of such produce is needed to help hixa pay the tax

on the land. The tenants are, however, permitted to plant a few crops.

Influence of House-Snot Tenure on House-Type end Houce-Sise,

The kind of tenure of the house-spot influences both the type

and size of the house built. Tables 5 and 6 show the correlations

between the kind of house-spot tenure and the type and size of house

respectively, of the fifty-five households which either own their house-

spot, hold it under some form of cash tenancy, or live rent-free on

a relative's land (the household where the head lives in her absent

daughter's house also being included in this total). In addition to

the more detailed breakdown of types of house-spot tenures "Own;

Bought or Inherited"; "Daughter's"? "Relative's; Secure"; "Relative's:

Insecure"? and "Cash Tenancy"; - the first three categories are further

grouped together to form the inclusive category "Secure Tenure" as

against the last two ("Insecure Tenure") to facilitate comparison, since

although there are variations in the degree of insecurity in the latter

type of arrangements, all can be regarded as relatively insecure since

I



Table5sCorrelationBetweenTenureofHatus-SrjotandHeua;?-T:n>e House—Ty*

Tenure

Secure

Tnneeuu-<a

Total

Own

Bought

Inher¬ ited

Total

Daugh¬ ter's

Relat¬ ive's (Secure)

Total

Relat¬ ive's (insecure)
Caea Ten¬ ancy

Total

Wood

10

8

18

-

1

19

4

10

14

33

Stone

12

8

20

1

1

22

-

-

22

Total

22

16

36

1

2

41

4

10

14

55



Table6;CorrelationBetweenTenureofEouse-Sootand.HouseSige HouseSiae: Ho.ofRooms

Tenure

Secure

Insecure

Total

Own

Bought

Inher¬ ited

Total

Daugh¬ ter's

Relat¬ ive's (Secure)

Total

Relat¬ ive's (insecure)
Cash Ten- CiXxcy

Total

One

1

2

3

_

—

3

1

4

5

8

Two

2

3

5

-

-

5

2

3

5

10

Three

9

6

15

-

1

16

-

3

3

19

Four

4

2

6

1

-

7

1

-

1

8

Five

5

-

5

-

-

5

-

-

5

Six

-

1

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

Seven

-

1

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

Eight

1

1

2

-

-

2

-

-

-

2

Nine

-

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

-

1

Total

22

16

38

1

2

41

4

10

14

55
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the tenant is unsure of how long he may be allowed to keep his house

on the land. This being so even in the case of "Lease and Sale"

arrangements, since at the beginning of these the tenant nay also

be uncertain of his financial ability to purchase the Land in the future.

The type of house built on securely held house-spots is seen to

be relatively evenly divided between wood and stone, there being
all

slightly more built of stone. However/'houses built on insecurely

held house—spots are made of wood. In other woz'ds wherever land is

not securely held by the tenant he builds his house of less durable
material so that it may, if necessary, be moved from the house—spot.

The type ox accommodation built by landowners for rental also tends

to be of wood; of the eleven rented complete houses, ten are of wood,

five of the seven houses let by the room to tenants, and in which the

landlord does not himself reside, also being of wood. (See Plates

3 - 7).

Plate 3: Own House (Stone) on Inherited Land.



Plate 5? Own House (Sturdy Wood) on Bought Land
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J

Plate 6: Wooden Houses Built for Rental
(note dirt yard of "tenant compound")

Plate 7: Village Landlord's Own House (Sturdy Wood) on Bought Land
with Wooden Houses (see Plate 6) Built for Rental
in Background.
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Of the forty-one houses on securely held house-spots only

three are one-roomed, thirty-three being of three rooms or more;

whereas of the thirteen houses built on insecurely held house-spots,

five are one roomed with only four being of three rooms or more.

In other words larger houses are built on securely held land,

smaller houses being built on insecurely held land as they may have

to be moved from that spot in the future. The type of houses built

by landowners for rental also tend to be small, seven of the eleven

such houses being one-roomed, two being two-roomed, with only two

being three-roomed.

In addition to this influence of house-spot tenure on the type

and size of house, persons who are unable to afford to purchase a

house-spot are unlikely to be able to afford to build a large strong

house; and the fact that a title for the house-spot is needed to get

a loan for house-building means that those villagers least able to

afford to build a house are the ones least able to obtain financial

aid for house-building.

Influence of House-Snot Tenure on Land Itee

Many households cultivate or raise small livestock on the house-

spot. Such live-stock generally consists of a few chickens or a pig,

a common practice being to rear pigs one at a time in succession, buying

a piglet fen: about 30/-, rearing it "to perfection", and then selling it

for about £10. Small herds of goats may also be kept (sometimes being

pastured out on the banks of the roads or on someone else's land); and

occasionally a cow is kept. Livestock is sometimes given to children

by a parent or grandparent.

The type and intensity of such land use varies, depending to some

extent on the kind of tenure enjoyed by householders. For example, those

with secure tenure tend to make long-term investments by planting "economic"

trees such as ackee, breadfruit, mango, paw-paw, sour-sop, star-apple,
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annottOj coconut, naseberry, avocado pear end citrus (grapefruit, orange

tangerine end lime) 5 sometimes with more limited investment in short-term

crops such as bananas, plantain, yarn, dashecn and cocos (tares), corn,

cane, cassava, peppers and. vegetables (chow-chow, calalloo, beans,

peas, okra, pumpkin and tomatoes)(see Plates 8 and 9). In cases of

intensive eu tivation the laulti-tiered pattern characteristic of the

proto-p■ asa%itry is sometimes still found. On the

other hand householders with insecure tenure mice little or no such
although

iongvters :.*eetaent,/-short-term subsistence crops aay be cultivated

and snail 1 Ivestook kept. Tenants are so aware of the implications

of ineecu e tenure for land use that in one such case when I enquired

if the tcxamfc had planted any trees or crops on the land, I was told!

"We wouldn't worry to do that, because it's not our place and we're

looking tc 1 rave it anytime".

Although none of the households who live in rented accommodation

rent the houee-spot, some of these tenants are in fact allowed to plant

a few short-term crops on the land and sometimes to pick fruit from

the landlord's trees; in some cases also being permitted to keep a

few chicken or a pig on the premises. 1 ^ However in cases where

several such household® share a common yard, there is general.ly a

complete absence of cultivation (apart from trees belonging to the

landlord), rmch yards being worn down to bare earth due to their

constant u , by the several inhabitants (for axaiapie for domestic

chores such as washing c othee, which are generally performed outside

the house) and by the children who use it for play (see Plate 6).

t) Person ffto keep Uveatook in this way may be referred to as
havin, • endless farms"; see Census of Agriculture 1 i*6c-1969, Jamaica.
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Plate Si Intensive Cultivation on House-spot: Inherited Land
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Thus tho opportunity to make some contribution to their food supply is denied

to those villagers who most need it, while other villagers who arc relatively

well-off, owning their house-spots, have most opportunity to cultivate. In this

way the pre-existent differentiation within the village regarding control over

resources is re-enforced, as in the context of house-building referred to above.

Other Land Used for Cultivation

Twenty-two households use land outside the village for cultivation, the

distance of such land from the yard varying from just outside the village to some

miles away. One household cultivates three sueh plots, another two households

cultivating two plots each, making a total of twenty-six plots cultivated outside
which

the village. Thus the traditional distinction between yard and ground/character¬

ised the proto-peasantry still persists in the case of approximately one-quarter

of the households. Further, since much of this land outside the village is

hilly land often being the marginal land of Government owned or middle/upper
class owned properties, the traditional distinction between yards being on flatter.

and grounds on hlllier land also p rsists, the need for grounds being still

related to the small size of house-spots.

The tenure of the plots outside the village varies. Some are owned by the

cultivator or a relative; some are held under cash tenancy; others are "free"

land, yet others being "captured" - to use the local term for squatting. Although

Edwards ^ notes that the term "free" land includes lend used free of charge

belonging to either a relative or non-relative (see Chapter l), in this part

of the island the term in fact only applies to land held free from an unrelated

landlord.

The difference between such free tenants and squatters who both use land

rent-free, is that in the former case the landlord's permission for the use of

the land is sought and obtained, while in the latter it is not. Nevertheless

l) Edwards op cit.
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it seems that in the case of the squatters the landlords are in fact aware

of their presence or. the land, (some of the squatters having petitioned for the

purchase of such land which is Government owned) and therefore tacitly agree

to such use of the land.

Thus although there is land shortage in this area, this is off-set to some

extent by the practioes of obtaining "free" land and squatting, a situation which

bears some similarity to that described by Pirth for the Tikopia whereby a man

who needs land simply cultivates that of another, sometimes without obtaining

his permission, ^ The two situations further being similar in that suoh

practices co-exist with the concept of private property,

"Free" tenure may involve the condition of leaving the land "in grass" when

the cultivator has finished with it, although in such cases it might not be necess¬

ary to plant the grass since it often grows back when the land is left fallow.

While free tenure is to some extent inseoure from the point of view of holding a

particular plot, sinoe the landlord may require the plot for his own use after a

period of time, this insecurity is off-set by the practice of giving the tenant

an alternate plot to cultivate; and, in this way stable asymmetrical dyadic

relationships may develop over time between a middle/upper class property-owner

and a villager. Such a relationship may be concomitant with an employer/employee

relationship, or may originate in this way, an employer giving his employee free

land to cultivate, but may persist even if the tenant no longer continues te work
' ' 7*

for the landlord. Thus while some informants' work histories provide evidence of

shifting from one ground to another, this sometimes reflects the pattern of land

use associated with a stable landlord/free tenant relationship rather than the

dissolution of a particular landlord/tenant relationship, (in addition, suoh

histories sometimes reflect the tenant's own geographical mobility as in the case

of villagers who have migrated to the village from elsewhere in the parish

or another parish). Free tenure does not, however, always

l) Firth, R.: Primitive Polynesian Loonomy (London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul, 1939)*
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necessitate the tenant moving from one plot to another; for

sometimes, if when the landlord is ready to use the plot himself, the

tenant informs him that his (the tenant's) crops are still on the

land, the landlord lets him "stay there for years".

Table 7s Tenure of Plots Cultivated Outside the Village

Tenure Number of Plots

Owned by Cultivator or Relative

Own Bought land
Son's Bou^it land
Children's Inherited land

Squatted

Free (unrelated landlord)

Held under cash tenancy-

4

2
1
1

15

5

4

Total 26

Table 8: Size of Land Cultivated Outside the Village

Size Number of Plots

Quarter acre (2i| squares) or less

5 sqs. - |r acre

5| sqs. - 1 acre

over 1 acre - 5 acres

over 5 acres

7i8 7 20

5 J
5

1

Total 26
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Subsistence crops are grown on most of the smaller plots

(see Plates 10 - 11), while cane, the main cash orop grown in this

Plate 11
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area, is associated with the few larger plots, being grown on

four of the six plots over one acre in size, on one one-acre plot,

with another one-acre plot being partially planted in cane. The

traditional pattern of land use - the cultivation of subsistence

crops on grounds - which characterised the proto-peasantry can therefore

still be seen to persist in the majority of cases; the limited incidence

of cash-cropping (a feature introduced into the Jamaican peasant

economy in the Period of Consolidation, see Chapter 1) showing

the limited extant to which these villagers have been incorporated into

an agricultural market economy; (this being further emphasised by

the fact that of the six plots cultivated in cane, three are in fact

cultivated by the same person).

The correlation between subsistence agriculture and small plots,

and cash-cropping and larger plots, shows that cash cropping is

unlikely to develop further in the absence of the consolidation of

the smaller plots which typify the peasantry; and such consolidation

seems unlikely not only because if a peasant farmer has insufficient

land himself for cultivation he may not be able to afford or obtain

large enough plots from other persons, but also because of the principle

of joint inheritance operating among the peasantry which results in

either multiple claims to one plot of land, or in the sub-division

of plots among co-heirs, as will be seen from the subsequent discussion

of inheritance.

While in the case of the house-spots it was seen that the kind

of tenure affected the kind of land use, a further indication that

size of plot might be the crucial variable in the presence or

absence of cash-cropping rather than tenure alone, is the fact that
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three of the four plots owned outside of the village by the

cultivator or a relative are in fact planted in subsistence crops,

only one being planted in cane. However even when size and tenure

are both in favour of cash-cropping the latter inay not in fact

develop, as in the case of one of the six largest plots which is
is

also owned, where only a small portion/cultivated, this being in

subsistence crops; and this indicates that other problems such as

lack of capital for investment (for example, for the irrigation

necessary in this area or for obtaining wage labour) may further

prevent the peasantry from growing cash crops.

The various factors mentioned above as operating against the

introduction of cash cropping among the peasantry point to the

advantage of the type of secure leasehold land settlement schemes

advocated by past writers such as de Frampton. ^
Other informants who no longer cultivate land outside the

village have done so in the past. While it is outside the scope of

this study to enquire into the changing patterns of land use in the

area, informants observe that it is not as easy as it was in the past

to obtain land for cultivation. An important factor in this situation

is the .increased population pressure which has resulted in increased

land scarcity throughout the island in general; a phenomenon, which

as noted in Chapter 1, has contributed to the "saturation" of the

peasantry.

1) de K. Frampton op cit.
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Sale of Produce
" JL Lt ' ' 1

The goals for which the various crops are cultivated by the

villagers on yard and ground can now be considered. Subsistence

crops cultivated on both such types of plot are cultivated primarily

for domestic use; but in approximately one-quarter of the households

small surpluses of such crops are sold either to other villagers who

come to the yard to buy, or in the Maintown market. In the latter

case it is almost always the woman of the household who sells the

produce, this complementing the role of the man as main cultivator in

the domestic group (as will be seen below), this division of labour

based on the conjugal relationship therefore remaining the same as

among the pxoto-peasantry.

In addition, four of the women in the sample are higglers (another

role which has its roots in the proto-peasantry) and a fifth higgled

in the past, having now retired. The case histories of these five

women are given below in order to illustrate both the nature of the

network organisation of Jamaican internal marketing (see Chapter 3)

and also some of the variants within this basic pattern. Three of

the five cases concern women who actually sell in the market-place,

one dealing in agricultural produce, another in dry goods, and a

third in both types of goods; one of these three women combining

higgling- with her primary role as producer-distributor, selling produce

cultivated by her husband. The remaining two women show further

variants in that the process of higgling in these cases is largely

independent of the market-place, one of these women dealing in
1)

agricultural produce, the other in fish. '

1) Cf Comitus1 description of the fish higglers who buy fish at
Whitehouse, op cit.
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Despite the presence of such higglers however most villagers,

as indicated above, dispose of their surpluses directly to the

consumer. This seems to be related to two factors. Firstly, the

infertility of the region in conjunction with the relative shortage

of land available for cultivation results in a ready market for

food produce in the village itself, villagers who need such supplies

therefore sometimes buying it from others1 yards. This situation can

be expected to differ, for example, from that in the more remote

settlements of the island's interior, where due to historical reasons

more small farmers are likely to own their land, (there also being

fewer immigrants as opposed to landed natives in such settlements

and where, in addition, small farming can be expected to be more

prosperous due to the improved climatic and soil conditions.

Secondly, due to the proximity of the village to the parish

capital, and the easy communication between the two, villagers

frequently go to Maintown for a variety of purposes - such as to

buy produce or dry goods from the market or shops - and can therefore

easily take their own surpluses there to sell. The high proportion

of villagers who make their own purchases directly from the market

rather than buying regularly through a higgler (as in the remote

country district studied by Katzin ' ) being likewise due to the

village's proximity to the town.

In addition to selling in the yard or local market, surpluses

such as pumpkins or corn may be disposed of through the Agricultural

Marketing Corporation (as mentioned in Chapter 3)» only a few

1) See Smith, M.G., 1956(b) op oit.

2) Katzin 1959 op cit.
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villagers however selling in this way.

In the very limited number of cases where cane is cultivated

as a cash crop for the export market, the crop, which is reaped by

the farmer, .s sold (either by the "ton" or the "heap and Bundle")

to one of the sugar estate/factory complexes; the latter often

providing the transport for the cane, the cost of transportation being

deducted from the purchase price.

Case 1. Miss I>. is a retired fish higgler; she started higgling

when she was twelve years old, while living in a neighbouring parish,

buying fish from fishermen at 6d a string and then re-selling it.

She continued in this business after moving to the village, buying

fish from the fishermen at a beach some miles away at 6d or 1/- a

string. She would then re-sell the fish in either the village, Maintown

or a neighbouring village, making between 3d and 1/- profit per string.

Sometimes she sold in the market, but she never had a permanent stall

there, preferring to walk around the town or villages to sell, or

alternately, have customers come to her yard. Sometimes she would

supplement her income with the re-sale of breadfruit (purohased

at the market) in the village. Occasionally she was able to sell a

little produce which she cultivated on her house-3pot, such as bananas,

coconuts or limes. Several years ago Miss L. emigrated temporarily

to Port Leaont, Costa Rica, where she also made a living by higgling.

Case 2. The Ns cultivate a variety of subsistence crops both in

their yard and ground. and Mrs. N, sells some of this produce at the

market on a Saturday whenever there is enough. Such sale is

augmented occasionally by that of grapefruit, which she buys from

another woman to re-sell. She is in this limited sense, then, a

higgler, although she does not in fact consider herself to be one

as her main role is that of producer-distributor.



Case 3. Hiss S. is a shipchandler, working on a small scale

taking orders for fruit and vegetables from the ships which dock

in the Maintain* harbour. She is the only person who fills these orders,

and has been a shipchandler for over twenty years. She fills these

orders from one of two alternative sources; either she grows her

own vegetables (when finances and rainfall permit) on her own

house-spot, in which case she emphasises that this is not ♦higgling*,

but 'farming*. Or she buys produce from the market, re-selling

to the ships. She has to buy from the market as there are "no small

farmers around here". She does not re-sell any produce in the

market but sometimes sells her own vegetables (and fruit from the

trees on her house-spot) in the yard or in the town.

Case 4. Mrs. T. is a higgler who deails in the buying' and re-sals

of children*s clothes. She finds this occupation "very hard" as she

has to travel to Kingston at night to purchase her goods. She goes

by truck or whatever transport is available, sometimes leaving the

village at 2 a.m. and arriving in Kingston at dawn. There she buys

the clothes from dressmakers who sell at wholesale prices in the

streets. She could buy such garments in the market in Kingston, but

only at retail prices. She does not travel to Kingston every week,

only when her stock needs replenishing, and will then go either on

a Monday or Thursday night, returning the same day by whatever

transport she can get.

She re-sells the clothes at a hi$ier price in the local market

on Wednesdays and Saturdays, primarily the latter. However she does

not go to sell every week, for since she might sit in the market for

an entire day without making a sale, if she can spend the time more

profitably she stays at home. For example for the past month she

had not been to the market to sell as she had been helping her husband
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to reap peas from their cultivation.

At the present time Mrs. T.deals only in clothes. However she

has previously higgled in food produce, giving this up only very

reeently because she found it too "hackling" buying and carrying the

food. Her account of this work is nevertheless included here as it

gives some idea of the processes involved in the bulking and re-sale

of such produce which is the most typical load handled by the

Jamaican higgler.

Mrs. T, would purchase produce from farmers in two different

areas - the fertile, hilly interior of the parish, and a neighbouring

parish, buying mainly bananas from the former, and bananas, coconuts

and breadfruit from the latter. She sometimes also purchased yams.

She would travel to the neighbouring parish by van on a Wednesday,

returning the same day. On the return journey the van would stop

whenever passers-by were sighted, and moat of the produce was sold

in this way. On a Friday she would go to Hie interior of the parish,

also by van and returning the same day, and would then re-sell her

produce in the local market on Saturdays. She did not sell in the

village.

Case 5. Miss B. higgles in dry goods, vegetables, spices and

Irish potatoes, selling in the local market on Wednesday, Friday

and Saturday of every week. She has been a higgler for twelve years.

The major bulk of her goods are purchased on her behalf by another

woman higgler who lives in Maintov/n, but who travels to Kingston every

•Thursday to buy goods. Miss S. gives her Hie money to buy the goods,

which she does from wholesale sources. Whatever is left after sale

at the local market. Miss B. brings back for sale in the village.

She also buys yams, bananas and small amounts of sweet potatoes and

cocos in the local market for re-sale in the village. She has six

regular customers in the village (five of whom are in the sample)
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to whom she sells every week, but other villagers also come to her

yard and buy. Although she lives on family land in the village and

has sometimes cultivated in the past both there (vegetables) and

on free land (coin), she seldom grew sufficient produce for Bale.

The data, on the sample's marketing patterns illustrates in a

more specific way the general points made with regard to the

organisation of the Maintown market, as well as the letter's

integrating role for the surrounding region of which the village is

a part. The inter-relationship between small-scale agriculture and

the internal marketing pattern, for example, is seen in the case of

those villagers whose agricultural activities produced surpluses

sufficient to sell in the market. The case histories of the higglers,

who are all women, shows not only the variants in this role, but also

the small scale on which such individuals operate, and the extent of

the investment of their labour in such work. The case of Miss £.

also illustrates the kind of regular 'customer' relationships on which

these networks are based.

The arguments referred to in Chapter 3 in support of the economy

of such a marketing system are given validity here by the fact that

unemployment and under-employment exists in the area, the main

alternative occupations for women - apart from that of housewife -

being domestic, cultivator, or self-employed seamstress. Higgling

is a snore independent occupation than the first of the above three

occupationsj there is only limited scope for the third of these;

and with regard to the second, it is seen that cultivation is not a

very successful occupation in the area.

The data also shows that while much of the trading activities

of the villagers take place .in the context of the market-place, that
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nevertheless some of this does occur independently of the latter -

as when cultivators sell their produce in the yard, or when higglers

operate independently of the market place.

Finally, the data on land use and marketing illustrates Mintz's

point that the Caribbean peasant produces for three goals"'- subsistence;

the internal market; and - to a very limited extent only in this

particular context - for the world export market.

Hone of the households is self-sufficient, those who do not

cultivate having to purchase aii their food and other necessities;

those who do, supplementing their cultivation with the purchase of
2)

additional "food" / in some cases, as well as items such as flour,

cornmeal, milk, cooking oil and tinned goods. Clothes and other such

items also need to be purchased, or in some cases villagers buy cloth

and sew their own clothes. "Food" and various dry goods such as cloth

may be purchased from the market, and almost every household makes

some purchases from the latter. However a limited range of dry goods

and groceries may also be purchased from the village shops, and

villagers may also buy "food" from another person's yard or from

Miss B, the higgler mentioned above, who lives in the village and sells

some of her goods there. Only a few individuals, however,making

the majority of their purchases from this higgler.

As with selling, the woman is the chief buyer for the household

(being the main or only buyer in approximately three-quarters of the

households). However children are often sent to make purchases from

the village shops, the expression "old enough to send to shop" being

1) Mints 1956 op cit.

2) The word "food" is used locally to designate subsistence produoe
as opposed to other kinds of food.
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one of the ways of indicating a child's age.

Employment Opportunities

Until recently the main avenues of employment for males in the

village were either on the surrounding properties or with one of the

Government Departments in Maintown, such as the Parish Council or

Public Works Department. Now work can also be obtained at one of

the two tourist projects recently opened some miles from the village.

Another source of employment is that of stevedore, loading sugar

ships which call at the Maintown harbour. A few men are employed

as Speoial Constables.

Most of the jobs available are labouring in one form or another,

frequently agricultural, and are often temporary and irregular. In

the case of agricultural labouring on properties this irregularity is

due to the seasonal nature of the main cash crop harvested in the

area -cane5 labour being required mainly at times of planting and

harvesting. Cattle-rearing however does provide more regular employment

for pen-men.

The job of stevedore, though well-paid, is irregular due both

to the fact that ships only call infrequently, and because labour is

operated on a rota system.

Both the local properties and the Government Departments provide

limited openings for more regular supervisory jobs, such as headman

in the former case and foreman in the latter, and Government work also

has limited openings for skilled manual labour such as truck- or

steam-roller drivers.

Jobs for women may be obtained as domestics with middle/upper

class households in the rural areas surrounding the village or in

Maintown, but such opportunities are limited? women sometimes also

doing light agricultural labouring on the properties.
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Self-employment is another source of employment for both men

and women, such as a trade for the former and dress-making for the

latter. Opportunities for regular employment in such lines however

are limited in rural areas. Shop-keeping provides a reasonably

secure livelihood for either men or women, but again the opportunities

for this are limited.

There are hardly any full-time cultivators in the sample;

nevertheless as indicated above, a large proportion of households carry

on a variable degree of cultivation. The household is the basic

productive unit, and while both sexes may cultivate, the man is

generally the main cultivator, doing the heavy work such as cleaning

the land of grass and bush by chopping and burning and preparing the

ground for planting, while the woman and children may sometimes help

with the lighter tasks of weeding, planting and reaping; the marketing

of any surplus generally being the woman's responsibility. Nevertheless

there are cases of women who have cultivated their own grounds in the

past with little or no help from a man, either because they were

not co-residing with one or because he was otherwise employed. In

such cases women aire sometimes very proud of their skill at

cultivating, as in the case of an old woman who cultivated a ground

on her own when she was young, who told me: "When me work ground

and in a me strength me no work little bit a ground! Because me

can work, you know!"

Two variants of co-operative labour for the purpose of helping

with the various stages of cultivation are reported by informants:

"day fe day" and "digging"; 1^ neither type of labour is mobilised

1) For similar forms of co-operative labour reported for elsewhere in
the island and in other parts of the Caribbean see Simey op cit:
Clarke 1966 op cit; Smith, R.T. 1956 op cit: Smith, M.G.:
A Report on Labour Supply in Rural Jamaica (Kingston: Government
Printer. 1956c); Horowitz op cit.
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on a kinship basis.

"Day fe day" is based on the obligation to reciprocate each day's
»

labour given, either the same or the follow jag week, such labour being-

exchanged between persons who "move together", that is who are friends.

Although the basis of this institution is a dyadic relationship, such

arrangements may involve more than two persons, sometimes groups of

three to twelve persons forming a "round" similar to that formed in

the short-term savings association of "pardner" mentioned below,

each person in turn receiving help on his ground. Such labour involves

a variety of tasks: chopping grass or bush, preparing the ground

and planting or harvesting (as in the case of cane). The "ground-

master" as 'teie individual mobilising aid is called, provides food for

those helping him, which his mate prepares at the ground, or

alternatively each helper may being his own uncooked "food" which the

ground-master's mate thai cooks for them, the ground-master himself

providing fish or meat. Both sexes may partake in "day fe day"

arrangements,

"Digging" is group labour and does not necessarily involve the

concept of reciprocity. Such groups may be as many as sixty strong,

community ties involving both the village and the surrounding "district"

being mobilised for such labour, a few weeks notice being given in

advance by the ground-master. On the morning of the digging a conch

shell 1c blown, a signal which can be heard for miles around, and this

summons those helping to gather at the ground. The labour involves

digging holes for planting (a yam hole needing to be about two feet

in diameter) with zaattocks or Iron "jammers", and such digging may be

accompanied by singing, a lead singer sometimes being employed? thus

digging is a more spectacular occasion than "day fe day". A big

"breakfast" is held at midday with a goat being killed for the occasion,

the ground-master being under obligation to provide such meat as well
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as"food" for the helpers, rum generally also being provided. The

women do the cooking and carry water, while the men dig, everyone

stopping for the midday meal, after whioh work is resumed until nightfall.

"Digging", mentioned mainly by the older informants is however

dying out, being replaced by wage-labour, this also being the case

to some extent with "day fe day".

Because of the temporary and irregular nature of much of the

employment available to villagers, there is a tendancy for individuals,

especially males, to have more than one or sometimes several

occupations which may be undertaken either simultaneously (that is

within a limited time span) or sequentially over their life-time.

Thus a man who is listed as say "stevedore" on the Electoral List

may in fact have one or more other occupations. Part-time

cultivation may be seen in this context of plural occupations as both

cause and effect. It may be carried on as a side-line to supplement

irregular income from wage-labour; or the latter may be undertaken

to supplement the produce and proceeds from cultivation. Cash is needed

by all peasant farmers to purchase goods which they cannot produce

themselves, and they are well aware that the stony soil and small

plots of the district, frequently moreover affected by drought, cannot

produce surpluses sufficient to bring in an adequate income. Thus the

inter-relationship between cultivation and wage-labour whioh has

typified the peasantry since the early post-emancipation era still persists.

The limited opportunities for well-paid regular employment are

reflected not only in the occupational pluralism of the villagers, but

also in the high incidence of migratory wage-labour overseas reported

in the work histories of many of the villagers, particularly the men.

Two main trends can be identified in such emigration. Firstly, that

among the older villagers who emigrated primarily to other parts of

the Caribbean such as Cuba, Costa Rica and Panama in the earlier part
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of the century, often staying abroad for several years. Secondly,

that UKttg the younger villagers, who have been on short-term

labour contracts to north America (generally the U.S.), some

individual8 having made several such trips.

These patterns of emigration affecting the village show that

while the various local economic factors outlined above are undoubtedly

important in triggering off such emigration, that, aa Peach suggests

in his study of West Indian migration, 1 ^ "pull" factors (that is

conditions in the receiving countries) are of considerable importance

in influencing migration, and as he suggests, such "pull" factors

may in fact be considered the dynamic ones in influencing migration

trends, local economic factors simply being "permissive" to such

emigration, For the earlier migration pattern among the villagers

coincided with the period of high demand for immigrant labour to work

on the Panama Canal and the banana and sugar plantations of Costa Rica

and Cuba respectively. Whereas the current trend has coincided first

with the need for "manpower" labour in the United States contingent

on idie Second World War; and subsequently with the need for immigrant

labour for fee harvesting of certain crops in North America, this

being the basis of fee Farm Work Schemes whereby thousands of contract

labourers emigrate to fee United States and Canada annually on a

temporary basis (see Appendix I, Table 2).

Although there are very few villagers who have been abroad to the

United Kingdom and returned to live permanently in the village, several

villagers have (as mentioned in Chapter 3) relatives who have

emigrated there to work and have remained there, some having been there

for severs years, some villagers likewise having relatives who have

©migrated to fee United States and have remained there and remittances

1) Peach q, qit
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from such relatives are an important source of income to some

village households. Such migrants have generally emigrated to

these tiro countries several years,' ago, prior to the restrictions placed

on long-term immigration in the United States and immigration in

general in the United Kingdom. (See Chapter 1). The importance

of "pull" factors in influencing migration can again he seen here

in relation to these two trends, for of the latter emigration to the

United Kingdom was by far the most important, opportunities for employment

in the United Kingdom being created by the enormous demand for both

skilled and unskilled labour contingent on the industrial expansion

of the British economy in the 1950s* a corollary of this being that

this expansion "has created gaps at the lower end of the occupational

and residential ladder [in Britain] to which West Indians and other

coloured immigrants have been drawn in as a replacement population." 1^
Thus the diversion of emigration from the United States to the

United Kingdom resultant from the MoCarran-Walter Act in the former

can be seen, as Peach suggests, as a passive factor only, for the

emigration of West Indians to the United Kingdom in the 1950s and

1960s was far greater than previous emigration to the United States,

being the largest net outward movement from the former British Caribbean.

The case histories given below illustrate both the nature of

occupational pluralism in the village and the related phenomenon of

migrant wage labour, also showing the variations within the latter

resultant from changes in international migratory trends. Cases one

and two concern elderly men who emigrated in the earlier part of the

century to other parts of the Caribbean. Cases five and six concern

younger men who typify the contemporary trend of short-term recurrent

migratory labour to North America (in both these cases to the United

1) lbids 92



States). And cases three and four show middle-aged men whose migratory-

histories included both the above types of migration. Cases ten and

eleven provide evidence of long-term emigration to the United Kingdom,

a phenomenon which, as mentioned above, is now considerably curtailed;

case eleven also provides an example of one of the very few villagers

who has been to the United Kingdom and returned to the village to live

permanently. These two cases also illustrate the importance of

remittances from relatives overseas, and, along with case nine, illustrate

the variations in means of support for female-headed households.

The cases further illustrate the fact that despite the overall

pattern of occupational pluralism, that there are differences within

the village with regard both to the nature of occupations - their

relative security/insecurity and status - and bases of livelihood.

For example the men in cases one, two, four and eight, while having to

turn to a variety of sources of employment, have, or have had a trade or

some other relatively high status occupation; end the man in case

three has been regularly employed for some years prior to his

retirement. Such cases can be contrasted with those of the men in

cases five and seven, and the women in cases eight to ten, who have

done a variety of irregular labouring jobs. Further, the men in

cases one to four and the women in cases eight, ten and eleven, all

live on bought or inherited land which not only provides some degree

of security (especially important in old age) but also a source of

income through the renting of rooms, houses or house-spots on the land

to tenants; with trees and subsistence crops cultivated on the

house-spot supplementing the households' food supply. Whereas
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cases fives six and nine show villagers who have to pay rental for

their accomodation or house-spot (although in fact two of these

villagers own land elsewhere in the parish). While such distinctions

again illustrate the point made earlier that internal differentiation

within the village with regard to control over resources and making

a living is to some degree re-enforcing, case ten shows how a villager

with little initial resources has, with the help of her employer, been

able to make a relatively secure livelihood for the rest of her life.

Case 1. Mr. E. began his working life as an apprenticed carpenter

in Maintown. In 1911» when he was nineteen years old, he emigrated

to Panama where he remained for the next twenty-two years. There he

worked at a variety of occupations! switchtender on the railway;

then hotel work - as a waiter, bartender and porter; and finally as

a taxi driver in the tourist business. He returned to the village in

1953 and has never been abroad since then. When he first returned he

continued in the tourist taxi business, working at a hotel some miles

from the village. As a side-line he also did a little cultivating

and stock-raising (oows and horses) on free land on a local property,

selling both corn and milk. During this time he was also a District

Constable in the Maintown Police Force. In 1940 he sold out his taxi

business, Just continuing to cultivate and raise stock. He never

practised his trade of carpentry abroad, and after his return to the

village only practised it sporadically, for example doing odd Jobs

on the property where he obtained his free land. He lives on his

own house-spot and rents two rooms in his house to boarders.

Case 2. Mr. A. is an elderly man who has now retired. When he was

a young man he emigrated to Cuba where he first worked as a Janitor

in a hospital and then as a carpenter. After a year he returned to



the village, making a second trip to Cuba the following year, where

he again worked as a janitor for over a year, after which he returned

to the village where he has lived ever since. His main source of

income since his return has been from carpentry - doing various jobs

for local property-owners and sometimes for the Government Departments

in Maintown. Now that he is retired his main source of income is from

leasing house-spots to tenants on the jz acre of inherited land on

which he and his family live, this being supplemented from the proceeds

from the occasional sale of fruit from the trees in the yard, and a

small Government pension.

Case 5. In 1921, when he was eighteen years old, Mr. 0. emigrated

to Cuba, where he remained until 1938» working for much of the time

as a labourer on the cane farms. Such work involved preparing the fields

for planting, and planting itself, (such work being generally done by

Spaniards and Jamaicans) rather than harvesting (which was done mainly

by Haitians). In addition, he occasionally worked on the railway:

"But being the foreigners, you couidnH get the railroad
job. The principal jobs in the country belong to the
natives. And finally, them bring in a law that every job that
is going to be done, you have to have eighty natives to
twenty foreigners. Well, among the foreigners now, you have
Jamaicans, Trinidadians, Barbadians, Spaniards and Haitians."

When he returned to the village he cultivated yams, bananas, plantains

and pumpkins on land which he obtained on one of the local properties,

his sister selling some of the produce for him. Then towards the end

of the Second World War he emigrated to the United States for fifteen

months, where he first did farm work, subsequently working in a paper

mill. In 1946 be returned to the United States for a second time,

this time for six months, where he again did both farm and factory work.

When he finally returned to Jamaica he went to live in Maintown.

In 1959 he returned to the village, where he is co-heir to one acre



of family land, deciding that as the land was there he might as well

use it as he now had a wife and children to support. So, having

built his own Farm House on the land, he has continued to live there

until the present time, cultivating the house-spot intensively with

the help of his wife and children, recently also cultivating a ground

elsewhere.

In addition to such cultivation, Mr. 0. worked with the P.W.D. for

twenty-four years; - for the first sixteen of these as a "casual worker"

doing road work; and for the next eight years on the "staff" working

as a side-men on the steam-roller. The change in the nature of

employment resulting not in a rise in pay, but in a change from irregular

to regular work. Since retiring from this job a few years ago, he has

gained irregular employment with the Parish Council, also doing road

work.

The intensive use of his family land by Mr. 0. and his household

alone is itself related to the long-term emigration of his siblings.

The emigration of these co-heirs as well as that of his maternal

half-siblings illustrating both the pattern of migration between

the Caribbean territories which typified the earlier part of the

century, and also the cumulative nature of such emigration within

individual families. For the eldest brother first emigrated

to Costa Rica and subsequently sent for four of his siblings in

succession, some of whom eventually returned to Jamaica after periods

of thirty to forty years abroad. One of these five was also

responsible for Mr. O.'s emigration to Cuba, for the former had later

emigrated from Costa Rica to Cuba, subsequently returning to Jamaica

for a short period to collect Mr. 0., the youngest sibling.

1) A feature which is also present in the more recent emigration to
the United Kingdom. (See e.g. Patterson, S. op cit.)
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Cage 4. Mr. P's occupations have included Arsy Instructors Special

Constable, van-driver, flagman and cultivator. He has also bean

abroad three tines as a migrant labourer - once to Panama, during the

Second World War, for a period of eighteen months, where he first

worked guiding ships through the canal and then as cook; and twice

to the United States on the Farm Work Scheme. His first trip to the

United States also being during the war. He lives with his wife and

family es his wife's inherited land.

Case 5. Mr. M. is a young man in his twenties and so far he has

already been to the United States twice for contract labour on the

Farm Work Scheme, and is planning to return a third time in the very

near future. Both times he has worked as a cane cutter, for three

and four months respectively. When in the village, he has no regular

job, just "anything he reaches"} he is at present working as a

pasture chopper. Although he has recently purchased land elsewhere,

he lives as a boarder in another villager's house.

Case 6. In the past few years Mr. W. has bean to the United States

on three different occasions (of six months each) working as a contract

labourer in the Florida cane harvest. How he is working as a foreman

at the building site of one of the new tourist resorts in the vicinity,

supplementing his income with a little subsistence cultivation on his

ground. He lives in his own house on rented land.

C&S&JL* Mr. X. makes his living from a variety of occupations, none

of which provide regular employment. During crop he sometimes obtains

work as a stevedore loading the sugar ships which call at the

Main town harbour, but although this is relatively well-paid (about

£10 per week) this may provide as little as three weeks' employment

a year, since not only do the ships dock very infrequently (about six

times a year), but due to the rota system regulating this work not all
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stevedores ace able to obtain work each time a ship docks. He also

does labouring jobs such as road-weeding for both the P.W.D. and the

Parish Council, but this is irregular as again there are more persons

wanting such work than there is work available for. His third

source of income is selling "snow-cones" from his ice-cart in

Kaintown on market days, and from this he mi^it make a pound a week.

He lives in Ms own house (for which he had to obtain the timber on

credit) free of charge on a relative's land.

Case 3. Although Mrs. Z. no longer "works out", she used to do a

variety of labouring jobs when she was younger. These included planting

com and "carrying cane" (from the field to the truck) on. one of the

local properties, and although such work was irregular, being seasonal,

she worked on and off for the same property-owner for several years,

also selling' milk for him. Out of cane crop she would do "road work"

for the Parish Council weeding the road-sides. She also cultivated

a series of grounds (the latter ones with the help of her present mate

to whom she is now married) much of which was free land, sometimes

selling surpluses in her yard or in the market. As a cultivator she used

to enter into co-operative labour arrangements (both "day fe day" and

"digging") with other cultivators. Although she still cultivates a

ground, she no longer exchanges co-operative labour, employing people

instead to help with the digging required for planting. Her present

sources of income are rental from houses both on her house-spot and on

another piece of land which she owns in the village, and from the sale

of starch which she makes from the cassava she grows, selling the starch

in her yard at 7d per quarter pint. In addition to subsistence crops

from her ground she also has some cultivation (fruit trees and

subsistence crops) on her house-spot and sometimes sells a few ackees
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in the market. Mrs. Z 'a husband is also retired, previously working

at various labouring jobs, supplementing this with irregular work

as a carpenter. He is unable to help his wife much on their present

ground as he suffers from ill-health.

Case 9. Miss E. describes her occupation as "anything me catch, any

little work at all". Sometimes she works as a domestic, at other

times doing seasonal work on one of the local properties "breaking"

com or planting. Although she no longer cultivates she has cultivated

several grounds in the past when she lived in her natal village further

inland, all of which were on free land from the same property-owner.

Hone of her past mates (all of whom were extra-residential) ever

helped her with such cultivation as "me and them wasn't together in

the home". For help on these grounds she would sometimes enter into

"day fe day" arrangements, at other times employing labour, How that

she no longer cultivates she has to buy all her food, but in the past

she not only grew sufficient food for her household, but was able to

sell surpluses such as corn in the market. Although she no longer

cultivates she does have rights to family land near her natal village

which others in her family cultivate. She lives in a rented house.

Case 10. Mrs. G.» now an elderly widow, no longer works. When she

was younger, however, she did both domestic work and agricultural

labouring, the latter on one of the local properties, the owner of

which allowed her to cultivate an acre of free land on which she planted

corn. From the proceeds of the sale of this com she was able to

buy 2£ squares of land for a house-spot in the village (from another

villager, she and her late husband both having immigrated to the

village from another parish over twenty years ago); and with the help of

a loan from the Peoples' Co-operative Bank, she and her husband were
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able to build a house on this land. However, when her husband died

he had not finished repaying the Bank loan, and Mrs. G. had to sell

her pigs and goats in order to repay this debt.

She used to cultivate vegetables on her house-spot in the past,

which she would sell to her previous employer, another regular

customer in Kaintown, and also in the market itself. And although she

can no longer cultivate as she is old and sickly, her house-spot is

still a source of income in that she leases & part of it to an immigrant

household for them to use as a house-spot, and the various fruit trees

growing on the land help to supplement her food supply. Apart from

these sources of income, her only other means of support at the

present time is from remittances which her son, who has been working

in England for the past six years, sends her every few months. If these

are delayed, however, she has to borrow money.

Case 11. Mrs. P. is a female household-head and though she herself

no longer "works out" she has various sources of income. These include

remittances from her husband and daughter who are both working in«

England (her husband having been there for several years); weekly

contributions from an adult daughter who lives in the household and

has regular employment in a shop in Maintown; occasional contributions

from a relative whose child is fostered in the household; and monthly

rental from a tenant household who rent a house in her yard (the latter

being- bought land belonging to herself and her husband). Mrs. P.

herself cultivates a few subsistence crops in the yard and keeps a pig.

Some years ago she did in fact emigrate to England to join her husband,

and while she was there she worked in a factory. However she found

the climate unsuitable and soon returned home.
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Due to the low economic level at which the villagers live, few

can produce from their own resources the cash required to see them

through those crisis situations which every family has to meet at

some time or another. Well aware of this, their response is to

support savings societies providing insurance against sickness and the

cost of funerals. In addition to their ostensible aims, such

societies also have an important social function, and both these

aspects are considered in some detail in Chapter 6 with particular

reference to the burial society in the village.

Another savings institution entered into by some villagers is
1)

the short-term savings arrangement of nardner. ' involving a group

or "round" of people, one of whom acts as a "Banker", each contributing

say €1 per week until everyone in the round has collected the total

weekly sum .in turn.

Conclusion

In this chapter various aspects of the economy of the households

have been considered with an aim to providing a general picture of the

economic standard at which the villagers live, and the ways in which

they make a living.

Various points mentioned in the discussion of the contemporary

Jamaican peasantry in Chapter 1 were also illustrated. For example

a number of features which characterised the proto-peasantry are seen

to persist in the economy of the villagers, viz.s the distinction

between yard and ground, and their association with flat and hilly

land respectively; the nature of cultivation, this being primarily

of subsistence crops, there being only a very limited amount of

1) Cf Katzin 1959 on cit; a similar institution is also reported
by Herskovits for Trinidad, Barbados and British Guiana,
1947 on oit.
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cash-cropping; the inter-relationship between small-scale

agriculture and the internal marketing system and the associated

division of labour based on the conjugal relationship, with the man

as cultivator and the woman as seller; the alternative marketing role

of the middleman or higgler also persisting. The inter-relationship

between cultivation and wage-labour which has typified the Jamaican

peasantry since the early post-emancipation period has also remained.

Most of the types of tenure mentioned in Chapter 1 as characterising

the contemporary peasantry were also seen to exist among the villagers,

viz.} cash tenancy; free tenure - both on the land of a relative

(both secure and insecure variants) and a non-relative. The latter

variant sometimes being accompanied by the condition of leaving the

land in grass, in which case it has some similarities with the variant

of labour tenancy called "grass ground". And it was seen that while

the tenure of free land from an unrelated landlord might be insecure

with regard to a particular plot of land, that the practice of giving

the tenant alternative plots to cultivate results in stable landlord-

tenant relationships. While there is no evidence of the share-cropping

noted by Edwards as a form of tenure "typifying the peasantry, an

additional form of tenure among the villagers was noted, that of

squatting: this practice, in conjunction with that of obtaining "free"

land, to some extent alleviating the land shortage suffered by the

villagers. Freehold tenure was also seen to be present, although

the problems which have been associated with this form of tenure among

West Indian peasants in the past still persist. Land held under such

tenure being acquired through both purchase and inheritance, (an

extensive discussion of family land as a variant in the latter category not,

however, being undertaken here, being deferred to a later chapter

dealing with inheritance).
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The discussion of the forms of tenure enjoyed by the villagers

in this chapter has, however, been confined to the tenure of house-spots

within the village and land used for cultivation outside of, but in

the general vicinity of, the village; that is to yard and ground.

The consideration of other land to which villagers have rights

either elsewhere in the parish or in other parishes being postponed

to the chapter on inheritance.

While co-operative labour - an institution widely reported both

throughout the island and for the Caribbean area in general - does

to some extent occur among the villagers, it was seen that there has

been a movement away from such co-operative labour, particularly

"digging'®, as the basis of peasant cultivation to that of wage-labour,

indicating to some extent a movement from community to association

or contractual ties. ^
The limited opportunities for well-paid and regular employment were

seen to result in occupational pluralism among the villagers and

migratory wage-labour overseas; the variants in the latter (which

reflect island-wide trends) being influenced by conditions in the

receiving countries.

Finally, it was seen that while the villagers live in a

situation where resources are scarce and opportunities for making a

secure livelihood limited, that there is nevertheless some degree of

differentiation among the villagers themselves in this respect, for

example with regard to tenure of house, yard and ground; the siase

and type of house and its facilities; and sources of income; inch

distinctions being to some extent re-enforcing.

1) See TCrmiee, F.: Community and Society (Hew York; Harper Torchbook,
American Edition 1957); Bell, C. & Newby, H.s Community Studies
(London: Allen & Unwin, 1971).
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CHAPTER 5: FAMILY STRUCTURE

In this chapter the family structure of the River Villagers will

be examined, and the conclusions drawn will then be considered In

the light of the questions raised in the discussion of the literature

in Chapter Two.

In discussing the family structure of the villagers, the sex

and conjugal status of the household heads will first be considered,

with an examination of the features of the current co-residential

conjugal unions. This will be followed by a discussion of the

* conjugal careers' - that is conjugal histories - of the principal

adults (that is household heads and their resident spouses). House¬

hold composition will then be considered: first in isolation, and

then in relation to the conjugal status of the household heads. The

phenomenon of fostering will then be discussed. Finally, the

'explanation* of River Village family structure will be considered.

Sex and Conjugal Status of Household Heads.

Table 1 shows the classification of the seventy-eight house¬

hold heads by sex and conjugal status, the oategories 'Married',

'Concensually Cohabiting', and the initial residual category of

'Single' being used with regard to the latter variable.

Tab^gJ.: Classification of Houqeho3,d Hgads by Syc and Conjugal °tatus

Conjugal Status Sex

Males Females

Married 30 -

Consensually Cohabiting 21 -

Single 7 20

Total 58 20
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Of the seventy-eight households, fifty-eight are raaie—headed

and twenty female-headed? - a household being defined as female-

headed only if the woman has no resident mate. In fifty-one of the

fifty-eight male-headed households the man has a resident spouse.

There are thus one hundred and twenty-nine principal adults in the

sample (fifty-eight males and seventy-one females), a principal

adult being defined as either a household head or the latter*s

resident spouse.

The conjugal unions of the principal adults in the fifty-one

male-headed households vhioh are based on a co-residential union

can be divided into two main types? consensual cohabitation, whereby

the couple live together in the same house without being legally

married (twenty-one oases)! and marriage (thirty oasee). The re¬

maining seven male household heads and the twenty female household

heads are initially classified as single.

However, of these twenty-seven single household heads, only two

have no children and can therefore be classified as single with no

further qualification. One of these is a young man aged nineteen -

the youngest principal adult in the sample. The other is a woman in

her fifties who has been maimed from the age of fourteen. The sub¬

division of the remaining twenty-five * Single* household heads into

further categories is given in Table 2. In addition to the two

categories used above for classifying conjugal status a third is here

added - extra-residential mating; that is, where a conjugal re¬

lationship exists between persons not residing in the same household,

(in the case of those classified as •Separated/Extra-Residential or

Consensual Cohabitation*, the most recent productive union is referred

to.)
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Tabic 2? Further Classification of 'S^e' Household
Heads by Syc and Coqifoffal Sfefos

Conjugal Status Sex

Males Females Total

Extrar-Eesidential - 4 4

Separated/Extra-Residential 1 3 4

Separated/Consensual Cohabitation 1 5 6

Separated/Carried 2 3 5

Widowed/Consensual Cohabitation 1 tm 1

Widowed/Carried 1 3 4

Separated/EE or CC * - 1 1

Total 6 19 25

* The informant would not discuss the details of this union,
but it was a non-legal one.

The current co-residential unions which form the basis of the

majority of the sample households will now be considered in more detail.

Cfyrrqryt Co-Re^dentia} Uniops

Table 3 shows the total duration of the fifty-one current co-

residential unions (the duration of such unions being correlated

with the age of the respective parties at a later point in this

discussion, see Table 5),
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Table 3: Total Duratlop of Cnrrc

No. of Years Duration of Unions

Marriages Consensual Unions Total

Less than 5 - 2 2

5 9 1 8 9

10 - 19 9 9 18

20 - 29 13 2 15

50-39 2 - 2

o\1o 3 - 3

50 or over 2 - 2

Total 30 21 51

The duration of the twenty—one consensual and thirty marital

unions ranges from 2-25 and 6-57 years respectively, the range

of all fifty-one current co-residential unions therefore being from

2-57 years* The average duration of these consensual and

marital unions Is 11.1 and 25*2 years respectively, that of all

fifty-one unions being 19*4 years. The modal duration of the

consensual and marital unions is six and twenty years respectively,

that of all fifty-one unions being both six and twenty years

(each occurring In four oases). While the median duration of the

consensual unions is ten years, half of the marital unions have a

duration of twenty-one years or less, half having a duration of

more than twenty-one years, the median duration of all fifty-one

unions therefore being seventeen years.
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Two main conclusions oan be drawn from these facte. Firstly,

that the overall picture of current co-residential unions is (me of

stability (the latter being here defined with reference to the

duration of -foe union, although at a later point in this discussion

it will be seen that the type of union is also an important index

of stability) - only eleven unions (21 .bp) having a duration of lesa

than tea years, and only two (3.9$) having a duration of leas than

five years.

Secondly, that marital unions are sore stable than consensual

unions - the- range of the former extending more than thirty years

beyond the .longest consensual union, thirteen marriages having lasted

longer than the longest consensual union; ten of the eleven unions

with a duration of less than ten years are consensual ones, with both

of those with a duration of less than five years being consensual.

Finally, the average, modal and median duration of marital unions

are all mors than double that of the consensual ones.

Furthermore, in view of the much greater duration of those

unions in which the couple is married rather than living consensually,

and in view of the balance which occurs in the incidence of the

respective types of union in the period 10 - 19 years (see Table 3)
intermediate between the swing from shorter consensual unions to

longer marital ones, it can be postulated that marriage might in fact

be a more stable stage than consensual cohabitation in the typical

conjugal union, and might in fact sucoeed the latter. This hypothesis

can be tested by looking at the developmental pattern within the

unions based on marriage.
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Developmental Pattern of Current Marital Unique.

In twenty of the thirty marriages (66.7/0 marriage has in

fact been proceeded by a period of consensual cohabitation. And

whereas the total duration of such unions ranges from 6-57 years,

with an average duration of 2% 3 years, modal durations of

twenty, twenty-one and twenty-six years, and a median duration

of twenty-one years, the period of actual marriage in such unions

only ranges from 1-30 years, with an average duration of only 15.9

years, a modal duration of six years, and a median duration of
«

fourteen years. These differences indicate that marriage in many

oases only took place after such unions had been in existence for a

number of years. This conclusion is further supported by the data

on the periods of consensual cohabitation in such unions. Data on

this stage in nineteen of these twenty unions shows that the duration

of this period also ranges from 1-30 years, but with an average

duration of eight years, a modal duration of three years, and a median

duration of five years, (in the twentieth case marriage was

proceeded by a union of at least twenty-three years, but it is not

dear whether or not the couple had been living in consensual

cohabitation for all of this period.)

Further information on seventeen of the above nineteen oases shows

that the period of consensual cohabitation had itself been proceeded

by periods ranging from a few months to six years during which the

couple had been friendly. No questions were asked as to the exact

nature of such friendships, but In some cases the birth of children

during this preliminary period provides evidence of an extra-

residential mating relationship.
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Table 4 shove the developmental breakdown of these unions.

TableJ.; Developmental Bpgakdovn o? Mar^i^gee Proceeded
Consensual Cohabitation *

Preliminary Period Connsensual Cohabitation Marriage Total. Union

6 months 1 yr 4 yrs 6 yrs

6 months 1 yr 9 yrs 10 yrs

1 yr 3 yrs 8 yrs 12 yrs

2 yrs 6 yrs 6 yrs 14 yrs

6 yrs 3 yrs 6 yrs 15 yrs

3 yrs 3 yrs 10 yrs 16 yrs

2 yrs 5 yrs 13 yrs 20 yrs

1 yr 3 yrs 16 yrs 20 yrs

2 yrs 5 yrs 14 yrs 21 yrs

2 yrs 5 yrs 14 yrs 21 yrs

2 yrs 7 yrs 17 yrs 26 yrs

1 month 1 yr 25 yrs 26 yrs

1 month 8 yrs 21 yrs 29 yrs

6 months 30 yrs 1 yr 31 yrs

7 months 9 yrs 28 yrs 38 yrs

4 months 17 yrs 30 yrs

.

47 yrs

1 yr 30 yrs 26 yrs 57 yrs

Incomplete Information:

? 13 yrs 6 yrs 19 yrs at least

? 2 yrs 23 yrs 23 yrs at least

23 yrs
(some may have
been preliminary

stage)

30 yre 53 yrs

* The totals are made up from including the months in excess of years;
but for purposes of simplification the component periods are stated
only in years, unless less than one year.
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In nine of the remaining ten oases where the couple is married,

the consensually cohabiting stage was either very short-lived or

completely absent, (in the tenth case information on the develop¬

ments,! breakdown of the union is incomplete, but it had lasted at

least ten. years.) Two main variants can be identified in these

cases. One is where the duration of the preliminary period during

which the couple had been friendly was of three years or less (six

oases), giving a developmental pattern not unlike that of the average

middle/upper olass marriage (which as mentioned in Chapter 1 is

similar to that in British and American society), whereby marriage

generally occurs at a fairly early stage in the relationship. In

these cases none of the children bom to the couple (at least none

of those alive) axe reported as being bom prior to marriage. The

second variant (three oases) is where the period during which the

oouple had been friendly prior to their marriage was so long (six,

twelve and twenty-one years respectively) that it is apparent that

the stage of consensual cohabitation identified in the developmental

pattern of the majority of marriages had here been replaced by an

extended extra-residential stage. The birth of children during this

latter period confirms this conclusion in all three cases.

Of the twenty-nine oases of marriage where details on the

developiocntal breakdown of the union are available, then, twenty-

three cases show evidence of a progressive development from an

earlier non-legal state during which the couple either mated extra-

residential ly or lived in consensual cohabitation (or both), to a

legal stage. In these cases, then, marriage is seen to consolidate

a pre-existing conjugal union, and the legalisation of a conjugal
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union can therefore be taken as indicative of increased stability

in the latter.

In the remaining six cases evidence of such a progressive

developmental pattern ie absent. Nevertheless, it can be mentioned

in papsing (the discussion of the sample's overall conjugal careers

belonpot.' to another section) that in three of these oases at least

one of the spouses has had outside children by at least one previous

nora-legal union; the faot that they are now married, then,

provider evidence of a progressive developmental pattern in their

overall conjugal career.

Caniuaai Unions based on Consensual Cohabitation.

As osen from Table 3 above, consensual unions are in many

oases relatively stable unions, in nineteen of the twenty-one oases

having lasted for five years or more; and in ten of the twenty-one

cases for ten years or more; the average duration of such unions

being 11.1 years.

Information is incomplete on the developmental breakdown within

five of those consensual unions. In fifteen of the remaining

sixteen consensual unions, however, a progressive developmental

sequence is apparent, the setting up of a consensual union coming

after a preliminary period of friendship ranging in duration from a

few months to seven years. In the majority of oases this period was

short, boing one year or less (twelve cases), in two oases being two

years, and in one oase seven years. In the sixteenth case the

developmental pattern has been somewhat disrupted by the women's

migration to Kingston to work for some years, her spouse having an
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outside child during this time* Nevertheless consensual cohabitation

was in this case also preceeded by a period during which the couple

"sort of so and ooae" - as extra-residential rating is often referred

to.

It can be concluded frcuu the developmental pattern within these

concenr.-u.-u unions that consensual cohabitation is a more stable

mating relationship than extra-residential mating, the transformation

of an extra-residential into a consensual relationship indicating

that a certain degree of stability has been achieved in the relation¬

ship.

In these sixteen oases the actual period of consensual cohabitation

ranges fro© 5-19 years. If the period preoeeding actual marriage

in the twenty oases referred to previously where marriage had

followed on from consensual cohabitation is compared with the

duration of the twenty-one current consensual unions, it can be

noted that in many cases the latter are comparable in stability with

the equivalent period in the former type of union. For the

average duration of the period proceeding marriage in these marital

union;; in 9.9 years, while that of the total duration of the

consensussi unions is 11.1 years. There is therefore reason to

conclude that many of the more stable current consensual unions

will in fact be later consolidated by marriage. And by 1972 this

was in fact seen to be the oase in three unions, these couples

finally mrrylng after being friendly for periods of at least twelve

yearu; fifteen and twenty-one years; and having lived consensually

for periods of twelve, fourteen and twenty years respectively.
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those unions in which the oouple is now married, it was seen that

twenty-t ..cee out of thirty cases show evidence of a progressive

developmental pattern of which actual marriage is only the final

stage, /nd that in an additional three cases, marriage followed a

progressive developmental overall conjugal career. It was also seen

that in the majority of the twenty-three oases where actual marriage

only accounted for the later stage of the union, the oouple had

first lived in consensual cohabitation.

Thi, conclusion that the typical mating pattern is a progressive

developmental one is further supported by considering the duration

of the tranty-one current consensual unions, many of which were

seen to show as much stability as the equivalent stage in those

unions where the oouple is now married. This points to the likelihood

that many of the stabler consensual unions will probably be eventually

consolidated by marriage, this prediction being borne out by 1972

in three cases.

Fin; ly, the examination of the developmental pattern of both

the current marital and consensual unions indicates that a pre¬

liminary period of extra-residential mating is the norm in a conjugal

relation hip.

In addition to using the variable of duration as an index of

stability of a conjugal relationship, then, the nature of the latter -

that 1, extra-residential, consensual or marriage - can also be

taken as on index of relative stability! consensual cohabitation

being a more stable mating status than extra-residential mating, and

marriage a more stable status than consensual cohabitation.



Age and foe variations In co-residential unions.

Table 5 shows the ages of both males and females In the two

typ©s of oo-residential union: consensual cohabitation (twenty-one

cases) end marriage (thirty cases).

Table 5: Correlation Between the Variables of Age and Tyre of
Co-Residential Union.

Age Consensual Cohabitation Marriage Dotal

Kales Females Total Males Females Total

20 - 29 4 6 10 - 2 2 12

30 - 39 7 9 16 4 6 10 26

40 - 49 7 4 11 7 6 13 24

50-59 2 2 4 8 8 16 20

60 & Over 1 - 1 11 7 18 19

Don't Know - - - - 1 1 1

Total 21 21 42 50 50 60 102

Consensual Cohabitation. In the consensual unions sixteen of the

men (05.7;') and nineteen of the women (90.5$) are younger than fifty.

Of these,eleven of the men (52.4$) and fifteen of the women (71.4$)

are also younger than forty, four of these men and six of these

women being in fact in their twenties. Only three of the men and

two of "Hie women are fifty or older, only one of these (a man aged

sixty-four) being sixty or over; this man being in fact married by

1972. Of the forty-two persons living in consensual cohabitation,

then, thirty-seven (88.1$) are younger than fifty; with twenty-six
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of these (61.9$) being younger then thirty. Only five persons are

fifty or over with only one being sixty or over.

In those unions based on marriage, on the other hand,

twenty-, he of the men (86.7$) and twenty-one of the women (70$)

are forty or older. Of these, nineteen of the men (65,5$) and

fifteen ol the women (50$) are fifty or older, with eleven men

(56.7,) nd seven women (23.3$) being in fact sixty or older.

Only fcu_ of the men and eight of the women are younger than forty,

and of these only two of the women are younger than thirty, none of

the men being below that age. In one oase the age of the woman is

not known, but she appears to be in her late thirties or forties.

Of the sixty persons living in marital unions, then, forty-seven

(78»3$) forty or olderj with thirty-four of these (56.7$)

being fifty or older, and with eighteen (59$) being in foot sixty or

older. Only twelve persons are younger than forty, with only two

being younger than thirty.

A comparison of the ages of persons living in oonsensual and

marital unions shows that older persons tend to be married, while

younger parsons tend to oohabit oonsensually. This supports the

previous; conclusion that marriage tends to come fairly late in

life, tuning in fact to consolidate a union which has already lasted

several years, the stage immediately proceeding marriage in such

unionc generally being consensual cohabitation rather than extra-

residential mating.

Ui comparing the ages of males and females within eaoh type of

union it can be concluded that in both types tee overall age of tee

women tend3 to be younger than teat of tee men. It follows then that

women not only enter ooneensual unions at a younger age than men,
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but that they also tend to consolidate their conjugal careers by

marriage at an earlier age than men.

Overall Conjugal Career of all Principal Adults.

Over half (seventy-one out of one hundred and twenty-nine -

55$) of the principal adults in the sample have had two or more

conjugal unions. Table 6 shows the number of such unions. (Since
in the majority of oases these figures are based cm the number of

•productive unions, this may well be an understatement of the oase.)

Table 6; Number of Conjugal Unions for ixinoipal Aduitn

Ho. of Unions Males Females Total

Male-Headed
Households

Female-Headed
Households

Total

0 1 - 1 1 2

1 28 18 10 28 56

2 14 22 4 26 40

5 8 7 1 8 16

4 4 4 4 8 12

5 1 - mm - 1

6 1 - - - 1

7 1 - - - 1

Total 58 51 20 71 129

The number of unions for all one hundred and twenty-nine principal

adults ranges from 0-7 with those for the fifty-eight males and seventy-

1) M.G. mith oomes to a similar conclusion in his study of Jamaican
rural communities, 1962 (a) op clt.
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one females ranging from 0-7 and 0-4 respectively; a subdivision

of the fcraales into those in male- and feciale-haaded households

(fifty-one and twenty respectively) showing that the range is from

1-4 and 0-4 for the respective categories. Only one female end

one male have no conjugal careers, these being the same persons

referred to above as the only two in the sample of principal adults

who can be classified as 'Single* with no further qualification.

The range in the number of unions is biggest for the sales, being

the same as that for the total number of adults, the range for females

being less than both. The average number of unions for the total

number of principal adults is 1.9» with that for the males and

feaaler being 2 and 1.9 respectively, (the average being 1.9 for

females in both male- and female-headed households). The average

number of unions for females then coinoidea with the average number

for all adults, with that of the males being slightly higher.

The icde for all the adults, as well as for both males and

females, is one union. This is also the case with those females in

the female-headed households; but for those in the male-headed

households the mode is two unions.

The median for all adults is two unions, this also being the

case both for all the females, and for females in the male-headed

households. In the oase of the males, exactly half have had one

union or less (twenty-eight having one union, only one having none,)

the other half having had two unions or more. The median number of

unions is least for the females in the female-headed households,

being only one union.

Beorite this evidence of plural unions, the ideal union is

monogsmous, and an unfaithful partner may be referred to as "wild".
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Hot only does this appear to be the ideal, however, for - apart from

a limited number of cases where there is evidence of concurrent

unions (; merally in the past history of conjugal careers) - the

majority of unions do in fact appear to be, or have been, monogamous*

The combination of these two characteristics, then, (that is plural

unions and monogamy) results in a mating pattern which can be design¬

ated 'serial monogamy', 1 ^ monogamous unions occurring sequentially.

Where concurrent unions were aeon to have oocurred, one at

least was always an extra-residential one, unless one mate was absent
2)

for a time* ' While it was seen that In some cases the more stable

union survived the outside union - the latter, for example, occurring

in the earlier unstable stage of the former - in other cases the

presence of an outside union had resulted in the break-up or at

least temporary disruption of the stabler residential union. For

example in two of the female-headed households female headship has

resulted rem the fact that the woman had recently left her consensual
x)

mate bec ame the latter "kept another woman"* y/ In both these

1) The term 'serial polygyny* could have been used instead, but
Frei1 ch uses this term with reference to the mating pattern
found among negro peasants in Anamat, Trinidad, to refer to the
wider: read characteristic of individuals having concurrent unions!
Mr. X visiting Mrs. Y while Mr. Y is out visiting Mrs. 2, thus
leaving firs. X free to be visited by Mr. 2, etc... (See Frellich, M.
"Serial Polygyny, Negro Peasants, and Model Analysis" in Amerloan
Anth. apologist 65(5), 1961.

2) It can be noted that Otterbein found in his analysis of Caribbean
family organisation that the outside unions of males are more
cost only associated with marriage than consensual cohabitation,
an such a union would be more disruptive to the latter, 1965 op olt.
Notr also that K.G. Smith found that in C&rriacou males - due to
the high excess of females - are permitted to mate oxtra-residentially
concurrently with marriage? 1962 (a) & (b) op oit.

3) Cf. Clarke 1966 op clti 77# "Unfaithfulness on the part of either
the man or the woman is one of the most frequent causes for the
hrefrup of irregular as well as of regular unions."
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oases the residential union had lasted just under ten years (eight
and nine years respectively). In another case, the extra-residential

mating: of the man had resulted in the temporary break-up of the

stabler consensual union, the woman leaving him for one year. The

consensual union was however resumed after this period, and was

eventually consolidated by marriage, the couple having now been

married for twenty-six years, the total union having lasted for over

fifty years. It might seem that the component features of the

serial monogamous pattern (that is plural unions and monogamy)

represent contradictory values held by the villagers, but this in

fact doea not appear to be so. For the combination of these factors,

resulting in the norm of aerial monogamy, is typified by a progressive

developmental pattern whereby the individual moves from less stable

to more stable unions throughout his mating career, this movement

paralleling that within individual unions described above. As with

the analysis of the developmental pattern of the current oo-residential

unions, the indices of relative stability used in the analysis of the

overall mating career are those of (a) duration and (b) nature of

the union, extra-residential mating being considered the least stable

and marriage the most stable mating form. Increased stability in

a conjugal career regarding the movement from one union to another

may be indicated by either index; that is either by a longer

lasting -onion or by the adoption of a stabler mating form, - In many

oases the two going together.

Table 7 shows the developmental breakdown of the mating careers

of the principal adults acoording to the nature of unions. The

abbreviations 'EH1, 'CC' and 'K* - ussd in the table and elsewhere -

stand for extra-residential, consensual cohabitation and marriage
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respectively} the abbreviation 'ER/CC indicating that although the

union was non-legal, its exact nature is not known. (Concurrent

unions are not included in the table; as stated above, however, they

appear to be few.)

Since the proliferation of actual variants with regard to

specific conjugal careers is too great to be shown in tabular form,

these have been simplified into the sain variants shown below by

presenting only the basic pattern. For example if two conjugal

histories showed the following variations: ER - CC - CC - ER and

EE - EE - CC - ER, then they would both be classified acoording to

the basic pattern which is EH - CC - ER. If the movement from one

union to another in a conjugal career h a only been between unions

of the same type however, this is represented, e.g. CC - CC. In

addition, each union is only represented in ite final form, although

in many cases the individual unions themselves may also have had a

progressive developmental pattern of the type described above for the

current co-residential unions, marriage having been proceeded by

extra-residential and oonsensual stages, and consensual cohabitation

by an extra-residential stage.
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Table 7: Developmental Variants in Overall Conjugal Careers

Variation Kale t Females Total

] |{ale-Headed
Households

Female-H.
Households

Total

None 1 - 1 1 2

Progressive! 13 27 2 29 42

ER - CC 3 9 1
<

10 13

ER - M 4 10 - 10 14

ER/CC - M 3 3 - 3 6

ER - CC - M - 1 mm 1 1

CC - ER - M - 2 mm 2 2

CC - M 3 1 1 2 5

ER - CC - ER - M - 1 - 1 1

Regressive! 2 1 2 4

M - CC 1 - - - 1

ER - M - ER 1 - - - 1

CC - M - CC - 1 mm 1 1

M — ER - - 1 1 1

Neutral! 22 12 4 16 58

M 21 12 4 16 37

M - M 1 - - - 1

Transitionali 20 11 12 25 43

ER/CC - - 1 1 1 •

CC 14 6 5 11 25

ER •• ER - mm 2 2 2

ER/CC - CC 4 - mm - 4

CC - CC 1 4 mm 4 5

CC - ER - CC - 1 - 1 1

CC - ER - - 2 2 2

ER - CC - ER - - 2 2 2

CC - ER - CC - ER 1 mm - - 1

Total 58 51 20 71 129
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As noted previously two of the principal adults have had no

conjugal unions. The conjugal histories of the remaining one hundred

and twenty-seven adults can be classified under twenty-two variations

these in turn being grouped under four headings according to their

developmental pattern.

The first of these is the Progressive pattern. This includes

all variations where the individual's present or most recent union

is typified by a more stable mating form than his proceeding union(s)

The actual variation may include a movement through all three types

of union (EE, CC and M) or simply through thro (ER and CCj EH and M;

or CC and M ). In addition the variation may be consistently

progressive throughout (ER - CC; ER - Mj ER/CC - M; ER - CC - M;

CC - h) or may have regressed temporarily or osoillated in the

way which typifies some of the transitional variants described

below, before progressing (CC -ER-M; orER-CC-ER-M).
The second pattern is Regressive, occurring when the Progressive

pattern described above is reversed, the individual having moved

from marriage to a less stable union (M - CC; ER-M - ERj CC - M -

M - ER). The parallel movement from a consensual union to en extra-

residential union is, however, interpreted as Transitional rather

than Regressive for reasons given below.

The third developmental pattern is a Neutral one. ThiB has

two variations - that where marriage has taken place without the

progressive overall developmental sequence described in the first

pattern. And secondly, where such a marriage has been followed by

another marriage. Both these patterns are similar to those found

in the middle/upper classes.
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The fourth pattern can be described as Transitional. This is

taken to indicate that the individual has embarked on the typical

progressive developmental pattern described above, but is still

in the earlier stages of this. Such variations include those

where there have been more than one such union, these however being

of the same type (ER - ER; CC - CC; ER/CC - CC being also

included here in case the first union was not extra-residential,

though if it were it would be classified as progressive, this adding

more weight to my argument); where there has been an oscillation

between tile two less stable types of union - sometimes involving a

regressive movement whioh can be interpreted as temporary - (ER -

CC - ER; CC - ER - CC; CC - ER - CC - ER ); and where this

variation is more abbreviated end may therefore give the superficial

impression of being regressive (CC - ER).

It can be pointed out that where a present union is recorded as

extra—residential, it may of course develop into consensual

cohabitation or marriage.

It can be seen that a large proportion of these conjugal

histories (forty-two - 33«1$ of the one hundred and twenty-seven adults

with conjugal histories) show a progressive developmental pattern,

while only four (3.1$ of the one hundred and twenty-seven conjugal

histories) show a regressive pattern. And it can be noted that of

these latter four, two in fact show a progressive pattern prior to

marriage. In addition, in one of these cases a neutral pattern was

eventually attained when a subsequent union was entered into which

culminated in marriage subsequent to field work.

A further forty-three cases (33.9$ of the one hundred and twenty-

seven histories) show the transitional pattern typical of the earlier
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stages of the px'ogreeelv© pattern. Thus progressive and transitional

patterns ocdbined account for 66,1$ of the total one hundred and

twenty-seven histories.

The vccy: J,alag thirty-nine oases (30.T5») *ee neutral, hut while

these variations have been compared to middle/upper class patterns,

JUL flM&Jto.mm M port mm Ma, mmUmu & aUs. w>-

fioial. si&c£ the analysis of the developmental pattern within the

current te&.rxlages shows that most of these internal patterns are

progressive, involving a development from an extra-residential or

consensual stage (or both) to marriage.

The cue ,m of fenalee over males makes itself shown in the

diffarenas im the numbers of males and females who have progressive

patterns (l irteen males as opposed to twenty-nine females)} other-

vise there are no marked differences between the sexes for the other

patterns. It can be noted at this point, however, that the majority

of fama.lv household heads have transitional patterns, a ph«acei«»an

which will later be related to the variable of the developmental cycle.

Vheroae the analysis of the current consensual and marital unions

shows that the typical conjugal union tends to have a progressive

devti.opnsntui pattern, then, the analysis of the overall conjugal

histories shows that the typical conjugal career also tends to have

such a developmental pattern.

mV-w Jm&a >9 nftti °&sr ^

^w» Vvrt wiiff up&m 9t ,^N,

Mtm* MhUt Jfet ptjs^B of Hit afolflo

otraiuaai ualaa. it also oharactgrises the later et&k& of the

PUSH* 9ffWft
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Whilo marriage generally indicates stability, and extra-residential

mating generally indicates instability (itself varying from very

casual encounters - "just an accident", "never in friendship",

"teef pass" - to more regular visitingt "ooming and going"), consensual

cohabitation can be seen to combine both aspects, and is therefore

essentially transitional, indicating varying degrees of stability/

instability in specific oases. Thus in a particular union

consensu;.'! cohabitation may indicate only slightly more stability

than the axtra-residential stage if the consensual stage has only

been in existence for a few years or months. On the other hand,

if the consensual stage has lasted for several years it may indicate

the increased stability of a union vhieh may eventually be coneolidated

by marriage. Similarly, short-lived consensual unions may typify the

earlier stages of the overall conjugal career (hence the reason why

oscillation between consensual and extra-residential unions or a

regression from a consensual to an extra-residential union is considered

as typifying the transitional stage of many conjugal careers.) Or,

on the other hand, a consensual union may indicate that the overall

career has attained a stability only slightly less than that shown

by marriage.

It would seem to be precisely this dual nature of consensual

cohabitation which has resulted in Blake*s argument with Hoariques

and Roberts regarding the interpretation of such "common-law unions"

(as Bhe refers to them)} for while Blake concentrates on the

unstable aspects of such mating, the latter two concentrate cm the

1) Cf Wraith, M.G. 19^2 (a) on olt. who found a similar normative
mating pattern in Jamaican rural communities.
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stable aspects. 1^ This point will be discussed acre fully below.

This movement towards stability in mating relationships in.

association with the individual life cyole in River Village is similar

to the pattern of mating found by M.G. Smith to typify the Jamaioan

rural conminities which he studied. Same qualification of this

similarity must however be made. For Smith regards the mating

statuses of extra-residential mating, consensual cohabitation and

marriage as "irreversible", and he notes thats

"each of the three alternative mating forms has its
propor plaoe in the individual life cyole, and couples
may ideally move from extraresidential ra.ting-into
consensual cohabitation and so to marriage." '

And he notes elsewhere with reference to males thats

"The analysis of male mating patterns ... demonstrates
a serial arrangement of extraresidential mating, consensual
cohabitation, and marriage, which has high actual observance." '

And with reference to a similar serial arrangement of mating forms

among females that "The irreversibility of this mating order is

neatly illustrated by the data at hand." ^
While the "irreversibility" of mating forma noted by Smith does

occur in some oases in River Village where an Individual has only

had one conjugal union which has progressed to consensual cohabitation

or culminated in marriage, the situation is in general - as the

1) Blake op pit.

2) Smith, M.G. 1962 (a) op clt: 143-4.

3) Ibid: 130-1.

4) Ibid: 133.
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discussion of the overall mating careers of the principal adults

has shown - more complex than this. For in the early unstable

and transitional period of the Individual's mating career not only

nay the individual regress temporarily or osoillate from a short¬

lived consensual union to an extra-residential one, but since

individual unions typioally have a progressive developmental pattern

themselves, and since many individuals do have more than one

conjugal '.alien, a later stabler union - even one which culminates in

marriage - will generally itself go through an initial extra-

residential stage, so that the adoption of a less stable mating form

may occur temporarily if the individual has had a previous consensual

unicn(s), without upsetting the overall movement towards stability

in mating relationships. Thus the consensual union is not necessarily -

contrary to Smith's suggestion - "much more likely to develop into

marriage than to dissolve, in rural Jamaica." 1^ for While

marriage is generally proceeded by a stable consensual stage,

short-lived consensual unions may also occur in the early unstable

stage of the mating oareer. And in this stage, ainoe the individual

may temporarily regress to an extra-residential relationship. Smith's

qualification of his above statement, - that "Alternatively persons

whose consensual unions have broken down re-enter others shortly
2)

after" - also seems to be an over-simplification of the case.

1) Ibid: 150#

2)



It is perhaps this complexity at the empirical level which

has led to the disagreement between Blake and Roberts as to the

nature of the typical overall lower class Jamaican conjugal career.

For while both identify marriage as occurring late in life, Roberts

argues that the individual has one conjugal union which increases

in stability and finally culminates in marriage, while Blake argues

that the individual has a series of unstable unions, both extra-

residential and consensual, with the latter no more likely than the

former to result in marriage. The pattern isolated by Blake seems

to be typical of the earlier unstable and transitional stage of the

overall conjugal career in River Village only, while Roberts' model -

while applicable in some cases - in general typifies the later stage

of the overall conjugal career.

That this complexity could be responsible for this disagreement

is further supported by the fact that Roberts' analysis is not

based on actual field work, and Blake's study appears to have focussed

on a relatively youthful sample; - one component group of the

latter being attendants at a family planning olinic and therefore

being still of child-bearing age, with the average age of the rest

of the sample being only thirty.

The conclusion that not only the current co-residential unions

but also the typical conjugal career tend to have a progressive

developmental pattern - with a movement from instability to stability -

is diametrically opposed to R.T. Smith's conclusions on Guianese

family structure. For Smith postulates a movement, concomitant

with the developmental cycle, towards greater instability in oonjugal

1) Blake, or? citt 31.
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CC (three years) - CC (six years). Her present and fourth union,

which Is extra-residential, has so far lasted for three years

and she is at present expeotlng a child by her present state* This

union has, from the letter's point of view, overlapped with a more

stable consensual union with another woman. This latter union had

lasted eight years, during; which four ohildren had been born*

This consensual mate, accompanied by the ohildren, having: very

recently moved out of his house (setting; up a female-headed

household) due to his outside association with Kiss CI* The

letter's overall conjugal pattern to date (ER - CC - EE, specifioallys

EB - CC - CC - EE) illustrates the oscillation characteristic of the

transitional stage of the normal conjugal career * Her three previous

unions have not only shown a progressive developmental pattern in

moving from an extra-residential to more stable consensual unions;

but have also shown increasing stability in terms of their duration.

Increasing stability has also been shewn by the fact that whereas ahe

had one child by each of her first two unions, she had two children

by the third. This transitional stage might be prolonged, with her

present union dissolving, or the latter might become more stable,

developing into consensual cohabitation or even to marriage*

Msa CK's (thirty-seven) extra-residential mate lives in a

nearby village, and she goes there regularly to visit him* This

association has so far lasted for over a year, the couple not having

any ohildren together so far. Miss CK. however has had nine ohildren

by three previous unions. Her first child was by a short-lived

casual eztra-residential union which never became firmly established*

Her next five children (only four of whom are alive) were by her

second sate. Although this was also an extra-residential union, it
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was such store stable than the first, lasting nine years. The

next three children were by her third mate; this union was the

sane length as the second, but showed increased stability in that

it evolved into a consensual union. While Kiss CK'e overall

conjugal pattern (HR - CC - ER, specifically« ER - ER - CC - ER)

is classified, as transitional due to the oscillation between extra-

residential and consensual unions, it oan in fact be seen then that

a progressive developmental career is well under way, increasing

stability being shown in the transition from her first to second

union on the Index of duration, and from the second to third on the

index of mating form, that of duration being equal in these two

unions. It can be noted that in fact Kiss CK's first mate had wanted

to marry her; - such developmental overall conjugal patterns as here

therefore do not neoessarily result from a lack of opportunity to

marry as Blake suggests.

The fourth of these four women, Kiss CV. (thirty-five), though

alBO mating extra-residentially presents a more unusual variant

than the extra-residential unions of the above three women. In the

latter cases extra-residential mating typifies the early stages of

a second union in the first case and of a fourth union in the other

two oases, whereas such mating in Miss CW'e oase represents a

transitional period within a previously stable first union which

had. temporarily broken down; for she is in faot mating extra-

residentially with her previous consensual mate. This couple have

had twelve children together, having been associating for twenty

years. After a preliminary extra-residential period of about five

years, they had lived in a consensual union for the next fourteen years.
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The union however broke down, and it was at this point that Misa CW .

moved to Elver Village with nine of her children, leaving hear mate

for some isonthet "Me and him couldn't in a no peace, so me .just tak'

a change," The association has however since been resumed, with

her mate visiting her regularly although he still resides in laintown

where they had previously lived together.

Matrifocslity in these four cases, thai, results not from the

woman being deserted, but is rather symptomatic of the earlier

relatively unstable stage of the normal conjugal developmental pattern,

with that of the youngest woman being in fact the most unstable. The

next two cases show women in their early and middle thirties em¬

barking an relatively new unions after a longer and more progressive

conjugal history | the faot that these are relatively new unions

however, indicating that they axe still in the transitional stage

of their conjugal career. The fourth case is anomalous in that it

represents a regressive step in an otherwise relatively stable union

which had up till then followed a progressive pattern. The previous

stability of the union is characteristic of the woman's age group,

but the oscillation of "toe union indicates that she is not yet out

of the transitional stage of her conjugal career.

Piscuacion of their current unions with the last three informants

brought out the difficulty inherent in classifying unions, which,

though the couple reside in separate households, have taken on some

of the chara cteristics of a consensual union due to the regularity

of the association. This difficulty in classification exists not

only from the observer's point of view; for example Miss CK, the

visiting rtner in her union, explained that although she still

retains her rented room in the village, she spends most of her time
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at her mate's house, also taking many of her meals therei "I stop

here, hut I sleep up there, so I dou't know hov you'd put that."

In the final analysis euch unions were defined as extra-residential

sinoe the couple still maintain different residences. While such

unions pose a problem in classification, however, they also illustrate

the gradual way in which the transition from a less stable to a more

stable ntage within a union say be effected.

Th© nine women in the next three categories ('Separated/EE;'

•Separated/CC*| 'Separated/EES or CC') can be classified together and

then subdivided into two sub-oategories. The first of these

includes the four women who are aged forty or less; the second, the

five who are aged fifty or more.

All four of the younger women display overall conjugal patterns

that are transitional and therefore characteristic of their age group.

Evan the differences in the details of these histories are seen to

be correlated with the differences in their ages. For example

Miss AW. (twenty-one), the youngest of th# four, has had the most

unstable mttarn, having already had three short-lived extra-

reeidesatial unions (two of which were productive), this pattern shoving

that she is in the very early stages of her conjugal career. Two of

the other women are in their late twenties and both have similar

conjugal histories, both having left a previous consensual mate after

a relatively stable union, but one which has lasted for under ten

years (ei$it and nine years respectively), one woman having two

children, the other four. Though still in the transitional stage of

their careers then, these women had previously achieved a certain

degree of stability in their mating.
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The oldest of these four women (forty), though also in her

transitional stage, has a conjugal history which shows a rather

longer developmental pattern - as would be expected from her age -

she having had five children by four productive unionst CC (three

years) - CC (ten years) - Si (six months) - M (two years). Two of

her children were by the second union, the stablest of the four.

Matrifooality in these four oases, then, is seen to be the

side-effect of the transitional stage of the normal mating career,

the woman living alone with her children in the interim period

between unions.

The five older women do not in faot fit into the normal

developmental pattern which has been described above, tending

rather to support R.T. Smith's interpretation of matrifocality.

Four of these voaen show an overall developmental pattern which

has been classified as transitional. However in view of their

ages (which range from 52-84) it would appear that their conjugal

careers in faot came to a halt several years previously while still

in toe transitional stage (some in the very early stages of this,

having only had one productive union) resulting in the kind of

matrifocality described by Smith.

In two cases the woman has had only one child, this being by

a short-lived unstable union in her youth. In a third toe woman's

overall developmental pattern is muoh fuller, she having had five

children by four extra-residential unions. But although she

associated with her third mats for several years, having two children

by him, neither this nor any of the other unions had ever developed

into a more stable consensual union.
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The conjugal history of the fourth woman shows & relatively

stable association with one nan who had fathered her three children*

This union however had not been consolidated by marriage, the

couple separating instead.

The fifth woman has had an overall progressive conjugal career,

having had one child by a short extra-residential union, and eleven

children by a subsequent consensual union which had lasted about

twenty years. After the birth of ten of these children, however,

she was deserted by her Bate, their eleventh child being born during

the last regressive extra-residential stage which narked the last

faltering stage of this union.

While I have stated that these oases represent the kind of

oatrifocality described by Smith, it can be noted that the two oases

in which the woman has only had one child by a short-lived union

do not in fact represent the increasing marginality of the male as nuch

as the short-lived unions which characterise the beginning stage of

the typical conjugal career.

The remaining six female household heads have all been married,

three being separated and three being widowed. The three women who

are separated are all aged sixty or over (two being in their seventies)

and their matrifocal status at this age therefore supports Smith's

interpretation of matrifooality. The two older women have been

deserted for several years (eighteen and fifty-one years respectively

both as a result of the permanent emigration of their husbands).

In tie latter case it oan be noted that marriage took place at an

unusually early age, (when the woman was twenty-three), - an age

when uni ons are typically unstable| and in faot the woman was de¬

serted after only four years of marriage and the birth of one ohild.

(She has had another ohild by a subsequent short-lived extra-

residential union.)



In tiie o«s« of the youngest of the three woman, the separation

has been shorter - about eight years. However, while at the tiae

of field work this oase appeared to support Smith's hypothesis of

matrifooality, 1 learned on ay later visit that the husband was in

fact soon to return hone. He has been abroad for several years,

and after joining him for a short while the woman had returned home,

due, as dhe had told me in 1969* to the fact that the climate did

not agree with her. The eight-year separation following her return,

then, has only been temporary. Had field work been carried out a

few years later, then, this household would have been classified along

with the other thirty households based on a marital union. In

addition, the union would have shown an even stabler progressive

develops ntal pattern than at the time of field work, which,now

viewing the sight-year separation as only temporary, shows both the

progressive developmental pattern ofi ER (three years) - CG (two

years) - M (thirty-two years), and the long overall duration (of

thirty-seven years) which characterises most of the marital unions,

this case also supporting the correlation between marital status

and advanced age.

The three widows are aged fifty-nine, sixty-five and eighty, having

been widowed for eighteen, three and seven years respectively, in

each case after a long stable union. (The youngest women had been

widowed at an early age, her husband being much older than her.)

In at least two of these oases the union had followed a progreesive

develops-mtal pattern which had culminated in marriage, in both oases

the total duration being over twenty years. In the third oase,

that of the oldest woman, the actual developmental details are

not known (the widow being very ill) but the union had lasted at

least fifty-one years prior to her husband's death. Matrifocality
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in these three cases, then, results simply from the death of the

husband at the end of a long stable union.

Of the nineteen 'Single' female household heads who have a

conjugal history, then, the careers of twelve of these (63.2$)
can be fitted successfully into one of the component stages which

characterise the progressive development of the typical overall

conjugal career, while only seven (36.8$) cannot.

'Single' Tale Household Heads. The 'Single' male household heads

will now be considered to see whether their conjugal careers can be

successfully fitted into the normal progressive developmental

pattern, or whether they form the obveree to Smith's interpretation

of matrifocality. One of these 'Single' males (nineteen) has, as

mentioned previously, had no productive union. All the remaining

six 'Single' males are aged sixty or over.

Four of these cases do in fact represent the obverse to Smith's

oatrifocal household, being men who have separated from one type of

union or another, the later stages of their conjugal career therefore

1) Cf. Patterson, 0. op Pit? 166, who notes that in the developmental
mating pattern among the slaves, a final "matriarchal phase"
sometimes resulted from "the death of the'husband'." He adds
however that this phase might occur even when the male was
present, due to the decrease of his authority at the expense
of the increase of that of the woman) this in turn being
resultant from "the fact that none of the children in their
household would have been his own sinoe his union with his last
'wife' began after her ohild-bearing period, and hie own
children would be living with their mothers (his former wives),
often on another estate ..." In River Village, however, this
basis for the growth of matriarchal authority frequently does
not occur, sinoe stable unions resulting in marriage have often
bean produotive ones.
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being typified, by marginality vis-A-vis any family of procreation

of which they may have been a part. (One of these men, however,

does have one of his children living with him, another having a

grandchild with him; the other two live alone.) Two of these have

had overall transitional patterns; one a neutral pattern; and

the other a regressive pattern. Mr. GH's present conjugal status

for example is olassifisd as 'Separated/EE1, since his most recent

productive union was extra-residential. His overall career however

shows a transitional pattern, - having had several children by six

unions, the nature of the latter oscillating between eactra-residential

mating and consensual cohabitation - a stage beyond which his mating

career has never progressed although be is now in his seventies.

Mr. BJ's overall pattern is also transitional, having had three

children by a consensual union, but again this pattern was never

consolidated. Mr. X's overall pattern is classified as neutral

(Marriage); however he has had another (non-legal) union by which

he had three children, but from his discussion of his conjugal

history this union appears to have bean concurrent with some stage

of his marital union. Although the second man who 1b 'Separated/

Married' has an overall regressive pattern, having had two productive

extra-residential unions subsequent to his marriage, up until his

separation his mating career had bean progressive, having had four

productive extra-residential unions prior to marriage.

The overall mating pattern of the remaining two men supports

the conclusion that the typical conjugal career is based on increased

stability in conjugal relations. In one oase the man's mate had

died while they were in a stable consensual union, the oouple having

been together for fourteen years and having had three children.
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They had in fact planned to get married. In the second case the

man has been widowed for five years subsequent to a marriage which

had lasted for forty-seven years.

Of the twenty-five •Single' household heads who have conjugal

histories, then, tee overall mating patterns of fourteen of these

(50) can be fitted successfully into the typical progressive

developmental pattern; and in fact a higher per oentage of tee

males than tee females do not conform to this pattern, 6%2^ of tee

latter conforming. When tee remaining two * Single* household heads

are included, it can be seen teat only eleven of tee total of twenty-

seven ' ingle' housteold heads (40.7$) provide any support for Smite's

interpretation of matrifoeality, and teat in faot two of the seven

women included in this per centage show careers vhioh are more

typical of tee very early stage of a normal career which has never

developed than tee final stage of tee type of career described by

Smite.

Fron an analysis of the developmental breakdown of tee current

conjugal unions of tee principal adults in the sample, and also of

their overall conjugal careers, teen, it can be concluded teat tee

typical conjugal career for bote men and women involves a progressive

development from instability to stability in conjugal relations.

Stable unions are frequently proceeded by one or more less stable

unions, and tee stabler unions generally themselves display a

progressive developmental pattern.

Thttr while this analysis has relied on the use of tee concept

of tee developmental cycle - as does B.T. Smite's analysis of

Guianere family structure - tee conclusions of this analysis do not

in general support Smite's conclusions teat the typical conjugal
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career involves a movement towards greater Instability in conjugal

relations resulting in matrifocality in the later stages of the

developmental cycle.

Having considered the conjugal status of the household heads in

relation to the developmental cycle, the composition of the

sample households will now be considered; this being followed by

the consideration of household composition in relation to the conjugal

status of the principal adults.

Size of Households.

The number of persons in the seventy-eight sample households

ranges fxvxn 1-12, the average being 4.7 persons per household;

the modal household having three persons and the median household

having four persons. Table 8 shows the distribution of households

by size.

Table G: Distribution of Sample Households by Size.

No. of persons in household No. of Households

1 8

2 11

3 14

4 9

5 10

6 6

7 6

8 7

9 1

10 4

11 0

12 2

Total 78 j
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Household Composition.

Tables 9 and 10 show the various categories of kin found in

the seventy-eight households. Relationships are reckoned with

reference to the household head. (The numbers refer to the number

of households where each attribute is present and therefore do not

refer to exclusive categories.)

Table 9» Categories of Kin in Male-Headed Households

Categories of Kin Number of House¬
holds where
attribute present

Alone 4

Spouse 51

Young Children of both spouses (under 20) 26

Adult Children of both spouses (20 or over) 6

His outside children (young) 3

Her outside ohildren (young) 6

Her outside children (adult) 3

Grandchildren of both spouses 8

His grandchildren 2

Her grandchildren 7

Her great grandchildren 2

Her siblings 2

His cousin's children (MBSS) 1

Her siblings' ohildren 4

Her maternal kin (ascending generations) 1

Other 3 *

* In one case this is an unrelated girl of about eleven yrs old;
in another, an 'adopted* son on the Government Foster Scheme;
the other^\Mi woman's granddaughter's adopted daughter.
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Table 10: CatyfloriQ? of Kfe ^ Fpmaj.g-ffQaded Hoi^^ho^As

Categories of Kin Number of Households
where attribute

present

Alone 4

Children, (under 20) 10

Children (adult - 20 or over) 4

Grandchildren 5

Great grandchildren 2

Siblings' grandchildren 1

Other * 1

* An unrelated girl referred to as an 'adopted daughter';
being fostered by the household head from babyhood.

The combinations of these categories of kin in the actual

households give twenty-five variations in household composition in

the male-headed households and ten variations in the female-headed

households. (Young and adult children are, as in the above tables,

classified as separate categories. This is due to the fact that the

presence of adult children in the household is significant in relation

to the question of 'matrifooality', a question which will be

discussed later.) These variations are shown in Tables 11 and 12

respectively.
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Tablq, 111 Variations In Household Composition Male-Headed Households
Variation Number of

Households

Alone 4

+ spouse only 7

+ children (young) 1

+ grandchildren 2

+ spouse + young children of both spouses 16

+ spouse + grandchildren of both 5

+ spouse + children (young & adult) of both + grandchildren of both 1

+ spouse + her grandchildren + her great grandch, + her sib'a child 1

+ spouse + her grandchildren 3

4- spouse 4- young children of both 4- her adult children 1

4- spouse 4- young children of both 4- her grandchildren 4- her adult
children 1

4- spouse 4- young children of both 4- her young children 2

4- spouse 4- adult children of both 4- grandchildren of both 3

4- spouse 4- his young children 4- her sib 1

4- spouse 4- her young children 1

+ spouse 4- his young children 1

4- spouse 4- her children (young & adult) 4- her sib's children 1

4- spouse 4- her sib's children 2

4- spouse 4- young children of both 4- her grandchildren 1

4- spouse 4- young children of both 4- her young children + her
mother 4- other * 1

4- spouse + young children of both 4- grandchildren of both 1

+ spouse 4- her young children 4- her grandchildren 4- his cousin's
ohild (MBSS) 1

+ spouse + young & adult children of both 4- her sib 1

4- spouse 4- young & adult children of both 1

4- spouse 4- her great grandchild 4- her grandchild's adopted child
4- other ** 1

* Unrelated girl of about eleven years old; ** 'adopted' son on
Government Poster Scheme.
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Table 12: Variation in Household Composite? In Female-Headed Households

Variations Number of
Households

Alone 4

+ young children 8

+ young & adult children 1

+ grandchildren 1

+ grandchildren + great grandchildren 1

+ adult children + grandchildren 1

+ adult children + sib'8 grandchild 1

+ adult children + grandchildren + great grandchild 1

+ young children + grandchildren 1

+ other * 1

20

* An unrelated girl referred to as an 'adopted daughter* (see
Table 10).

Table 9 shows that the commonest category of kin found in the

male-headed households is the spouse (present in fifty-one households),

the second commonest being young children of both spouses, that is

children common to both spouses, not "outside" children 1^ (present

1) As with Clarice (1955 op oiti 118) "outside" children are not
defined acoording to the question of legitimacy; the term
denoting children bom outside of the current union.
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In twenty-six households). Young outside children of the nan and

woman being found in only three and six cases respeotively« with

adult outside children of the woman being found in three cases.

Grandchildren common to both spouses is the third commonest category,

but such kin are present in only eight cases. The woman's grand¬

children are found in seven cases, and adult children common to both

spouses are found in six cases. Great grandchildren are present

in only two cases, in both oases being those of the woman.

While there is some evidence of extended family households, then,

the predominant picture of household composition in the male-headed

hour-holds is of a man, his spouse, and their young children (that

is children under the age of twenty). These salient characteristics

are reflected in Table 11 where the commonest variation in the

household composition of the male-headed households is the man,

his spouse and their young children (occurring in sixteen households);

the second commonest being the man and his spouse only (seven

households). These two variations plus that where the household head

lives alone (four households) account for twenty-seven of the fifty-

eight male-headed households, that is for 46.7^' of these households.

All other variations (twenty-two) being found in 1-3 households

only, moat (sixteen) being found in one household only.

The overall picture derived from this data then is not one of

extended family households nor of •matrifocality', and it is only

when we turn to consider the categories of kin which occur in a

limited number of cases that there is evidence of either the

extended family household, or of a raatrifocal bias in household

composition; for example, the woman's young outside children are

found in six oases as opposed to three oases where the man's
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outside children are present; the woman's grandchildren in seven

cases as opposed to the man's grandchildren in two; the woman's

adult outside children (three cases), great grandchildren (two cases),

siblings (two cases), and sibling's children (four cases), all these

categories in relation to the man being absent. There is one case

where the man's matrilateral cross-cousin's child (KBSS) is present.

With reference to kin of ascending generations, such kin are present

in only one oase, (being the mother of the woman.)

Table 10 shows that the most prevalent category of kin found in

the female-headed households is that of young children (in ten cases,

or 50$ of such households). Adult children, grandchildren and great

grandchildren only appear in four, five, and two cases respectively.

There is, then, only limited indication for the interpretation of

female-headed households as matrifocal extended family households.

Rather, most of the female-headed households can be seen to be the

residual core of the nuclear family household - the latter having

been found above to be the most prevalent type of male-headed

household - such a core consisting most frequently of the woman

and her young children (ten cases), or less frequently of the woman

alone (three oases), (it was noted above that one of the four oases

of 'Single' female household heads is in fact single with no further

qualification.)

These salient characteristics are reflected in Table 12, where
*

the most frequent variation in household composition is seen to be "

that of the household head and her young children (ei$it oases),

the second commonest being that of the household head alone (four

. oases). These two variations account for 60% of the females-headed

households, all other variations (eight) occurring in only one

household each.
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Regarding all households, then, the most prevalent types of

household composition are seen to be that of a man, his spouse,

and their children, or the residual core of this nuclear family

structure - either the woman and her children, or the woman alone.

The number of generations represented by the various categories
♦

of kin in each household is correlated below with the nature of

these generations, (that is first/second/third/fourth ascending/

descending generations, these being reckoned in relation to the

household head). Tables 13 and 14 refer to male-headed and female-

headed households respectively; Table 13 refers to the total number

of households.

Table 13: Generational characteristics of Male-Headed Households

No. of households No. of generations Nature of generations
/no. of householdsC )

No. of
variations

II I ego's only (II) 2 *

36 2 + ID (28) 11

+ 2D ( 8) 3

10 3 + 1D + 2D ( 8) 6

+ 1A + 1D ( 1) 1

+ 1D ♦ 3D ( 1) 1

1 4 + 1D + 2D ♦ 3D ( 1) 1

58 (58) 25

* Alone; and + spouse.
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14« Generational characteristics of Female-Headed Households

No. of households No. of generations Nature of generations
/no. of households( )

No. of
variations

4 1 ego's only ( 4) 1 *

11 2 + 1D (10) 3

+ 2D ( 1) 1

4 3 + 1D + 2D ( 3) 3

+ 2D + JD ( 1) 1

1 4 + 1D + 2D + 5D ( 1) 1

20 (20) 10

* Alone

Of Sample Households _ <

No, of households No. of generations Nature of generations
/no. of households

No. of
variations

15 1 ego's only (15) 5 *

47 2 + ID (38) 14

+ 2D ( 9) 4

14 3 + 1D + 2D (11) 9

+ 1A + 1D ( 1) 1

+ 1D + 3D ( 1) 1

+ 2D + 3D ( D 1

2 4 + 1D + 2D + 5D ( 2) 2

76 (78) 35

* Male alone; male + spouse; female alone.

In the cases of unrelated foster ohildren these are classified as

first descending generation (i.e. in the role of 'child*) regardless
of the age of the foster parent.



Of the fifty-eight male-headed households, eleven are comprised

of only one generation (that of the household head)) thirty-six are

comprised of two generations) ten are three-generational) and

only one is four-generational. Of the twenty female-headed house¬

holds, four are ooapriaed of the household head's generation only)

eleven of two generations) four of three generations) end again,

only one is four-generational. Of the total number of seventy-eight

households, fifteen are comprised of only one generation) forty-

seven of two generations) fourteen of three generations) and two

of four generations.

The average, nodal, and median male-headed household are all

oooprised of two generations. In the fenale-headed households the

average is 2.1 generations, and the nodal and median household are

both oonipxiaed of two generations. With reference to all households,

the average, nodal and nedlan household are all two-generational.

The variable of household composition will now be considered in

relation to that of the conjugal status of the prinoipal adults.

?9ffiP9ftW9H 9? CoP.1W4
mm

Male-Headed Households. The nost prevalent variation - that of the

male household head with his spouse and their young children (sixteen

oases) - is distributed equally between the households where the

principal adults are married, and those where they are cohabiting

conaenrsually (eight oases each).

The next most prevalent variation - that of the household head

and his spouse only - ie distributed almost equally between these two

types of household, the variation being present three and four tines
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in those households based on marriage and consensual cohabitation

respectively.

The basic variation of the household head with spouse and their

young children - which is a basic component in another ten households -

is present in six and four oases in 'Married' and 'Consensual' house¬

holds respectively. This is not a significant difference when the

exoess of the former type of household over the latter is taken into

consideration.

There is a wider range of additional categories of kin and

also of variations in the 'Married' households than in the 'Consensual'

ones. This is not surprising in view again of the access of the

former over the latter type. Despite this however, some of these

differences appear to be significant, vizi Whereas the categories

"Adult Children of Both" and "Grandchildren of Both" appear in the

'Married' households six and seven times respectively, the former

category does not appear at all in the 'Consensual' households, with

the latter category appearing only once in these households. The

explanation for this would appear to be, firstly, that married persons

are more likely to have adult children and grandchildren than consen-

sually cohabiting ones because of the tendency for the former to be

older than the latter. And eeoondly, that married couples are more

likely to have adult children and grandchildren belonging to them

both than oonsensually cohabiting couples, since those unions in which

the couple is married tend to have had a greater duration than those

in which the couple is not.

That these explanatory hypotheses are in fact valid can be seen

from the fact that firstly, the ages of the household heads and their

spouses in those 'Married* households where "Adult Children of Both"
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are present range from 45-74 and 56-64 respectively, with those of

the household heads and their spouses in the 'Married* households

where "Grendohildren of Both*' are present ranging from 49-74 and

47-72 respectively (both categories in fact being common to four

households). And secondly, that the durations of the unions

concerned range in the first case from 20-42 years, and in the

second from 26-53 years.

The greater joint incidence of the categories "Adult Children",

"Grandchildren" and "Great Grandchildren" of one soouae only (in all

cases, in fact, those of the woman) in 'Married' rather than

'Consensual' households (one, six and two oases and two, one and

no oases respectively) is again related to the faot that married

persons tend to be older and are therefore more likely to have both

adult children and second and third generation descendants than

persons who are cohabiting oonsensually. That this is so is seen

from the faot that whereas the ages of the household heads and

their spouses in those 'Consensual* households where these categories

are present range from 59-34 and 59-40 respectively, those of the

equivalent persons in the relevant 'Married' households range from

52-72 and 44-75 respectively.

This conclusion is further borne out by the faot that the

oategory of young outside children (that is children belonging to

one spouse only) is more prevalent in the 'Consensual* households

than in those where the oouple is married (the woman's young

children being present in four and two cases respectively; the

man's in two and no oases respectively), this being sore significant

when the excess of 'Married' over 'Consensual' households is

considered. This relative incidence can be seen to be related to the
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likelihood of a previous union(s) being store recent in the case of

eansennually cohabiting rather than married persons. This is in

fact supported by the relatively short duration of the relevant

consensual unions, which range from 3-16 years. (And omitting the

union which has lasted for sixteen years, where the outside child

is in fact only four years old * indicating a concurrent union *

the refining unions in fact only range from 3*12 years.) In the two

cases where young outside children are present in 'Married* house*

holds the unions are also relatively short (twelve and sixteen years)

when coppared with the majority of unions in which the couple is

married. The ages of the household heads and their spouses In the

above 'Consensual' households * which range from 30*64 (but omitting

the oao mm. aged sixty—four * the oldest consensually cohabiting

male who is over thirty years older than his mate * only 30-54) and 28*33

respectively * further supports the above conclusion since it indicates

that such oouples are likely to be in the early or transitional

stages of their overall conjugal careers. And the two relevant

oases of laarrled oouples in faot show that these persons are younger

than the average married person, (the mm being thirty-five and forty-

two, the women thirty-one and thirty-six.)

The final significant comparison between these two types of

household is that whereas in the 'Married* households all categories

of kin that are not common descendants of the oouple are the woman's

kin, in the 'Consensual' households, although the woman's kin are

more prevalent than the man's, the latter are also present, * and

these additional categories despite the smaller number of 'Consensual'

households.
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The maternal bias In household composition which has so

frequently been taken in the literature an Caribbean kinship

organisation as representative of the 1matrifocal family/household'

then, is in fact seen here not only to be present in some of the

male-headed households, but of these, to be more predominant in

the stabler households, that is those based on marriage rather

than consensual cohabitation; - households whioh cannot, therefore,

be termed •matrifocal'. It will also be seen from the data on

fostering that the latter phenomenon - which is also frequently

taken as indicative of xaatrifocality - la most prevalent in male-

headed households based on marriage.

Of the seven households where the male has no resident spouse,

the commonest variation in household composition is the man living

alone (four cases). One of these is the youngest prinoipal adult

in the sample, - the only •Single1 male who has not yet had any

children. Hence his living alone is a direct result of the fact that

he is either at the very beginning of, or has not yet started on,

his conjugal career. Another two are two of the •Separated1 males,

who fall into the category of Smith's •marginal• male. And the

fourth is the man classified as *Vidowed/CC*, whose children rare now

adult and living neolooally, one in fact having emigrated abroad.

Of the other three males, two are •marginal* - one of these

having one of his outside children (a daughter, seventeen) and the

other a granddaughter (twelve) living in the household. So in fact

despite the •marginality* of these two men vis-&~vis their past

mates, they are in fact involved to some extent in ohild rearing and

domestic duties. The third man (•'Widowed/Carried•) has three of

his grandchildren living with him. This household is therefore the
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residual core of what would have been an expanded stable 'Harried'

household if his wife were alive.

The household composition of these seven male-headed households,

then, can all be related to their conjugal status - itself related

to the developmental cycle. One man is seen to live alone because

he has not yet embarked (or possibly is only just doing so) on his

oonjug&l career, a fact compatible with hie age (nineteen). The

household composition of another four of the men is seen to be related

to their 'marginal!ty' in the sense typical of the type of

developmental cycle described by Smith. And the remaining two show

the alternate ways in which a household based on a stable union

can develop - either dispersion, due to the neolocal residence of the

ohildre*! when they reach adulthood; or a seoomd stage of growth due

to the addition of grandchildren to the household (in this case also

following dispersion of the children). The composition of these

two households being seen, however, to be modified by the death of

the spouse.

In conclusion, then, it can be seen that the most basic

component of the male-headed households ist the man, his spouse

and their young children, this being so regardless of the oouple's

oonjugal status, thus indicating the basic structural similarity

between households based on marriage and consensual cohabitation.

However certain significant differences between these two types of

household are also seen to exist, and these are related to the

respective stages of the developmental cycles of the principal adults

which tend to be associated with the variation in their conjugal status.

The household composition of the seven 'Single* male-headed

households is also seen to be related to the variable of conjugal
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statue and the associated stage in the developmental cycle.

■Pomr,, .ded Households. It can also be seen that the variable of

oonjugal status - which has been shown above to be significantly re¬

lated to the respective stages of the developmental cycle - is also

responsible for the variations in the household composition of the

female-hoaded households, vizi

The only female who is classified above as *Single* with no

further qualification, lives alone.

The households of all eight women who are seen to be in the

early or transitional stages of their conjugal career (that is the

four mat ag extra-residenttally, and the younger group of four women

in the m tegory * Separated/EE or CC*) all have the some variation:

the household head and her young children j the variable of whether

the latter are full or half-siblings reflecting the details of each

individual*s conjugal career.

Throe of the four oases where the woman lives alone, and all

the more complex variations, occur in the three categories of older

women.

The variations in the households of the group of the five older

women In the category *Separated/ER or CC* who are classified as

the obverse to Smith's 'marginal male* have the following variations!

In one case 'tee woman lives alone, her only ohild (by an early

consensu;;! union) being now in his fifties and living abroad in tee

U.K. In a further two oases the woman has either her children or a

foster child living with her; one of these - tee woman who has had

three children by a relatively stable consensual union - has two of

these children still living with her (one young, the other adult).
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In the ease of the seoond woman, her only child (by an early nan-

legal union) is now in hie forties and lives neolooally in the

village. She child who actually lives with her - though she refers

to her £3 "ay own dear ohild* - is actually an 'adopted' daughter

who was given to her as a baby- by "a stranger", The daughter is

now adult,

Co-resident with the other two women in this category are a

young child and a grandchild in one case, end grandchildren and a

great grandchild in the other. In the former case the child atill

living at home is the youngest of the woman's five children (nineteen) -

which wore bora by four extra-residential unions - two of these other

ohildren having died, and the other two living neolooally in the

village; the grandchild who lives with her being the ohild of

one of these daughters. The latter case (this being the woman who

has had erne ohild by a short-lived extra-residential union, and

then eleven ohildren by * stable consensual union, being however

finally deserted,) is perhaps the most typical 'matrifoe&l' household

in the raiaple in the sense generally referred to in the literature,

since fesale headship results from desertion and the household is

a three-generational extended one. (it is interesting to note that

in fact the great grandohild (fourteen) is the oldest of the five

ohildrosa fostered there, which illustrates how the variable of

generation may cross-cut that of age when the person has had a large

number of ohildren over en extended period of time; - this "great

gran" being the grandohild of the second of this woman's twelve

children.)
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The two of the three women classified as •Separated/Carried*

who con lete the total of seven women who fit Smithes model of

matrifoc ity have two adult grandchildren living in the household

in one c e, in the other living alone. In the latter case the

woman's two adult children (half-siblings) both reside neolocally

in the village.

In the third case in this category - where the separation was

later seen to be tally temporary - the woman has two of her adult

children living at home in addition to her brother's grandchild.

This household, along with two of the three households where the

head is ' Mowed/Married*, (with adult children and also grand¬

children living in the household in one case, and an adult child

a grandchild and a great grandchild - the latter two being

descendants of her resident son - in the other) being the residual

expanded cores of stable male-headed households based on marriage;

the male being absent in one case through temporary emigration, and

in the; ether two due to death.

It ecu here be pointed out that althou£h these three households

are structurally similar to the case singled out above as being most

'typicnily matrifocal' - in that these are also multi-generational

extended households with a female head - that these three households

have a different ralson d'§tre for their matrifoeality than the for¬

mer. For in the typical case female headship results from male

marginal:-ty, while in these three cases this is not so.

In the third case where the woman is 'Widowed/Carried*, she lives

alone, her children - now adult - living elsewhere neolocally; this

household then representing the residual dispersed core of a stable

male-headed household based on marriage, the man being absent through

death.
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In the female-headed households, then, the most common

variation - that of the household head and her young children - ia

seen to coincide with the younger women who are in the early or

transitional stage of their conjugal careers; while the presence

of adult children, or second and third generation descendants (or

the equivalent) is seen to be correlated with the household heads

who arc uore advanced in age, single female headship in these cases

being due to a variety of reasons - also associated with the

variable of the developmental cycle and the concomitant variable of

conjugal status.

From the analysis of the household composition of the seventy-

eight sample households, then, the variable of the structure of the

household is seen to be significantly associated with that of the

conjugal otatus of the principal adults, which in turn was seen

to be closely associated with the respective stages of the develop-
*

mental cycle. And in the majority of oases both the variable of

conjugal tatus and that of the associated household composition of

the individual cases are seen to be compatible with the model of an

overall conjugal career whose basic characteristic is a progressive

movement towards greater stability in conjugal relations.

The conclusion that household composition is related to mating

patterns, and that this in turn is influenced by the developmental

cycle, is supported by M.G. Smiths work on Vest Indian family

structure. It was noted above, however, (in Chapter 2) that

M.G. Smith*s explanation of Vest Indian family structure has been

criticised as tautologous by Horowitz; (this explanation, however,

being fr.'csa Smith's point of view one that oorrectly confines itself

to independent variables within the system he is trying to explain.)
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While Smith's explanation can be criticised as tautologous if the

system he is explaining is taken to be family structure (since

mating patterns are a part of family structure), a hypothesis which

purports to explain the variable of household composition by that of

mating patterns is not. Nevertheless, this is not a sufficient

explanation, for it is family structure as a whole which needs

explaining. It is therefore necessary to consider what determines

mating patterns. Horowitz suggests that it is the variable of

control over resources (more specifically the variable of peasant/

proletarian status). This too is the explanation put forward by the

majority of the current anthropological studies of Caribbean family

structure, as was seen in Chapter 2. It will therefore be necessary

to consider the hypothesis that mating patterns in River Village

are economically determined.

Before doing so, however, the phenomenon of fostering in and

from the sample households will first be considered.

Fostering.

Of the fifty-eight male-headed households, fostering is present

in twenty-one households, being absent in thirty-seven; and of the

twenty female-headed households, is present in six households,

being absent in fourteen. With reference to the total number of

sample households, then, fostering is present in twenty-six households

and absent in fifty-two. (Fostering is here defined as the placement

of children in a household where neither parent is present). Table 16

shows the number of children fostered in the relevant households.
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Table 16: Children Fostered in Sample Households

Humber of children fostered dumber of households in which fostering occurs

iviale-headed Female-headed Total

1 9 4 13

2 5 1 6

3 3 - 3

4 1 mm 1

5 - 1 1

6 - - -

7 1 - 1

8 - - -

9 1 - 1

Total 20 6 26

>■>

This gives a total of fifty-nine children fostered in twenty-six

households, forty-eight of these children being fostered in male-headed
households and eleven in female-headed households."^

Postering can be correlated with the conjugal status of the household

heads of the households where it occurs as follows: (See Tables 17 and 18).

1) Postering was also a common feature in the life histories
of many of the principal adults.
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Xftlale 178 Conjugal Status of Household Heads in Male-Headed Householda
where Fostering occurs. ,

Conjugal Status of Household Head Number of Households Number of children

Married 15 40

Consensually Cohabiting 3 4

Widowed/Married 1 3

Separated/CC 1 1

Total 20 48

1

/

Table 18} Conjugal Status of Household Heads in Female-Headed Households
where Fostering occurs.

Conjugal Status of Household Head Number of Households Number of children

Separated/ER 1 1

Separated/EE or CC 1 1

Separated/CC 1 5

Widowed/Married 1 1

Separated/Married 2 3

Total 6
.

11

It is clear from Tables 17 and 18 -that fostering occurs most frequently

in male-headed households where the principal adults are married (forty

children in fifteen households); to a limited extent in male-headed households

where the principal adults are living in consensual cohabitation (four
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children In three households) and. in female-headed households (eleven

children in six households); and is almost absent in the •single1 aale-

headed households (four children in two households). It can be concluded

■therefore that fostering in the cample is not in fact indicative of

•matrifocal' households, but rather of the expansion of the most otcble

households, that is those based on marriage.

Relationship of Foster Children to Household Head. As seen from Tables 9

and 10 on household composition, many of the children fostered are

grandchildren (generally of both principal adults or of the woman)

although in some cases they are great grandchildren (of the women) or a

sibling's child or grandchild. There are in addition a few causes where the

fostered child is not in fact a relative; - in one case of a female-headed

household (where the woman has herself only had one child by a nan-legal

union long since dissolved) the girl whom she referred to as "my own

dear child" had in fact been given to her as a baby by a "stranger".

In another case, that of a male-headed household based on marriage, one

of the three children fostered there is the 'adopted daughter' of the

woman's granddau^iter, the latter having had no children of her own. The

ohild has been fostered in the present household since its previous

foster mother's death. Another of the children in this household is a

little boy fostered out an the Government's foster scheme (operated

through the Ministry of Youth and Community Development). The foster

mother - who says that children are her "delist" - had, al though oho

Is now in her seventies and has had children, grandchildren and great

grandchildren of her own, applied to the Government for a ohild. £hc

has not legally adopted hims "Only take care of him", receiving £5 monthly

towards his support. Regarding his future, die told met "Either I clie

and them [the Government] take Mm; or If him becomes a man in me hand

them give him a trade." In yet another case of a male-headed household, a
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married couple had been asked, about a month prior to the interview, to

take oare of an unrelated schoolgirl who was " just around."

Kinship Terminology. Grandparents may be addressed by grandchildren

fostered in their household by a variety of kinship terms, such ass

mama/aunt/nana for -toe grandmother, and papa/dada/tata1^ for the grandfather.

The use of parental terms of address in some oases reflects the structural

aspects of a relationship where, in many ways, the grandparents arc the
1 social' parents of the ohild. This is dearly illustrated, for example,

in the oase of a male-headed household based on marriage, where nine of the

couple's grandchildren (four through one daughter, and five through, another)

are fostered with them. All nine children (whose ageB range from three

to seventeen) were born in the grandparental household and have lived there

all their lives. They all address their maternal grandmother as mama

calling their own mothers (who do not live there), aunt thus distinguishing

to some extent between mater and genetrix. In another case, however, also

of a male-headed household based on marriage, the woman's two grandchildren

(through one of her daughters) fostered there - who were likewise bom

in her house - oall their grandmother 'Aunt Sally' •

In the AOs' household - male-headed, based on marriage - the grandparents

are addressed as papa and mama by their grandchild fostered there, while

their great grandchildren, one of whom was later fostered there, address

them as dada and nana.

In another oase of a male-headed household based on marriage, the

woman's grandchildren fostered there do oall her but so, she
2)

pointed out, do several unrelated adults in the village! '

1) Cf Patterson, 0. op oit:172 who states that among the slaves "The
word 'tata' meant father and was a common mode of expression for the
master, especially among the slave children."

2) Cf Henriques 1968 op oltt!59. who states that "All old women are
addressed by both children and adults as 'granny'."
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It met be pointed out, however, that while such distinction

mentioned previously between social parent and genitor/genetrim cxi..-t

to some extent,that this distinction would seem to be only parti.. , and

to apply more to the child-rearing role of the foster parent rath®?

than to the actual ascription of social parenthood per se. For unlike

many tribal societies where the role of social parent may be taken over

completely by a sater or mater, for example for the purposes of legitimising

the child in accordance with toe norma of toe particular society, toe

gsnetrix is, in the Jamaican ease, universally recognised as afctor. and the

genltor - as long as he admits paternity - is always recognised m the

pater, regardless of the question of legitimacy, this being reflected
2)

by toe fact that even illegitimate children take their father's surname.

1) And for example among the Nuer even a worsen can assuror; toe role
of pater to a child in certain circumstances, see vans-PriteX. r&, E.E.j
Kinship and Ferriage among the Kuer (Oxfordt Clarendon Pre®;, 1 hi).

2) Cf Clarke 1953 op cit:112 who notes that "children take toe ru...... of toe
father even when illegitimate..; Slake op citz126-9 who
notes that "regardless of whether the union is casual or concubiiial,
the mother almost invariably gives the child the surname of it
biological father. This occurs even when the father has diaa eared
during pregnancy."; Davenport or> oit»423 who states that "every
child bears the surname of its father - except when there is
some reason to hide toe identity of the father - regardless o. the
marital status of the mother and father."j and Smith, R.T. lx?X
op cit:158 who observes a similar situation in British Guiasv.%; . .ost
children...take toe name of their genitor ... The derivation Of the
surname from the genitor is obviously an important social recorsi' tion
of paternity and it serves to distinguish half-siblings even t au&i
they grow up together." Eenriques, however, states that "Whoa toe
father is absent the child will take the surname of the motoc
1968 op oit:128.

There are a few cases in the sample of persons who have been
given their mother's surname. For example, in toe case of a woes®
who has had seven children by three unions prior to her marri; ,g©
(none being legitimate), while six of the children have their
respective father's surnames, the seventh child was given his
mother's surname because the woman's current spouse at the time of
his birth (whoa she states is the father) had not 'owned* hiia,
although he owned three other of her children. Such exception are
also noted by Smith, H.T. 1956 op oit»158 who states that "the
child takes the genltor's name unless he has denied paternity
and the courts have upheld his denial." And Blake also notea a
few exceptions where a child was named after the mother, op cit;129.
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Children fostered in their grandpaxent(s)• households may he

referred to as a grandchild, gran or grannie, or sometimes as "my [ovm]

child". Great grandchildren may also be referred to as a grandchild or

child, reflecting the telescoping of generations resultant from the

structural parent-child child-rearing relationship inherent in fostering.

And even in the case of the little boy fostered on the Government scheme,

the foster mother said: "That is not my grandchild, but he is along with

me, so I have to call him nor child, because he have no mother and father."

In another case, where one of the two children fostered in a male-headed

household based on consensual cohabitation is the man's mother's brother's

son's son (that is his matrilateral cross-cousin's son) the child is

referred to as his nephew, thus telescoping the relationship for purposes

of simplification.

Financial Support. In some cases the foster parents support the child

completely, but in several cases the real paxent(s) make either regular

or irregular financial contributions to the household. In some cases

specific expenses may be covered by particular persons; for example, in

one male-headed household based cm marriage where four of the woman's

grandchildren are fostered (one through an outside son, three through an

outside daughter) the woman's son pays his daughter's school fees, all her

other expenses being covered by the foster parents. While the daughter,

who comes to visit her three children monthly, clothes two of then, their

remaining expenses, as well as all the expenses of the third child being

the responsibility of the foster household. And in another case, for

example, a child fostered with his maternal grandmother - a female house¬

hold head - is supported jointly by his father (his mother's previous

extra-residential mate), his step-father (his mother's husband) and his

maternal grandmother.
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Reasons for Fostering. Some of the fostered children are children

of their parents* early unstable unions, the parents no longer being

together. This is not always so, however. The case of the Ms, a married

couple who have nine grandchildren fostered with them, illustrates the

variation in this respect. All nine of these grandchildren are descendants

of both spouses, four being through one dau^iter, and five through another.

In the former case, the daughter's first three children are by two early

unions, the fourth child being by her current spouse to whom she is married.

In the latter case, the five grandchildren all have the same father, although

they axe not legitimate.

In many cases "the mother of the fostered child is in another part of

the island, for example in one of the larger towns or in Kingston, where

she may be working. For example in one male-headed household based on

marriage, the woman's young grandson is fostered there, the mother (who

is in her twenties) working as a domestic in Kingston ever since he was a

baby. As the grandmother explained, it is easier for her daughter to get

employment in Kingston. In yet other cases one or both parents may have

emigrated abroad to work. For example in Idle case of the Ms referred to

above, the mother of four of the grandchildren fostered there has gone

to the United States with her husband to work on a contract scheme for a

family who wanted a couple for domestic help.

In two oases of male-headed households (in one case based on marriage,

in the other on consensual cohabitation) where fostering occurs, the

couple themselves have no children (although in one case the man has an

outside child by a previous extra-residential union, the child not however

living in the household) and a child of the woman's sibling is fostered

with the couple. In one of these cases the child is the woman's brother's,

and its parents are not together. The future residence of the child is
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uncertain, as she will just stay there until one of her parents is ready

to take her away, - "It can he tomorrow"; the child having already teen

taken away and returned once before. In the other case the child is the

woman's sister's, the latter having "plenty children and the father not

minding".

Fostering is not, however, always seen to be for such practical reasons

as those indicated above - that is, not always 'crisis fostering*. For

in some cases a grandchild is fostered with its grandparent(s) primarily

for sentimental reasons; this being particularly so regarding the "first

grannie" - the first grandchild. For example, in the case of one of the

female household heads who has a son and a young grandchild living with her,

the reason given for the letter's residence there is: "Is just throu^i

the first grannie; - he just have a love [for the grandmother]". In this

case the child happens to be the outside child of a woman now married to her

current spouse, but as mentioned above, this child is in fact supported by

his own father (weekly) and his step-father as well as by his grandmother,

so there is no financial crisis or lack of acknowledgement of the child

by his parents.

In another case - of a male-headed household based on marriage - the

woman's two grandchildren fostered there (both having been fostered there

since they were babies) are both "first grannies", in this case each

being the eldest child of its mother; (in one case in fact, the second

child, the eldest having died.) That this had been the main reason for

fostering is confirmed by the mother of the older boy who lives elsewhere

in the village, being also a principal adult in the sample. For she

said that she had not, when she first fostered the child, been working,

and that her mother "Just take him through is the first grandchild she

did have." In this case the fact that it is not crisis fostering is
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underlined by the fact that this boy has ten full siblings younger

than himself, the parents having been together for about twenty years,

fourteen of which have been spent in consensual cohabitation.

Nevertheless the custom of taking the first grandchild does have some

practical basis, as the foster parents in the above case explained:

"Most people do that; we just come to the conclusion
that we know better to take care. And we have no small
children in the home, so therefore they both keep our company
and we get around with them."

The arrangement is therefore of mutual advantage, the foster parents being

more experienced in child-rearing, and in turn receiving companionship and
l)

help from the grandchildren, none of their own children still living

at home (or perhaps being there but now adult), (it can be noted however

that in the case just cited the older grandchild (seventeen) is in fact only

one year younger than the mother of the younger grandchild.)

In yet another case it is the woman's brother's grandchild who is

fostered in this way - for "no particular reason": "But seeing that I

have all my children deh grow big and gone, so I just take her" (from she

was a baby). The child's parents are living together and have two other

children, while the foster mother is living as a female household head,

being temporarily separated from her husband. So in fact the child is

fostered in a household with a 'Single' woman, while she could have been

with both parents, thus emphasising the point that this is not crisis
i

fostering.

In some cases a distinction may be made between the grandchildren

fostered in a household regarding who they "belong" to. For one child

may have been "taken" by the grandparent(s) 'for themselves', being

exclusively supported by the latter as a result of this, the parent(s)

however contributing to the support of the others. This is so, for example,

1 ) Kerr notes that a child may be fostered for the purpose of
providing help for its foster mother, 1952 op clt:64: but
she also makes an important qualification to this point, see
below Footnote ( 1 ), p. 284 of this chapter. And Blake notes,
in a more general context, the importance of children as
household help, op cit:62-4.
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in the case of two of the male-headed households based on marriage,

the grandchildren in each case being the woman's. In one of these

cases two of the woman's daughter's children by an extras-residential

union are fostered in the household, the father supporting one, the foster

parents the other; the grandmother saying of the latter: "Me have one fe

meself - take him from him [mother's] belly « so from him born him don't

nurse from him mother."

In other cases it may be a great grandchild that is 'just taken' to

live in a household. For example in the case of one of the male-headed

households based on marriage, one of the three children fostered there is

the woman's great grandchild (her DDD) who is one - not in fact the oldest,

being in fact the fifth child - of a number of children born to the

woman's granddaughter and mate, this couple living together in a stable

consensual union elsewhere in the village. The fact that the child is

supported by its own parents as well as its foster parents also underlining

the fact that this is not a case of crisis fostering.

There are four households where the persons counted as foster 'children*

are in fact aged twenty or over, but in at least two of these oases the child

concerned has been fostered there from it was either a baby or a very

young child, (in one of these cases the grandchild in fact now only lives

in the household sporadically, having very recently started to teach

elsewhere in the parish.) In the other two cases information on this

point is not clear; but in both these households there are two grandchildren

living there (in one case both being aged twenty or over, in the other

only one being that age) this indicating' that fostering proper probably did

occur.

There are also other cases where young grandchildren or great grand¬

children are present in the household but are not counted as foster children

because one of the parents is also resident there, this resulting in a

three-generational extended family household. This is so, for example, in
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one of the male-headed households based on marriage where seven other

children (the woman's grandchildren) are also fostered, the eighth and

youngest child living there being the daughter of the eldest grandchild

resident there. (The mother of this great grandchild is still in her

teens, and had to leave school because of the baby.)

This, too, is the case in one of the female-headed households, where

the household head (Widowed/Married) has one of her granddaughters living

there, the letter's father however also being resident. There is, in

addition, also a great grandchild fostered there in the true sense, this

child being the grandchild of the woman's resident son through another of

his children. (These two children were bom to the son in a fairly stable

extra-residential union which has since dissolved.)

Thai there are other cases where a young daughter of the household

head and his spouse has embarked on the early stages of her conjugal

career, still living with her parents while mating duolocally, the child

or children of such unions also living in the household. In one such

case the household consists of the principal adults - who are living in a

stable consensual union (the consensual stage of which has so far lasted

for ei^iteen years), the couple's seven children, whose ages range from

seventeen to five years, and the baby daughter of the seventeen-year old

daughter. In a second case the household consists of the principal adults

(a married couple) their adult son and daughter (both in their twenties)

and the latter's three small children - each by a different short-lived

extra-residential union. By 1972 the daughter had had another two children

by a fourth union, which had evolved from a duolocal into a consensual one.

The young couple had first lived in a rented house, subsequently building

their own house on the girl's father's land. The daughter's three

older children have been left to live with their maternal grandmother, now
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widowed, while the younger two live with their parents. These two

case histories illustrate how such three-generational extended family

households may simply be due to the combination of the later stage of the

developmental cycle of the elderly couple with the early duolocal mating

stage of one of their children; the household simply being the extension

of a stable nuclear family household rather than due to any recurrent

•matrifocal* residential principle.

In the households with adult children still living there, then, such

children are generally young adults - some of whom have started having

children - who will most likely move out of the household in the relatively

near future when their conjugal careers begin to develop in the 'typical

fashion. For it can be noted that there are no cases among the sample

households where two co-residential couples live in the same household,"^
neolooal residence being the norm for both consensual as well as married

unions. (And as seen from the analysis of household composition, young

'Single* women may also live neolocally with their young children while

mating extra-residentially or in the transitional stage between early

unstable unions.)

That three-generational extended family households may only be

temporary is further indicated by the conjugal histories of many of the

principal adults who had themselves had their first child or children

while mating duolocally and still living in their parental household,

later moving out to live neolocally, generally in a consensual union.

When such a move does occur, the children may be taken, but as the

diachronic case history above shows, the potential for the fostering of

such grandchildren is inherent in such a situation. A similar situation

has also occurred in another male-headed household based on marriage, only

1) The absence of more than one conjugal couple in any one
household has also been noted both for other parts of the island
and of the Caribbean; see e.g. Davenport op cit:446: Horowitz
1967(a) op cit:45.
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in this case with reference to a grandchild (fifteen) who has been

fostered with her paternal grandparents from she was a baby. By 1972

she had had two children while still living with her grandparents,

subsequently having emigrated to a neighbouring parish taking the second

child with her, and leaving the first with the latter*s great grandparents.

Although, as mentioned above, adult children can generally be expected

to move out of their parental household when their conjugal careers develop,

there sire in fact two households - both female-headed by 'Married/l/idoved'

women - where middle-aged children are still residing in the household with

one or more of their children. One such household consists of the elderly

widowed mother, her middle-aged daughter and son, the former's four children

(by three different unions, the last two children being by her husband)

and one of the son's children by a non-legal union subsequent to his

marriage. As seen from this account, both adult children have in fact

been married, the son being widowed and the daughter separated. Although

their residence there may therefore be influenced by these circumstances, it

is also possible that such residence may be influenced by the variable of

land tenure, the land being the siblings* family land, - because the case

is further unusual in that both the son's wife and the daughter's husband

had also resided there at one point. This may, however, have been due to

the fact that the elderly mother is sickly and needed someone to look after

her, for in general it is seen that the typical conjugal career develops

relatively independently of the influence of family land.

The other household consists of the widowed mother, her son - in his
eleven

late thirties - one of the latter's children (aged / ), and also one of
eleven-

his grandchildren (nephew to the / year old child.) The grandchild

resident there is one of five children (one of whom had died) which the

son had by one woman in a relatively long and stable extras-residential

union, which has since dissolved. The reason why this union (which had
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lasted nearly nine years) did not evolve into a consensual one probably

being due to the fact that the woman lived virtually next door.

The placement of this woman's various children, including her other

three by the above man, is illustrative of the influence of mating patterns

on household composition,including the phenomenon of fostering. This

woman, who is in her late thirties, has had a transitional overall conjugal

pattern of ER - CC - ER, at present being in the early stages of her

fourth union (extra-residential). She and her present mate have had no

children together, but she has had nine children (eight alive) by her

three previous mates. The oldest of these is a son (aged twenty-one)

by a casual extras-residential union which lasted "no time at all". The

son lives elsewhere in the village where he rents a room. Her next five

children, four of whom are alive, were by the man referred to above who

is still resident in his mother's house. The eldest of these (aged

sixteen) (the mother of the great grandchild fostered in the above-

mentioned household) has left school and is at present living with a friend

of her mother's in another parish; she does, however come to River

Village to visit, and when she does so she stays at her paternal grand¬

mother's. This child is supported by her mother. The second of these

children lives with her "auntie" (PZ) in Kingston, where she has been for

ten years: "She actually grow there". The aunt supports her, although her

mother gives her presents when she goes to visit, and for birthdays and

Christinas. The third of these children is the one referred to above who

lives with her father and paternal grandmother. She is supported by her

mother. The youngest of the four children in this union, as well as the

youngest from the third union (a relatively stable union which had evolved

from a duolocal to a consensual one) live in their mother's rented room (the

mother at present, however, spending much of her time at her mate's house.)
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These two children are also however looked after by their paternal

grandmother, who, for example, cooks for them. The other two children

from the third union live with their father elsewhere in the village; he

supports than, but their mother gives than presents.

There is in fact also a third case where a middle-aged child continues

to reside in the household; he has no children residing there however.

The preeoeding discussion of the phenomenon of fostering in the sample

households has not only shown the influence of mating patterns csn house¬

hold composition, but also that fostering may be interrelated wife stable

as well as unstable aspects of these patterns - for example fostering is

seen to occur most frequently in stable male-headed households based on

marriage, and fee fostering of fee child is not always due to some

financial or other crisis resultant from the breakdown of an unstable

conjugal union.

While Davenport's amendment of Fortes* model of the developmental

cycle of the domestic group, via - feat "the duration of a women's

fertility" does "not necessarily limit the phase of household expansion..."1^
- can be seen to be applicable to household composition in River Village,

it can be pointed out that household composition is not, as Davenport

suggests, always a correlate of the economic resources of the household,

and may have a closer relationship to the age of fee respective parents

and foster parents concerned, and fee associated stage of the typical

oonjug&l career, than he allows for. For while households in which

children are fostered have often embarked on a new phase of expansion,

fee parents of such children may in fact - either individually or

together - go on to establish stable households of their own; fee

progressive developmental pattern of the typical conjugal career being an

important factor to consider in this respect. Other non-economic factors

to be considered are also a strong affection for children, and fee absence

of fee household head(s)' own children in fee household due to

l) Davenport op olt:454.
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ohildlesaness or other reasons suoh as neolocal residence. Bura ~

urban differences as well as international migration trends are aiso

important associated factors.

In addition, it can be seen that the households in which fostering

does occur, do not always have a "secure economic foundation",1^ For

example, a consensually cohabiting couple living in a rented room have

the woman's brother's child fostered with them because the latter*a parents

are not together and the couple themselves have had no children together.

In another two cases children are fostered with 'Single' household hm.'&s

(in one case male, the other female) who live in rented accommodation5

in one of these cases the fostering being because the child is a "first

gran". In another case one of the two children fostered with a married

couple has been fostered there for almost seventeen years because he is

a "first gran", the couple - who now live in their own house on the women's

family land - only moving their own house (built only sis years ago) to

this family land three years ago, having lived for much of the proceeding

period in a rented house elsewhere. And in another two cases children are

fostered with married couples who, thou^i they own their houses, live on

insecurely held land. Finally, the fact that fostering is often saott not to

be correlated with the exclusive or sometimes even primary support the

foster child by its foster parents also indicates that non-eccmcwrac

factors may be important.

1) Ibid. J^y point is supported by Kerr who notes, despite her
primarily economic interpretation of Jamaican family structure,
that non-economic factors may be important in fostering! "In
cases where a childless woman may have a piece of land to
work it could be said that the child is taken for economic
reasons as a potential helper, but it seems to happen with
nearly as great a frequency in the case of women living in one
rented room with no permanent job. In this latter eventuality
the extra mouths to feed must be a great liability. " 1952
op cit!64. Her explanation for such fostering being that "A
Jamaican woman, especially among the poorer people, seems to
feel that there is something wrong if she does not have children
in the house." ibid.
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Children belonging to one or both of the principal adults in

fifteen of the sample households are fostered elsewhere* In thirteen

such oases these are from sale-headed households, and in two oases from

female-headed households. Eighteen children are involved! fifteen from

male-headed and three frca female-headed households. These figures are

correlated with the conjugal states of the parent(s) in Tables 19 and 20*

MlSL 19* Coniusal Status of Parents in Male-Headed Households
vfroFpster Children igsewhere

Conjugal Statue Number of Households Total number of Children

Consansually Cohabiting

Married

7

6

9

6

Total 13 15

Table 201 Conjugal Status of Parents in Female-■Headed Households
who Foster Children Elsewhere

Conjugal Status Number of Households Total number of Children

Extre-Residential 2 3

total 2 3

Table 21 indicates whether the children fostered from the aal#-l .Med

households belong to one parent only or both in that household, end if to

one parent, which one*
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Iable_21i Parentage of Children

Sax of Parent Male Female Both

Conjugal Status Number
of
house-

Number
of
child¬
ren

Number
of
house¬
holds

Number
of
child¬
ren

Number
of
house¬
holds

Number
of
child¬
ren

Total

House-
holds

Chil¬
dren

Cansansaally
Cohabiting

1 1 4 6 2 2 7 9

Married 1 1 5 5 0 0 6 6

Total 2 2 9 11 2 2 13 15

Fostering occurs? mainly from male-headed households, and here it

applies primarily to outside children (eleven households and thirteen

children) rather than to children who belong to both spouses (two households

and two children), Among these households, fostering ooours slightiy more

frequently from households where the child* s parent(s) is living in

censensual cohabitation rather than aarried (seven cases and nine children

of the former as opposed to six cases and six children of the latter).

No ohildrt belonging to both spouses are fostered out from households

based on marriage, hut few belonging to both spouses are fostered from

households based on consensual cohabitation either (only two eases and

and two children).

The same number of oases and of children (one each) fostered out occur

with reference to the man*s outside children from both types of household*

And in both types of household the majority of oases of children fostered

out are of the woman's outside children; the number of households from

which this occurs being slightly higher among those based on marriage
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(five as opposed to four based on consensual cohabitation), but

the actual number of children fostered being slightly hi^ier among

those households based on consensual cohabitation (six as opposed

to five from those based on marriage).

Apart from the absence of fostering of children of both spouses

from households based on marriage, then, the conjugal status of the

parent is not seen to be particularly significant regarding the

fostering out of children. The most significant clustering is rather

seen to be around that of the woman's outside children, virtually

regardless of her present conjugal status (nine households and eleven

children a3 opposed to two households and two children in the case

of the outside children of men).

The predominance of the fostering out of the woman's outside

children in such households might lead one to expect that there would

be a higher percentage of the man's outside children living in the

home. As was seen from Table 9 however, this is not the case. These

two apparently contradictory trends can be explained by the fact that

the outside children of males generally remain with their mothers, (such

an arrangement not being considered fostering). This tendency is

supported by the data on 'Single' household heads which shows that while

a large percentage of such female heads have their young children

living with them, four cut of seven such male heads live alone.

Table 22 shows with whom the eighteen children fostered out

from both male and female-headed households are fostered.
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Table 22: Classification of foster parents with ^.igc children are
fostered out

Classification of foster parent Number of children fostered

Maternal Grandmother 7

Maternal Grandfather 2

Maternal Uncle 1

Paternal Grandmother 4

Paternal Aunt 2

Unspecified "relatives" 1

Mother's friend (unrelated) r

Total 18 :

I

Of the eighteen children from sample households who are fostered

out elsewhere, seven are fostered with their maternal grandmother* two

with their maternal grandfather* one with a maternal uncle; four with

their paternal grandmother; two with a paternal aunt; one with "relatives"

whose actual relationship was not specified; and one with a friend

of the mother. Of the seventeen children fostered with relatives, then,

ten are fostered with maternal relatives, and six with paternal relatives,

with one oase not classified. And of the sixteen classified, eleven

children are fostered with a grandmother, two with a grandfather, and

three with a parent's sibling. The two main trends in such fostering

can therefore be isolated as fostering with a grandparent (thirteen

cases), and fostering with a maternal relative (ten caries), (this bias

towards the maternal side being further supported by the case of

fostering with the mother's friend). These conclusions are supported
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by the fact that the inclusive category of •maternal grandparent•

as foster parent occurs nine times, that is in fifty percent of such

cases, and that the largest single category of foster parent occurring

is that of maternal grandmother (seven cases).

Table 23 shows where the eighteen children fostered out live.

Table 23: Place of Residence of Children Fostered Out.

Place Number of Children

River Village

Elsewhere in Parish

Other Parishes

6 Rural Parishes

Kingston

3 + probably 2 more*

4

9

7

2

Total 18

* The place of residence was not stated with regard to these two
children; however they both live in the same household, and
since one of these children attends the River Village infant
school, it is likely that they live in the village.

Table 23 shows that thirteen of the eighteen children fostered out

live outside the village, and that of these only four live elsewhere

in the parish, nine living in other parishes. Such fostering ia

indioative of the wide spread of kinship ties beyond the village,

and of the mobility of the population.

The 'explanation' of family structure

The 'economic* explanation of mating patterns will now be considered.

The various economic prerequisites for marriage which have been

suggested in the literature include one's own house; own land; the man's
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regular employment and higher than average occupational status; and a

sufficient income for the wife not to go out to work, as well as to enable

the wife not to have to do any housework, employing a servant instead.

Due to -foe difficulty of quantifying the interrelationship between,

these several variables, my argument will be illustrated by oases rather

than tables. The variable of house ownership as an economic prerequisite

for marriage will first be considered.

While the data on current house tenure of the thirty married couples

strongly supports the economic determinist hypothesis - twcnty~ei$£it out

of the thirty couples (93»3$) owning their house - twelve of the twenty-

one oonsensually cohabiting couples (57»1$) also own their house, some

having done so for many years. A thirteenth cansensually cohabiting

couple also owns a house (the man's), in which they had lived for a time,

having however since moved, now living in a rented house and renting his

own house out.

In addition, not all of the married couples who now live in their own

house have in fact lived in their own house for the entire duration of

their marriage. The 0s, for example, live in their own house - built on

the Farm House Scheme - on one acre of family land inherited by Mr. 0.

from his father. However, the building of the house was not even begun

until four years after they married. During these four years they had

lived in Maintown in a rented house; and during the period, when the house

was being built they lived elsewhere in the village, also an tenants.

The AFs are another example of a couple who lived in a rented house

when they first got married, althou^i they have their own heme now, built

on half an acre of land inherited by Mr. AF from his maternal aunt.

Although he had inherited this land about five years before Mo marriage

he did not build his own house until two years after -fee marriage, the

couple living meanwhile in a rented room; they had not rented the house-spot,
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The Ps have been married for twenty-five years and now live in their

own home on Mrs. P's family land. This house, however, was only built

six years ago; for the first three of these years they had lived in

Maintown, where they had lived for much of their previous married life

in a rented house. They then had the house transported to the village

where they have lived for the past three years.

The ADs have been married for twenty-nine years and also now live in

their own hone which they built on land which Mrs. AD inherited from her

father. The house, however, was built seven years after their marriage,

and during this time they had lived elsewhere in the village in a rented

house; they had not rented the house-spot.

The Ts, who have been married for eight years, now live in their own

three-roomed wooden house on one square of leased land. They have, however,

only lived here for the past two and a half years, and when they first

moved here only one roan had been finished, the remainder being completed

during the time they have lived there. They had lived for approximately

three of the years prior to this move in rented roans elsewhere in the

village.

Mr. X. is one of the •Single' male household heads, having been

separated from his wife for eight years after being married to her for

fourteen years. He now lives in his own house - built by "trusting some

lumber" from someone - on his sister's land. This house was enly built

three years ago, however, and before this he was living in Kaintown in a

rented room.

Mrs. CO, one of the female household heads (Widowed/Carried) lives in

her own house an land inherited from her father. When she married, however,

her husband owned neither house nor land. For the first twelve years of

their union they had lived in another parish where Mr. CO, had been

employed on a property. They had lived at his place of work for this
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entire time, marrying half way through this period. After returning to

the village, they lived on Mr. CO's father's premises with his parents

for a few months, and then moved to live at their present spot with Mrs. CO's

widowed mother who was alive at the time. The developmental progression

of the CO's union then was, at least to some extent, independent of the

variable of resouroes. This point is more marked when it is noted that

Mr. CO, who was much older than his wife, had in fact been married before,

being subsequently widowed. For if his previous 'Married' status had been

dependent on his eoonozaic position, then the developmental pattern which

Mrs. CO. describes, with a period of six to seven years of consensual

cohabitation during which their three children were born, would surely have

been unnecessary.

There are yet other couples, who though they owned their house - as

well as house-spot - when they married, had also owned it for some time

previous to marriage, during which time they had cohabited ccnsensually.

The Zs, for example, live in Mrs. Z's house on half an acre of land

which she inherited from her paternal uncle. Their conjugal union, which

has lasted for fifteen years, has progressed through a preliminary stage of

six years when they resided duolocally, to a consensual stage of three

years before they finally married six years ago; - she at the age of fifty-

three, and he at sixty-eight. While the economic resources at the disposal

of the couple are primarily Mrs. Z's (she owns both land and house) it

can be noted that the variable of house-spot tenure remained constant (the

land having been inherited over thirty years ago) while the union progressed

through the usual stages. Mrs. Z. has also owned a house tirroughout the

entire union; during the preliminary duolooal stage, however, she had lived

in a smaller one-roomed wooden house on the same land. Then her son built

her present house for her (concrete, four rooms) and she moved here from the

smaller house nine years ago. While there has been an improvement in the
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-type of house available to the oouple, then, it must be noted that this

change in faot coincides with the transition of their union from the

duolocal to consensual stage, marriage not occurring until three years
*

later. In addition, Mrs Z has, for the entire duration of the union, also
v

owned another house on another piece of inherited land in the village.

While the variable of resources, then, seems to some extent Irrelevant in

this context, positive correlations exist - both with regard to the

progressive development of Mrs. Z*s current union, and of her overall

conjugal career (she having had seven children prior to this union by three

other unions i ER - GC - IE) - with the typical movement towards greater

stability in conjugal relations in the later part of the developmental

cycle, with marriage occurring at a late age.

Mrs. P. is one of the female household heads, being temporarily

separated from her husband due to his emigration abroad. Hie Fs' first

child was born during the preliminary extra-residential stage of their union,

during which time Mr. P. was living in Maintown and Mrs, P. for the most

part was living at her mother's house in a village a few miles away. At

around this time Mr. P. purchased a piece of land in the latter village

and built a house there, the oouple subsequently moving there together

to set up a consensual union, and Mrs. P. states that they did not merry

until "long after" they moved into their house. During this consensual

stage, which lasted approximately five years, two more children were born

to the oouple. They married when their third child was three months old.

Several years later they moved to River Village where Mr. P. had purchased

a second piece of land and built their present house.

The Da - whose union has lasted so far for a total of fifty-seven years

(ER (one year) - CC (thirty years) - M (twenty-six years)) - purchased

their present house-spot, with a house on it, in 1922 - "long years"
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(twenty-one years in fact) before they married. In 1940 they repaired

and extended the house (adding two rooms), and after this was done, they

•felt that they might as well settle down1, so had married in 1943» after

thirty years of consensual cohabitation, he at the age of forty-six, and

she at forty-nine.

The ABs are another example of a couple who married after several years

of consensual cohabitation (about thirty years), although owning a house

and house-spot for some time before marriage. At present thqy live in

Mrs. AB'b house on one of her three pieces of inherited land in the village.

This is family land, but she is the only heir to use it. The couple have

been living there for about three years and have been married for about a

year. Prior to this they had first lived in e ranted house (they had not

rented the house-spot) for about nine months, then on another plot of

Mrs. AB's father1 s land in the family house (her father being alive at the

time, but living elsewhere). Then they had lived on another piece of land

bought by Mrs. AB, in a house built there by the latter. She had subsequently

sold that land and they had then moved to their present spot where they

"fixed the house up better".

In the two examples given above of the Ds and the ABs, we see a couple

consolidating an extremely stable consensual union with marriage - in the

case of the Us, in their late forties! in the case of the ABs, even older,

both being 'over 60* at the time of field work - which was approximately a

year after their marriage; - this consolidation being independent of the

variables of house and house-spot tenure, but being associated with the

repair or extension of the house. And yet in other cases similar improve¬

ments had not been undertaken until after marriage.

When the As married twenty-five years ago, for example, they continued

to live in the one-roomed wooden house on their present house-spot (where

they had previously lived for nearly two years in consensual cohabitation)

until shortly before Mr. A*s death twenty-seven years later in 1972 at the
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age of seventy-six. At the time of field work they were building a four-

roomed Farm House on the same land, and when it was eventually completed

they had moved there. Since the time of field work, the As* adult daughter

and her boyfriend had also built a third house on the land which is in fact

of a better standard than the parents' old house (being a two-roomed wooden

house), and yet the younger couple are living in a consensual union - as is

of course characteristic of their age group. (The daughter was twenty-seven

in 1972; at the time of field work both she and her brother (then twenty-one)

and her three children had all lived with the parents in the letter's one-

roomed house.)

Another informant, Mrs. AN, told me that she and her husband had got

their own house nine years after marriage, prior to that "living in rent

house all round". On closer examination of the data, however, it appears

possible that she might have been referring to the extension of their one-

roomed wooden house, which occurred several years after their marriage. -

At any rate, at some point before this extension took place they had built

a one-roomed house from materials given to them by Mr. AN's employer (who

had in fact raised him as a child); the couple being allowed to build the

house on this employer's land. Subsequently, however, they removed the

house to a relative's land, where they acted as caretakers. It was after

this move - which was several years after their marriage - that the addition
t

of the second room took place. Even at this point, however, this extension

had been financially difficult, and the room - though of wood - took about

a year to build, the finanoes for this venture being collected gradually

over this period by "dropping a little paraner" (that is, taking part in

a short-term savings arrangement of the kind described In Chapter 4). The

tenure of this house-spot was also insecure, and by 1972 they had again

removed their house to another spot which they also do not own.
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The AKs, who had had an extra-residential relationship for twenty-one

years (Wwe don't live straight out - we go and come") before finally

marrying had started building their house "in a rush" (on land bought

about three years prior to marriage) because they had had nowhere to live

after a hurricane. After they had finished two rooms, "we decide to settle

and marry", which they did after living in the house consensually for less

than a year. Since marrying they have enlarged the house to its present

size of five rooms, and in 1968 - twenty-one years after their marriage -

additions were still being made to the house.

The standard of the house, then, is another variable which can be con¬

sidered at this point in relation to conjugal status. Some of the married

couples do own bigger and stranger houses than those living cosisensually;

however the best house in the sample (concrete with nine roams) is in fact

owned by a man who is living oonsensually.

While two-thirds (eight of the twelve owned houses that are lived in)
of the houses owned by consensual couples are made of wood rather than atone,

seventeen of the twenty-eight houses owned by the married couples are also

of wood. And while ten of the twelve houses owned by consensual couples

are three roams or less in size (three being one-roomed: all wooden; two

being two-roomedi all wooden; five being three-roomed: three wooden, two

of stone;) sixteen of those owned by the married couples are also three

rooms or loss (three being one-roomed: all wooden; four being two-roomed:

three wooden, one of stone; ten being three-roomed: six wooden, four of

stone.) In addition, the two married couples who live in rented premises

both live in one-roomed houses, in one oaae wooden, in the other of stone.

While more of the married couples, then, tend to have better houses

than those living oonsensually, some of the consensual couples do in fact

have houses that are as good as, and in some oases better than, some of the

married couples.

And while in the Ds* oase referred to above the long-standing ownership
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of both house-spot and house was not considered sufficient for marriage,

the standard of the house also being important - they had load to "fix the

house as big family would come after the wedding" - another informant,

For. AC,, who had considered it necessary to own his house before marriage,

was not particular about the standard required ("if it's even two sticks

jammed together"), and had not in fact owned his house-spot before he

married, building his house on rented land* In this case, then, it was the

faotor of ownership qua ownership of the house that was important to him, ae

against tenancyt

"Tenantry never suited iac; - can never private. After
you have you' own house you don't have to fret."

This man had never in fact lived in this first house that he built, for as

soon as it was finished he was transferred to another job by the Government,

which brought him to River Village, and he lived there in Government

premises until his retirement, renting out his own house. And in faot the

oouple had lived in these Government premises for a few years before actually

marrying*

Another informant pointed out that although it was "not a permanent

saying" that a oouple should own a house before marriage, that most preferred

to, so as "not to have the weekly burden of paying rent."

Such oases show that status considerations are not the only ones in

house ownership| practical considerations are also important. And for

example another couple - who had three years before they married, purchased

their house-spot with an old shop on it (which they converted into a house),

living there for two years before they married, said that they had bought

this property because "it's hard to be paying rent". They in fact now have

a second house on the land, and although this is of a better standard than

their own house - the former being a six-roomed concrete house, the latter

a five-roomed wooden one, - they continue to live in the first house,

keeping the second for renting out.



Seven of the twelve consensual couples who live in their own home

alao have secure tenure of their house-spot, with an additional two

purchasing their house-spot on a lease and sale arrangement, while six of

the married couples who own their home do not in faot have secure tenure

of their house-spot, with a seventh being in the process of purchasing theirs

on a lease and sale agreement. The two married couples who do not live in

their own house do not rent the house-spot. Regarding the combined variables

of house and house-spot ownership then, many oonsensually cohabiting couples

are as well off or better off than some married couples.

Mr. CQ. and Miss CP, for example, have been friendly for a total of

twenty-five years, having lived consensually for the past ei^itoen years.

They have lived in their present three-roomed concrete house for the past

eight years — sinoe Mr. CQ's mother died and he Inherited rights to both
house and house-spot (two and one-half squares.) Although the land is

family land, Mr. CQ. is the only one of his mother's six children to use it,

and he alone pays the taxes. This gives him added security of possession,

although he recognises the latent claims of his siblings. Despite these

resources, however, the couple's union - though progressing in stability -

has not yet been consolidated by marriage. Their union is in fact the stab¬

lest of the current consensual unions, this being compatible with the fact

that they are among the oldest of the relevant couples (he being fifty, she

forty-eight.) Their ages and the stability of their union to date therefore

indicate that the union will at some point probably be consolidated by

marriage. And if marriage does occur, it will be seen to be independent of

the variables of ownership of house and house-spot, sinoe these pre¬

requisites have long since been satisfied.

Miss BY. and Mr. BZ. have been friendly for fourteen years, having lived

oonsensually for the past twelve years. For the past two years -they have

been living In his own three-roomed wooden house built on his mother's land.
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His mother is still alive, but his tenure to the land is secure, for the

mother - who lives on another piece of land in the village - told me that his

children are among the heirs, and that he himself can always live there.

Mention can here also be made of one of Mr. BZ's younger maternal half-

brothers, Mr. CJ, who also lives on this land, in a separate house. Though

not actually in the sample himself, Mr. CJ. is olosely associated with four

other households in it - Mr. BZ's; his mother's; that of his past consensual

mate who had recently left him to set up a female-headed household with their

children elsewhere in the village, because of his extra-residential relation¬

ship with another woman - another female household head in the sample. While

the house in which Mr. CJ. lives is his mother's, she has long since moved

out of it, and is living on another piece of land in the village which she

inherited, in a house built for her by another of her sons. Although she

still owns the house and land then, Mr. CJ's tenure of the land is secure

for similar reasons referred to above in association with Mr. BZ's case.

Despite this, however, the former's current union is extra-residential and

his recent stabler union (which had lasted eight years) was consensual.

This oscillation in his conjugal career being compatible with his age

(thirties) rather than his economic resources.

In two oases (one with an owned house on bought land; the other with

an owned house on land being purchased) one of the consensual spouses had

previously been married; but in at least one of these oases the spouse is

now free to re-marry.

There are also other cases among the female—headed households where

despite the ownership of a house, or a house and land, a previous consensual

union had dissolved rather than being consolidated by marriage. Miss BA, for

example, recently separated from a consensua-l union with a man with whom she

had associated for nine years, had helped to finance the house built by

her and this man; she is at present, however, living in a rented, room.
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This is similar to the case of Miss CK, also one of the younger

women still in the transitional stage of her conjugal career, who is at

present in the early extra-residential stage of her fourth union. Miss CK's

third union has been her stablest so far, for althou^i it was the same

length as her second (just under ten years) it had, unlike the latter,

evolved into a consensual stage when the couple had bought their own land

together and started building their own house. After living on their own

land for three years however (at first in a "little room" for two years

while the house was being built, and subsequently in the new house for a

year, although it was not finished) the union dissolved. Despite the

increasing consolidation of their resources, then (and in addition, the

man is a skilled manual worker - an occupational status higher than

average) the pattern both of that union and Miss CK's overall conjugal

career (ER - ER - CC - ER) is more closely correlated with the nature of

conjugal relations characteristic of her age group (she is thirty-seven)

than her eoonomic resources.
* f-i

Similar to this is the case of Miss CW, another female household head,

now mating extra-residentially with her former consensual mate. At present

she is living in a rented room, where her mate visits her. He owns his

house, however, in Maintown, and for the last two or three years of the

couple's consensual union they had in fact lived in that house together.

The consensual union - which had lasted for fourteen years, following a

duolocal period of about five years - had temporarily broken down, and is

now being resumed through extra-residential mating, the type of mating

typical of the first unstable stage of many unions. This seems to be

indicative of the importance of the various types of mating pattern

within an individual conjugal relationship or overall conjugal career; -

stages, which appear to be intrinsically sanctioned as appropriate with at

least some independence from economic variables.
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Finally, with reference to the variables of house and house-spot

tenure, it can be noted that in the three cases where consensual couples

were known to have consolidated their union by marriage by 1972, that

in all cases the couple had previously owned their house, where they had

lived consensually for periods of five years in one case and approximately

eleven years in the other two. (in one of these cases an additional room

was being built on a loan at the time of field work.) In addition, the

tenure of the house-spot had, in all three cases, remained the same; - in

one case the man had owned the land which he had purchased from before the

beginning of the couple's mion (which had lasted for thirteen years prior to

marriage); in another case the couple live on the man's mother's land,

but he is designated one of the co-heirs and can live there as long as he

wants. When he married, his mother was still alive and living in another

house on the land. And in the third case the couple were still living on a

leased house-spot» "Don't get anywhere to buy yet."

While some of the married men undoubtedly have some of the more regular,

higher status jobs such as F.W.D. or Parish Council cartman/sideman/driver;

water operator (one being Chief Water Operator for the area); gang

supervisor at one of the nearby tourist resorts; mechanic; carpenter; -

there are others who have irregular or low status occupations too.

Mr. AU, for example, who has been married for six years, has worked

"on and off" as a labourer at the building site of one of the nearby tourist

resorts for the past year. He also cultivates a ground which he has had

for a year* and a half. The cultivation is about one and a half acres, but

the land is free land and therefore relatively insecurely held. Other than

this he does

"Just any little thing around I get to do; - if I get a day's
work on the road, I go and do it; if I get a little piece of
grass, I'll go and clean it. Anything just to make a shilling.
No regular job."
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He has also been away on the Farm Work migrant labour scheme twice for

short periods; at least one of these trips being prior to his marriage.

Mr. AI. has been married for twenty-eight years, but is however only

a "common labourer" with irregular employment:

"Him work at the road, bushing and weeding road: anything
at all that him get. Work for the Government [Parish Council].
Is not day work,*/and him can finish it in three or four days;"

being paid for this work by the "job" rather than the "day". Sometimes

he also works as a stevedore. In addition he cultivates; he has cultivated

several grounds in the past, (all of which were rented or free land, and

therefore relatively insecurely held) and at present cultivates an acre of

free land with bananas, dasheen and cane, sending two truck-loads of cane

per annum to the factory. Again, however, he has no guaranteed security

of tenure to the land he cultivates.

Mr. T's only occupation is cultivator; the land he cultivates however

is only two squares of squatted land - small in area and insecure in tenure.

He has however been married for eight years. Mr 1. is:

"Just a common labourer...might get a little work this
week at the Public Works; another two or three weeks...
don't get anything."

The work is irregular and includes jobs such as weeding roads or working

on a truck. He also cultivates a ground - three quarters of an acre of

squatted land; again this is small in area and insecurely held. Occasionally

he also does river fishing. He has been married for over eleven years.

Mr. AH, who has been married for seventeen years, is also a "common

labourer", employed irregularly by the Government to do "pasture work" (that

is cleaning pastures) and sometimes earning £2 to £5 per week. He has no

other source of employment and does not cultivate.

l) For a discussion of the differences between "job" and "day"
work, see Smith, M.G. 1956(c) on oit.
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Mr. X. is one of the 'Single1 males - having been separated from his

wife for the past eight years after having been married for fourteen years.

His occupations include agricultural labouring, stevedore, cultivator, and

selling "snow-cones". His most constant occupation has been the agricultural

labouring - itself irregular. He has also been selling ice cones for a

long time, from before he was married. He owns his own ice-cart, selling

the cones mainly on market days in Maintown, maybe making a pound a week.

This too is therefore not a very lucrative occupation. The stevedore work

is the best paid, but this is extremely irregular. The cultivating has been

rather sporadic and on insecurely held land; of this occupation he saidi

"The little farming, it don't help you to that, because it
got no foundation behind it."

He no longer cultivates. When he was younger (he is now sixty-two) he moved

around this area of the island in search of work - to "Look a foundation,

and couldn't find none." Nevertheless he has been married, despite his

insecure occupational basis.

Likewise, while some of the consensually cohabiting males have the type

of low status irregular employment described in the cases above, others have

more secure, higher status employment.

Mr. BY, for example, has his own mechanic's business with apprentices,

but is only forty-two and is living in consensual cohabitation.

Mr. W., though cultivating on insecurely held land, also has a super¬

visory job at the building site of one of the tourist resorts in the vicinity.

He is thirty-nine and living in consensual cohabitation.

Mr. U. is a Headman on a property, where he has been employed for the

past thirty-five years. He is, in addition, a landlord, in that he leases

out about a square of his own house-spot to another villager. He is, in

fact, sixty-four, being the oldest of the consensually cohabiting males.

Mr. AY. is a carpenter in the building business. He is thirty-nine

and has been living consensually with his mate for at least the past

fifteen years of their twenty-year union, having had seven children by her.
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Mr. BM. is also a carpenter/contracter who used to work for a firm but

is now self-employed. His work involves a lot of travelling and so he has

a car (itself unusual for a villager.) He is forty-two.

Mr. CY. is a sideman on a truck, employed by the P.W.D. on a regular

basis with weekly pay. As sidelines he is also a cultivator and self-employed

butcher. He is forty-four.

Yet another consensually cohabiting male owns his own truck, being a

self-employed truck-driver; he is forty-five.

Mr. BZ. has regular employment with a national firm as an electrician,

being paid monthly. Although he has been promoted from a weekly to a monthly

paid employee during his present consensual union (which has lasted fourteen

years in all during twelve of which the couple have lived consensually), he

has been employed by the same firm from before he met his present mate. He

is in his early forties.

While many of the married women are just housewives (many doing their

own housework, with help from their children in some cases) several of the

consensually cohabiting women are also only housewives, not going out to work,

(in both cases the former occupation may include the sale of produce from

the household's cultivation. Such selling, although considered a separate

occupation elsewhere, will not be so treated here as it is common to so many

households. Higgling, however, will be so treated.)

In addition, women of both conjugal categories work as self-employed

dressmakers, and one of the married women had worked as a self-employed

shop-keeper for several years after her marriage, giving it up due to ill-

health. (Own account shop-keeping is an occupation shared by three other

women in the sample, one 'Separated/Married• and two 'Separated/Consensual

Cohabitation*; one of these latter at least, being so employed during a

stable consensual union.)
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Higgling - another self-employed occupation - shared by five women in

the sample, also shows no positive correlation with any particular conjugal

status. Of the four women who still higgle at present, two are married (one

however only higgles on a very small-scale), one is living consensually,

with the fourth being a •Single' household head (' Separated/ER or CC*); and

the fifth, now retired, is also a •Single* woman (•Separated/CC).

Although more of the consensually cohabiting than married women "work

out" (primarily as domestics) a few of the married women do have work which

takes them outside the home. For example Mrs. P., who has been married for

twenty-five years, is employed at a Government institution as head laundress.

She works six days a week, and has been working there for sixteen years.

Mrs. AT. works seasonally as an agricultural labourer, and has also worked

as a domestic for some of the time since her marriage.

Both married and consensually cohabiting housewives may also take

occasional employment such as "relief work" which is given by the Government

at Christmas-time, or temporary nurse-maid work with middle/upper class

families in the vicinity. In addition, both married and consensually cohabit¬

ing housewives sometimes stated that they would work if they could find a

job. For example, Miss CG, a housewife who is living consensually, said

that if she could get a job her mother would take the children; but that she

"can*t find any comfortable work". Similarly Mrs. AI, who has been married

for twenty-eight years, said that she would work if she could "get a little

work that I can manage", adding however "but I never taught up to do any and

any work."

On the basis of observation it can be noted that most of the women appear

to do at least much of their own house-work, regardless of conjugal status.

And for example, Mrs. D., the second longest-married woman in the sample,

though now seventy-five, still does the household*s cooking and laundry,

though she has to get someone to do the cleaning and ironing since she cannot

manage these chores due to the "arthritis pain" in her foot.
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Various component variables in the composite variable of socio-economic

status have been considered, in relation to that of conjugal status. It was

seen, for example, that while the current house tenure of the married couples

supports the economic determinist hypothesis, that on the other hand over

half of the consensually cohabiting couples also live in their own house.

In addition, not all of the married couples who at present live in their own

house have done so for the entire duration of their marriage; yet others

had owned their house - as well as house-spot - for some time prior to marriage,

during which time they had lived consensually.

Regarding the combined variables of house and house-spot tenure, many

of the consensually cohabiting couples were seen to be as well off, and in

some cases better off, than some of the married couples.

The standard of houses was also considered in relation to conjugal status,

and it was seen that while some married couples undoubtedly have bigger and

stronger houses than those living consensually, that in other cases the

latter have houses similar in type and size to many married couples. The

variable of house-improvement was also seen to cross-cut that of conjugal

status.

With reference to occupations, the variable of irregular/regular and

high/low status occupation was seen to cross-cut the variable of conjugal

status in the case of the males; while those of housewife/self-employed/

•working out1 were similarly seen to cross-cut that of the females. In

addition, most women do their own housework, regardless of conjugal status.

When these component variables are considered in relation to the

composite variable of socio-economic status in particular cases, a variety

of combinations are apparent.

In some cases a couple may have relatively high socio-economic status

in some respects, with low socio-economic status in others.

In the case of the AIs, for example, who have been married for
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twenty-eight years, Mr. AI. has purchased two adjoining plots of land

(totalling one and a quarter acres), building his house on one plot - though

the house is five-roomed, it is made of wood - but is still a "common

labourer" with irregular employment, and cultivates on insecurely held land.

While Mrs. AI. has only "worked out1 in a very limited sense - supervising

Relief Work for a short spell - she wouxd work if she could get something

suitable, and she and her adult daughters do the housework.

In the case of the As, who have been married for twenty-five years, while

Mr. A. is a retired carpenter and owns his house-spot and house (inherited),

also leasing house-spots on his land to villagers, he and his wife had, up

until the time of field work, lived in an old one-roomed wooden house, and

at that time their two adult children and three grandchildren also lived

there with them. Mrs. A. has stopped work since she married, but she and

her daughter do housework.

The Hs, another married couple, own their house - but it is wooden and

only has two rooms - and Mr. H. has a regular job as a mechanic at a sugar

estate (having a relatively high occupational status). However they live on a

leased house-spot, and are still saving to buy their own land. Mrs. H. does

not "work out", but she does her housework: "Look after the house, cook and

wash, and go to market..."

Miss HB. and Mr. BC, a oonsensually cohabiting couple, live in a rented

house (and as noted in Chapter 4 none of the households living in rented

accommodation rent the house-spot). Mr. BC, however, is a self-employed

truck-driver, owning his truck, and Miss BB. does not go out to work.

In other cases the composite variable of socio-economic status is

positively correlated with the variable of conjugal status in a way which

supports the economic determinist hypothesis. Perhaps the two strongest

cases in support of this hypothesis are those of the AQs and the ASs (although

even in these cases there are qualifications.)
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The ASs have been married for over twenty years, and own their house-spot

and house - which is large, with all facilities inside, and with much of it

built of concrete, although it has been built in stages. They also own a

car and television. Mr. AS. started his working career as a carpenter, and

is now a driver for the P.W.D. Although Mrs. AS. is not employed, she used

to keep their shop for several years. This, however, is a high-status

occupation. However, she also does her own houseworks "Domestic work -

washing, cooking, looking after poultry."

The AQs have been married for sixteen years and live on bought land in

their own large concrete house. Mr. AQ. is a Public Health Inspector, and

owns a car. Mrs. AQ. is not employed; however she does her own houseworks

"Cooking, washing and baking, look about the children, clean, do general

tidying", also doing her own marketing.

It can be noted, however, that while these cases support, in general,

the economic detenoinist hypothesis, that in some ways these couples can be

classified as middle-class; - Mr. AQ's occupation, for example, probably

carries the highest status in the entire sample. The couples' attitudes

and style of life also mark them as part of the village elite, thus showing

that a certain degree of internal socio-economic differentiation is present

within the village. In addition, these two couples are among the six who

display the developmental pattern in their conjugal unions similar to the

middle-class pattern - with marriage early in the union. In one case the

man had also been married before, showing an overall 'neutral* conjugal

career; and three of these four adults have no outside children, one however

showing an overall progressive developmental conjugal career.

However this economic correlation contrasts with at least three of the

four remaining cases where couples show the similar developmental pattern of

early marriage in their current union. For although all four of these

couples now live in their own house, at least three had lived in a rented
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house for some years of their marriage. There are also further variations

with regard to these three cases themselves which makes any generalisation

regarding this type of conjugal pattern and economic variables difficult.

In one case no outside children were reported for either spouse; in another,

each of the spouses has three outside children by three other unions. In the

man's case all these children were bom since his marriage, by extra-resident¬

ial unions concurrent with marriage. In the woman's case only one outside

child had been bom by a union concurrent with marriage (extra-residential),

the fact that the other two children were bom by non-legal unions prior to

marriage showing the normal type of progressive developmental pattern in her

overall conjugal career, with the variation of: EE - CC - M.

In the third case, although the couple had married early in their union,

they had both married late in their overall conjugal career, both having

had outside children by previous non-legal unions. Thus in the case of

both spouses the overall conjugal career shows the normal progressive

developmental pattern (EB/CC - M in the woman's case; CC - CC - M in the

man's, with increased stability from the first to second union - as well

as from these to the third - as the second union was longer than the first,

and also since while the first was for the most part extra-residential, most

of the second union was co-residential.) In addition, both spouses were of

advanced age when they married.

And any basic generalization regarding conjugal patterns and economic

variables is further defied by the fact that while these three cases are

similar to one of the three cases where, - thou^i the consensual stage had

been completely or virtually omitted, marriage had not come early in the

union, coming rather after an extended period of extra-residential association,

- in that this couple had also married before owning their house, yet the

other two couples in this category did own a house (as well as house-spot)

when they eventually married.
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There are also other cases where the correlation between socio-economic

status and conjugal status could be compatible with an economic determinist

explanation of mating patterns.

Miss CE, and Mr. CF's case could, for example, be compatible with this

hypothesis. They live consensually in a rented room. Miss CE. does not work,

although she has done so at some point in the past, but Mr. CE. is "just a

hard labourer" - working irregularly as a stevedore, or as an agricultural

labourer by the "job". They have lived together "quite a good while", although

Miss CE. is not certain of the exact period - but approximatexy fifteen years.

Neither is she certain of their exact ages, but she is approximately in her

late forties, with her mate possibly a little older.

Miss CU. and Mr. CV. are another consensually cohabiting couple who live

in a rented room. Miss CU. sometimes works as a domestic, although she is

not working at the present time. Mr. CV. does a variety of labouring jobs -

working sometimes for the Government, and sometimes for private employers,

such as, in the latter case, cutting cane. In addition he cultivates a

ground on insecurely held land. This case however is also compatible with the

normal -type of developmental pattern in the overall conjugal career? for

both Miss CU. and Mr. CV. are still in their twenties, and their union has only

lasted so far for five years.

Mr. CD. and Miss DA. also live consensually in a rented room. Miss DA.

does part-time domestic work (two days washing a week) for one of the older

married women in the sample, and Mr. CD. is a labourer with irregular

employment, also cultivating a ground on insecurely held land. Again, however,

the couple are both in their twenties, with their union having lasted about

six and a half years oily so far; their present conjugal status is therefore

also compatible with the earlier stage of the normal conjugal career.

Miss BD. and Mr. BE. also live consensually - in a rented one-roomed

wooden house. With them also live their four very young children (two years,

one year and twins of a few weeks) and Miss BD's eight-year old outside
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daughter by a previous extra-residential union. Miss BD, is a housewife,

being busy with the children, and Mr. BE. is only a "common labourer" who

works at jobs suoh as pasture-chopping. Again, however, their conjugal

status is compatible with the earlier stage of the normal conjugal career,

the union having lasted about six years, with Mr. BE. only thirty, and

Miss BD. twenty-eight. The latter*s outside daughter by a previous extra-

residential union being evidence also of the beginning of an overall progress¬

ive developmental conjugal career. On my return visit in 1972 I learned that

this union had in fact dissolved; - this also being compatible with the

couple's ages, and the concomitant fact that they are still in the earlier

unstable stage of their conjugal careers.

The case of the Cs, a couple who have been married for over twenty years,

although it is compatible with the economic hypothesis, brings out the point

that it mi^it sometimes be misleading to draw conclusions from a purely

synchronic correlation between a couple's cor&gal status and economic

resources. For Mr. C. has the largest area of land under cultivation of the

entire sample. Although this is relatively insecurely held, it is neverthe-

less leased, which provides more security than free or squatted land. He has

leased three pieces of land - four acres, five acres and ten acres in size,

much of -which is planted in cane which he sells to a nearby sugar factory.

In addition to owning his house and house-spot, (the latter, purchased) he

also owns a second piece of bought land in the village, with two "tenant

houses" which he rents out.

While he did marry shortly after purchasing his house-spot and building

his own house, the rest of his economic resources have been built up since

marriage. For he purchased the second piece of land and became a landlord

subsequent to marriage, and has only leased the three pieces of land in the

past ei^ht years - although he has been married for over twenty years -

building up the acreage of this leased land gradually even during1his recent

period. And by the time he did in fact go into cane farming, he was in fact
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over fifiy.

Mrs. C. does not "work out", being a housewife; in addition to his

occupation of cane farmer, however, Mr. C. is also a stevedore - an irregular

occupation which was previously seen to cross-cut conjugal status.

The case of Mir. AC, one of the biggest landlords in the sample, brings

out a similar point. He has been married for thirty years after a consensual

period of seventeen years. He owns three pieces of bought land and nine

houses. As mentioned previously, he had built his own house previous to

marriage, because he considered this a necessary prerequisite to marriage.

This house had first been built on rented land, and then moved to someone

else's land, where - because Mr. AC. acted as care-taker and rent-collector

for this person - he was allowed to use the house-spot free of charge. One

or two years after his marriage, Mr. AC. had purchased this land (one to two

squares) along with another (one-roomed) house on it. Several years later

he purchased another piece of land (one square), this time in River Village,

with a two-roomed house on it, about four years later purchasing the third

piece (half an acre) which in fact adjoins the second, with an "old shell"

of a house on it. This was about ten years ago. The latter the couple had

repaired, while still living in Government premises which went with Mr. AC's

job - a regular job which he had held from some years before he was married -

moving there after Mr. AC's retirement, about eight years ago. By the time

of field work he had also built two little wooden houses on his own house-spot

for rental and an additional one on the adjoining piece. And by 1972 there

was an additional house on his own house-spot. He also reported an additional

house in Maintown. By this time, then, he was renting out eight little

houses; but by this time he was seventy-two.

Finally, there are cases where the component variables add up to give

a composite socio-economic status which is altogether incompatible with

an economic determination of conjugal status.
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For example, Mr. BV. and Miss BU. live in their own house - which is in

fact the largest in the sample, being a nine-roomed concrete house.

Mr. BV's tenure to the house-spot is secure, for although at present it

belongs to his mother - and will do so until her death - not only did the

latter tell me that he can live there as long as he wants ("Him can live

there till him dead") but he has also been designated one of the heirs by

placing his name on the Title. (He is, in fact, the only one of the potential

co-heirs who has remained on the land.) The standard of the facilities in

the house is much above that of the average villager (married or otherwise) -

such facilities including a television, fridge, gas stove, and running water

inside the house. The couple also have a much larger stook of poultry than

most households, having about five dozen fowls - probably the biggest poultry

farm in the sample. In addition, Mr. BV. is a self-employed mechanic,

running his own business (with apprentices) on another piece of land which

he has purchased a few miles from the village. Miss BU. does not have a job,

remaining in the home to look after the children and the house, and in fact

another member of the sample is employed to do the household's laundry.

In 1968 their conjugal union had lasted so far for nineteen years, the

couple having lived duolocally for the first year, she at her father's house

in another village, he at his mother's house on the same land - and con-

sensually for the past eighteen years. During this time they have had ten

children together, the birth of their first child coinciding approximately

with the transition of the union from the extra-residential to consensual

stage. During the latter stage the couple have lived in three different

houses, all in River Village; the first two were rented, and they lived

there for periods of four and five years respectively, subsequently living

in their present house for the past eight or nine years.

Mr. BV. has no outside children, but Miss BU. has one - by a short

extra-residential union prior to her present union. Her overall conjugal

career therefore shows a progressive development from an unstable extra-

residential union to an extremely stable consensual one.



This couple's conjugal statue is clearly not compatible with an

economic determinist explanation of mating patterns, for not only ia every

prerequisite satisfied - if this explanation were the case - but their

composite socio-economic status is much higher than that of many of the

married couples. On the other hand, their oonjugal status is quite compatible

with their age - Miss BU. ia forty-two, and Mr. BY, thirty-eight - although

both their ages and the stability of their union make it likely that they

may consolidate their union by marriage at a later point, and this was in fact

seen to be so by 1972. For the couple had married late in 1970 - almost

exactly two years after I had oolleoted this material. At the time of their

marriage, then, they had been living In their own house for ten or eleven

years; Mr. BY. was forty and Miss BU. forty-four; and their union had endured

for twenty-cue years, twenty of which had been spent in consensual cohabitation.

The consolidation of their union at this point was wholly compatible with the

developmental pattern of the typical conjugal career - a movement towards

increasing stability in oonjugal relations - (in Mr. BV's case showing a

neutral pattern and in Miss BU's a progressive one); and also of the develop¬

mental pattern within the majority of the current unions which have culminated

in marriage, the pre-marital stage of twenty-one years in this union being

as stable as that In most, and stabler than that in many of these unions

(see Table 4» p.218). It can also be seen that their ages at marriage are

comparable to the younger category of married couples (see Table 5, p.223).
It is important to note that in addition to the fact that they had lived in

their own house for several years before marriage, that at the time of

marriage Mr. BV's mother was still alive and living on the same land, and

that his position regarding the tenure of the land had therefore remained

the same.

Miss BY. and Mr. BZ. live In their own house (three-roomed wooden) built

on Mr. BZ's mother's land to which he has secure tenure (see above,
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In addition to this, Mr. BZ. has a good job as a regular salaried employee

(electrician) with a well-known firm, and had in fact been working with this

firm from before he met Miss BY. fourteen years ago (although he has during

that time been promoted from a weekly to a monthly employee.) Miss BY. is not

employed, "Just stay in the house and do a little housework." Their house is

furnished at a higher standard than most villagers, for example they have a

fridge.

They have been friendly for fourteen years, and have lived conBensually

for the past twelve. Their conjugal status, then, again seems to be more

logically explained with reference to the normal developmental pattern in

conjugal relations; for although their union shows increasing stability, a

duration of fourteen years is less than the pre-marital stage of many of the

current marital unions, and their ages (Mr. BZ, is in his early forties, and

Miss BY. is only thirty-one) are comparable to those of many of the other

consensual couples. Both factors of stability and age, then, are quite

appropriate to consensual status.

Miss CZ. and Mr. U. have been friendly for twelve years, having lived

consensually for the past eleven. They live in his own house on his own

bought lond (four squares). Mr. U. had in fact purchased this land before

he met Miss CZ# having sold another piece of land with a house on it, which

he alone had inherited from an aunt in another village, in order to purchase

this present piece of land. He has also had the house, which was also

purchased, for several years, although he is at present adding another room

to it with a Government loan. For the first two years of their consensual

union they had lived in a house provided on the properly where he works. He

holds a supervisory job there, and has bear employed there for thirty-five

years. They then lived in a rented house for a few months, despite the fact

that he had his own house, which was at the time rented out. However they

soon moved into the latter, and in 1968 had been living in his own house

for the past ten years.



Apart from the fact that he is regularly employed, has a higher status

job than most, owns his land and house - and has done so for several years,

he is also a landlord leasing a piece of his land to another villager for a

house-spot* lie had also sold a piece of his land to a neighbour for a house-

spot. He is also the sole wage-earner for the household, for Hiss CZ. is Just

a housewife.

Their conjugal status is therefore again more logically explained with

reference to the developmental pattern within their union - for with a con¬

sensual stage of eleven years and a total pre-marital stage so far of twelve

years, the duration of the union, though indicating some stability, is not as

long as the equivalent stages in many of the current marital unions. Hiss CZ. i

only thirty-three, and again her conjugal status is compatible with her age*

Nr. TJ. at sixty-four, is, however, the oldest of the oonsensually cohabiting

males. Nevertheless, it is not unusual for persons to marry when they are

over sixty (see for example, the case of the IBs above). And in fact by

1972 this couple had married (marrying in 1970), Mr, U. dying two years

later. At the time of his death, then, the union had progressed through

the three normal stages oft ER (one year) - CC (fourteen years) - M (two years).

Their conjugal careers also show a normal progressive developmental

pattern, Nr. U. having had three previous unions (the first extra-residential,

the next two consensual) and Hiss CZ. having had two children by one

previous consensual union. At the time of field work their overall conjugal

patterns were coded ast ER - CC - CC and CC - CC respectively, his being

progressive, hers being transitional, though in fact increasing in stability,

since her first consensual union had only lasted five years. This diaohronic

view, then, which shows that these patterns culminated ast ER - CC - CC - M

and CC - M respectively, hear out the type of progressive development postu¬

lated in the proceeding analysis of conjugal patterns.

Mr. CY. (forty-four) and Miss CX. (thirty-nine) have bean living in a
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consensual union for the past nineteen years, having known each other

for about twenty years altogether. They live in their own three-roomed

wooden house on land which they aire purchasing on a "lease and sale" agreement.

In addition, Mr. CY. is employed in a regular job as sideman on a truck with

the P.W.D. - in addition to his sideline occupations of self-employed butcher

and cultivator (on their house-spot). Miss CX. does not "work out" (apart

from having at one point taken two weeks temporary work as a nurse-maid) being

just a housewife, and she is supported by her consensual mate. Although they

have not yet purchased their house-spot, their composite socio-economic status

is higher than that of some of the married couples - for example that of the

Ts, who own their house but only lease their house-spot (not having been

able to buy a previous leased house-spot also), with Mr. T. engaged in own-

account cultivating cm insecurely held land, and Mrs. T. self-employed as a

higgler, which, she explained, is very hard work. Or that of the ATs, who

live in a one-roomed rented house, with both spouses working as labourers.

Mr. CY. and Miss CX's conjugal status is therefore more compatible with their

ages than with their economic resources, with their union showing a typical

progressive developmental pattern and increasing stability.

Mr. AY. (thirty-nine) in addition to owning his house for the past

fifteen years and house-spot (purchased) for the past three years, is a self-

employed carpenter in the building business. His current union has lasted

for twenty years, the last fifteen at least of which have been consensual.

Again his conjugal status is more compatible with his age (and his mate's,

she i3 forty) than his composite socio-economic status, and their union

shows increasing stability; - seven of his mate's eight children have been

by him, and she told me that they had completed their family. (Her first

child had been by a previous extra-residential union.) In 1972 this couple

were still living in a consensual union.

Miss BL. and Mr. BM. have been friendly for a total of sixteen years,
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first living duolocally, and now consensually. (The exact division of these

stages is not clear, hut the latter stage has lasted for at least six years.)

They live in a rented house; from the economic determinist viewpoint then,

their conjugal status would appear to he compatible with their resources.

However, Mr. BM. owns a house outside of the village, where the couple had

previously lived for a year (having subsequently lived in this present house

for four years) and which he now rents out; it is not in fact known whether

or not he owns the land that that house is on. In addition, Miss BL, owns

an acre of bought land in her natal village, a few miles inland, much of

which she cultivates in cane which she sells to a nearby factory. The

occupational status of this couple is also better than most, since Mr. BM.

is a self-employed carpenter/contracter with his own car as his work involves

a lot of travelling. He also rents additional accommodation in another town

for when he has to stay away from home due to his job. Although Miss BL.

works, her occupational status is also high. For in addition to being a small

cane farmer, she has a good job employed regularly as a seamstress for a high-

class tourist shop in a nearby resort - this job enabling her in fact to

work at home, where she has a cousin helping her. The conjugal status of

this couple, then, appears to have a closer correlation with their ages -

she is thirty-four, he is forty-two - and the duration of their union to date,

than with their economic resources.

The case of Miss BW, one of the female household heads, who was deserted

after a long and stable consensual union, is an example of a union which

followed the normal progressive developmental pattern from extra-residential

to consensual cohabitation, with the latter stage persisting for several years

despite the relatively high oomposite socio-economic status of the couple;

and in addition, shows the final disintegration of the union coinciding with

the period of -the greatest consolidation of resources - the conjugal pattern

thus being independent of economic variables.
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Miss BW. had had eleven children by this consensual mate, and their

union had lasted at least twenty-two years. After a preliminary extra-

residential period of three years, and just after the birth of their second

child, Miss BW. left her parental home to set up a consensual union with her

mate. The latter was a shop-keeper, and for many years they had kept shop

together - "salt shop, rum shop, big shop - sell everything." At first they

lived in a leased house and kept a leased shop; later, however, they had moved,

and although they still leased the land, they built their own shop. In

addition, about five years after establishing their consensual union,

Miss BW's mate purchased three acres of land in River Village; -this is larger

than the average villager's house-spot. They had continued however, to live

in another village, where they kept shop, their consensual union lasting about

twelve years after this land was purchased. A house was finally built on this

bought land after seventeen years of consensual cohabitation; the house is

wooden, but is larger then the average villager's house. At this point

Miss BW's mate transferred both the house and land legally to her and certain

of their children, and she moved into the house without him, the union con¬

tinuing duolocally for some years before finally ending.

Just as in the above cases consensual unions were seen to persist despite

what would certainly appear to be adequate socio-economic status and economic

resources for marriage, especially compared with that of some of the married

villagers, there are also cases where couples are married despite a relatively

shaky all-round economic basis. The cases of the Ts and the ATs are examples

of this, and have already been referred to above (see p.3'7).
The AUs are another example; although Mrs. AU. has stopped working since

she married, and the couple own their house, the latter is only a one-roomed

wooden house, and the small house-spot (half a square) is rented. They

have lived here for one year, and the arrangement is for no definite period.

Prior to living here, they have - since their marriage six years ago - lived

in the same house on another rented house-spot (one square), which was also
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rented for no definite period, the payments being made yearly, Mr, AU. has

neither regular nor high status employment, although in the past year his

employment has been more regular, with him working in spells at the building

site of one of the tourist resorts in the vicinity. In addition, although

he cultivates, this is done on insecurely held land. And althou^i Mrs. AU.

does not "work out", nevertheless she still has to do her own housework.

The Ms have been married for about seventeen years, and although they now

live in their own two-roomed wooden house, the second room was added with

great financial difficulty several years after their marriage, the materials

for the first room being a gift from an employer. In addition, they still do

not own a house-spot, and although their present house-spot belongs to a

relative, tenure to this is not secure, and by 1972 the couple had moved else¬

where. Although Mrs. M. no longer works (apart from occasional Relief Work)

she does her own housework - with the help of her grandchildren - also doing

a certain amount of housework for her elderly relative on whose land they

live. In addition, Mr. AN. is only a "common labourer" and has no regular

job.

Their conjugal status, then, is more closely related to their ages -

although she is only thirty-nine, he is between fifty and sixty - rather than

their economic resources or socio-economic status; and also to the progressive

development of their union: EE (less than a year) - CC (seven years) - M

(seventeen years), which is typical of most unions culminating in marriage,

as well as - in her case - a progressive developmental pattern in her overall

conjugal career. For she has had three outside children by two previous

unions, both less stable - both in duration and type - to her present union;

the first two children being born to a man with whom she lived consensually

for about three years, and the third by a union which had only lasted about

a month before her mother had 'taken her away' - "say I must come home leave

him."



Mr. X. (sixty-two), who married about twenty-two years ago, but has been

separated from his wife for the past eigfrt years, is another person whose

marriage seems to have been largely unrelated to his economic resources.

For his present two-roomed wooden house which he owns was only built three

years ago, with him having to "trust some lumber" to do this. He had lived

for much of the time prior to this in a rented room in Maintown. In addition,

although his maternal half-sister has permitted him to build his house on

her land, he has no actual or potential rights of ownership to this. He has

always had low status irregular occupations such as agricultural labourer,

stevedore, "snow-cone" seller, and in addition has previously cultivated

sporadically on insecurely held land.

Conclusion.

While the material does not show that economic considerations are com¬

pletely irrelevant in association with conjugal status - and in fact it would

be surprising if it did, since such factors have been found to be important

by so many anthropologists concerned with Caribbean family structure, and not

least of all, specifically with Jamaican family structure - there appear to be

too many qualifications to any one basic theme of economic determinism for it

to be concluded that conjugal status is wholly, or even primarily dependent

on economic factors. And when it is further seen how much consistency exists

with regard to the 'typical developmental pattern of a progressive movement

from instability to stability both within individual unions, and in the over¬

all conjugal career, then an economic explanation of conjugal patterns must

be viewed with even greater caution."^ This is further supported by the fact

l) It seems likely that the development of early marriage from un¬
stable non-legal unions noted by Sheila Patterson among lower class
West Indians (most of whom are Jamaicans) in Hrixton can be attribu¬
ted more to the pressure of local (British) norms than to the couple's
achievement of economic security. This suggestion gains support
from the phenomenon of pseudo-marriages among the migrants; that is
consensually cohabiting couples may pretend to be married. For no
such pretence is felt to be necessary in the Jamaican lower class
and can therefore be attributed to the pressure of local British
norms. See Patterson, S. on cit.



that, as seen in Chapter 2, even some of the protagonists of 'economic

determinism' admit the failure of their hypotheses to account adequately

for the forms or variations in family structure; and it was noted in connect¬

ion with this that an alternative explanation sometimes given by such authors

is the influence of religious factors.

In my own data remarks by Informants indicate the possibility of the

influence of religious considerations on conjugal status. I was told, for

example, by a female informant, that persons living consensually cannot be

baptised. And this negative sanction of the Church against non-legal unions

is further witnessed by the fact that illegitimate babies are baptised on

special days.

In another case I was told by a married couple that they had not cohabited

consensually prior to their marriage as their religious "Society don't allow

that." The birth of some of their children over the preceeding six-year duo-

local period, however, indicates that this sanction is interpretated as one

against the institutionalisation of a non-legal union by common residence, -

that is, "living straight out" in the same house. Similarly, the words used

by the previous informant regarding the withholding of baptism, were that

"You can't baptise if you are living in the same house as a man" (My emphasis).

This latter discussion regarding baptism had come about due to the fact that

on my return visit the informant had volunteered the information that she had

been baptised earlier that year. Although she was now living as a 'Single'

female household head - her current consensual union at the time of field

work having dissolved - her conjugal career to date had shown a progressive

developmental pattern of ER - CC, her recent consensual union of ten years

duration (which had in fact shown sigas of breaking up at the time of field

work, despite the fact that the man concerned told me that he wanted to marry

her) having been preceeded by two productive, but short-lived extra-residential

unions. She was, at the time of baptism, aged forty-two. In this case, then,
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baptism bad followed a dissolved consensual union rather than precipitating

marriage, despite the fact that the woman had had the opportunity to marry.

Baptism had also come subsequent to a normal progressive developmental conjugal

career and in middle-age.

This woman's neighbour, who is also one of the principal adults in the

sample, said that she had also deoided to be baptised into the Baptist Church,

although she had not yet done so. She was at that time agod forty-one, and

had in fact married earlier that year, this being one of the cases where a

long-standing consensual union had been consolidated by marriage in the

1968/9 - 1972 interim. Marriage had therefore in faot proceeded baptism, and

the developmental pattern of the union itself (ER (a few months) - CC (nine

years) - M) is typical of the majority of current unions which had culminated

in marriage (See Table 4 above, p.218). In addition, the couple's age at

marriage (her forty-one, he forty-three) is comparable to that of the younger

category of married persons (See Table 5 p«223). To what extent the decision

to be baptised had affeoted the consolidation of the union is further debatable

by the faot that when I had interviewed this informant four years earlier

(three and a half years before her marriage) the possibility that this union

might be consolidated by marriage in the future seemed to be present in her

mind, for in discussing their conjugal union she had remarked "Don't married

yet." (it can be noted that when they did marry, "only witnesses" were

present, oontrary to the general style of wedding reported in the literature.)

In addition to the faot that the developmental pattern of the current

union as well as the couple's ages are consistent with the typical dynamics

of conjugal relations, the overall conjugal career of both spouses also

shows a typical progressive pattern (at the time of field work: EE - CC in

both cases, later becomings EE - M), the woman having had one outside child

by a previous extra-residential union when she "was young" and still living

at her mother's} he having had two outside children by two previous extra-

residential unions while he was also living at his mother's house.
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In another case where the interrelationship between religion and conjugal

status was discussed, the man belongs to the Baptist Church and the woman,

formerly a Baptist is now Pentecostal:

"They don't believe that you must straighten hair; you
musn't smoke; don't drink rum and all like that. And
you must wear you' dress moderate, and you can't live
boy-friend life."

It is not known exactly when the couple joined these respective churches, but

they have now been married for nine years, he at forty and she at thirty-seven

being among the younger category of married persons. However their union has

nevertheless followed the normal progressive developmental pattern of:

duolocal (six months) - CC (one year and two months) - M. However both the

consensual period and the entire pre-marital period (that is the period of

"friendship", because they had in fact known each other much longer, - from when

they were children,) were relatively brief, and all their children together

have been born subsequent to marriage, although the woman has had two outside

children by an earlier unstable extra-residential union, - thus showing an

overall progressive developmental pattern also.

Despite the apparent influence of religious factors on conjugal status

suggested in the above remarks of informants, then, such factors do not in

fact provide a plausible explanation of the variable of conjugal status, the

latter variable being seen on the whole to be independent of the former,

and this conclusion gains support from Henriques' observation regarding the

contradiction inherent in explaining the variable of conjugal status with

reference to religious factors.

Although with reference to the consolidation of their consensual union

by marriage some informants made remarks such as "We just decide to marry",

others made statements such as "We couldn't go on in concubinage because it is

not respectable"; "If we didn't marry we would be living as prostitutes" -

the informant who made the latter statement also pointing out the advantages
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of marriage to his child (legitimifftion and "school him better") and wife

("All the earnings go to the wife and child")} another informant explaining

that as their children grew older she had become ashamed of living a "sweet¬

heart life - once they would learn what married life is", adding that her

children would receive better treatment and she would be better respected when

married. Another informant suggested that people may marry "out of sin in old

age," adding that there is a saying that 'if you're not married you're not a

Christian'.

While statements such as these do reflect to some extent the values of

those making them, it is important to note that with these same couples the

decision to marry for such reasons comes after a long and stable pre-marital

union, and when the couple are no longer young. For example in the case of

the first informant referred to above who said that they "couldn't go on in

concubinage...", she was forty-nine and her husband forty-six when they

married, and their marriage consolidated a stable union of thirty-one years,

approximately thirty of which had been spent in consensual cohabitation.

In addition, the woman's overall conjugal career shows the progressive

developmental pattern of Hi - M, she having had two outside children by a

previous extra-residential union. And in the case of the informant who made

the second statement, the couple had married after a consensual period of

seventeen years, with the man being in his early forties at the time of

marriage. (The exact age of the woman at that time is not known, but at the

time of field work, about thirty years later, she was 'over sixty', so she

would have been at least in her thirties.) In addition each spouse has had

outside children by a previous union (four children by a consensual union in

his case, two children by an extra-residential union in hers) thus showing

overall progressive developmental patterns of CC - M and ER - M respectively.

In the third case the couple had married after a consensual union of thirteen

years, the man being fifty at the time and the woman thirty-eight, the latter
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having had. three outside children prior to her current union, showing an

overall progressive developmental pattern of CC - M. In the fourth case,

the couple had not in fact lived eonsensually prior to marriage but had

associated duolooally for twelve years prior to marriage, during which period

two of their three children had been bom, eleven and eight years prior to

the marriage respectively, thus indicating that this duolocal period was in

fact an extended extra-residential stage replacing the more usual consensual

period. At the time of marriage he was forty-one and she thirty. The husband

has had an outside child by a previous non-legal union, thus also showing an

overall progressive developmental conjugal career.

The developmental patterns of the current unions and also overall conjugal

careers of the above cases are typical of the majority of current unions whioh

have culminated in marriage, as can be seen from Table 4 on page 218; and it is

difficult to conclude that such patterns would bo consistently occur, and in

association both with a progressive movement from instability to stability

in conjugal relations and also late marriage, without some positive sanctioning

of the pattern itself. The point, then, is that such statements regarding

the shame of continued concubinage or non-legal association seem to be

rationalisations unless they are taken to mean that it would be inappropriate

to continue in consensual cohabitation in view of the fact that the union

has reached the degree of stability necessary to prove the couple's commit¬

ment to each other.

This interrelationship between marriage and the proven commitment of the

couple can be seen to have a historical basis in the norcnr: governing mating

in slave society. For in his study of slavery in Jamaica, Patterson states

that despite the breakdown "of the institution of marriage both in its Afrioan

and European forms",^ there was nevertheless a discernible pattern of

mating among the resultant chaos. He isolates five "types of mating pattern

among the slaves ("prostitution} unstable unions; stable unions; multiple

l) Patterson, 0. op cittl59.
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associations; and monogamous associations which were sometimes made legal"

which, he states *

"are really not distinct categories, but phases in the
development of the mating habits of the creole slaves
over the entire span of their lives."2)

Although some of the details of this developmental pattern are seen to vary

somewhat from that described with reference to my own data - (for example, he

places more emphasis on "synchronic quasi-polygyny")^ - yet a similar pattern

of a progressive movement from youthful unstable unions to greater conjugal

stability in later life can be identified. And associated with this movement

was the fact that!

"The attitude of the slave toward stable monogamous unions
and (during the nineteenth century) legal marriage, tended
to vary over the span of his life."4)

5)
For whereas "Young slaves generally ridiculed the idea of stable unions...", '

it was on the other hand "common for the old Negroes to settle down in stable

monogamous unions" "Even before the possibility of legal marriage in the nine¬

teenth century.. And with reference to the attitude of the younger

Negroes he cites a case where a young slave "who wished to get married...'had

been much laughed and scoffed at by many...1", stating that "After the ceremony

'the rabble followed, shouting and Jeering as if the newly married pair had
7)

committed some dreadful crime.*"" Patterson relates this ridicule to the

paradoxical fact that "high status" was "associated with legal marriage on the

part of the slaves themselves, who 'regard the marriage tie with a reverence

1) Ibid;160.

2) Ibid;l65.

3) Ibid: see however Freilioh op cit for a similar emphasis on this
phenomenon, this however not being confined to males.

4) Patterson, 0. op cit:l64.

5) Ibid.

6) Ibid:l65.

7) Ibid:l64.
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* l)

and respect approaching to superstitution'" ' (my emphasis), noting that in the

case of the older slaves "respect for the age of the couple and their proven

2)
affections, led to less scepticism and mockery from the younger slaves." '

Marriage, in River Village then, although it frequently occurs late in the

individual's conjugal career, and often at a relatively advanced age, is taken

very seriously and entered into with a deep sense of commitment. So that while

a consensual union may be and frequently is very stable, there is this difference

in commitment between the consensual and married status, a point which Blake

misses in her criticism of Henriques, viz:

"Henriques tries to substantiate the integration argument by at
times assuming a remarkable degree of stability for common-law
unions. It is thus implied that such unions are the lower-class
equivalent of marriage. At other times, however, he emphasizes
the tenuousness of the structural bonds uniting common-law mates.
He describes -the common-law union as giving either of the parties
the freedom to leave at any time..."5J

- and which is evident in one of my informant's explaiEtion of why persons may

live connensually rather than marry: "V/hen the man form foolish, can Just tell

him to go if it's your house, and walk out if it's his."

A concomitant of achieving the stability in conjugal relations required

for marriage is the fact that by the time the couple have done this, they are

no longer young; - particularly when, as is seen from the data on overall

conjugal patterns, a union which does eventually become consolidated by marriage

may not in fact even begin until after one or more earlier less stable unions

have been experienced. In this way, then, marital status becomes associated

not only with a proven commitment to each other, but also with more advanced

age; - for example, a woman of twenty-three who has lived consensually with

her present mate (twenty-seven) for the past seven years, (although this case

superficially supports the eoonomic interpretation of conjugal status in that

the couple live in a rented room, and the man as a labourer has both low

1) Ibid.

2) Ibid:165.

3) Blake on oit:115.
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occupational status and irregular employment) told me that she did not intend

to get married in the near future: "Time no come!" The appropriate time for

marriage as far as she was concerned being "When me full up in age; - forty.

That's the best time." And when I asked why, she just said "It more better."

These two component elements of the normal conjugal pattern - the associa¬

tion of marriage with prior conjugal stability and proven commitment, and with

relatively advanced age - may even to a certain extent become dissociated from

each other, so that marriage is regarded as the appropriate conjugal status

of older persons. This may account for the more rapid culmination in marriage

of a union begun late in life, as occurred in the case of the AFs who married

"within the year" of meeting, while they were both in their fifties. For

both spouses have had outside children by previous non-legal unions, so that

despite the absence of the normal type of developmental pattern within their?

union, this pattern is not absent in their overall conjugal careers.

This would seem to be compatible with the fact that in general older age

appears to bring status; for example older women in the village may be

addressed by the prefix 'Mas' before their christian name: 'Miss Joan',

•Miss Ruth' et cetera, which is a sign of respect mingled with a degree of

familiarity, also being used by lower class employees towards middle/upper

class employers (in this oase regardless of age, class being the determinant

of status here.)1^ Such terms of address in the village towards older women

are used regardless of conjugal status, a married woman frequently being so

addressed rather than by her more formal title of 'Mrs. D'. (That age brings

l) Cf Freilich, M.j "Field Work: An Introduction" in Freilich, M. (Ed.)
Marginal Natives (New York: Harper and Row, 1970) p.2 Footnote (2)
who notes that during his field work "Most people in Anamat,
Trinidad, called me 'Mr. Morris.' I interpreted the 'Morris*
as a sign of friendship, and the 'Mr,' as indicating some respect
for ny position of high status in the community. The ooncept of
'hi^a-status friend'...appears to describe well both the position
I attained in the community and its functional meaning." And
Whitten, N.: "Network Analysis and Processes of Adaptation among
Ecuadorian and Nova Scotian Negroes" in Freilich ibid, p. 349$
notes a similar form of address used towards him by some of his
informants.
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status also being illustrated by the fact that leadership roles in voluntary

associations are also frequently held by older persons who have a reputation

of respectability and good citizenship, see Chapter 3*)

The importance of a correlation between the developmental cycle and

conjugal patterns can be demonstrated further by a comparison with these

variables in England on the point of conjugal breakdown, fcr in his study of

divorce trends in the latter country, McG-reggor has shown that there is a

close association between the incidence of divorce and the developmental

cycle; - these trends he states,

"demonstrate an astonishing similarity and stability over a
relatively long period of time. It is remarkable that the
distribution of dissolved marriages by duration and number
of children should have changed so little in half a century
during which the law of divorce, the access to the court, the
size and standard of living of the family, the position of women,
and familial, parental and sexual relations have changed so
much.,,l)

However while a close association between the developmental cycle and

conjugal patterns exists in both societies (River Village and England) there

is a contrast in the actual pattern of conjugal instability associated with

the developmental cycle in the two societies. For while McGreggor found

increased incidence of divorce in the later as opposed to earlier stages of

the life cycle (fifty-nine per cent of divorces occur among those who have

been married for over ten years, and there has been an increasing incidence

of divorce among those married for twenty or more years, this increase being

due to longer life expectation) - this pattern being similar to that of

conjugal patterns described by R.T. Smith for Guianese Negroes - the break¬

down of conjugal unions in River Village typifies the earlier rather than

later stages of the life cycle.

The reason for this difference can be related to the differing norms

regarding marriage in the two societies. For while early marriage is the

norm in iihgland, late marriage is the norm in River Village; and the overall

l) EcGreggor, O.R. s Divorce in England (London: Heinemann, 1957)
p. 4Q«
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conjugal career in the latter can really be seen as a 'trial and error'

progression towards the location of the ideal conjugal partner, - not only

through the trial and rejection of a number of partners early in the individ¬

ual's mating career, but also through the testing throu^i a long period of

consensual cohabitation of the partner whom the individual does eventually

marry. Tims not only are constraints for early marriage similar to those in

England absent in River Village, but so are constraints for conjugal stability

of any sort at an early age. The River Villager therefore spends most of his

life in the search for the ideal conjugal partner, and because of this, the

chances of conjugal breakdown in the later stages of the developmental cycle

are considerably reduced as compared with English society*

This interpretation of the difference in the actual incidence of conjugal

instability at respective stages of the developmental cycle in the two

societies might provide some basis for the prediction of change in these

patterns in England with the increasing rejection of early marriage by the

younger section of the population. The questioning of traditional values by

the latter may very well lead to an approach of mate selection similar to that

in River Village, with a oonoomitant decrease in the incidence of divorce in

the later stages of the developmental cycle.

Divorce trends in England are of further relevance to the study of West

Indian mating patterns; for the similarity between the high incidence of

conjugal instability in the later stages of the developmental cycle in

England with that postulated by R.T* Smith for Guyana leads to the question¬

ing of Smith's hypothesis that the resultant matrifocality typifies low

socio-economic groups in many societies.
To summarize:

/Many of the features of family structure in River Village can be seen

to be basically similar to the general picture of family structure presented

in the literature on the Caribbean area; - a variety of mating statuses

(extra-residential, consensual cohabitation and marriage) and domestic groups
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are found, the varying features of the latter including female household

heads and fostering (two features which have received much attention in the

literature in the discussion of 'matrifocality'), and outside children*

It can be seen that with regard to River Village family structure a

distinction needs to be made between the concepts of 'household* and 'family'

(in view of the presence of the institutionalized extra-residential mating

form; the phenomenon of fostering; and that of serial monogamy, which often

results in the dispersion of the members of a nuclear family in different

households); but that it is necessary to consider both concepts in the analysis

of River Village family structure. The data also shows the need for a dis¬

tinction between the concepts of 'marriage' and 'family'*

While, as mentioned above, the features of River Village family structure

are basically similar to the general picture of Caribbean family structure,

the interpretation of such features of family structure was, however, seen

to differ somewhat from that of certain other anthropologists; the main

difference being the presence of a greater degree of stability in conjugal

and family relations than previously attributed by many analyses. For

example, the -typical developmental pattern in conjugal relations was seen to

be one towards greater stability, both within individual unions and in the

overall conjugal career, a conclusion diametrically opposed to R.T. Smith's

hypothesis regarding matrifocality among Guianese Negroes, but gaining support

from the work of M.G. Smith and Roberts, although certain qualifications of

these authors' hypotheses have been made above. In addition, the features

of female household headship and fostering were found to be related to stable

as well as unstable aspects of family structure.

It was further seen that the variable of mating patterns influences that

of household composition, this conclusion again gaining support from the work

of M.G. Smith. And on the basis of this interrelationship it can be noted

that the various classifications of •-types' of conjugal relationships and
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domestic groups put forward in the literature on the Caribbean do not

need to be seen as discrete categories, but can be related to eaoh other

in th context of the developmental cycle - a conclusion previously formed

by certain other anthropologists.1^
Horowitz's criticism of M.G. Smith's explanation of Vest Indian family

structure with reference to the variable of mating patterns as tautologous

was, however, noted, and while it was pointed out that a hypothesis which

postulates the influence of mating patterns on household composition is not

in itself a tautology, it was agreed that this is not a sufficient explanation

of family structure, since mating patterns are a part of family structure.

It became necessary therefore to consider the cause of such mating patterns.

The current economic determinist hypothesis which has characterised

studies of Vest Indian family structure from the 1940s to the present time,

was then considered, and it was concluded that while certain positive corre¬

lation? between economic factors and conjugal status undoubtedly do exist

to some extent, that the variation in conjugal status cannot be consistently

explained with reference to any one basic economic determinist theme.

In addition it was seen that neolocai residenoe - a prerequisite which

Blake associates with marital unions in her economic explanation of family

structure - is also associated with oonsensual unions (the birth of children

sometimes being associated with the change from duolocal to consensual

mating.) This norm of neolocai residenoe aasooiated with all co-residential

union? in the village further shows that the typical conjugal career tends to

develop independently of the influence of family land - a point whioh will

be dincussed more fully in the subsequent section on the inheritance of

ri$its to land. For there it will be seen that many persons in the village

who live neolocally - some in rented houses or on rented or leased land - in

l) E.g. Davenport on. olt.
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fact have claims to land in other parts of the parish or of the island.

And even in the cases above where residence is seen to occur on inherited land

in the village, a variety of conjugal statuses are associated with such

residence, there being a closer correlation between these statuses and the

typical developmental pattern of the conjugal career than with any resultant

growth of 'bilocal' extended families on such land as postulated by Davenport

and Clarke. And for example, marital unions are associated with residence

on land inherited by both the man and the woman.

In addition, the expansion of households due to fostering was not seen to

be consistently correlated with the economic basis of the household.

On the other hand, the consistency of the association between conjugal

status and age in the typical progressive developmental pattern - and which

was in fact seen to have a historical basis - indicates that either this

mating pattern may be relatively independent of economic variables, the

search for economic security being a separate and universal quest; or, that

if some economic definition of marriage does exist, that this is supported

by an interdependent set of values which sanctions the existing mating

pattern. For while economic factors are seen to be indirectly relevant in

that they delineate the broad context in which the patterns described above

operate - that is, the •lower class* vis-&-vis the middle/upper class -

economic factors do not seem sufficient to account for the variation in

mating within this class, a conclusion which various protagonists of economic

determinism in fact admit.

In By own explanation of family structure the importance of history or

tradition in the shaping of the norms governing such structure has been

pointed out. It was also seen from Chapter 2 that the later studies of
for

West Indian family structure(/example. R.T. Smith, Clarke, M.G. Smith) have

tended to move away from the consideration of the importance of history in

the explanation of West Indian family structure. Some, concomitantly, question¬

ing the emphasis placed on historical explanation by earlier authors such as
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Simey arul Henriques. M.G. Smith, for example, makes the following harsh

criticism of the early authors:

"The pioneer studies of West Indian family organization suffer
from certain defects. In plaoe of structural analyses or careful
field studies, they tend to offer competing historical explanations
of the origin of Vest Indian family forms. Only recently have
detailed quantitative studies of family organization among West
Indians been published. [He cites R.T. Smith and Clarke as
examples]. With these publications, West Indian family studies
have become transformed. They are no longer hypothetical
illustrations of African cultural persistance or the aftereffects
of slavery; such diachronic specuhtians have been replaced by
emphasis on synchronic analyses of these family systems."l)

Four points can be made with regard to my departure from the more recent

studies vio~&-vis the emphasis placed on history.

First, that authors such as Clarke and R.T. Smith who have moved away from

a historical explanation of Vest Indian family structure have replaced such

an explanation by one of economic determinism. I have tested this hypothesis

and found it inadequate in the explanation of family structure in River

Village.

Secondly, that the outstanding exception to the trend of economic deter¬

minism in recent studies - M.G. Smith - has, despite his criticism quoted

above of those who put forward historical explanation ;, nevertheless un¬

wittingly resorted to a historical explanation of West Indian family structure

himself. For having advocated the importance of an explanation of family

structu. e by factors intrinsic to the latter, and put forward the hypothesis

that the variable of mating patterns determines family structure, he then has

to turn to history to explain the variable of mating patterns. In so doing-

he is in fact explaining family structure with reference to history; for

although he claims to have explained it with reference to the variable of

mating patterns, he has - by his very definition of family structure - only

explained the variable of household composition; which - again by his

T) Smith. M.G. 1962(a) on olt»6.
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definition of family structure and valid distinction between the concepts

of household and family - is an insufficient explanation of family structure.

He is therefore in the position where he has a valid explanation for house¬

hold composition, but no explanation for family structure as a whole -

despite the fact that his entire study is aimed at providing such an explanation.

His real explanation of family structure then is in fact his explanation of

mating patterns, since these are part of family structure and in turn influence

other aspects of the latter.

Thirdly, while M.G. Smith*s critioism quoted above is a valid criticism

of Herskovits' attempt at explanation of family structure, it is not a Just

criticism of other authors who have used the historical approach. For these

latter have not omitted a synchronic analysis of family structure. Frazier,

Simey ana Benriques for example all combine a historical approach with a

synchronic one; and while other criticisms may be made of such authors -

for example I have argued that their emphasis on economic determinism is

invalid - they cannot be oritioised for omitting to consider synchronic factors,

which is the basis of M.G. Smith's criticism.

Fourthly, that my emphasis on historical influence in fact differs from

that of previous authors. For these latter have referred to the instability

of family structure during slavery to account for the instability of con¬

temporary family structure. I have rather found a general picture of familial

stability in River Village. For while there is limited evidence of extended

family households and also the presence of the phenomenon of female household

headship, the overall picture of household composition was found not to support

the conclusion of "matrifocality" in the sense generally meant in the

literature - that is, its inference of instability. Further, the analysis

of mating patterns shows a movement towards increased stability in such

relationships. Patterson's excellent sociological analysis of Jamaican slave

society shows that there was a similar progression towards stability in
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aating relationships in slave society, and the adoption of marriage as a

mating form appropriate to the later stages of the developmental cycle

even prior to emancipation. (Although M.G. Smith notes the stability of

mating in rural Jamaica and Latante, he like the other authors referred to

above, refers to the absence of marriage among the slaves.) Thus I have

differed from the earlier authors who have used a historical explanation of

family structure in that I have referred to the association of increased

stability in mating relationships concomitant with the progression of the

developmental cycle to explain a similar phenomenon of increasing stability
the

concomitant with the progression of/developmental cycle in contemporary

Biver Village family structure.

It can be seen that my analysis has dealt with any objections to my own

explanation of family struoture in terms of historioal influence which might

be expected to result from the more recent trend in the explanation of west

Indian family structure, and has found them insufficient to invalidate

such an explanation.

While Greenfield also puts forward a historioal explanation (combined

with an economic one) he emphasises the importance of British cultural

influence; but in fact he is explaining the difference between family

structure in the lower and middle olass subcultures respectively, rather

than variations in lower class family structure, since the majority of

families in Enterprise Hall are middle class. This difference could equally

well be explained with reference to the presence/absence in the respective

subcultures of traditional norms resultant from slavery. In addition, it

can be pointed out that Greenfield's argument that at Emancipation the

Barbadian slaves had 'no alternative' but to adopt English cultural norms,

completely omits to consider the possibility that the slaves might have

developed their own norms in the interim between the loss of their own

cultural heritage and Emancipation - a fact which has not only been shorn
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to be so by Frazier for the American Negro, but also by other writers

for elsewhere in the New World, such as Patterson for Jamaica. While

it iB known throughout the West Indies that there is something especially

•English' about Barbados vis-&-vis even the rest of the 'British1 islands,

nevertheless in family organisation, as in other aspects of social organisat¬

ion, Barbados shows a great similarity with the rest of the '.vest Indies.

It therefore seems unlikely that Barbados' unique 'Englishness' in fact

accounts for such shared features. For while mutrlfocality in different

societies need not, (oontrary to what R.T. Smith argues), have the same

cause, it is unlikely that such an integral feature of the basic Caribbean

or New World Negro pattern of sooial organisation results from widely

differing causes. And since Greenfield himself notes that the same feature

may not result from the same cause, an explanation with reference to the

traditional norms of slavery is just as plausible as one which attempts to

explain nglish and Barbadian matrifoc&lity with reference to the same cause,

since Barbadian matrifooality may be related to slavery while liiglish

matrifocality is not.

The analysis of the developmental pattern of both individual unions and

the overall conjugal career in River Village shows that the nature of

oonsensuul cohabitation (again with reference not only to specific unions

but in the overall conjugal career) is a transitional mating status with a

continuum-like variation regarding the variables of stability/instability.

This conclusion can be seen to be of some relevance to the Blake-Henriques and.

Blake-Roberts debates on the nature of such unions.

Honriques suggests that such unions are "functionally equivalent" to

marriage, and that marriage is therefore "solely...the institutionalization

of sexual relations...".*^ Blake, having first noted that "It is in terms

of reproduction, not primarily sexual control, that marriage is articulated

with the rest of the social order...", and therefore that it is the performance

l) Blake op oiti 113.
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of the "functions of the family" rather than the "institutionalization of

sexual relations" that is the basis for the establishment of "stabilized"

conjugal relationships in any society, then goes on to eay»

"It ni^it be argued that if one could show the universal
functions of the family to be regularly fulfilled by an
institution alternative to legal marriage - in this case
the common-law union - then Henriques • contention that the
lower-class family has its own unique organization would be
tenable. In fact, whether one regards the Jamaican family
system as being highly disorganized, or as having its own
unique form of integration depends largely on one's
recognition of the nature of the common-law union.
Henriques tries to substantiate the integration argument
by tit times assuming a remarkable degree of stability for
coupon-law unions. It is thus implied that such unions are
the lower-class equivalent of marriage,"l)

Vhile I would not agree with the interpretation that marriage among the
2)

lower class is "solely... the institutionalization of sexual relations.'

and the concomitant suggestion that "common-law associations are the 'marriage'

of the roor.. for reasons given below, Henriques* argument regarding

■the stability of some consensual unions is not invalidated by the conclusion

that other such unions may be brittle. It follows then that Blake does not

need to invalidate Henriques' point regarding the stable variant in order

to prove her own point regarding the unstable variant. However, by con¬

centrating cm one aspect only, both analyses fail to appreciate the oontinuur>-

like variation in the nature of consensual unions.

In her "Critique of Roberts" Blake states thatt

"Roberts rests his analysis of census materials on the
assumption that Jamaicans typically have one union that
evolves through different marital types - single, common
lav, married. In his view, therefore, illegitimacy is not
a 'problem' since it is actually only nominal. He recognizes,
hoi,'ever, that his Interpretation would be wrong if, on the
one hand, many marriages take place without prior common
domicile, or if, on the other hand, many common-law unions
do not result in marriage. "4)

1) Ibid.

2) Ibid.

3) Ibid:133

4) Ibid:172
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and at a later point continues:

"Our materials offer no support for Roberts' assumption that
marriage is the destination of most common-law unions.•*It.••seems
apparent that if one investigates the actual dynamics of the
mating process, Roberts' assumption of stability does not seem
justified.1)

She adds in a footnote, however, that:

"Our cample is not adequate to prove that Roberts' assumptions
axe wrong for the Jamaican population} but since our dataare the
only ones up to now that bear on the matter, it seems desirable
to t their verdict until more information becomes avail-

Again Blake poses the debate in terms of an 'either/or' interpretation of

consensual cohabitation, setting up her own interpretation of these unions

as "brittle" against that of Roberts' interpretation of such unions as stable.

While Roberts* point regarding the stability of consensual unions and

their eventual legalization is supported to some extent by the River "Village

data regarding -the current unions of the sample, it was seen that this is

only half the story. For the analysis of the overall conjugal careers showed

that the type of union whioh Roberts describes may have its origins in the

early stages of the individual's mating career, but may equally well come

at a later stage in such a career, subsequent to earlier short-lived unstable

extra-residential or consensual unions. The weakness of Roberts' argument,

then, lies in the assumption that an individual only has one corjigal union

in his life. For this leads him to conclude that his own point would be

invalidated if "many common-law unions do not result in marriage",^ ~ a point
which Blake is able to show, subsequently concluding from this that Roberts'

observations are therefore totally invalid.

In conclusion, then, while agreeing with Blake in her rejection of the

interpretation of "common-law associations [as] ... the 'marriage* of the

poor..."^ put forward by Henriques, Simey and Kerr, I would also reject

abl
.

1) Ibid:174

2) Ibid:175

3) Ibid:172

4) Ibid;!^
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her alternative interpretation that such unions are not positively sanctioned,

but are simply "second best" in the face of failure to achieve marriage.

For while with reference to the former interpretation I would, like her,

"hesitate to accept an explanation, that purports to account for the lateness

of marriage and for nonmarital reproduction, but does not aooount for the

equally compelling fact that marriage so frequently takes place" - "although

at a rather late age", as she herself points out - it does not follow that

the positive sanctioning of conBensual cohabitation should result in "a

corresponding rejection of marriage."^ For there is no reason to support

exclusively either the opinion of those who argue for a different ideal norm

in lower class conjugal relations, nor that of those who argue that the

lower class holds an ideal norm on this point identical to -Hie middle/upper

classes, consensual cohabitation simply being a statistical norm due to the

failure to achieve marriage. Rather, the River Village data indicates that

both consensual and marital unions are positively sanctioned, there being

no contradiction in this due to the fact that each is considered an

appropriate status at different stages of the individual's conjugal career.

By concentrating on the unstable aspects of consensual cohabitation,

and by combining this with perhaps an over-reliance on verbalised attitudes

of her informants, Blake forms the conclusion that the lower olasB individual,

particularly the woman, has a similar ideal norm regarding conjugal relation:

to that of the middle/upper class; lower class conjugal patterns being

simply a statistical deviation from this norm. This deviation Blake

postulates as being resultant from three factors; - the self-perpetuating

system of socialization which keeps the young girl in ignorance of the 'facts

of life'; the resultant sexual exploitation of the young girl, which in turn,

when pregnancy occurs, results in the 'serious impairment' of the woman's

1) Ibid,
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"bargaining position in the courtship market...M Ji and this, combined

with tiie low socio-economic status of the male in a society which defines
2)

"marriage as an economic and social way of life" results in the con¬

tradictory situation of women who want to get married having to put up with

•secona best1 non-legal unions.

On the other hand, the stability of some consensual unions has

misled Henriques into postulating a completely different value system

governing lower olass conjugal relations from that which governs middle/upper-
class ones. He thus regards 'stable concubinage', like Simey and Kerr, as the

"'marriage' of the poor; the real 'social' norm in contrast to the adventitious

legal norm...",7 suggesting that not only is suoh concubinage 'functionally

equivalent' to marriage, but that in fact the two cotfigal statuses are

regarded by the lower class as synonymous. Blake's criticism of Henriques

on this score, however, brings out the weakness in this latter argument:

"However, Henriques' interpretation does not hold up in the light
of ruch of his evidence. •..Women are said to fear marriage
less than men do. They appear to be in a state of oonfliot,
wishing to command the respect accorded a wife but not wishing
to lose their independence. There is no '...rooted antipathy
to marriage,' rather '...evidence of the respect for (it) is
scon in the fact that a woman who achieves it demands and
receives more respect from her neighbors than she did prior to
marriage.'••. Tet Henriques claims that women do not express
active discontent with their status as common law mates.
Although this desire and respect for marriage on the part of
most women appears to contradict his assumption of a great
discrepancy between mere legal rules and the social norms
of the lower olass, Henriques chooses to dismiss the expressed
attitudes as mere lip service to the norms of the white and
coloured population..."4)

I would suggest that while Blake and Henriques both have valid points,

that again each is looking at only one aspect of the situation, each con¬

sequently having to 'explain away' the apparently conflicting evidence:

1) Ibid:146

2) Ibid:147

3) Ibid: 133

4) Ibid:112
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in Blake's case, that of Henriqu.es' conclusions; and in Hemriques' case

the attitudes of his informants. For while, as Henriques argues, "There

is no moral sanction against concubinage""^ in the lower class, nevertheless

the legal norm of marriage has been incorporated into the value system of the

latter. However, the fact that thi3 incorporation has occurred has in turn

misled Blake into concluding that marriage means exactly the same thing

to the lower class individual as to the middle/upper class one.

The data on River Village however indicates that this is not the case;

rather, marriage is seen to be the appropriate status for couples who have

proven their commitment to each other through many years of pre-marital -

generally consensual - association. A corollary of this being seen to be

the association of marriage with relatively advanced age.

While marriage, then, is both an actual and ideal norm in both sections

of Jamaican society, it is early marriage that is positively sanctioned

in the middle/upper classes and late marriage in the lower class.

While Blake has attempted to support her argument by pointing out that

similar values (ideal norms) do not always result in similar statistical(actual)

norms, then, it can be pointed out that the reverse may also be true; - that

is, the presence of similar statistical norms (in this case marriage) in

different societies, or as in this case in different sections of a society,
2)

does not necessarily mean that these norms are supported hy similar values. '

While these different ideals of early/late marriage in the two sub-cultures

show a certain degree of Independence between the respective value systems,

it can be seen that this independence is qualified by the fact that marriage

1) Henriques 1968 op cltii9^

2) Cf M. Cross who uses a similar argument with reference to
M.G. Smith's 'plural society' hypothesis, "Cultural Pluralism
and Sociological Theory" in Social and Economic Studies 17(4),
1968. "" ' '
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as a norm is incorporated at some point into the lower class value

system, thus showing a certain degree of interdependence also. This

empirical situation is perhaps best described by referring to Fellers*

structural model regarding the nature of integration in peasant societies.

With reference to the social organisation and value system of the latter,

he suggests that it is a 'folk version' of the 'high culture*; the

former being defined as being "neither the same as the latter nor

independent of it, but rather a reinterpretation and reintegration of

many elements of the high culture with other elements peculiar to the

peasant village."

This model seems to fit the empirical data - not only from River

Village, but also that reported in the literature both for other parts

of the island and of the Caribbean - more closely than either that of

complete independence of the sub-cultural ideal norms suggested by

Henriques, or of the synonymity of these normative systems suggested

by Blake; ' and my interpretation of the nature of oonsensual cohabitation

1) Fallers, L.I "Are African Cultivators to Be Called *Pea3ants*?"
reprinted in Potter, J. et (Ed.): Peasant Society (Boston:
Little, Brown & Co., 19677 P« 39.

2) Although my own interpretation of River Village family structure
and concomitant oritioisms of Blake and Qenriques was developed
independently of Braithwaite and Rodman (at the time of writing
the first draft being in fact unaware of their discussions on the
subject) nevertheless ay conclusions gain support from their
interpretation of Jamaican lower class family structure: Braithvaite*s
in terms of "duality of allegiance to values" (Braithwaite, L.:
"Sociology and Demographic Research in the British Caribbean"
in Social A Economic Studies 6(4), 1957) and Rodman's of the
"lower-class value stretch" (Rodman, H.: "On Understanding
Lower-Class Behaviour" in Social & Eoonomio Studies 8(4)» 19591
and "The Lower-Class Value Stretch" in Social Foroes 42(2),
1963); both also being concerned with invalidating Blake's
interpretation of family structure. Despite this corroboration,
however, I find certain important differences between Braithwaite
and Rodman's analyses and my own. The main one is that the
former axe heavily tinged with 'psychological explanation', vis.:
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accounts not only for the inconsistencies noted by Blake for other

Footnote continued from last page.

Braithwaite's utilisation of psychologists' fourfold
classification of the "individual's ideal behaviour, his
level of aspiration , his level of expectation and his level
of achievement." (Op cits 544); a-ud Rodman'sexplanation
of the "lower-class value stretch" in terms of "functional
response". The concept of the 'value stretch' itself,
which lias similarities to Braithwaite's distinction between
the various 'levels' referred to above, also having psy¬
chological overtones. I find Fallers' structural-functional
model of the nature of integration in peasant societies
a far more acceptable analytical tool for understanding my
own data than 'psychological* explanations. Secondly,
Rodman's interpretation of family structure also has over¬
tones of 'economic determinism' (in that he sees the value
stretch as a functional response to deprived circumstances,
among these economic circumstances) - an explanation
of family structure which my analysis has sought to dispel.
Thirdly, despite the fact that Braithwaite's analysis is
aimed at invalidating that of Blake, at some points he in
fact presents an interpretation similar to her own -
when he contrasts the "ideal norm of the lower class"
which is "male-centred monogamy" with the "level of
achievement or actual practice" which "bears for the most
part little superficial resemblance to ideal behaviour."
(p. 544) And again: "In practice... there is a wide
divergence [in the lower olass] between actual behaviour
and the general 'ideal' norm of the society." (P. 543).
It can also be noted that R.T. Smith's analysis of

lower class Guianese family structure in terms of "a
moral system within a moral system" (1956 op cit: 149)
does qualify his statement regarding the ideal norm of
family structure "common to the total Guianese structure"
referred to on P. 105 of this thesis.
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authors, but also for the disagreement between the explanations

put forward by these authors and that of Blake.

Furthermore, I would suggest that it is this nature of integration

associated with peasant societies that has itself misled Blake into her

conclusion regarding the synonymity of the ideal norms of the two Jamaican

subcultures. For associated with the type of integration in peasant

societies outlined by Fallers the latter notes that "The peasant, accepting

the standards of the high culture to some degree, to that degree also

accepts its judgement of him as ignorant and uncouth..."; although:

"At the same time, he possesses his own folk culture,
containing high culture elements, and this provides him
with an independent basis for self-esteem, together with
an ideology within which he may express his partial
hostility toward the elite and its version of the common
culture." 2)

Although it is debatable whether many individuals of the middle/upper class

Jamaican subculture holding the associated 'high culture* in fact so

regard the peasantry, this feature of peasant societies could have

important amplications with reference to cross-cultural interviewing in

West Indian societies; that is the interviewing of members of the peasantry

either by a person from the middle/upper class subculture within the

society who represents the *high culture* (and in Chapter 3 I suggested

that the situation here is more complex than a simple matter of 'colour*)
*

or by a person from another society such as the United States or United

Kingdom who would automatically be identified by the peasant with the
t

•high culture' of his own society (again see Chapter 3).

1) Blake or cit: 19.

2) Fallers on cit: 39.
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As seoi above, despite the evidence provided by her data of a

system of lower class family structure whioh reflects a somewhat different

value system to that of the wider society, Blake ignores this conclusion

and instead uses her evidence to provide a somewhat distorted picture
I

of Jamaican lower class family structure, postulating that it is governed

by an identical ideal norm to that of the wider society. I would suggest

that she forms these misguided conclusions because she places too much

emphasis on the verbalised statements of her informants - which Wile important

must be talcon in conjunction with the empirical data. Blake*s informants

condemned their own system of family organisation. But I would suggest

that these verbalised condemnations of lower class family structure by

lower class informants most probably resulted from the feeling of shame

and embarrassment of peasant interviewees when confronted by middle/upper

class interviewersf a concomitant of the above-mentioned feature of peasant

integration, via. the latter*s view of the wider society's view of them. ^
In describing the interviewers which she used for the project, Blake

stresses that they were all coloured and had had previous contact with

the lower class, concluding from this that there would be no problem

with regard to cross-cultural interviewing} in the same breath she states

that this contact had been in a 'professional* capacity, and that the

interviewers were all vell-eduoated, some with University degrees. If

Blake had been a Jamaican rather than an American, she would probably

have realised that merely beoause the informants and the interviewers

l) The alleviating factors operating with regard to the problem
of cross-(sub) cultural interviewing in my own field situation
have already been outlined in Chapter 3; but it can be added
here that there were two instances in my own field work where the
nature of integration outlined above did initially affect the
interviewees* response to questions on their conjugal histories.
In both oases the informants had had several children by several
(non-legal) conjugal unions. And while they did subsequently
volunteer this Information, the initial response to my queries
in each case was "I shame fe tell you."
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were both coloured did not mean that they regarded each other as

being from the same subculture of Jamaican society". For there is no clear-

cut black/white or coloured/white dichotomy in Jamaica as is present

in the United States; as was seen from a discussion of the literature

on the subjeot in Chapter I, it is a more complex system of stratification.

Despite their colour, then, Blake's interviewers were obviously not

members of the lower clasB or peasant subculture. ^

l) It migit even be argued that this feeling of inferiority
might be Increased in the presence of coloured interviewers,
since the faot that they share the attribute of colour end yet
that the interviewers' way of life is representative of the
'high' culture might emphasise the feeling of shame. A
similar point is made by Braithwaite who argues that it may
be easier for a foreigner to establish rapport with Jamaican
•lower class' informants than for soma looal interviewers
to do so, also critioising Blake on the same point as X have
above; Braithwaite 1957 op olt.
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CHAPTER 6s MUTUAL AID: THE COMPLEMENTARY FUNCTIONS
OP KINSHIP ADD BURIAL SOCIETY

In this chapter the relative roles of kinship, Burial Society,

and community in the context of death in River Village are examined

in the light of Henriquee' hypothesis on kinship and death in

Jamaica,

As mentioned in Chapter 2 Henriques suggests that his hypothesis

regarding the contrasting cultural foci of kinship and colour in the

respective subcultures of Jamaican society can be illustrated with

reference to mortuary ritual (for tills pur-pose he treats the middle

and upper classes as one subcurture), H© states that death among the

lower class emphasises kinship, both the funeral and the wake serving

to re-enforce the solidarity of the extended kinship group. This

emphasis on kinship is contrasted with the lack of such emphasis in

the middle and upper classes in a similar context where the luneral

is the concern mainly of the elementary family. On the other hand,

•public attendance at middle and upper class funerals is wide, and this

is interpreted in terms of social prestiges

"... this illustrates the difference between the lower
class and the other classes, everyone will go to a middle
or upper class funeral who has the vaguest connection with
the deceased. The more important the individual, the
longer will be the list of mourners published in the daily
papers who followed the ooffin to the grave. Some people
even regard it as their duty to go to the funeral of anyone
wherv/as not completely unknown to them in his life.
Prominent people cannot afford not to be seen at an important
funeral. To be absent would cause their social prestige
to fall. For these two clauses the funeral is the
expression not only of a personal loss, but of a loss to the
groups in the society. In contrast, the lower class
utilises the funeral to re-emphasize the bonds of kin which
is expressed in the institution of the wake." '

1) Henriques. F.: "Kinship and Death in Jamaica" in Fnylon 12(3),
1951, and 1968 00 cit.

2) Henriques 1968 ibid; 1-§1.
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The reason for this emphasis on kinship in the lower class at

timees of death Eenriquea relates directly to the variable of anxiety

generated by social class; and the narrower scope of kinship in

the middle and upper classes at such times both to lesser anxiety

in these classes, and to the presence of wider social networks due to

the absence of the constraints of poverty, and the resultant concern

with colour and prestige.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, Henrique®1 hypothesis on the functions

and concomitant stress on kinship is stated in two slightly different

ways: a simple causal interrelationship between decreased socio-economic

anxiety as one ascends the class ladder with a concomitant decrease

in the stress on kinship; and a more complex hypothesis which

postulates a decrease in economic anxiety arid an increase in social

anxiety as erne ascends the class ladder, there being a resultant shift

from "kinship" as the cultural focus of the lower class to that of

"colour" in the middle/upper classes. However whichever way the

hypothesis is stated there is seen to be a greater sum total of anxiety

in the lower than other classes, viz.:

The bracketed numbers (1) and (2) refer to the first and
second hypotheses respectively, and the plus and minus
signs refer to the presence and absence of the component
units of the variable of socio-economic anxiety postulated
in each hypothesis:

Diagram 1

lower class middle/upper' classes

economic

anxiety

social

anxiety

value of + 3 1

(Even when the second hypothesis is restated with reference
to a further contrast in social anxiety between the middle
and upper classes the sua total of anxiety remains
greatest in the lower class.)
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We are provided then with a model for the generation of

mortuary ritual in Jamaican society which can be presented as followss

Diagram 2

Independent variables

Lower class

(greater socio-economic
or economic anxiety)

Middle/Upper class
(lesser socio-economic,
or less economic but
more social anxiety)

Dependent
variables

stress on

kinship wide narrow

stress on

non-kin

("public")
narrow wide

The contrast in the cultural foci of the two main subcultures,

then, results in an inverse relationship between the variables of kin

and non-kin based networks in the participation of mortuary ritual in

Jamaica.

The "Natural Experiment" in Relation to Mortuary Ritual in Hiver Village

Although Henriques• field work was centred primarily in Portland

he claims a wider validity for his findings, viz., the Jamaican lower

1)
class. ' That such a claim of uniformity of social organisation

among this section of the population is, generally speaking, valid, is

supported by the wide body of literature which indicates a fairly

uniform lower class subculture not only throughout the island but also

in the Caribbean area as a whole (see Chapter 1). Pursuing this line

of reasoning jt therefore seems valid to assume that the situation in

River Village at the time of Henriques• field work (1946) would not

1) See for example Henriques 1951 op cit. and 1968 op cit: Chapters X
and XIII.
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have been unlike the general picture of Jamaican lower class social

organisation which Eenriques describes at that time. More

specifically, it seems likely that the emphasis on wide kinship ties

noted by Henriques as typifying this class, and illustrated by him with

reference to mortuary ritual, would have been a feature of River Village

social organisation also.

Since that time however, there has, in River Village, been the

structured innovation of the Burial Society 1^ (founded in 1948) -

a mutual aid society designed to provide financial aid in the context

of sickness and death. The organisation of the Society itself and its

role in the village are discussed .in greater detail below. At this

point it is sufficient to state that it seems clear that this

innovation has resulted in the reduction of socio-economic anxiety

in the ccattext of death. This situation therefore provides a "natural
. the

laboratory" of the type referred to by Freilich, ' where/predictive

validity of Henriques' hypothesis regarding the generation of mortuary

ritual in the Jamaican lower class can be tested. For, consistent with

his hypothesis, if the level of anxiety (socio-economic or simply

economic) in the lower olass were to be decreased, then the stress on

wide kinship ties should likewise decrease. The pertinent question with

reference to River Village, then, is: has the reduction of such

anxiety (resultant from the introduction of the Burial Society) resulted

in a lessening of the emphasis on kinship in the context of death?

1) Henriquea does not mention the role played by such Societies in his
extensive discussion of Jamaican lower class mortuary ritual except
in passing in relation to his discussion of colour prejudice, and
the Jamaica Burial Society Scheme, which is perhaps the most
extensive organisation of its kind in the island did not become
island-wide until 1940.

2) Freilich, M.: "The Natural Experiment, Ecology and Culture" in
Southwestern Journal of Anthropology. 19, 1963.
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The exercise "by which this hypothesis is tested can be described

as a "natural experiment; 1 ^ the use of change in relation to the

independent variable being in this situation a change in one area

of the social structure.

I will now turn to consider the social organisation of the Burial

Society and the way in which it has resulted in the reduction of

socio-economic anxiety in the context of death in River Village.

I will then consider the material on mortuary ritual in the village

to ascertain the respective roles of kin/non-kin based ties to see

whether or not the emphasis on kinship has decreased as a result of

the innovation* Henriques' postulated inverse relationship between kin

and public participation in mortuary ritual will then be considered,

both within the village and in a section of the middle/upper class

section of the parish. The conclusions will then be discussed.

The Burial Society

The River Village Burial Society was organised in order to

provide financial aid in times of crisis, namely sickness and death.

As such, it acts as an agency of insurance to its many members,

providing a certain degree of financial security against the risks
2)

of the unknown, or rather, of the inevitable.

1) Ibid. For similar utilisation of a real life situation to provide
a natural laboratory for the conduction of a natural experiment
see Ottorbein 1966 op clt.

2) Frasier notes a similar form of economic co-operation among the
port~e22aacipation American Negroes, 1965 op citi cf Herskovits,
1941 on cit. Herskovits also notes the "savings arrangement" of
susu in Trinidad which has a similar aim, 1947 ow cit; however
its organisation bears more similarity to that of pardner (see p. 209
above) than to the type of Society discussed here. See also Smith,R.T.
1956 or cit; 10, who refers to the practice among the slaves in
British Guiana of contributing "money for funeral expenses", stating
that "of course this is very similar to the prevailing West African
pattern, both in the past and the present ..." This is similar to
Herskovits* hypothesis for the raison d'etre of such institutions,
a view with whioh Frazier disagrees. 1965 op cit. For additional
references to similar burial societies see Herskovits 1937 op cit.
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In order to appreciate the importance of the Society to its

members, it is necessary to be aware from the outset of two points.

Firstly, the economic context in which the Society operates? - as

seen from Chapter 4, the Society functions within a section of the

Jamaican population where irregular employment, unemployment, and

under-employment are rife, where economic resources are scarce,

and where savings are small or non-existent. 1^ Secondly, the

importance of a proper funeral and of the ritual which surrounds

death.

Before describing the specific way in which the Biver Village Burial

Society performs the functions referred to above, I will first outline

its organisation*

The Society was founded in 1948 by a villager, now deceased.

So in 1968 the Society had been functioning for twenty years, and on

my return visit in the summer of 1972 the Society was preparing to

celebrate its twenty-fourth Anniversary in September of that year.

1) Cf Smith, R.T. 1956 op cits and Smith points out in his study that
in such crises failing the existence of personal savings resort
must be made to borrowing or the sale of personal possessions unless
money can be obtained from a savings society. Cf Wells, who in his
survey of Friendly Societies in the West Indies notes that the
Jamaica Burial Society Scheme was "set up by the poor for the poor"
in order to "supercede the practice whereby upon the death of a
poor person a neighbour went round to other neighbours carrying a
saucer containing* salt and begging for money for the funeral."
Wells, A.F. & D.: Friendly Societies in the West Indies. Colonial Bes.
Publ. No. 15 (London: Colonial Office, 1952).

2) Despite Horowitz's observation that "relatively little has been
written about the institutionalization of death [in the Caribbean].
This is curious because funerary activities are very important in
these islands ...", 196? (a) op oit 74, the importance of mortuary
ritual to the New World Negro is well documented in Hie literature;
see e.g.: Clarke 1966 op cit: 45, who states that "The most serious
and impressive religious rituals in Jamaica are those associated
with death and burial ..."; Herskovits 1947 op oit: 76, who states
that in Toco, Trinidad, "Of still greater importance [than security
for the future] is the need to be certain of having a 'proper'
burial ..."? also Herskovits 1937 op cit; Smith, R.T. 1956 op oit:
Henrique3 1951 and 1968 op oit: Smith, M.G. 1962 (b) op oit:
Patterson, 0. op cit; Frazier 19°5 op cit. Similar importance
is attached to mortuary ritual among Irish peasants, see Arensberg, C.s
Tne Irish Countrjyaar (Gloucester, Mass.; Peter Smith, 1959) who notes
tnat 'The m0st,important secular ceremony of rural life is the wake
aid funeral." (p 215•)
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When the Society was first started, meetings were held in the

Baptist Class House in the village. However, in 1965 the Sooiety

purchased. 2 sqs. of land for the sum of £200 for the purpose of

building its own "Hall". The land is situated at the eastern edge

of the village, near the river, on what is known as "the river hill".

The actual building of the Hall (or "Church" as it is sometimes

called) was started about four years later, and is not yet quite

completes* "it don't paint up and all like that".

The Hall is a large stone structure consisting primarily of a very

large room used for meetings (See Plate 12). This room is filled

with wooden benches and there is a raised dais in the front right-hand

corner, The floor is of red-polished concrete. (At a concert held by

the Sooiety in 1972 I was invited to unveil a "unit" whioh turned out

■

Plate 12
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to be an electric floor-polisher, to be used for this purpose,

purchased from the Society's funds).

Unlike many other such mutual aid Societies in Jamaica, the Biver Village

Burial Society is not a branch of a wider organisation such as

the "Jamaica Burial Scheme Society# or the "Royal Reliance". Rather,

it is completely independent - being described as a "mother" Society,

although it as yet has no sub-branches.

Membershir. In 1969 membership in the R.V.B*S.was estimated at

one hundred and eighteen "financial" - that is, paid-up - members,

and in 1972 at one hundred and twenty-five paid-up members, with a

possible over-all total of two hundred members; - the discrepancy

between actual and potential membership being accounted for by

"floating" members, that is, those who had left or were not paid-up,

but who were entitled to rejoin the Society.

Membership is drawn not only from River Village but also from

surrounding villages or "districts" as well as from Maintown.

(The majority of members do, however, come from River Village itself).

Some River Villagers belong to similar Societies in neighbouring

villages* Anyone may apply to join the Society as long as he or she

is between the ages of twenty-one and fifty. Thus, aithough a person

may reap the benefits of his investment in the Society in his old age,

individuals are prevented from joining to secure short-term gain; -

that is, whom they are very old and therefore more likely to be

sickly or at death's door. In this way a viable Society is therefore
1)

ensured. ' Prospective members have to apply by letter to the Society,

1) This viability contrasts favourably with the situation noted by
Frazier among U.S. Kegroas, where "The local societies were found
to be unstable [and] were constantly dissolving and reforming and
often failed to meet their obligations to their members." 1965
OP oit' 376-7.



and after this has been read at a meeting, the applicant is

interviewed by one of the Society's officers.

Officers. These may be of either sex (the current President, Vice-

Presidents, Treasurer and Chaplain are male, and the Secretary and

Assistant Secretary female) and are elected annually by the members

to undertake various administrative and ritual functions. A brief

indication of the various roles of the office-bearers are given below.

The President is head of the Society, but he does not have any

authority in his own right, acting essentially on behalf of the

Society. He calls the meeting to order and presides over its

activities. There are two Vice-Presidents (First and Second) and

one of these may deputise for the President if he is unable to attend

a meeting.

The Treasurer is in charge of the Society's funds, keeping a

record of these in a book, noting beside each member's name the

payment of weekly subscriptions and "death tax" (see below). Funds

collected for the Anniversary celebrations axe also handed over to

him. He takes the money to the Maintown Building Society and also

makes the necessary withdrawals of money, when authorised to do so,

for funeral and sickness grants, and the payment of doctor's fees.

The Secretary is in charge of authorising withdrawals for grants

of money from the Society (although the signatures of two or three

sureties - the President, Secretary and Treasurer - are needed for

the actual withdrawal of funds from the Building Society); for

example, she has to sign the doctor's certificates brought to her

by the respective Sick Committees (see below) authorising the Treasurer

to reimburse the doctor's fee, or to pay grants for sickness

maintenance-.. The Secretary may also deputise for the President at
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meetings*

The Assistant Secretary takes the Minutes of the Society and

Committee meetings, and notes the attendance at the beginning of

each meeting after the Roll Call. She also deputises for the

Secretary if necessary, for example by signing receipts and certificates.

The Chaplain leads the "devotion"; - after the meeting is called

to order, he announces the opening hymn, leads the prayers, and reads

the lesson. He also acts as Chairman of the "Selection Committee";

in other words he calls for nominations in the annual election of

officers. In addition, in the event of there being no parson or

Salvation Army Captain being present to conduct the 'burial of a member

of the Society, the Chaplain officiates.

The Presiding Daughter's role, like that of the Chaplain, is

primarily a ritual one ("on the Christian side"); for example at

funerals she marches with the Chaplain in front of the banner which

leads the procession, and she may deputise for the Chaplain at

meetings. In addition, she may deputise for the President.

Men's and Women's Sick Committees are elected to represent members

of the respective sexes from River Tillage and also from the various

other villages to whioh members belong if the number of members

from the village justifies this. Where they do not, members from such

villages apply to the River Village Sick Committee. These Committees

receive reports from members who are ill and need money to xeimburse

doctor's fees, or for sickness maintenance grants.

Pour members are ohosen to represent the four Apostles, and they

are in charge of the collection of funds for the Society's annual

Anniversary celebrations, handing out collection cards to each member

some time prior to the Anniversary. Members collect from anyone
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willing- to give regardless of social class, for example employees

my ask their employer or other members of the middle/upper classes

living in the vicinity. The Apostles are also responsible for

collecting donations from members of other Burial Societies who come

to the Anniversary celebrations. The funds collected in conjunction

with Anniversary celebrations have so far been used by the Society in

the building of the Hall.

Meetings. The Society meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 p.m. in the

new Hall, meetings generally lasting for two hours although on

occasion they might last longer. The usual procedure at meetings is

as followss first the Soli Call; then the Heading of the Minutes of

the previous meeting and Matters Arising from the Minutes; any

correspondence to the Society is then dealt with? this is followed

by the Sick Reports where the relevant Sick Committees report any

members who are sick and have needed financial assistance for the

doctor's bill or maintenance while on sick leave? this is followed by

Discussion - for example the discussion of plans for the Society's

Anniversary celebrations.

Uniform and iUeaalia. At funerals where the Society attends as a

corporate body 1^ male members wear black suits while females are

dressed all in white. At Anniversaries males wear suits of any colour

while females wear mauve skirts and white blouses, the Presiding

Daughter wearing a mauve gown. The Society also has special regalia:

a banner (to be carried for example at Anniversary Bailies) and a

1) The definition of the Burial Society as a "corporate group" not only
satisfies Maine and Goody's definition of such a group (the joint
ownership and transmission of property), but also Weber's (a council
with a head and executive staff - though the structure is
egalitarian rattier than authoritarian in the Society), and Durkheim's
(ao3smbii.es) ? - and therefore also Radcliffe-Brown' a second
definition, (which combined ail three elements), see Goody, J.:
"The Classification of Double Descent Systems" reprinted in
Goody, J.(3d.): Comparative Studies in Kinship (London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1969) •
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sash worn by members. ^ These sashes are reversibles green on one

side with fee initials of the Society embroidered in yellow brocade,

this side being worn for Anniversaries; and black on the other side,

with the initials in white, this side being worn for funerals. Hie

President has more elaborate regalia. The sashes are made by two

female members of the Society, each member purchasing his sash for 10/-,

which is a significant amount of expenditure for ritual purposes when

viewed in fee economic context in which the Society functions.

Provision of Financial Aid. This includes grants for doctor*s bills

and sickness maintenance, and funeral grants. Members can only rece ve

such aid from the Society if they are "financial", that is paid-up

members; the criterion for financial membership being that one cannot

be five weeks or more in arrears in the payment of the weekly
2)

subscription. '

When a member is siok and needs to go to the doctor, fee Society

reimburses the cost of fee consultation fee. This is usually one

guinea since members are generally sent to private consultation rather

than to public consultation at the Hospital (this being so despite the

fact that fee same doctor undertakes both and the public consultation

only costs 2/-). The Society also pays for fee cost of the patient's

transportation to and from Maintown for this purpose; this may be by

bus, if fee patient can manage to travel like this; if not, by hired car.

The procedure used to obtain financial aid in the event of illness

is as follows. The sick member summons the appropriate representative

on the Sick Committee who certifies feat the person is ill and needs a

1) Cf Heralcovits who refers to a similar banner and sash in conjunction
with lodges in Toco, Trinidad, 1^47 oo cit.

2) Cf Herskovits 1947 on olti 144» who states that "fee presence of
orders and lodges" at funerals in Toco, Trinidad., "is contingent
on fee ability not to fall in arrears on dues and assessments."



doctor, issuing the patient with a certificate for the doctor to sign,

and then "Whatever the doctor charge you, he writes the date on it and

the price." On the patient's return the Sick Committee officer collects

the certificate, gives it to the Secretary to sign, and then takes it

to the Treasurer, collecting the money and handing it over to the

patient or one of the letter's relatives. In the event of a member

not being able to afford the initial fee for the doctor's visit, the

Society advances the sum, the Secretary issuing a certificate

authorising Withdrawal of the money from the Society's funds before

actually receiving the doctor's certificate from the patient. If

the doctor recommends sick leave the patient is given 12/- by the

Society for each week of leave required, "But you give back 1/- to

keep your book financial."

The Society's funds for "sickness benefit" are built up from the

members' weekly subscriptions of 1/-. These are paid at meetings,

although it is not necessary to attend every week.

When a member dies, the Society checks that he or she is "financial",

and if this criterion is satisfied, the deceased's beneficiary

(generally a member of his family) is given a grant to cover or help

with the expenses of the funeral. The Society is not concerned with

the actual details of expenditure, for such decisions rest with the

family of tho deceased; and when I asked one of the Society's

officers how much a funeral generally costs,I was told;

"Well, me really couldn't tell you how much it cost,
because the Society never responsible for [organising]
any funeral. Whatever the amount of dead tax, plus the
£11 [basic grant, see below], we hand it over to the
person [i.e. beneficiary] whether the wife, the husband,
the aicther or sister, we hand it over. And they run
that funeral, and nobody really ever come and tell you
'Well, you know, the money never sufficient to run it';
but you see, according to what you can, afford. If you
can afford to put more [in addition to the grant] and
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make it a big elaborate funeral, you can do it; and
if you don't afford it, you make the funeral cost you
just what you get from the Society."

The role of the Society in the context of death can therefore

clearly be seen to complement rather than replace that of kinship;

and as will be seen below, although the members ox the Society do take

part in the funerals of its members in an official capacity, this is

not in the role of organisers. However, in the unlikely inst&nce

of "a dead" not having any relatives or close friends willing to

organise the funeral, then "The President and other members of the

Society [would] go along with it and boxy you."

The amount given for a funeral grant varies because of the way in

which it if collected, which is as follows. In addition to a basic

sum of £11 which is taken from the funds collected from the weekly

subscriptions, each member pays a "death tax" of 3/- whenever a

member of fee Society dies, and this makes up the remainder of the

grant, fee total therefore depending on the number of members in the

Society at the time. The death tax is in fact collected in advance

of the death of fee particular individual for whom it will be used,

since funds are always kept in hand for a funeral grant; and 30 the

death tax paid at each member's death is kept for the next member to die*

"And as a person is dead, the following midnight every
rneaber must pay that 3/- again; you don't wait until
the person dead to collect the money [for his funeral]."

The President explained that if it were not for the expenses

incurred in building fee Society's Hall, the Society would be able

to give a higher basic grant than the present £11. So that when the

Hail is finished, it might be possible to raise the grant.

Apart from financing the funeral expenses of its members, the

R.V.B.S.alfio performs a ritual role at such funerals. This ritual role

will bo outlined at a later point in the discussion of mortuary

ritual in general.
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'She Society*s interaction with similar Societies elsewhere

will no;, be considered briefly.

As indicated above, there are several similar mutual aid

societies in other parts of the island, some of which are branches

of extensive organisations such as the J.B.S.S. end the Royal

Reliance, and the River Village Burial Society interacts as a

corporate body with several such societies, the main basis of suoh

interaction being the various Anniversary celebrations of "Hie

societies: "All the Societies don*t connected to each other, but

they co-operate whenever they are having their Anniversaries,"

The Anniversary celebrations mark the anniversary of the establishment

of the particular society, all suoh celebrations being held on a

Sunday, so that the specific date varies. Those of the River

Village Society are held annually in September.

Rot all societies are invited to attend the Anniversary

celebrations of the River Village Society, and likewise the latter

doe3 not attend those of all other societies. For example the

River Village Society may invite twenty other Societies to attend

and even of these only five or ten might oome. Likewise the former
attend

Society does not / all the celebrations to which it is invited.

If an invited society is unable to be present it sends a representative

with a donation or simply a donation. These celebrations generally

include a programme of entertainment followed by a Rally at which

money is collected. Another basis of interaction between societies

is the opening of new premises to house a Society. Societies with

which the River Village Society interacts are scattered throughout

the islando
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Mortuary Ritual in Hiver Village.

The salient points in mortuary ritual in River Village and

the respective roles of kinship and the Burial Society in such

ritual will new be outlined. In this discussion ethnographic

comparison (primarily from other parts of the island or Caribbean

area) will be included in extensive footnotes rather than an

Appendix since much of this comparison is important supporting

evidence for my argument (see below) that wide publics or community,

participation occurs in lower class mortuary ritual (there being a

basic pattern in such ritual throughout the Caribbean area).

Death. In the preceding discussion of the organisation and aims

of the Burial Society, some indication has been given of the extent

of the recognition of modern medicine and its incorporation into

the social organisation and value system of the villagers (such

values existing side by side with the traditional beliefs of

causation and cure rather than replacing them, see Chapter 1). 1^
Due to tills growing recognition of the facilities provided by modern

medicine in the set of alternative choices available to the

villager for obtaining an efficacious cure, it is not surprising

to find that in many cases of terminal illness the patient is

admitted to the Maintown hospital, eventually dying there. In this

way the death-bed scene ao vividly described by Henriques is removed
2)

from the arena of the home. Vhcn death occurs in hospital the

body is generally kept in the "drift" or hospital morgue until

1) See particularly Henriques 1968 on cit on this point}
cf Herakovita 1957 ox> oit. Chapter XIV "Catholicism arid Vodun";
Smith., M.G, 19&? (b)} Horowitz 196? (&■).

2) Henriques 1951 and 1968 op oit. Evidence of a similar trend to
that described above for River Village is seen in Clarke 1966
op cits 217, where she states that "Mrs. Malcolm died in
hospital on Monday and the body was brought home early on Tuesday
morning" for the funeral later that day.



the funeral, at a charge of 10/- a day (no charge being made for

the first day). In this way the opportunity for the performance

of ritual centred on the corpse described by Henriques and others 1^
is likewise removed (at least until the day of the funeral). And

for example the fact that of thirteen deaths of people who either

lived in the village or lived elsewhere but belonged to the River

Tillage Burial Society, which occurred in the interim between field

work and my return visit, eight occurred in hospital and five at

home; and of the latter at least one was sent to a funeral parlour,

indicates the extent of such social change.

The sites of graves. Despite the fact that there are numerous

references in the literature to the custom of burial on family
2)

land in Jamaica and that this is also noted in my own data

with reference to other villages in the island, this is nevertheless

seen not to be the case in River Village. Several reasons can be

suggested to account for this absencet-

(i) Land Tenure. As seen from Chapters 3 and 4 many of the

inhabitants of the village are immigrants, and as such sometimes

live either in their own house on raited land, or in a rented room

or house. Many households therefore do not have aocess to land in

the village for the purpose of burial (as well as there being in such

cases an obvious lack of any sentimental basis for such a custom).

Thus the present social organisation of the village might account

for thelack of such a custom at the present time, even if it had

previously existed there.

1) Henriques 1951 and 1968 op cit: cf Herskovits 1957 and 1947
op Qj.t; Smith, M.G. 1962 (b) op oit: Taylor, D.: "Carib
Polk Beliefs and Customs from Dominica, B.W.I." in Southwestern
Journal of Anthropology 1(4), 1945.

2) Henriquea 1951 and 1968 op oit: Clarke 1953 and 1966 op oit:
Davenport op oit; and of Smith, M.G. who notes a similar
practice in Carriacou, 1962 (t) op cit.



However, while lack of aocesa to land in the village might

conceivably be an important factor in explaining the absence of

such a custom among a oertain section of the village population, there

are in faot several cases where death occurred in families which did

have access to either inherited or bought land in the village for

burial sites, and yet where such burial still did not take place.

For example in the case of eight people who were either in the

sample or otherwise known to me, who died in the 1969/1972 interim,

five had lived on bought land and three on inherited land, and yet

I was told by the President of the Burial Society that no-one in

the village had been buried in the yard since the cemetery had been

there*

While the absence of burial on inherited land might conceivably

be explained in the case of the woman who died during field work

by the fact that the house-spot on which she had continued to live

after her husband's death was in fact his inherited land rather than

hers, this could not account for its absence in the other three

cases referred to above where the deceased had lived on inherited

land. For in all of these oases the deceased had been the (or one

of the)actual heirs. It therefore seems unlikely that the variable
in River Village

of land tenure can explain the abBenee/of burial In the yard

(ii) Membership In Voluntary Associations. Although there is

extensive membership in Burial Societies among the villagers there

is no reason to suppose that membership in either the Eiver Village

Burial Society or some other such Society would prevent burial in

the yard; for as will be seen below, the role of such Societies

complements rather than supercedes that of kinship. However there

is also a fairly wide membership in various churches (in Maintown

and elsewhere) and the norm of church burial in the churchyard or



cemetery might be expected to have some influence on the burial

practices of its members. As it is, however, church influence

among the peasantry has been strong throughout the island from

early post-emancipation times (and to some extent even during slavery)1
and yet there i3 evidence that the custom of burial in the yard

persists even today in other parts of the parish and of the island.

For example, during the 1969/1972 interim the brother of an

informant died? he had lived in a neighbouring village and was

buried on family land there, beside his son's house. A member of

the River Village Burial Society from that same village also died

during this period, being likewise buried there on family land?

and other informants report relatives buried on family land, one

such case being in Friendship, just one mile inland. Further, when

discussing the reasons why people are often reluctant to sell

family land, I was told that "Them say you selling out the dead".

In addition there is in fact no reason why ohurch membership

or inf iuence and the custom of buriai in the yard should not be

compatible in view of the fact that folk beliefs and practices have

long co-existed with those of the wider society (see Chapter 1).

(lii) The History of the Village. As mentioned in Chapter 3

River Village did not originate as a post-emancipation settlement

of the type described in Chapter 1, being rather planned in the

pre-emancipation era. As such, the village had a cemetery even

before Maintown was founded? and although I was not given this

1) Paget op pit? Mints 1958 op citi Henriques 19&8 op Pit?
Patterson, 0. op olt.



historical information by informants,1^ nevertheless I was

told by some of them that the cemetery had been in the village

for as long as they had "had sense" (that is could remember),

and that this probably accounted for the absence of burial in the

yards. And one such informant who has three relatives of different

ascending generations buried on his family land in Friendship in

fact gives this as the reason for the difference between these two

villages in this respects "Friendship don't have nowhere; this

district [River Village] have the cemetery, so all the dead go

a the oemetery."

In view of the village's history, then, one can speculate on

the probability that the custom of burial in the yard may never in

fact have developed at all. So that even though in some oases the

variable of land tenure is permissive to the existence of the custom,

the traditional influence for its development is absent. Nevertheless,

the presence of a cemetery does not completely explain the absence

of this custom. For Henriquea describes the persistence of the

latter in rural Jamaica despite the "adequate provision of

cemeteries", suggesting that this might be due to the distance of

the oemetery in view of the fact that "the coffin is carried to the
2)

burial ground." '

(iv) The proximity of the River Village oemetery to the homes of

the villagers could therefore be another explanation for the absence

of the custom. For the cemetery is at the edge of the village, and

1) See Gluckman, M. s "An Analysis of the Sociological Theories of
Bronislaw Malinowski" in The Rhodes-Livingstone Papers No. 16
(London: Oxford University Press, 1249) wn°~notes tFe importance
of history in the analysis of a society even when the individuals
in that society are unaware of it.

2) Henriques 1951 op cit: 276 & 1968 op cit: 143; see however Horpwitz
1967(a) op cit: 75» who notes that in Morne-Paysan,the coffin"i§
carried to the graveyard about a half-mile away". (My emphasis.)
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as such, toe distance from any part of the latter to it is very

short. In addition, if the funeral involves the transportation

of the coffin over a greater distance such as when the "churching"

(see below) is held in Maintown, then a car is hired to bring the

coffin to the village for burial.

(v) Urban Influence is another factor to be considered in

explaining the absence of the oustom. For although River Village

is very "rural" in many respects, it is nevertheless only two miles

from Maintown, the parish capital; and being situated at the edge

of the main road which leads from the town into the interior, there

is easy communication between the two. There is thus ample

opportunity for interaction between the inhabitants of the two, and

for the absorption by the villagers of more urban values. 1^ Such

values might operate against this custom in various ways. There is

the influence of the churches, (although qualifications of this were

discussed above). Another is the increasing use of the hospital and

morgue. This, apart from removing many of the previously existing

opportunities for ritual centred on the body between the death and

the funeral, also shifts the focus somewhat from the family

(elementary or extended) and community to these more 'national*

institutions. This shift of focus oould be followed through by

burial in the cemetery ('national' focus) rather than in the yard

('family' focus). Thus, influence towards cemetery interment

miflht be secular as well as religious. Burial in the village

1) Note "that Henriques states that burial in the yard "is a
practice confined to the country parts aa opposed to the urban
areas." 1951 op cit» 276 and 1968 op oit» 143.
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cemetery would in fact provide a compromise between a •national*

and •family* focus by combining the more impersonal aspect of being

buried in a cemetery, with the less impersonal aspect of being

buried in the familiar community.

In the preceding section it was noted that the custom of

burial in the yard is absent in River Village, and possible

explanations for this were considered. It must however now be noted

that while the site of burial has been shifted from the arena of

household and kinship, the responsibility for mortuary ritual has not.

Preparations for the funeral. These are the responsibility of the

kin of the deoeased. 1^ For even when the latter was a member of the

Burial Society and his family therefore receive a funeral grant,

the Society is not, as mentioned above, responsible for the details

of expenditure or organisation. In fact, apart from the specific

ritual role played by the Society at the funerals of its members,

the organisation of all other mortuary ritual is in the hands of

the deceased's family.

Preparations for the funeral include getting a coffin made,

digging the grave, and preparing refreshment, for example for the

grave-diggers. For example in the case of Mrs. J.'s death, the

funeral arrangements were undertaken jointly by her two adult

children, in the case of Mr. C. by his widow (see Cases 2 and 4 below).

Nevertheless, although the responsibility lies with kin,

friends and members of the community (irrespective of membership

1) Cf Smith, M.G. 1962 (b) op oitt 153 who states that in Carriaoou
"The resident mate and adult children of the deceased, or close
kin, are in charge of his burial"} see also Taylor 1951 op oit}
Herskovits 1937 and 1947 op oit. Cf Vallee, F.» "Burial and
Mourning Customs in a Hebridean Community" in J.K.A.I.. 85, 1955*
who notes that the main responsibility for making the necessary
arrangements in the event of a death in Barra lies with the
closest adult male of the deceased.
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in the Burial Society) may take over much of the actual work

involved in such preparation; - both for the funeral and any

subsequent ritual. Such persons may also contribute food and

money, as in the case of the ritual held for Mr. C. and Mr. A. ^
(see below cases 4 and 1). Another illustration of such help is

the labour group (about twenty-five people) which dug

1) Cf Herskovits who states that in Toco, Trinidad, "All who
come [to offer condolences at a death] bring gifts to help
with the wake that night and the funeral of the next day ...

Friends and neighbors prepare food for the wake, and care
for the family of the dead, relieving the mourners of any
tasks in connection with the death rites." 1947 on citt 135;
see also p. 137; also 1937 op oit: 210 on Haiti, where
"Following the funeral, friends sometimes remain with the
mourners for several days, caring for the house and doing
the cooking; ..." Taylor states that in the event of a
death among the Dominica Caribs that "as large quantities
of food and drink have to be provided for the wake ...

neighbors do all they can to help at such times." 1943
op oit: 523. M.G. Smith notes that members of the. community
in Carriacou contribute towards the expenses of the wake,
and the prayer-meetings held on the third and ninth night,
1962 (b) op oit; 157; 159. With reference to Jamaica
Henriques notes that "In very poor families each person brings
his own food, but if they possibly can the family makes some
attempt at provision." 1951 op citt 276 and 1968 op oit; 144.
Similar community mutual aid to that reported above is
noted 'cymT&tk^® f°r Barra, Outer Hebrides, op cit. Such
informal/aid outlined above can be contrasted with the
situation among the Black Carib of British Honduras
described by Taylor as "not a neighborly people", for
"If the immediate family is poor and without kindred in the
vicinity, money must be borrowed ... to buy provisions for
the wake ..." 1951 op oitt 97.



Mrs. J.»s grave} 1^this consisting solely of volunteers

unrelated to the deceased. And although the letter's daughter

provided the "breakfast" for the diggers, she did not need to

do any of the actual cooking, this being undertaken by several

other women from the village.

Likewise, in the case of Mr. A.'a death ne: ther his eon

nor step-son were involved in the grave-digging, this being done

by friend® fro® the viiiag®, and visitors heiped Mrs. A. by

contributing "little money and food to heip the funeral" and by

cooking fox the grave-diggers.

Funerals. There are two main stages in the funeral ritual.

First the "Churching", or funeral service proper} and secondly,
2)

the actual interment of the corpse. ' The churching may be

1) Co-operative grave-digging groups are also noted in other parts
of Jamaica; see for example Clarke 1966 op clti 217, who
states that Mrs. Malcolm's "grave had ... been dug by neighbors ..."}
and I am told by someone from another part of the island that in
that area the family of the deceased can never get people to
dig the grave by paying them. For either they dig it free of
charge if the deceased was well liked} or if he was not, they
will not dig it at all. Such groups are also noted elsewhere
in the Caribbean} see Herskovits 1947 on citt 136 who notes
that in Toco, Trinidad, "The grave is dug ... by a party ...

of mm ... The better known and liked the dead, the larger the
group, and the family have rum and food ... sent for each
member}" Herskovits 1937 on citt 208 on Haiti where "A pig or
goat is killed to feed those who dig the grave and carry the
ooffin, 'so they can do their work well'. Otherwise these men
receive no payment, 'for people do such things for each other.* "}
and Taylor 1945 op cits 525 who contrasts the free labour groups
formed by "friends or kin (never the immediate family)" for
grave digging among the Caribs of Dominica, with the absence of
such free labour among the Black Caribs of British Honduras,
ibid} also 1951 op oiti 97. In eome cases the coffin is also
made free of charge; see e.g. Smith, M.G. 1962 op oiti 153 who
notes that in Carriacou "Village carpenters by a form of free
group work called maroon prepare a coffin see also Taylor
on the Dominica Caribs 1945 op citi 523» again in contrast to
the Black Caribs of British Honduras, 1951 op oiti 97» and
Herskovits 1947 op oit» 135.

2) Cf Clarke's account of "the first day" in "The Death and Burial of
Mrs. Malcolm", 1966 op citi 217-8; and Hanriques 1951 op oiti 275 and
1968 pj), citt 143.
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held in a Church or Church Hall, the Burial Society Hall, or in

the yard of the deceased - according to the expressed wishes of the

latter, and/or contingent on his membership in these various

organisations - and is generally conducted by the appropriate parson

(if the deceased was a member of a church) or the Salvation Army-

Captain. for example, Mr. C. was churched in his yard as he was

neither a member of a church nor of the Burial Society; and the

ceremony was presided over by the Salvation Army Captain. Whereas

Mrs. J. was ohurched in the Maintown Methodist Church by the

Methodist minister; and Miss V., a member of the Burial Society,

was churched in the Society Hall. The Society may sometimes grant

permission for non-members to be churched in their Hall.

It should perhaps be noted at this point that not only does the

Society not usurp the place of kinship at death, but neither that of

the church, for membership in such associations is not mutually

exclusive. For example although Mrs. J. was churched in the Methodist

Church, the Burial Society attended the funeral in an official

capacity snd also financed it.

Prior to the churching the body will have lain "in state" -

for example in the Church or Society Hall - while friends and

villagers (and members of the Burial Society* qua members, if the

deceased was a member of the Society) come to walk around the coffin

and pay their last respects to the deceased. If the latter was a

member of the Burial Society the President (or some other representative

of the Society) will, after the sermon at the churching, speak on

1) Yallee reports a similar custom of "lying-in-State" (os cionn
talamhalnn) in Barra, op oit: 121-3.
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behalf of the Society, saying how good a member wae the deceased,

and asking the Lord to have mercy on his eoul. Other people,

for exaa&le the family of the deceased, may also extol his virtues.

The coffin is then taken to the cemetery, accompanied, by the

funeral procession. The Society attends the funerals of its members

in an official capacity, but such attendance does not exclude the

attendance of non-members. In suoh funeral processions the members

of the Society can be identified marching in two lines before the

coffin. Individual members of the Society may also attend the funerals

of non intribars in an unofficial capacity, that is as members of the

community, cua community.

When the procession readies the cemetery, the people gather

at the graveside and the body is committed to the earth., the people

walking round the ooffln again as at the "lying-in-state" to pay

their respects to the dead.

If tV. funeral of a member of the Society is held outside the

village, the Society still attends. For example in the interim

between field work and say return visit the Society went to funerals

of memb in Ma intown and in a neighbouring village, "because we

had our rites to perform".

Other I d tuary Ritual. Apart from the funeral, other mortuary

ritual co&ists primarily of the "Nine Night" celebrations.

However there are other gatherings associated with death, and these

will first be discussed.

The custom found in River Village of visiting the house of the

bereaved on the night of the death or ni$rt(s) prior to the funeral

undoubtedly originates from the custom of the iyke-wake - that is

the watch ept over the dead body - which is widely reported not
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only for Jamaica but for other parts of the Caribbean, being also

common in other parts of the world suoh as Ireland and the Outer
1)

Hebrides,

In the case of Mr. A.'s death the body waB still in the home when

the visitors came to keep his widow oompany on the night of the

death (Saturday) and the night preceding the funeral (Sunday).

1) See Henriques 1951 op cit: 276 and 1968 op cit: 145 vho states
that "A wake will commence when someone dies", noting that
the form it takes on the first night is simply conversation.
And with reference to West Kingston, Simpson states that "A
•se^n up* or wake is held every night until the day of the
funeral which is usually no later than the second or third
day", Simpson, G. j "The Nine Night Ceremony in Jamaica" in
Journal of American Folklore, 70 (278), 1957s 329; see also
p.535 Footnote (7) where he states with reference to mortuary
ritual held for Mr. Saunders in Sugartown (Clarke cited in
Simpson) that "The 'set'n up* usually held before the burial
had taken place after the funeral." (My emphasis).

A similar custom is noted for Haiti, where it takes the
form of singing, playing games and story telling, going on all
night 'until 5 a.m. with people coming and going, Herskovits
1937 op cit: 208-9? for Trinidad, where a Chairman directs
activities which consist of singing, playing "cards and other
games", bongo dances, and Anansi stories, and where refreshments
are served, the activities lasting all night, there being
"hesitation to be the first to leave a wake", Herskovits 1947
op pit: 135? 137-8; (on the last point cf Taylor 1951 op cit:
101); for Carriacou, where food is provided and activities
lasting until dawn consist of singing hymns and songs, word games
and Ananei stories, Smith, M.G. 1962 (b) op cit: 152-158; for
British Guiana where it consists of hymn singing and drinking,
Smith, B.T. 1956 op cit: 204-5; for both the Caribs of
Dominica where "large quantities of food and drink" are served
and French cantiquea sung, Taylor 1945 op oiti 523* and the
Black Caribs of British Honduras whare it consists of a prayer-
meeting, Taylor 1951 op oitt 97-8; see also Horowitz 1967 (a)
op citx 76, who notes the custom of the veili^ in Martinique
on the night before the burial. Horowitz notes the dichotomy
of sacred and profane elements in such ritual (and which is
common to similar ritual throughout the Caribbean) comparing it
to the similar diohotoay in Caribbean Carnival celebrations
(cf Arensberg op oitt 216 who refers to "both solemn and gay
elements in the Irish funeral).

Arensberg notes a similar custom among Irish peasants, op pit:
215 and Arensberg, C. & Kimball, S.s Family and Community in
Irolrnd (Cambridge, Mass.t Harvard University Press-f
1948: 76); and Yallee for the islanders of Barra, op cit: 123.
In the latter's account the wake is seen to be held on the first
night after the death, the body being taken to the chapel and
left there alone on the second night (prior to the funeral).



Despite this, however, Mrs. A. says that in fact the body was

removed to a small house at the back of the yard, where the family

lived prior to the building of their present house, and that apart

from laying the body on a bed and keeping it soused with ice,

there was no ritual centred on the corpse until it was washed and

dressed for burial on the Monday. The custom of the wake has

persisted even in oases where the body is not kept at home prior to

the funeral. For example in the case of Mrs. J.'s death, which

occurred in hospital on a Thursday night, visitors oame to her

daughter1 s house on the Friday and Saturday nights preceding the

funeral, despite the fact that the body remained at the hospital

until the Sunday afternoon. And in the case of Mr. C.'s death

(also in hospital) visitors sat with his widow "for nine days and

nighta", there being a "big singing1* at her yard on the Saturday

night prior to the funeral, lasting from 9 p.m. till 8 a.m. the next

day. His body however only being brought home on the Sunday for

the churching. Various elements reported in such ritual are

singing, refreshments (including alcohol) and games, such as dominoes.

It is also customary for visitors to gather at the house of the

deceased on the night after the funeral, ^ (the latter generally

being held in the afternoon). For example in the case of Mr. C«,

although iaany people went home after his funeral, several others

stayed on to "set up" with his widow* Mrs. A. however, says that in

the case of her husband's death, only about three people remained

1) See for example Clarke's account of "the first day" of "The Death
and Burial of Mrs. Malcolm"(1966 op oitt 217-219). A similar
custom, known as the "comfort visit" is noted by Vallee on the
island of Barra, Outer Hebrides; in the Hebridean case, however,
such a visit is confined to the extended kin, op cit: 126.
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with her after the funeral. (This difference might be explained

by the fact that whereas the former widow is childless and therefore

alone, the latter has children and grandchildren in the village).

The night after Mrs. J.'s funeral, about twenty-five people gathered

at her yaru to sing, (despite the fact that the bereaved family

lived elsewhere in the village). And Mrs. J.'s daughter in fact

left the gathering still in progress to return to her own home.

Sometimes such ritual may continue for several nights until

1) This custom is likewise reported in the literature for other parts
of Jauaioa and the Caribbean. See for example Clarke's account of
the second to twelfth days of "The Death and Burial of Mrs. Malcolm"
1966 op cit: 219-224; the activities of these nights intermediate
between that of the funeral and that of the Nine Nights included
various combinations of the following elementss hymn singing,
Bible reading (mainly psalms), prayers, dominoes, riddles and story¬
telling, conversation, sleeping (when the activities slowed up) and
refreshments. Feasting took place on the third night, but on some
nights only bread and chocolate were served. On the tenth and
eleventh nights there were, however, no visitors; and on the fourth,
fifty sad seventh nights, very few, due to other more attractive
functions either in the village or another nearby village.

Henriques also notes that the wake continues over nine nights,
the first eight simply "marking time" for the Ninth. Such intermediate
ritual is reported as consisting of games - cards and dominoes for
the adults, and hide and seek for the children - Anansi stories, and
small quantities of refreshment, 195^ op oit: 276 and 1968 op oit: 144•
See also M.G. Smith, who reports that in Carriacou: "Until the ninth
night the bereaved receive visitors eaoh evening, and all sit together,
singing hymns and praying, until midnight, when they all go to sleep
in the house, the visitors leaving at dawn ... For these nine nights
the bereaved are never left to sleep alone." 1962 (b) op cit: 157«
Herskovits refers to the novena or "nine-day rite" held in Haiti
following a death, which is held in two-hourly sessions of prayers
and hymns, (during which no refreshment is served) 1937 op oit: 210-211;
544; and to the "series of 'small wakes' " held in similar
circumstances on the eight nights following a burial, in Toco, Trinidad,
during which visitors "sit with the mourners" 1947 op cit: 141).
Taylor reports a similar custom among the Black Carib of British
Honduras, where: "Every evening the family, the kindred, and any
others who wish to honor the dead, meet and recite prayers of the
Catholio Church ..." 1951 op oit: 98; suad he notes with reference
to the Dominica Caribs that it is "oustomary to set food in the
deceased's place daily until after la prifere" (on the ninth day)
1945 op oit: 524.



the Ninth night. For example, as mentioned above, after Mr. C. died,

visitors sat with his widow "for nine days and nights". And when

another villager, Mr. U. (see Case 3 below) died recently, people

visited the home of his widow continually from the time of the death

until the Mine Night to comfort the bereaved and play dominoes.

However I was also told by one informant that ritual only takes place

on one night (the ninth); - "only one night", and that "nothing at all"

happens in between: "Just only when the Nine Night come, you just have

it the one time and finish away with it." And this was later seen to

tally with Mrs. A.'s statement that there was no more ritual after the

night of her husband's funeral (Monday) until the Nine Night on the

subsequent Saturday; similarly in the case of the H.'s baby who died

some years ago - for although on the night after the funeral "we have a

few oompany here, and a man carry record come and play, entertain the

people", and the guests had. also returned the subsequent night,

"they never come back again", (iftr emphasis).

The custom of holding a wake on the 'ninth night' after death

(hence the name "Nine Night" or "Ninth Night") common in River Village

is also widely reported in the literature not only for other parts of

Jamaica, but also of the Caribbean area. 1^ Despite the prevalence

1) Henriques refers to the institution of "Nint' Night", stating that:
"It is only on the ninth night that the wake really comes into its
own. The former nights can be regarded as marking time for this
celebration." 1951 on clt: 276; 1968 on cit: 144• Simpson notes
the prevalence of this institution in West Kingston, illustrating
his material with the example of a specific Nine Night ceremony
witnessed in Denham Town. He also quotes a lengthy extract from
Edith Clarke's field notes on a Nine Night ceremony attended by the
latter in Sugartown, on oit. And in "The Death and Burial of
Mrs. Malcolm", Clarke herself describes another Nine Night held at
Sugartovm 1966 op cit: 224-227. Paterson, 0. notes that the "ninth-
night ceremony ... bears striking resemblance to the post-burial
oeremonies of West African peoples." op cit: 190; c£ Henriques who
notes that the wake contains elements "of both African and European
origin." 1951 op olti 2J8 and 1968 op cit: 145. Herskovits notes
a similar institution called cropover or "nine day night" (held for
both a&uits and children) on "the ninth night after burial" in Toco,
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of this custom in the village, I was nevertheless told that not

everyone keeps such a wake for a deceased relative! "Some people

keep up it, and some people don't," And in the case of Mrs. J.'s

death, no Nine Night was kept up for her, for, as her daughter

explains "she never believe in it." In addition, not everyone who

does keep such a wake likes a big and noisy one:

"[With] some people* you have people go there and play
[dominoes etc.] and make a whole heap a noise, all the
while; while some people don't love it, only few friends
would sit down there and you talk until you go."

However, the norm is a large wake, starting sometime between the

hours of 8 and 11 p.m., and continuing until daylight. It is

described by various informants as follows:

"Is like you have anybody dead, nine days after the
person is buried, you have singing."

"You have singing. You boil coffee, or cocoa, and
you get bread, an' you cut it up, and rum; so them
sing whole night, until daylight."

"Them have singing, coffee, and bread. From old
time, from me growing up me hear about that thing
until now. For my grandmother - I can remember when
my grandfather die - she had a Nine Night the same
way. Singing, them cut bread, and boil coffee, them

Continuation of Footnote 1 on previous page.

Trinidad, (stating that in fact several such rites may be
"given simultaneously" for the same person) 1947 op cit: 141
144, 147; 151. See also Herskovits 1937 op cit: 210- 211
with reference to the demibre pribre. which ends the novena

after a death in Haiti. Similar too is the prayer-meeting
held at the home of the deceased on the ninth ni$it after death
in Carriacou, Smith, M.G. 1962 (b) op cit: 152; and la pribre
and the beluria or "Ninth-Night Wake" noted by Taylor among the
Carib of Dominica and the Black Carib of British Honduras
respectively, 1945 op cit: 524 and 1951 op cit: 99-101.
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drink cocoa; some don't drink cocoa, - then buy
chocolate. Them buy all those things, and bread,
and entertain the people them, and them sing from
Saturday night, whole night, until Sunday morning."

Such reports were later born out by those of specific Nine Nights.

For example those held for Mr. A. in 1970, Mr, U. in 1971 and Mir. C.

in 1972 all included singing and refreshments, these gatherings

breaking up the following morning. 1 ^

1) Comparable details are likewise reported for such oelebrations in
other parts of Jamaica and also of the Caribbean: - Henriquee describes
the "Hint' Night" wake as lasting from "sunset to daylight", and as
including music, dancing ("Sets" - similar to "English country or
barn dances"), singing (hymns and obscene songs), Anansi stories,
Bible reading, an adulation of toe deceased, ceremony of "duppy or
spirit catching", and after midnight refreshments consisting of
"a heavy meal of rice, peas, yams, and chicken. After this coffee
and sweetmeats are handed round. Rum is drunk throughout the
evening, though there are wakes at which no alcohol is consumed."
These proceedings being supervised by a chairman or master of
ceremonies. 1951 on cit: 277 and 1968 op pit: 145. Simpson
outlines the general pattern of Nine Night ceremonies in West Kingston
as consisting of certain rituals in toe room of the deceased; an
adulation of toe latter; hymn singing and refreshments; the proceedings
being supervised by a "Chairman" or "Secretary", and lasting till
"early morning" op cit: 529-530. His specific example of one suoh
ceremony in Benham Town began at 10.15 p.m. and included hymns, an
address by a Revival Zion Leader, "spiritual dancing", dominoes and
card games, and refreshments of "fried fish, bread, ooffee, green
tea, bush tea, and rum" after midnight ibid: 530-531 • The Nine Night
held at Sugartown for Mr. Saunders (Clarke in Simpson, Ibid: 331-334)
which started at 9*30 p.m. and appears to have broken up shortly after
midnight, was held in the form of a prayer meeting, and included
hymns, prayers, and exhortation to the young to follow the Lord. The
Nine Night held for Mrs. Malcolm in Sugartown reported elsewhere by
Clarke 1966 op oit: 224-227 included prayers, hymns, and refreshments
(the biggest feed of the twelve nights) consisting of "curry goat and
rice, beer and oream-soda with ice, toe men being given rum" (226); -

toe guests arriving at about 7 P«®» and the gathering breaking up
shortly after midnight.

Similar ceremonies reported elsewhere in the Caribbean, and
referred to above, include varying combinations of toe following
elements: food and drink (including alcohol) prayers, dancing,
gambling, Anansi stories and other folk tales, games (for example
"forfeits" and cards), vailing, and toe offering of rum and food to
toe spirit of toe deceased. Such gatherings axe also often seen to
last until daylight. (See Herskovits on Haiti 1937 op cit: 211 and
Trinidad 1947 op oit: 147-151? Taylor on the Dominica Caribs 1945
op cit: 524 and the Black Caribe of British Honduras 1951 op oit:
99-101; and K.G. Smith on Carriaoou 1962 (b) op cit: 152-158).
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In the discussions of such wakes informants become increasingly-

animated, these occasions obviously being remembered with great

enjoyment, and for example one such informant refers to the "lovely"

wake held for a relative some years ago. 1^ A "Forty Nights" may

also be held approximately forty nights after the death, and as seen

2)
from Case 3 below follows the same general pattern as the Nine Night. '

This ritual of wakes is linked to a complex of beliefs
x \

surrounding duppies (ghosts? spirits?) and other spiritual

phenomena widely held not only throughout the island but also in other

Continuation of Footnote 1 on previous page.

An interesting point recurrent in various of these ethnographic
descriptions is the significance of the presence or absence of
salt in ritual involved with spirits. For example Simpson op cit;
330 reports the offering of unsalted rice to the spirit at the Nine
Night ceremony in Jamaica, and Herskovits refers to a similar
practice in Trinidad on the ni^tt of the death and at the "forty
days" (see below) 1947 op cit; 151.

Simpson explains the custom with reference to the fact that
"no spirit touches anything that is salted" ibid: 330, and this
migilt be the explanation for the use of salt in the following
instance reported by Clarke: "From time to time" at Mrs, Malcolm's
Nine Jfiggat" the singers went to the table and took a pinch of salt
from a saucer." Clarke 1966 op cit; 227? and Weils refers to the
practice among post-emancipation negroes in Jamaica "whereby upon
the death of a poor person a neighbour went round to other neighbours
parleying a saucer containing salt and begging for money for the funeral."
op cit: 15 (My emphasis). In other words, such practices seem

to be designed to keep the spirit jsmbx*

1) Cf Clarke 1966 op cit: 224 who refers to such ritual as "jollification"?
see also Henriques 1931 op cit: 278 and 1968 op cit: 143,

2) The ritual of "Forty Nights" or "Forty Days" is also referred to for
other parts of the island and Caribbean, see Herskovits 1947 op oit:
147? 151, who refers to this ritual which, in contrast to the
Ninth Night, is only held for adults; Simpson op oiti 534, Footnote
(2); Smith, M.G. 1962 (b) op cit: 152.

3) See Patterson, 0. op cit: 204 on the use of the word duppy which has
both this generalised meaning and a more specific one.



parts of the Caribbean; 1 ^ most important of these in

of mortuary ritual being the belief that the spirit of
2)

returns to his home on the ninth night after death. '

the context

the deceased

Such ritual

1) Simpson states that although the Revivalist and Pocomania cults in
Jamaica do not include the worship of old African gods, as do
several other cults in the Caribbean area, that nevertheless there
is a strong belief in Spirits: "Old Testament prophets, Hew
Testament saints, other Biblical figures, and the dead." Op cit: 329.
Davenport states that "Jamaicans ... have very strong beliefs about
the ghosts of ancestors which linger in the vicinity of the grave ..

Op cit: 451; and Clarke that "there is still a strong belief that
the ghost of an angry or neglected forbear will return to haunt his
descendants." 1966 op cit: 45; see also Otterbein 1966 op pit.
Henriques notes that "The belief in ghosts or duppies is very strong."
1968 op oit: 127; that "To the Jamaican the spirit world is part
of the everyday world ..." 1951 op oit: 278 and 1968 op oit: 145;
and refers to the "dread of spirits whioh exists in the island."
1951 on cit: 276 and 1968 op cit: 1431 and regarding notions of
causation, that "To the lower olass Jamaican the world is full of
mysterious events which can only be explained by reference to ghosts."
1968 op oit: 128; of Herskovits 1947 op oit: 154; Patterson, 0.
op oit. Chapter 7> and Hogg, D,t "The Convince Cult in Jamaica" in
Mintz 1960 (a).

The world-view of the lower class Jamaican presented by such
anthropologists can be compeared to that of the Irish Countryman, based
on -the fairy-cult, whereby the dead are believed to join "them" -
that is the "good people" - and "Thus ... come to cover nearly every
association of life ..." Arensberg op cit: 210; and Arensberg's
statement that "Hor are 'they' always fearsome ... The dead are too
much a part of life in rural Ireland for that", Ibid, indicates a
comparable attitude to that of the Jamaican towards the family graves,
Henriques 1951 op cit: 276 and 1968 op oit: 143; of Smith, m.g.
1962 (b) op cit: 165. While detailed research into concepts of
causation and beliefs was not within the sphere of this thesis,
nevertheless there is reason to oonolude that similar beliefs exist
at least to some extent in River Village.

For reference to similar beliefs elsewhere in the Caribbean see

Taylor 1945 op cit: and 1951 op cit. particularly pp. 102-8;
Herskovits 1937 op cit. Chapters XI and XII; 1941 op oit. Chapter VII;
1947 op oit. Chapters VI and IX; Smith, M.g. 1962 (b; op oit:
138-152; Horowitz 1967 (a): 59-78 and 81-3.

2) See Simpson op oit: 329; Smith, M.G. 1962 (b) op oit: 158; this can
be compared with the fact that the spirit is believed to remain in
the house "until after the ninth day wake ..." among the Black Carib
of British Honduras, Taylor 1951 op oit: 97. See also Herskovits
who notes that in Trinidad "If it is suspected that death was caused
by evil magic, the dead ... is instructed to return in nine days to
tell who was responsible for the death." 1947 op cit: 142; see also
p. 146. In some oases the significance of the third night after
death (when a special ritual may also be held) is also noted, see
Simpson op cit: 329; Smith, M.G. 1962 (b): 145; 152; Herskovits 1947
op cit; 138; Clarke 1966 op oit: 220.



therefore appears to he manipulative at least in origin since

its purpose (initially at least) is to influence the spirit - either

to keep it away or to placate it. ^
A variety of reasons for the various stages of mortuary ritual

in River Village (such as the Nine Night and the intermediate

visiting) were given me. One informant who is a regular attendant

at wakes and has attended about nine Nine Night gatherings in the

fairly recent past, says that he goes to such wakes in order to help

with the singing. However, he also states that on one such occasion

the duppy of the deceased appeared, despite the singing, in the "same

khaki suit" that he used to wear in his lifetime. This report, the

fact that another informant says that at the Nine Night held for her

husband, "coming up to 12 o'oiock we brave up ourselves and sing"

(my emphasis), and the fact that no Nine Night was held for Mrs. J.

because "she never believe in it", ail indicate that manipulation of

the deceased's spirit may be a function of the wake. In addition, lamps

may be lit before darkness falls for a oertain period after the death

to prevent the spirit of the deceased from returning to harm the bereaved.

1) Cf Taylor who says of the games played at la pri&re among the
Dominica Caribs that "It seems not impossible that these games
should be fragmentary and distorted survivals of ancient whipping
rites originally meant to drive away evil spirits, or even the
ghost of the deceased himself." 1945 op cit: 524* Henriques gives
the propitiation of the spirits as one of the functions of the wake,
19 1 0 cit: 277-9 and 1968 op cit: 1455 Simpson shows that the
pu 00 :e of the Nine Night ceremony is to pay respect to the spirit
of the deceased, and to ensure, by performing the proper ritual,
that it does not return afterwards to harm the living, op citt
see also Herskovits 1937 op cit: 209? 211; and 1947 op oit; 150}
16J: Taylor 1945 op cits 523-4 and 1951 op cit: 101? Smith, M.G.s
1962 (b) op cit: 145? 157? Clarke 1966 op oit 218; 225. Again
attent on can be drawn to similar elements in the Irish fairy-oult,
Arensberg op cit: 187-8; 204; 209; 216.

2) Cf on op citt 329» who states that "Inside the house a light is
kept bumlng for nine nights." And Herskovit: 1937 op oit: 211 who
reports that during the Haitian custom of the novena, two candles
muet be kept burning for nine days.



However, the same Informant who made the statement regarding the

gathering 'braving up' themselves to sing, also said that the custom

of Nine Night "has nothing to do with duppy'.' its purpose simply-

being to cheer up the bereaved. 1^
Regardless of the extent to which a belief in duppies is

functional in the persistence of such ritual in River Village, the

function of comforting the bereaved and keeping them company is

obviously an important factor in the perpetuation of such ritual
2)

there, and one which is widely acknowledged in the village.

As with the ritual prior to the Nine Nights (that is, "sitting

ups" before and after the funeral, and the organisation of the actual

details of the funeral) the organisation of the Nine Nights rests

with the family of the deceased, regardless of Burial Society

membership as in the cases cited below of Mr. C. and Mr. A.

(non-members of any Burial Society), Mrs. J. (a member of the River

Village Burial Society), and Mr. TJ. (a member of one of the two

Burial Societies in Friendship).

As mentioned above, the name "Nine Nights" derives from

the belief that the spirit of the deceased returns to its home on

1) Extended research into beliefs associated with such ritual, is
as that associated with such beliefs in general, outside the
sphere of this thesis.

2) Cf Clarke's account of Mr. Saunders' Nine Night in Sugartown
where there are various verbalized statements by informants that
the purpose of the gathering was to keep the family of the
deceased company. For example, "Mrs. X.", one of the main
organisers of the wake, said that she and the group of ladies
"had come to keep the company of the bereaved family" Clarke
in j unpson op citt 331. Another attendant also referred to such
a purposes "There was a long silence and this was again broken
by the man who had spoken before saying he was there also to
keep the company of the bereaved family and that he didn't want
a moment spent in silence." (ibid).
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the ninth night after death. Yet while various anthropologists 1 ^
state that such ritual is held on the ninth ni$it, and in some

cases give specific examples of this, it was, in contrast found

that in River Village such ritual is generally held not on the

ninth niaht. but on the Saturday nearest this? - the ritual being

either shifted backwards or forwards depending on the specific case.

Even if ■fete date of such Nine Night celebrations is reckoned with
2)

reference to that of the burial rather than the death ' - (note

one informant quoted above said regarding such celebrations:

"
... nine days after the person is buried ..." my emphasis) - it

is often seen not to be the ninth night in this respect either.

Nevertheless the actor's model of such ritual in River Village

is still verbalised as the "ninth night". For example Mrs. C.

says that after her husband's death people sat up with her "for nine

days and nights", but at another point she states that the yard was

never empty of people from her husband's death until "nine days

after he bury" (my emphasis). However, whether calculations are in

fact made from the day of the death or from that of the burial,

neither the Nine Night nor even the following day (when there was

still some company, see below) were nine days after, the Nine Night

(held on a Saturday) being in fact eleven days after the death, and

six days after the burial. And whereas the Nine Nights held for

Mr. U., also on a Saturday, did coincide with the ninth night after

1) Simpson op oitt Clarke in Simpson ibid: Henriques 1968
op oit: 144.

some

2) There is alac/variation in the literature as to whether the
Ninth Night ceremony is stated as being the ninth night after
death or after burial; for example Henriques 1951 op cit: 276
and 1968 op cit: 144, Simpson op cit: J29 and Smith, M.G. 1962(b)
op cit: 152 refer to this institution as being nine nights after
the death, while Herskovits 1937 op cit: 344 and 1947 op cit: 141
refers to it as being nine nights after the funeral.



his death, that held for Mr. A. did not. This latter, held on

a Saturday also, being seven days after the death and five days

after the burial.

I was told that the reason that the Ninth Night is usually

on a Saturday is so that people can rest the following day, being

Sunday, before returning to work on the Monday. If the belief

in the return of the spirit is still an important consideration in

the perpetuation of such ritual, then the spirit's return in

River Village has been adjusted to suit the plans of the living and

the demands of wage labour.

It can be seen, then, that the actor's model is mainly a

symbolic one, since it co-exists with an awareness of this

adaptation.

1) Cf Taylor 1951 op cit: 98 who notes that among the Black Carib
of British Honduras "In practice, the observations connected
with tiie 'nine nights' are often delayed in order that the final
ceremony of the 'Ninth night' may be better attended by being
made to take place on a Saturday." Compare this however with
Herskovits 1937 op cit; 210 who notes the following with reference
to the Haitian novenai "It was stated that the novena must begin
on the Saturday after burial, so that it might end on a Sunday
night, but one such ceremony actually occurred on a Friday night,
which would be in accordance with the assertion that the
deml&re pri&re may take place on Monday, Friday, or Saturday
nights* Others, however, maintained that this is only town
custom, and that in the countryside this rite always takes place
on a Sunday." (Mjy emphasis). However other authors support the
actor's model of "ninth night" (Henriques 1951 op oit; 276 and
1$63 op oit: 144l Herskovita 1947 op cit: 141; Smith, M.G.
1962 (b) op oiti 157-159?) and in some oases the specific
ethnographic material supports this (e.g. Clarke in Simpson op oiti
Simpson ibid:). However the Nine Night held for Mrs. Malcolm
which was on a Saturday, Clarke 1966 op oiti was not in fact held
until the twelfth night after the funeral, which was the thirteenth
night after the death. It may also be noted that Taylor, with
reference to the Dominica Caribs, says that j^a pri&re may in fact
be delayed; but in this case the reason given being "if poverty
makes it impossible to provide a fresh supply of food and rum so
socfc\r' after the wake, 1945 op oit; 524*
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Mobilisation of ties in the context of death. Death results in

the obvious involvement of household ties based on kinship (both

consanguineous and conjugal relationships). For example in the last

weeks of Mrs. K.'s terminal illness, her adult daughter who lived at

home wife her, gave up her job as a domestic in order to be with her

mother, And after fee death fee daughter was involved in organising

fee subsequent Nine Night. Likewise, fee accounts of the deaths

of Mr. C., Mr. A. and Mr. tf. given below show fee involvement of

the widow in all three cases.

Extra-household ties are also mobilised. Some of these may also

be based on kinship, some of which may be in fee village. For

although it will be shown at a later point (Chapter 9 ) feat

"kinship" and "community" are not coterminous entities, nevertheless

there are many ties of kinship between households in fee village,' as

was noted in Chapter 3. This was fee case for example when Mrs. J.

died; - Mrs. AJ. her daughter, who gave fee account of her death

reported below in Case 2, and who was closely- involved wife the

ritual, lives with her husband in another household in the vilage,

Mrs. J. herself having lived alone. The latter's son also lives

in another village household. The involvement of Mrs. D. in the

ritual surrounding fee death of Mrs. K. in 1968 ("I gave her the last

drop of water") is another example of such kinship ties, Mrs. D.'s

husband, and Mrs. K. being "cousins".

Still other kinship ties may be mobilised from outside of fee

village, for, as fee data on birth-place of fee principal adults

shows (see Chapter 3) and thesamaterial on claims to family land

Illustrate (see Chapter 8), there is an extensive kinship network
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which extends beyond the village. For example when Mrs. G.'s

husband died, three carloads of her relatives came from Kingston

to attend fee funeral. When Mr. A. died, Mrs. A.'s cousin came

from a village some miles Inland to stay with her. And when Mrs. K.

died, her son came from a neighbouring parish and took the body down

to the hospital. Similarly when old Mrs. Y. (mother to three

River Tillage informants) died in a nearby village further inland

her relatives in fee former village went inland to attend ritual

surrounding her death. (See Case 3 below).

In other cases however, such extra-household ties are not based

on kinship. The first obvious illustration of this is fee

participation of the River Village Burial Society (or similar Society)

as a corporate body at the funerals of its members, - such Societies

not being kinship-based. And although the organisation of the Nine

Night ritual is in fee hands of the family even if the deceased was

a member of the Society, nevertheless as the President of fee latter

points out, Society members may contribute towards, and attend, a

Nine Ni^it (this is applicable whether the deceased was a member of

the Society or not) on an individual basis? in other words as members

of the coaraunity Qua community. But regardless of membership in such

Societies, intra-village, and sometimes inter-village participation

in all stages of mortuary ritual is wide. Anyone can attend a Nine

Night ritual - one does not need an invitation, nor does one need to

be a relative of fee deceased in order to do so. People also sometimes

come from afar to attend the singing on such occasions.

In a d .scussion on mortuary ritual wife informants I was told

regarding fee attendance at funerals and wakes in the village, that:
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"All the relatives go; friends too. Not the whole
village - some, some; don't care what you do, you
always have some people who don't come. But sometimes,
according to the person that is dead, you have a very
big funeral. The people of River Village, Friendship,
ll&jntown [and other neighbouring villages] - people
cosae from all about ... So, no relatives of them,
just friends."

Implicit in the statement "don't care what you do, you always have

some people who don't come," being that the people in the village who

do not come are the exception rather tiian the rule. The above extract

is compiled from a discussion in 19o8 with a couple who have lived

in River Village for over fifty years, and the reports received in

1972 on mortuary ritual that occurred in the interim bore out the

validity of their statements regarding wide "public" attendance.

(See for example Cases 1-4 below of deaths in River Village, and

Case 9 of a death in a neighbouring village).

Another informant who had told me of the death of her baby some

years ago mde the following statement .hen I asked if there was any

difference between the attendance at the funeral of a child and of

an adults "Just the same way. People who want to turn out to the

little funeral as well as to the big one, them come out same way."

For, she went on to say, her baby's funeral had "plenty people ...

Everybody love the baby." An old lady who told me about her daughter's

funeral some years ago echoes a similar sentiment regarding the letter's

popularity is "The very duppy in a ground would a love her how she

sweet and nice. She was beloved by - I don't know who to tell you,

I can't exempt who, unless you is with a devil or so. She had one

[i.e. enorncus] funeral I" These accounts of large attendance contingent

on the popularity of the deceased are also echoed in Mrs. C.'s

account of her husband's death below.



The case histories given below illustrate the general arguments

put forward above.

Case 1. Mr. A. died at home on a Saturday and was buried in the

Eiver Village cemetery two days later, on the Monday. In the interim

his body was kept in a small house in the yard where the family had

lived prior to the recent building of their Farm House. Apart from

laying the body on the bed and keeping it soused with ice, there was

no ritual centred on the corpse until it was washed and dressed for

burial| those preparations being carried out by the son. of the deceased

and another young man, a friend of the son.

The deceased had at one time belonged to the River Village Burial

Society but had left some time ago. His widow therefore received no

grant for Ms funeral. Mrs. A. herself has never been a member of

any Burial Society.

From the Saturday evening of the death people started to come to

the As-' yard to comfort the bereaved family? "plenty" people came,

between twenty and thirty, including Mrs. A.'a cousin who came from

a neighbouring village to spend a few days with the widow, and most

of whoa belonged to the village. The people comforted the widow and

sang and pleyed games with "rock stones" under the naseberry tree in

the yard, This continued all night until the Sunday morning, and

Mrs. A. bought bread and tea to offer them. Visitors also returned

on the Sunday, contributing "little money and food to help the

funeral", and helping in other ways such as with the cooking for the

grave-diggers.

"Plenty people" also gathered on the Sunday night at the yard,

and as with the Saturday night there was singing and "playing" until

daylight, and refreshments of tea and bread were offered.
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Mrs. A.'s two sons - only one of whom is the son of the

deceased, the other being an outside son born prior to her current

union — made the coffin under the naseberry tree, starting work on

it on the Sunday and finishing cm the Monday.

Sane friends in the "River Village district" dug the grave on

the Sunday; Mrs. A.'s two sons were not among -toe diggers. Mrs. A.

did not have to pay the latter, but she provided them with lunch.

The body was Churched in the yard by the Seventh Bay Adventist

minister on the Monday afternoon; there were about one hundred people

in attendance, the majority of whom were friends who lived "in the

district*. Mr. A. does not have many relatives alive, most of his

siblings having died in infancy and one having emigrated and remained

abroad since he was young. But those relatives which he has in the

village attended.

At the end of the Churching a song was sung and the ooffin was

carried out by six men (including the deceased's son); ail the

congregation marching to the cemetery where the burial took place,

accompanied by singing.

On the Monday evening after the funeral about three people

remained with the bereaved; Mrs. A.'s cousin being the only relative

among these. The small gathering sang and drank tea and coffee.

After this there was no more ritual until the Nine Night

celebrations, held on toe Saturday of the same week, - seven days

after toe death and five days after the burial. The celebrations,

which started at 8 p.m. were not as well attended as either the funeral

or the gatherings of toe previous Saturday and Sunday nights; there

were in fact only about twenty people, some of whom did not stay

all night. As before, some were relatives, to© rest being "strangers"
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(i.e. unrelated friends), all of these people, with the exception

of the above mentioned cousin being from the village. Tea, coffee

and bread were served, and "casing up to twelve o'clock we brave

up ourselves and sing". The gathering broke up at 6 a.m. Sunday,

and there was no further ritual after that.

Case 2. Mrs. J. died on a Thursday night, having been taken to the

Maintown hospital on the preceding Tuesday. Her body remained in

the hospital morgue for three days until the Sunday afternoon. She

had been a member of the River Village Burial Society and so her

daughter received a sum of £38 towards funeral expenses from the

Society. The funeral arrangements were undertaken jointly by the

deceased's two adult children.

The digging of the grave at the village cemetery commenced at

9 a.m. cm the Friday, continuing until 5 p.®. with approximately

twenty-five men digging alternately. This group consisted solely of

volunteers, none of whom were relatives, although the deceased's

son-in-law was there to supervise the digging. All of the group

were friends of the bereaved family except for one man who is

"a stranger from here", having only lived in the village for a few

months; many of the group were members of the Burial Society. The

coffin war; made by the deceased's son.

On the Saturday the same volunteers carried out the "concrete

work" necessary for making the vault; in the group were two masons

(not from the village) who gave their skilled help free of charge

as they were friends of the deceased's son. The materials for the

vault had however to be purchased.
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The deceased*s daughter provided "breakfast" for the volunteers;

this was cooked at the yard of the deceased by a group of about

twelve women and was then taken to the workers at the cemetery. The

daughter did not actually help with the cooking although she was

present at her mother's yard during these preparations. The group

of helpers consisted entirely of friends except for one woman who

was an affine; most of these women living in the village. approximately

half of thesa being members of the Burial Society.

On the Friday and Saturday nights prior to the burial about

thirty people (five of whom were relatives) gathered at the house of

the deceased to sing and play dominoes, coining and going through the

night. At these gatherings rum, coffee and bread provided by the

deceased's daughter were served.

On the Sunday afternoon at about 4 p.m. the corpse was taken in

the coffin from the morgue to the Maintown Methodist Church. Members

of the Burial Society were transported in cars to the morgue from

whence they marched the body to the church. The coffin was met at

the door of the Churoh by the Methodist Minister who conducted the

"Churching". This consisted, of hymns, prayers and the reading of a

text, and the congregation was told about the deceased and how long

she had been a member of the Burial Society. After the Churching,

the procession followed the coffin by oar as far as the cross-roads

at the northern apex of the village. Here the cars stopped and those

persons who were members of the Society proceeds d on foot in pairs

in a procession to the village cemetery; non-members travelling

by oar to the cemetery. The Minister officiated at the burial, where

there Were about one hundred people in attendance, about ten of whom



were relatives of the deceased, people having come from other villages

and towns as well as from Biver Village itself*

After the burial, at about 9 p*ni. on the Sunday, about twenty-five

people (about five of whom were relatives of the deceased) gathered

at the latter*s yard to sing hymns; these being just Biver Villagers,

the other.:, having gone home. They were offered coffee and bread,

and the singing continued until daylight.

h'o Nine 1?ight was kept as the deceased "never believe in it".

Case '5. Mr. U. died at home on a Friday. He had been a member of

one of tho Burial Societies in the neighbouring village of Friendship,

and so that Society gave a grant for his funeral.

He was buried two days after his death, on the Sunday afternoon,

in the Biver Village cemetery. Members of the Friendship Burial Society

were present at the funeral, which was also attended by many people from

the Biver Village Burial Society as well as many other friends and

relatives; those attending coming from Kingston, Maintown and

neighbouring villages as well as from Hiver Village itself.

The Nine Might was celebrated on the following Saturday at the

home of the deceased by about two dosen friends and relatives who

came from neighbouring villages as well as from the village itself,

and continued until 9 a.m. the next day. There was singing and

refreshments were served.

People visited the home of the deceased continually from the time

of tho death until that of the Nine Night, to comfort the bereaved

and play dominoes. Another celebration similar to the latter and

referred to as "Forty Nights" was held on a Saturday forty-three nights

after tho death and was, like the Nine Night, attended by relatives

and friends from the neighbouring villages as well as the village;
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there being about thirty people present.

Case 4. Mr. C. died in the Maintown hospital on a Tuesday and was

"Churched* and buried on the following Sunday. In the interim his

body was kept in the hospital morgue, Ne ther the deceased nor his

widow were members of the River Village Burial Society. Both however

previously belonged to one of the Burial Societies at Friendship, but

left the Society three years prior to Mr. C.'s death. He did not

therefore receive any "maintenance money" nor help with his doctor's

bills while he was ill} neither did his widow receive any financial

assistance from the Society for his funeral. Nevertheless, she

emphasises, she "buried him good" and he had a "lovely" funeral, the

funeral arrangement* costing her £40. She purchased the materials

for the coffin from Kingston, the coffin being made by a carpenter

from the village - with the help of several apprentices - for a

charge of £12. Mrs. C. also gave these workers and the grave-diggers rum.

Work on the coffin was started on the Friday and finished on the Sunday.

In her account of her husband's death and burial, Mrs. C. kept

stressing how good the people of the village had been to her. Some

lent her money and gave her food - such as flour and salt-fish - and

helped her in other ways throu^aout the period of mortuary ritual.

In addition, people sat up with her "for nine days and nights"

playing dominoes and keeping her company. In fact the ritual continued

until the twelfth day after the death, for the Nine Wight celebrations

were held on the Saturday night subsequent to the burial.

On the Saturday prior to the funeral a bamboo booth was built

in the Cg' yard and covered with a large tarpaulin lent by one of

the villagers. There was a "big singing" that night, commencing at

9 p.m. and continuing until 8 a.m. Sunday; this gathering was much
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bigger than the Churching on the following day, and the house,

yard, and road outside were filled with people. Rum was served -

some friends making gifts of alcohol to Mrs. C,, one well-to-do

villager making a present to her of one doaen pints of wine and

two doresn pinto of syrup to help with the entertainment. Yet other

attendants brought their own rum. In addition to alcohol, Mrs. C.

provided the attendants with coffee, cocoa and bread and butter.

On the Sunday a man from the village lent his record player which

was played on Mrs. C,'s verandah all that day. The body was brought

in the coffin from the morgue to the Cs' yard at 3»30 on Sunday

afternoonj Mrs. C.'? family paying the transportation fee. At

4.30 p.m. the Churching began in the yard. The deceased had not

been a member of any Church and so the Salvation Army Captain from

Msintown conducted both the Churching end the burial. The Captain

"preached over him" and the people sang and gave testimony to the

deceased. The burial took place at 5 p.m. with those who had attended

the Churching marching with the coffin to the village cemetery.

Eighty or mors people attended the Churching and the burial| Mrs. C.

explains that her husband "did live good" and that in addition to

people from the village, others came from further afield such as

Friendship and Maintown. Her relatives came from Kingston - sixteen

of them in three cars - and a few of the deceased's relatives also

attended. (The discrepancy between the number of affines and

consanguines of the deceased attending seems to be due to the fact that

whereas Hfire. C.'s extended family "lived together" (that is get on well),

the deceased's extended family "didn't co-operate" (that is, do not get

on well together). The majority of people attending these rituals

were, however, unrelated to either spouse, and Mrs. C. states that
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she did not even know some of them; for, she explains,

"Funeral don't call fe people you know; everybody come to funeral

as it's fee last tribute." And in reply to my query as to whether

the people attending funerals and wakes are generally only relatives,

she explained "If a so-so relative go to funeral, a bad-life people

them; everybody supposed to go to funeral." In fact, she says,

if none of her family had come to the funeral she would not have missed

them bemuse the "district people" had been so good to her. And she

went on to explain that "People so loving in Jamaica that funeral

is big": although, she adds, there have been instances in the village

where many people had not rallied round at a death because the

deceased had been "oool" and "don't live loving" (that is, unpopular).

After the funeral a lot of the people went home including the

relatives who had been present. However several people - "old and

young", - stayed on to "set up" with the widow and keep her company

on the Sunday night. No-one there slept that night and there were

plenty people in the yard "coming and going" and playing dominoes;

she offered them bread, coffee and cocoa which she had bought.

On the following Saturday the Nine Night was kept up. These

were the last celebrations and were the biggest of all. There was

singing which lasted until daylight, the gathering finally breaking

up at about 8 a.m. Sunday, and even on the Sunday there were people

"up and down" during the day playing dominoes. At the Nine Night tea,

ooffee, rust and bread were served, and Mrs. C. remarks that the

people "behaved themselves in the yard" with "no fight, no cussing." ^

1) In other words, if only relatives attend a funeral it means that
the deceased was unpopular.

2) A similar emphasis on orderly behaviour at such ritual is noted
by Uerskovits 1947 op cit: 131' 'We want perfec' order. No
rudeness. Anybody can't behave themselves we put them out ...* "



Mrs. C. says that although she did not promise to "tomb"

her husband that she intends to try and do so. 1^
Case 5. When old Mrs. Y. - who lived in a neighbouring village

and was the mother of three River Village informants and the

grandmother of another two - died, she was luried in the former

village next to her husband in their yard; the old lady's children

from River Village all going to their natal village to attend the

mortuary ritual. The wake was held on the Saturday following the
between

funeral (which had been on a Sunday); there being / fifty and

one hundred people present, these coming from other villages such as

River Village and Friendship as well as from the deceased's own

village. Of those attending there were more friends than relatives.

Mrs. Y. did not belong to any Burial Society.

Discussion

The reduction of 'socio-economic anxiety*. The River Village Burial

Society is a structured innovation designed specifically to provide

insurance in the event of the crises of sickness and death. As such,

it (or an alternative but similar Society to which an individual

villager may belong) provides economic security an the context of

death by financing the burial of its members. An important corollary

of this function is the concomitant reduction of "social" anxiety.

For the fact that "The Society response to bury you" ensures to both

the member and his family the provision of a "lovely" funeral, the

importance of whioh has already been noted above. The function of the

1) That is to erect a tombstone. There is a belief in Jamaica that
if a person promises to "tomb" a relative and fails to do so,
the spirit of the deceased will return to haunt the neglectful
relative (cf Clarke 1966 on cit); and there is a case in ay
field notes where this is reputed to have actually occurred.
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Burial Sooiety in removing this sooial anxiety is implicit in

the following statement made to me by the President of the Society:

"Poor people may have a dead and be crying for losing
a loved one. But much of the orying may be for how
are you going to bury them. But when you are a
financial member of the Society then you only weep
for the loss."

It seems clear, then, that the effect of the Society is to reduce

the variable of socio-economic anxiety in the context of death,

by providing the financial basis for the fulfillment of the social

requirements surrounding death.

The amghaaie of kinship in the context of death. That death in

River Vil age is still a kinship affair despite the innovation of

the Burial Society (and despite the absence of burial in the yard),

is witnessed in several ways. It was seen above that apart from

the specific financial and ritual functions of the Society regard ng

the burial of its members, the family of the deceased are responsible

for the organisation of the funeral and for the details of

expenditure of the funeral grant. They are, in addition, responsible

for the organisation of all other mortuary ritual, such as the Hine

Night, and such gatherings are held at the home of the deceased.

The bereaved family is still the focus of the visiting which follows

a death, for the visitors' purpose is to comfort them and keep theui

company. Help, too, is extended to the family of the deceased in

the preparations for ritual. Finally, kin may travel from afar to

be present at the funeral or other ritual, as was seen for example

in the case of Mrs. C.'s three carloads of relatives who came from

Kingston for her husband's funeral $ by Mrs. A.'s cousin who came

1) Cf Herskovits 1937 op cit: 209 who relates the elaborateness of
mortuary ritual to "the ability of the family of the dead to
meet the varying fees."
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from another village to keep her company after her husband's death;

and Mrs. Y.'a relatives from River Village who went up to their natal

village following her death.

It can therefore be concluded that the role of the Burial Society

is clearly complementary to that of kinship in the context of death

in River Village for it has not superceded the role of kinship in

such cases, but has rather re-enforced it by providing the financial

basis for the fulfillment of the duties of kinsfolk. There is

therefore no basis for supporting Henriques' hypothesis regarding

the causal interrelationship between the variable of socio-economic

anxiety and that of the emphasis on kinship among the lower class.

For this emphasis remains as prominent an element in the villagers'

treatment of death as it was among the Jamaican villagers studied

by Henriques in 1946, and as it is in similar village contexts in

other parts of the Caribbean, despite the obvious reduction of

socio-economic anxiety resultant from the innovation of the Burial

Society and other such Societies.

Wide public participation. In addition, contrary to Henriques'

hypothesis it can be concluded that no inverse relationship exists

in River Village between the significance of kin and public

paxticipat.ion in mortuary ritual. For while there is emphasis on

kinship in such contexts in the village there is, at the same time,

a stress on wide public participation as witnessed by the involvement

of the Burial Society; of friends and villagers regarding help with,

and contributions for the preparations for the funeral and other

ritual, visiting, and attendance at mortuary ritual; this latter also

involving inter-village interaction.
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Since the variable of public participation is an important

consideration in my discussion of mortuary ritual in River Village

in the context of Henriquea' hypothesis, I would, at this point,

like to draw attention to the presence of a great deal of supporting

evidence in the literature on villages both in other parts of

Jamaica and of the Caribbean, on the point of wide public

participation in mortuary ritual despite a similar emphasis on

kinship. Some of this evidence - regarding certain specific points

such as public participation in grave-digging and other preparations,

as well as donations to help with the ritual - has already been

referred to in footnotes. So I will confine myself here to the

question of attendance at the ritual proper.

I will begin by looking at Clarke's accounts of the Nine Night

held for Mr. Saunders in Sugartown and of Mrs. Malcolm's death and

burial, since perhaps the most detailed reference to such public

participation can be found in her work. 1'
In her account of Mr. Saunders' Ninth Night Clarke makes the

following references which point to wide village participation.

(All emphases in the passages quoted below in this discussion are

mine). Clarke states that by 9*30 P«a. forty-five people had

gathered and a Prayer meet ing was going to be held, this wake being

associated with the Revivalist Zion group, a Leader of the group

being master of ceremonies; and she refers to "Mother X" and the

group of ladies who accompanied her, who claimed that they had

organised the proceedings and that they load come to keep the family

of the deceased company; and her statement that when most people

1) Clarke in Simpson op cit; Clarke 1966 op oit.



left the wake, the organisers and the family were left alone

indicates that there were other non-related attendants. There were

several references to "goings-on" in the village in the exhortation

of Mother X and others? and this reference to village gossip

shows the close involvement between the village and tie wake.

In h-r account of the death and burial of Mrs. Malcolm, there

is even greater evidence of wide public participation, vis.: 1^
at the burial "Friends encouraged the family to be cheerful because

she is gone to be forever with the Lord." On the first day

"The coffin was ... carried into the yard by four men and everyone

gathered round, over two hundred in all." On the third day "All day

in Sugartown, the only topic of conversation was the Sit-Up at

Mr. Malcolm's to which everybody had been invited and what a lot of

money Mr. Malcolm was spending on it." On the fifth day there were

only about twelve people at Mr. Malcolm's, this being partly due to

the fact that most people were attending another Sit-Up in the

village, at which there were about two hundred people; but on the

"Next Saturday night they would be having the grand Ninth Night

with prayer? meeting and singing for twenty-five or thirty-nine friends

who could not get away during the week coming from Kingston. People

from the villages round here would also be coming." On the eighth

day there were about fifty people at Mr. Malcolm's: "There were

many faces in addition to the family and, the regular guests."

Finally on the twelfth night when the Ninth Night celebration was

actually held. Mother Williams arrived, from Kingston, and "with her ...

were her .followerss about thirty ..." And later, by the time the

1) All quotations in this paragraph are taken from Clarke 1966
ibid? 217-227.
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wake was .La full swing, "the company in the booth had increased to

over tln.-uv. hundred and ecsae fifty or acre stood outside the gate"?

these people at the gate attracting vendors, and gambling tables

were boqu net up among thee. The wake therefore attracted a vast

crowd altogether.

The large attendance at these rituals and the fact that on the

nightc when attendance was low this resulted from altex-native events

in the vicinity such as another liinth Might, a Scout Camp Fire and

an inter-village dance, indicates that the ritual surrounding

Mrs. Malcclas's death was ranked with other community entertainments;

the significance of such wide public participation in such ritual

being even greater whan it is noted that "there is nothing in

Sugartovni [where this ritual was held] to compare with the kinship
1)

solidarity of Mocca ..." '
In / son's own work on Jamaica, evidence is also present of

public participation at the Mine Might ceremonies in West 'Kingston.

For ho says with reference to the "officiant" who presides at such

ritual, that the latter las "the header if it is a Revival lion

grou^; the Shepherd for a Rococania gathering; someone who

understands. Catholicism if 'die family is Catholic ..." and goes cm

to say thai this officiant "calls on one or more members of the family
2)

or to &ay a few words about the deceased." ' And in his

specific oxanple of the Ifemhaia Town Mine Might he again notes the

attendance of "friends" as well as "family".

1) Ibid: 24-5.

2) Simpson op cit: 329-330.
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A recant journalist's report on a funeral in Spanish Town,

Jamaica, also confirms my point regarding wide public participation

in Jeaaaican lower class mortuary ritual;

"Later on we went down to the churchyard for a funeral.
There were more than one thousand people singing and
swaying as the coffin went through the town from the man's
house to the graveyard. He was onLv a poor man but
gygryone came for the occasion." 1)

(The vastnese of tb© number of attendants probably being influenced

by the fact that Spanish Town is one of the island's few cities).

In his analysis of the Guianese iTegro village of August Town,

R.I. Smith makes the point of public participation in the wake very

explicitly; "the wake is open to anyone, it is a village as well

as a family affair", going on to relate such attendance to the

variable of the individual's identification with the village;

"the wake is a good index to the group which considers itself to
2)

be of the village in the real sense." ' His point is borne out

by the fact that "marginal" villagers such as the East Indian/

Portuguese/Chinese minority, and the school-teachers, do not generally

attend such functions. He further illustrates this correlation with

reference to the evaluation of his own role by his informants:

"The fact that I attended every wake held during ray stay-
in. August Town was remembered long after I left the
village and was regarded as a good sign of the degree to
which I had identified myself with the village as a whole."

1) Regan, S. t "Family Reunion at Fijloan's Yard" in The Pally
Teiofixnnh Magazine, no. A14* October 6, 1972, p.1J.

2) Smith, K.T. 1956 on cit; 205.

5) Ibid.
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In Carriaoou the wake is seen not only to be a village affair,

but an inter-village oonoorn as well. For in the event of a death,

"If there will be a wake, some young men are sent around on donkeys

to other villages to announce this in fixed ritual form ..." 1^
"May attend the wake to comfort and reassure tho bereaved, for ' e

2)
have no eneraies hare at death; everybody is one'." This point

is even more dearly illustrated by Smith's observations on coranunity

financial aid in the funerary rites in general; "Without the

ooeimunity contributions ... these funerary rites would probably

disappear. In fact tho.v are obligatory on bereaved and community
t

alike. In a very real sense, the community is a 'friendly society'

sharing its funeral expenses as well as its grief." ^ Smith also

notes tho "continuous stream of visitors" consisting of kin and

neighbours, who come to bid a dying person goodbye; and who again

visit the bereaved for nine nights after the death:

"These visitors are mainly close kin, neighbours, and
friends of the bereaved. The great majority belong to
the same community; there is no need to invite anyone
on these oooasions. ainoe the house is oven to all
Ke;:ibers "of the village." 4)

1) Smith, M. G. 1962 (b) on cits 153.

2) Ibid: 154.

3) Ibid: 159.

4) IMd: 157.
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Among the Dominica Caribs a death "is announced to the community"

by blasts on a conch-shell, and "all and sundry are welcome" at the
1)

wake. And even among the Black Carlb of British Honduras, -

whom Taylor describes as "not a neighborly people" - although the

lyke-wak© is usually a small and hurried affair, nevertheless the

"Ninth-JTight wake" is, in contrast, a big gathering - ("some two

hundred people" attended the one he actually recounts) - and "The

greater the gaiety and the number of those who attend, the better
2)

for all concerned." '

Wide public participation is also implicit in Herskovita*

description of the Haitian wake, and he adds that "Following toe

funeral, friends sometimes remain with the mourners for several
5)

days ..." And in Toco, Trinidad, he states that "The wake, an

essential part of the rituals for toe dead, Is an Important event
t*S)

in the lire of the community; ' also referring to an informants
5)

statement that "'To bury we need friends, neighbours '

At another point Herskovits notes an incident where proper mortuary

ritual was neglected due to the fact that the deceased had died in

the poor house, and where the reaction to this

1) Taylor 1945 op cit: 522-3.

2) Taylor 1951 op citt 101,

3) Herskovits 1937 op cit; 210? see also p. 215 where he contrasts
the x* tuai surrounding toe death of a sorceror - where there ie
little public participation - to that of other people.

4) Herecovits 1947 op cit: 137; Bee also p. 134•

5) Ibic; 179l soe also pp. 138; 140* 151. In addition, if the
deceased was a member of toe Shouters or of a lodge then these
associations would participate in the ritual.
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"showed how this disregard could introduce a flood
of uneasy gossip, as if the entire community felt 1\
a sense of guilt for having allowed this to happen."

Horowitz emphasises the point of wide village participation in

wakes and funerals in Morne-Paysan, noting that "A special tolling

of the bells formally apprises the village of a death," And with

reference to funerary activities in the Caribbean islands in general

remarks that such rites are, in the rural areas, "occasions of
2)

almost total assemblage."

One of the primary functions of mortuary ritual -apart from

the re-enforcement of kinship solidarity - noted for the Caribbean

is the re-enforcement of community solidarity. For example in

his study of Jamaican rural communities M.C. Smith states that

"The real community rituals occur at the Wake or the Hine-Night,

when a death leads to a demonstration of community solidarity with

the bereaved." ^ And with reference to community participation

in mortuary ritual in Carriacou, he says that "The shared mourning creates

1) Ibid! 145.

2) Horowitz 1967 (a) op oitt 74. The presence of similar wide
community participation - in addition to the involvement of
kin - is also reported for peasant societies outside of the
Caribbean such as Ireland and the Outer Hebrides, Arensberg
op cit; Vallee op cit. For example Vallee states that in the
event of a death in the island of Barra "Relatives ... and affines
of the deceased are expected to make special efforts to pay their
respects, as are all close friends and neighbours of the deceased
and his elementary family." Ibid: 123; and he refers to the
funeral as "a total-community event", ibidi 125.

3) A similar function of mortuary ritual is also noted for other
peasant societies. For example Vallee states that in Barra,
Outer Hebrides, "Mourning and burial rituals provide one of the
most frequent occasions upon which community members meet to
express their unity and to re-affirm the values upon which that
unity is based." Op cit: 128. And Arensberg notes that the
fairy-cult and associated ritual of the Irish countryman are
symbolic of community organisation, op oit.

4) Smith, M.G. 1956 (b) op citi 303.
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solidarity and reintegration ... Similarly E.T. Smith notes

that the wake in British Guiana "serves as an expression of local

solidarity ... ^ And Taylor likewise notes of the function of

the wake ox- beluria of the Black Carifc of British Honduras that

"the temporarily striken morale of the community [is] reaffirmed
x)

and consolidated ..."

M<Yr-taiflT»Y Ritual in the Middle/Upper Classes. The conclusion that

there is no inverse relationship between the emphasis on kinship and

"public" participation within the village is further borne out by

a brief examination of mortuary ritual in a section of the middle/upper

classes in the parish ^ which indicates - contrary to Henriques1

suggestion - that an inverse relationship between these variables

is likewise absent there.

A death in these latter classes results as in the lower class

in the obvious involvement of kin resident in the same household.

For example if in a middle/upper class household the person dies at

home, such kin have to make the necessary arrangements with the

funeral parlour to remove the corpse and prepare it for burial.

Friends and other kin who live in the vicinity will at this stage

visit the bereaved and offer to help in any way they can, such as

with the preparations for the "Gathering" to be held after the funeral.

1) Smith, K.G. 1962 (b) op cit; 157.

2) Smith, E.T. 1956 op citt 205.

5) Taylor 1951 op cit: 101.

4) This discussion is confined to the section of the middle/upper
classes of the parish with which I am familiar.
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Members of the extended family living in other parts of the island

axe notified of the death, and if they are able they attend, the

funeral. The mobilisation of the extended family might even be said to

be more effective among these classes than in the lower class as

individuals in the former have easier access to efficient communication

and transport, generally having telephones and cars. On the other

hand extended families among the lower class are sometimes less

dispersed than those of the middle/upper classes due to the
1)

phenomenon of "spiralism" ' associated with the latter? but this

comparison can be qualified by the evidence of widespread kinship

networks among the villagers resultant from migration (as seen in

Chapter 3).

After the funeral friends and relatives gather at the household

of the bereaved; this gathering being in many respects the direct
2)

correlate of the "Setting-Ups" held among the lower class villagers.

Further indication of the importance of kinship in the middle/upper

classes in the context of death is the practice which sometimes occurs

in oases where the deceased had emigrated from his natal locality,

for the funeral and burial to take place at the church and cemetery

near' the "old home" rather than in the vicinity where the deceased

was living at toe time ox his death; this being to some extent

comparable to toe custom of burial on family land among the lower class.

This importance of kinship in toe middle/upper classes is further

demonstrated by the mobilisation of wide kinship ties at weddings,

1) Compare the similar effects of this phenomenon in Britain, see
e.g. Passer, C . and Harris, C.; The Family and Social Change ( London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1965).

2) Cf too "comfort visit" reported by Vallee among the islanders of
Barra, Outer Hebrides, op cit. except that in the latter case this
is confined to kin.
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and the custom of "spending time" with relatives in other parts of

the island. The use of fictive kinship terminology among close

friends in these classes further indicates the importance of kinship;

godparenthood being another phenomenon involving fictive kin

relationships. ^^
Despite the importance of kinship in the context of death in the

middle/upper classes, wide "public" participation does also occur, as

in the mobilisation of ties of friendship based on locality prior to, at,

and subsequent to the funeral. That such attendance is based on a

sense of "community" rather than on considerations of social prestige

(contrary to Eenriques• suggestion) should become apparent from the

details given below.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, many members of the middle/upper

classes live on properties dispersed throughout the rural areas of

the parish, and in such cases residence in the parish tends to be

long-term, with the result that an enduring network of friendship

based on common social class and locality has been built up over the
2)

years. The focus of this network is the tennis club, situated

near one of the sugar estates. In addition to social interaction at

this club, such families - because of the relative isolation in which

they live and the dearth of entertainment facilities in these areas -

have to provide their own entertainment, and so much informal visiting

1) On the comparable use of fiotive terminology among lower class
Jamaicans see Henriques 1951 and 1960 on cit. who reports the
widespread use of "Granny" as a term of address towards older
unrelated women. Godparenthood is a widely reported phenomenon
in Latin America, see e.g. Mintz, S. and Wolf, E.i "An Analysis
of Ritual Co-Parenthood (Compadrazgo)" reprinted in Boi:iannan,P.
and Middleton, J. (Ed.) Marriage. Family and Residence (Hew York:
Hatural History Press, 1968).

2) Cf Eonriques 1968 op cit: 80; this comparison however being
qualified by the fact that both middle and upper class sections
of the population may belong to the club.
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takes place between them, serving to further re-enforce this

friendship network; common membership in philanthropic voluntary

associations in the parish being yet another basis for interaction.

Because this network is based on common social class and locality,

closeknit networks of the type described by Bott 1^ are therefore

found, these including not only both spouses in the conjugal

relationship but also the entire elementary family since participation

in many of the social activities described above is not organised

on an age basis, all members of the family taking part regardless

of age.

Apart from certain qualifications regarding the postulated social

isolation of these classes vis-^vis the lower class (see Chapter 9)

the following description by M.G. Smith of the middle/upper classes

in the rural communities which he studied mirrors the sense of

community which I have just described:

"The motor car permits close and continuous social
relationships between people who live at some distance
from one another. The members of a particular class
whose homes are quite dispersed may be divorced from
the population among whom they dwell, and may really
form a community of their own, in some senses of the term." '

While the manifest function of mortuary ritual among the middle/upper

class section of the parish population then is, as in the ease of the
such

villagers, to comfort the bereaved - another/ function of the

"Gathering" being the purely utilitarian one of providing refreshment

for friends and relatives who have travelled long distances to attend

the funeral - the latent function of such mortuary ritual is, as

among the villagers, to re-enforce the solidarity both of the extended

kin group and of the community in the above-described sense.

1) Bott, E.J Family and Social Network (London: Tavistock
Publications Ltd, 1957)-

2) Smith, M.G. 1956 (b) op citt 296.
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The Element of Prestige in Public Attendance at Funerals* Henriques'

interpretation of wide "public" attendance at middle/upper class

funerals in terms of considerations of social prestige does, however,

need to be further examined before being completely dismissed. For

the type of public participation which he describes, based on slight

rather than intimate acquaintance does sometimes occur. However

certain qualifications of his interpretation of such attendance

need to be made. The first of these is that such attendance tends to

be associated with the funerals of prominent persons, and because of

this is probably more typical of the cities, particularly Kingston,

the capital, than the rural parishes. Secondly, because of this, it

is questionable whether such attendance can be interpreted in terms

of prestige; rather, it seems to be the type of public (qua public)

participation that surrounds the death of any important public

figure in most countries. Further, it met be noted that this type

of attendance is not confined to the middle/upper classes, as was

illustrated by the wide public participation in the death of two

prominent villagers in the locality of Elver Village. 1^
Conclusion.

In the preceding discussion of mortuary ritual in River Village

it was seen that while the innovation of the Burial Society reduoes

socio-economic anxiety among the villagers in the context of death

by providing financial aid for funerals and thereby ensuring the

fulfillment of an important social requisite, that the role of the

Society complements rather than supercedes that of kinship. Despite

1) Cf Horowitz's account of the funeral of a soldier buried in
Morao-Paysan, where a similar type of participation is noted,
1967 (a) 00 cit; also Vallee who notes that in Barra, Outer
Hebrides, "At the funeral of a prominent person there may be
more than four hundred people present, for in such an event the
ideal is for every household on the island to be represented by
at least one member." Op cits 125.
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the importance of kinship in this context however, wide nan-kin

or public participation in mortuary ritual was also seen to occur

in the village (both at the formal level of Burial Society

participation and at a more informal community level). There is

therefore no inverse relationship between kinship and public

participation, contrary to Henriques• hypothesis; the absence of

this inverse relationship further being borne out in the consideration

of mortuary ritual among the middle/upper classes in the parish.

For among these classes extended kinship was seen to be important -

in mortuary ritual as in other contexts - public participation also

however being wide. And it was argued that, contrary to Henriques'

hypothesis, such public participation was due to a sense of community

rather than to considerations of social prestige; it being suggested

that although in certain contexts idle type of attendance which he

describes, based cm slight acquaintance, does occur, that this is

resultant from the type of public involvement which surrounds prominent

public figures in most countries; and further that this -type of

involvement is not confined to the middle/upper classes.

In place of Henriques' model represented in Diagram 2 above then,

the data indicates a different model which is shown in Diagram 3*

Diagram \

Lower Class Middle/Cpper Classes

Stress on

kinship wide wide

Stress on

non-kin wide wide

(•'public")

Further, I would suggest that Renriques* data in fact supports cay

alternative model rather than his own, and below I refer to certain
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extract5 of his work to show that this is in fact so on the points

ofi wide kin ties mobilised at funerals in the middle/upper classes;

that wide public participation in these classes is not based on

considerations of social prestige; and that there is wide public

participation in lower class mortuary ritual. On the fourth point,

wide kinship participation in lower class mortuary ritual, we are

both agreed.

With regard to the first point, Henriques states that "In all

classes everyone who is at all connected by blood is expected to go

to the funeral", 1' and with regard to the importance of kinship in

general in these classes this is implicit in his observation that

"interest in kin ..." and the importance of tracing a person's kin

ties in order to 'place him' "ie by no means confined to the lower

class." ^
On the second point he notes that for the middle and upper classes

"the funeral is the expression not only of a personal loss, but of a

loss to the groups in society", (although he explains this in

terms of social prestige). And although he states that "Some people

even regard it as their duty to go to the funeral of anyone who was

not completely unknown to them in his life", ^ his observation

indicates a sense of duty rather than considerations of social

prestige as the motivating factor behind such attendance.

1) Henriques 1968 op cltt 151.

2) Ibid3 141 and 1951s 274.

3) 196 8 Ibid: 151.

4) Ibid.
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Finally, he shove that lower class mortuary ritual - which roaches

its height in the Wake - draws attendants from far beyond the bonds

of kinships

ttA wake starts when someone dies. Everyone is welcomed
whether related to the deceased or not. This welcome
extends beyond the circle of those who are known to the
complete stranger. Many homeless people in urban areas
vender about at night until they hear the sound of singing,
and they discover a wake in progress, They know that
they will be welcomed and given refreshment and somewhere
to pass the ni^it." 1) (My emphasis)

Such attendance may not be based on even slight acquaintance then,

and in another passage he also states that;

"The wake may be described as a gathering of people in
the house of the deceased. It consists of a core of^v
relatives, and of many others who .loin with them." '
(%■ emphasis).

Since Jiy model is therefore in fact supported by Henriques* own

data, and since ray model differs from that of Henriques, then logically

it is not surprising to find that the latter's data contradicts his

own model. And no doubt it is due to this contradiction, and

Henriquee* failure to re-examine his hypothesis in the face of this

conflicting evidence, which leads him - when summing up his conclusions -

to suddenly put forward a different hypothesis which fits more closely

with his material, but which contradicts his original hypothesis;

and this despite the fact that his entire discussion on kinship and

death was aimed at proving his original hypothesis. This second

contradictory hypothesis deals only with the aspect of his model that

is concerned with public participation in lower class mortuary ritual;

"For the lower class the death of a member of the group
is not only a loss to the immediate domestic group, bat a

fo the whole oowapiity. This loss is emphasised in
the custom of the wake in which -particlranta are drawn from
both inside and outside the domestic and kin groups. The

1) XbliU 143; of Henriques 1951 op cit; 276

2) 1968 ibid: 144; 1q51 ibid.
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The wake ia a means of establishing toe community's
lose and at the same time of emphasizing fee continuity
between fee dead and fee living. The domestic group
becomes identified wife the community. By contrast in
the other classes death is much more the private concern
of the particular family. Funerals attract a large
attendance of non-relatives, but that is essentially a
public demonstration of prestige which increases as
fee class ladder 1b ascended rather than the fusion of

* * * * ' ' . • -

which is characteristic of

And to retain his contrast between the lower and middle/upper classes,

on which his main hypothesis rests, Kenriques has now to resort to the

rationalisation that although among fee lower class public attendance

by non-relatives is due to a common identification between domestic

group and community* similar attendance in fee middle and upper

classes is due to considerations of prestige.

There now seems to be sufficient reason to discount Henriques'
2)

"economic interpretation of kinship" as illustrated with

reference to mortuary ritual. As seen from fee discussion above,

this conclusion can be drawn on two bases. The first of these is

that Henriques* causal hypothesis regarding fee variables of socio¬

economic anxiety and the functions of kinship, is seen to be invalid

in the lower class context of River Village through the use of the

methodological device of the "natural experiment". The second

being that there is no difference in the stress on kinship in the

two subcultures; nor in the extent of public participation. The

contrast between the inverse relationship of these two variables in

the two subcultures, then, which his hypothesis is aimed at

explaining does not exist.

However what I would suggest as the contrast between the two

subcultures in the context of death, and one for which an alternative

1) 1963 ibid: 165.

2) Ibid; 141; Eenriques 1951 op cit: 273.
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hypothesis does have to be found, is a contrast in the content

and extent of the ritual whioh takes place when such kin ties are

mobilised, - (which is also reflected in that involving non-relatives

since in most cases these rituals are synonymous) - rather than a

contrast in the width of such ties stressed. For differences are

apparent with regard to the former.

While it was seen above that there are certain minor

differences between River Village mortuary ritual and that described

for other peasant villages in Jamaica and the Caribbean, these will

for the moment be set aside In order to simplify the contrast

between the fairly uniform picture of mortuary ritual of the lower

class in the area as a whole and that of the middle/upper classes,

whioh lack many aspects of the lower class belief system and

associated ritual. 1^ Two main differences are apparent between

the two nubcultures in the context of such ritual: the absence of

elaborate ritual in the middle/upper classes as compared with the

lover class in the interim between the death and the funeral; and

of such ritual over an extended period of time subsequent to the

funeral.

With reference to the first of these differences it can be

noted that in accounts in the literature of ritual in the interim

between the death and the funeral in the lower class, that the

corps© is seen to be present in the house, such ritual in fact being

focused on the corpse; these dramatic rituals serving as a basis

for interaction for both the extended family as well as members of

the community. On the other hand, as soon as a person in the

1) While little has bean written on middle/upper class mortuary
ritual in the Caribbean as compared with that of the lower class,
see, in addition to Henriques 1951 and 1968 ibid. Smith, R.T.
1956 oro olt: 205; Smith, M.G. 1956 (b) on cit: 302-5.
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middle/upper olass dies, (if the death occurs at home), a

funeral parlour is called in to remove the corpse, prepare it

for burial, and to keep it in the interim between death and the

funeral* Thus, since the corpse is absent, there is no focus
or

for similar ritual in this interim. Thus the basis/opportunity
for mortuary ritual at this stage is removed, not only as a basis

of social interaction for the extended family, but also for the

elementary family. Thus grief will still be a cohesive force in

the letter ease at this stage, but ritual will not. And even if

members of the extended family do visit at this time, there is

no ritual basis for attracting and integrating them at any one

point in time.

Regarding the second contrast, two reasons can be suggested

which are likewise related to the variable of opportunities.

Firstly, by the time of the funeral in the lower class, ritual has,

for the above mentioned reason, been in full swing for some time,

and this asy be expected to act as a propulsive force in the

continuation of such ritual over the next few days. Whereas in

the middle/upper classes there has been no such preceding ritual,

and the gathering may be seen simply as the conclusive stage of

the isolated ritual of the funeral. A second contributory factor

in this contrast is the relative discreteness of the extended

family in the lower class - kinship being an important basis of

social organisation in peasant communities - as compared with the

dispersion of this unit in the middle/upper classes due to spiralism

associated with clerical and professional occupations. In many

cases then in the lower olass members of the extended family live

within a sufficiently short distance of each other to make frequent
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visits to the home of the bereaved feasible both before and after

the funeral. In contrast, however, while members of the extended

family in the middle/upper class may be able to travel quite some

distance to attend the funeral, and may be able to remain for the

subsequent Gathering, they cannot generally make frequent visits

due to such distance, nor stay over an extended period of time

(that is several days) at short notice, due to their job commitments.

This does not mean that the involvement of extended kin ties in

this latter subculture is any narrower than in the lower class,

simply that such ties cannot be mobilised over such an extended

period of time, - due again to the variable of opportunities,

this time to the lack of opportunities for frequent interaction.

An alternative model for the generation of mortuary ritual

in the respective subcultures can therefore be constructed using

the variable of opportunities as a reference point, rather than that

of socio-economic insecurity. Such a model might also be expected

to have predictive validity. For if the opportunities for ritual

in any given context increased or decreased, then the actual

content and extent of ritual might be expected to do the same.

For example as more terminally ill people in the lower olass go

to hospital due to the increasing use of medical facilities in this

subculture less deaths will occur at home. And, even when they do,

the corpse may be quickly removed due to the increasing use of

mortuaries. Thus the focus of ritual - the body - is removed.

Regarding this point, it might be possible to construct a rural-urban

continuum which might align the more 'urbanised' lower class with

the middle/upper classes, on the basis of opportunities regarding

the use of hospitals and morgues, and the likelihood in the lower class

of adopting similar methods of dealing with death.
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With reference to the second factor - tixe relative

discretoaoss/dispersion of the extended family in the respective

subcultures - the extended family in the lower class may become

more dispersed due to the increasing mobility of this subculture.

There be# ua.refore be a subsequent shift in the basis of mobilisation

of extended kin ties similar to the situation described by

Rosser and Harris in Vales. 1 ^ These authors examine the varying

function of the extended family in crises, and one sees the importance

of the variable of opportunities as the basis for the mobilisation

of kin ties# It can also be noted that Bott, ' in def ining the

conditions n cessary for the development of a localised matrifocal

extended, family organisation states the variable of distance as an

important faotor; and the .importance of this can likewise be noted
x)

in the development of the matrifocal extended family in East London.

One mi^ht even go as far as saying, in fact, that the opportunities

for the assembling of the extended family - and therefore for its

joint participation in ritual - mi$it become less in the Jamaican

lower class than in the middle/upper classes due to the fact that

emigration is possibly more rife in the former section of the

population.

That such a model as the one I have outlined might in fact

have such predictive validity, and that it might be able to predict

social action in such a wey which may even transverse the variable

1) Rosser & Harris on oit.

2) Bott on oit.

3) Young, M. & Willmott, P. s Family and Kinship in East London
(Londoni Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1957).
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of social class, is indicated by some of the changes which appear

to be occuring in Elver Village vie-&-vis the general situation

described in the rest of the literature.

For example it was seen in the preceding account of mortuary

ritual in the village that there is an increasing use of the

K&intown hospital and morgue in the event of death, and that in

the majority of cases of death during the 1969/1972 interim the

death in fact took place in hospital. In tills way, then, the focus

of ritual is being increasingly removed from the home. Ehus it was

seen fiat in general the accounts given by informants regarding the

death of a relative focused on the funeral and the Nine Might,

the ritual prior to the funeral consisting primarily of keeping the

bereaved company? this change in content of such ritual possibly

being the influence responsible for the absence of ritual even

in the case of Mr, A. whose body was still present in the home.

And the fact that in some cases the ritual in the interim between the

funeral raid Mine Night (the latter being likely to persist longest

as it is the most important aspect of the ritual subsequent to the

funeral) is dying out may be related to the absence of dramatic

ritual prior to the funeral, whioh was suggested above as being a

propulsive force for the prolongation of the rest of the ritual.

A further influence in River Village in the dying out of the

ritual between the funeral and Nine Night is the dispersion of the

extended family? for while it has been seen that many villagers

are linked by kinship ties, some also having such ties with

neighbour ng villages, there are nevertheless not only extensive

kinship networks stretching beyond the village and its immediate

vicinity? but also many migrants to the village some of whom have
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few relatives there; the motility of the River Village population

and their kin being not only influenced by the increase in

migration generally since the time of many of the reports on

mortuary ritual referred to above, but also - in the case of

in-migrants - by the site of the village (see Chapter j). Thus

in many cases the extended family of the villages:* is characterised

by the dispersion typical of that in the middle/upper classes. This

means that while kinship remains an important focus in lower class

mortuaay ritual, that kin living elsewhere in the island my not

be able to come to visit the bereaved frequently, possibly coming

only for the funeral as in the case of Mrs. C.*s relatives who
1)

returned to Kingston after the funeral. '
Nevertheless the fact that there is some persistence of the

traditional ritual in River Village, particularly that of the Nine

Night which is the height of the ritual, is indicative of the

importance of the influence of the traditional complex of beliefs

typical of the Caribbean folk. Beliefs, the form and retention of

which were in origin - as shown by Patterson*s extensive discussion

of the subject - directly related to the social structure of slave
2)

society, and whioh on the whole never developed among the free

population. The persisting influence of these beliefs on River

Village laortuary ritual, rather than invalidating the model built

around th© variable of opportunities, simply adding complexity to

the situation at the empirical level.

1) Cf Clarke*s report of the ritual surrounding Mrs. Malcolm*s
death, where "Mother Williams" and her friends from Kingston
only oaaie to the Sugar town ritual on the occasion of the Nine
Hiffct, attending none of the preceding ritual; 1966 op clt.

2) Patterson, 0. on cit. Chapter VII; cf Henriques 1951 on cits
278 and 1963 on cit: 145.
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The persisting influence of such beliefs on River Village

mortuary ritual - even if in some cases the purpose of the visiting

and Mine ifight might possibly have become divorced from their

original protective and manipulative purpose - points to the

importance of considering historical factors or tradition in

addition to contemporary social factors in the explanation of

contemporary social organisation; a point which was also brought

out in -fee previous chapter in relation to the explanation of conjugal

patterns in the village. Despite the fact then that soy own

explanatory interpretation of kinship in River Village differs in

several ways from that of Henriques - whose approach may be taken

to typify that of the current 'economic determinist' school in

West Indian kinship studies - lay methodological approach to

the study of social organisation has not in fact departed very far

from his own. For throughout his work he advocates the importance

of historical factors in addition to contemporary ones in the analysis

of the contemporary Jamaican social organisation; - an approach

which is lacking in certain other analyses of Vest Indian kinship, 1 ^
and the -validity of which has been illustrated in a more general

context by other anthropologists such as Mints and Wolf. '

In this chapter the respective roles of kinship, community,

and Burial Society in the context of death in River Village have

been examined in the light of Henriques • hypothesis of kinship and

death in Jamaica.

First, Henriques' hypothesis was discussed; the method to

be used in testing this hypothesis with reference to my own data

1) See for example both Mintz and Greenfield's criticisms of
R.SJ. Smith's study of the British Guianese family; Mintz, S.t
"Review" of Smith, R.T. 1956 op oit in Social & Economic Studies.

7(4),1958(h);Greenfield 1966 O£joit.

2) Mintr ibid: Wolf 1967 op oit.
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then be.jag outlined. Regarding the ethnographic material itself,

the organisation and aims of the River Village Burial Society were

first outlined, this being followed by a discussion of mortuary

ritual in the village.

Various conclusions were then drawn on the basis of the

ethnographic material. First, it was noted that the structured

innovation of the mutual aid sooiety resulted, in the reduction of

socio-economic anxiety among the villagers, but that this did not

result in a lessening of the emphasis on kinship in the event of

death. The roles of the Burial Society and kinship were therefore
A V f cy\jLA

seen as costplsmentary and causal hypothesis regarding theA

interro at:onship of socio-economic anxiety and the function of

kinship w therefore invalidated. Next it was concluded that

contrary to Henriques• model, there exists no inverse relationship

between tha emphasis on kinship and public participation in the

event of death in River Village, this conclusion being further borne

out by a brief consideration of mortuary ritual in a section of the

middle/upper classes in the parish. The element of social prestige

jn public attendance was also considered in relation to the latter

subculture, and it was concluded that this did not generally account

for the public element in middle/upper class funerals. Rather it

was suggested that as in the village context, the public element

in the nt Idle/up er class represents a sense of "community".

Nevertheless it was noted that the type of wide, impersonal

attendance -typical of "official" funerals was sometimes present

at the funerals of well-known public figures. Such a basis for the

mobilisation of attendance was seen however not to be confined to

the middlc/apper classes.
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Having considered the variables of wide/narrow, public/private

attendance in both subcultures, Henriques' model regard >ng these

variables iras rejected, and an alternative one postulating vide

kin/public participation in both sub-cultures was suggested. It

was also suggested that Henriques* own material in fact supports

this modoi and contradicts his own, - a predicament which becomes

apparent in Ms own work by the fact that he has to re-phrase his

hypothesis in a contradictory form at the end of his book.

Whi": e I have tried to show that Henriques * socio-economic

explanation of the functions of kinship in the context of death is

invalid, 1 pointed out that there was, nevertheless, another point

of contrast between fee subcultures in fee event of death; namely

feat of tie content and extent of ritual. Shis led me to suggest

an alternate model to that of Kenriques8 regarding fee generation

of narfcuary ritual. This model shifts the focus from the variable

of see_o~economic anxiety to feat of armnrtunitv. Further

indications of fee validity of this model beyond fee initial

suboulturai contrast were also noted.

However the relative persistaae© of traditional beliefs in

influencing ritual in Elver Village despite certain indications of

social oaaage indicates fee importance of traditional values in fee

shaping of aontemporary norms; - a point which was brought out in

fee preceding chapter with reference to conjugal patterns. The

persistence of traditional values in the context of death was seen

not to invalidate fee model based on fee variable of opportunity, but

rather to add to the complexity of the empirico situation which the

model endeavours to explain.
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Fina ly, claims for the validity of the model can be made

on the following grounds:

i. fhis model explains ay own data;

ii. Xt is also supported by Henriques* data;

iii. Xt accounts for the contradictions which become evident

both between Henriques* data and his model, and between hie

initial and final hypotheses;

iv. And it provides a plausible basis for prediction in the

sphere of sooial change.


